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Government and the Printing Traile, 1540-1560.	 P.m, Took.
Chapter I is concerned with the legal framework within which printers
and stationers operated. Thia includes not only legislation
specifically introduced to govern the printing trade, but also the
extension to printed books of existing prohibitions on slanderous,
prophetic, treasonable or heretical utterances. It also discusses
the consolidation of censoring powers within the Privy Council
following the Proclamation of 1530.
Chapter II contains a chronological account of relations between the
government and the printers (a.) under Henry, with particular
attention to the difficulties encountered by stationers after
1540, the rise of the political broadside, and the increase in
imported propaganda,(b.) under Edward, discussing Somerset's
liberalisation, the influx of foreign refugees, the vast increase
in the number of books printed, particularly social and religious
polemic, bills and ballads, and the reimposition of censorship.
The confiscation of catholic service books under Northumberland
is considered, and the abortive attempt of the catholic emigres
to establish a counter propaganda. The religious commitment of
the stationers is examined in detail, leading to a discussion of
the effect upon the protestant printers of (c.) Mary's accession.
Mary's success in silencing criticism is assessed, with its effects;
the fall in book production, the operation of underground presses,
the appearance of seditious pamphlets and the increase in imported
polemic. The work of the Marian printers is examined, particularly
service book production and the printing of catholic apologetics.
Chapter III considers the role of patrons of the press, such as Cranner,
Catherine Parr, and Somerset. The optimistic approach to the
dissemination of books which characterised the evangelical,
humanist tradition is discussed , and the deliberate use made of
printers by Cro!wel1 and Cranmer is traced. In prticu1ar the
use of patents and licenses to supply the Edwardian church with
all necessary devotional aids is traced, and contrasted with the
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Evcr since John Foxe described the crucial role played by the printing
press in the spread of' the reformation, historians of the sixteenth
century have stressed the importance of printed propaganda and of the
dissemination of the vernacular scriptures in shaping the religious
development of' England. In recent times Professor A.G. Dickens dealt
at some length with the subject in his cl,ssic work The English Reformation
and theauthors and contents of propaganda tracts have been closely
studied by Professcr W.K. Jordan, Professor L.P. Fairfield, Dr. D.ffl. Loades
and others. But the part played by the printers themselves in the religious
controversy has not, to my knowledge, been thoroughly investigated. In
tackling this question for the years 1540-60 I have investigated, as far
as surviving evidence permits, the extent and nature of religious corn-
mitment among the printers, and the degree to which that commitment
influenced the output of the presses. This led on to an examination, of the
relationship between the printers and the government, and the extent to
which successive governments controlled the stationers' activities.
The main part of this thesis,(Chapter II), is taken up with a
chronological account of the book trade and of the governments' attempts
to control it. This chronological treatnerit avoids the repetition of
political circumstances which would have been inevitable if different
aspects of the trade had been treated seperataly, but in order to counter-
balance the resulting length of the chapter I have subdivided it into the
three reigns under consideration, and further broken it down into
sections covering the main topics of interest in each of' the reigns.
Although the years under discussion are 1540-60 it has been recessary
to look briefly at the earlier part of Henry's reign to explain the
situation inherited by government and stationers in 1540. The years
1558-60 are treated here as a postscript to mary's reign, the relationship
between Elizabeth and the printers being too large a topic to cover.
quotations are given throuahout with modern spelling and punctuation,
except where the titles of' tracts and bills are concerned. Short Title
Catalogue numbers have been used sparingly, because of possible changes
still to take place when the Revised Catalogue is completed. Detailed
bibliographical descriptions have had to be confined to a few pamphlets
where such descriptions are particularly significant; the number of
pamphlets under discussion would have made the thesis impossibly long
if detailed desciptions had been given of' them all.
I would like to take this opportunity to express my profound apprec-
iation of the kindness and encouragement given to me in my work by my
supervisor, the late Professor W.D.J. Cargill Thoripson.
(iv)
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Legislation concurring the operation nnd output of the printing
press.
Any considorition of the relationship hetuicen governments and the
printing trade in the sixteenth century will naturally concentrate on
the nature and ef'fectivenoss of governments' attenpts to control the
output of the press. Writing in Elizabeth's reign, John Foxe described
the Cod-given puwrr of' the printed word to transform men's lives;
"... to restore the church again by doctrine and learning it
pleased Cod to open to man the art of printing... Printing
being opened, incontinently ministered unto the church the
instruments and tools of learning and knowledge.
By this printing, as by the gift of tongues, and as by the
singular organ of the Holy Chost, the doctrine of' the gospel
soundeth to all nations...and what Cod revealed to one man is
dispersed to many." (1)
Foxe concludes that such is the power of the press that "either the
Pope must abolish knowledge and printing, or printing at length will
root him out." (2)
n instrument of such revolutionary power was clearly of' concern to
governments, at a time when a degree of voluntary consent on the part
of subjects was essential to the efficient functioning of even the mast
dictatorial regime. Any medium which might influence attitudes or arouse
discontent, any channel through which previously unvoiced aspirations
could be published, was necessarily of interest to those attempting to
rule. The early exploitation of printing by the Lutherans lad to an
early realisation by both ecclesiastical and secular establishments thbt
the press must be controlled, and the years 1530 - 1560 saw the intro-
duction of censorship of some kind throughout Europe.
Nevertheless, there is a danger that our present knowledge of the
power of the press, and of the important role it played in the events
of' the sixteenth century may cause us to overstress the concern felt by
governments at the time over the need to control the printing trade.
Even in the most literate areas, such as the great trading cities, the
press was not at this time a mass medium for directing or expressing
opinion. Throughout this period the pulpit continued to be looked upon
as the most influential platform for social arid religious views, both
(1) John Foxe, Acts & rnonunrnts, Vol.1V, p. 253,and Vo.1ll,p.72l,72O.
(2) ibid. vol.111, p.720.
(i)
• official and unofficial. Books remained the preserve of an educated
minority. The hindsight with which roxe and later historians spoke of
the power of the press was not available to governments in 1500.
However quickly its potential was recognised by reformers and those who
attempted to control them, the printing press was greeted at its
invention, not as an influential medium through which religious or
political ideas could be broadcast, not, in fact, as a political force,
but as a new craft, to be treated in the same way as any other craft.
Nor did the invention of the press lead to the creation of the
theory or practise of censorship. It was already illegal in England
to pass on any rumour or scandal which might cause a breach of the peace,
or to slander the King or his officials. It was also Illegal to publish
inflammatory prophecies or hostile papal documents. Specific and
draconian measures 'lready existed to prevent the appearance of books
containing heretical opinions, and to punish anyone writing, reading or
handling such books. In Pact the Statute of 1414 prohibited the
publication of anything which might"subvert the Christian faith and the
law of God and Holy Church" or "destroy the same our Sovereign Lord the
King and all other manner of Estates..." (1)
The theory of censorship, that the expression in public of any
opinion was a public act nf which the state had the right and the duty
to take cognisance, predated the invention of the printing press. It
was believed that if hostile or seditious opinions were allowed to go
unrepressed civil strife would follow, for those who express such views
"do wickedly instruct and inform people and as much as they may excite
and stir them to sedition and insurrection and maketh great strife and
division among the people, and other enormities horrible to be heard.'(2)
It was the duty of the state to prevent and punish the expression of
any such seditious or socially disruptive opinions.
During the reign of Henry Vlll this basic theory of censorship was
embellished with certain refinements familiar to modern historians such
as the "adaptation" of history to suit the needs of the current regime,
the use of pulpit and press to expound an official line, the development
of a royalist cult through the careful wording of official documents
and the denigration of all opponents of government policy as malicious
(1) 2 Hen.V,st.1, cap.7. S.R. vol.11,p.lBl.
(2) 2 Hen.1V, cap.15,. S.R. Vol.11 p.126
(2)
and subversive. But even if a dawning realisation of the power of the
printed word, and a deliberate and successful use of it,characterised
Henry Viii's government, particularly during the era of Cromwell's
ascendancy, the basic philosophy of censorship, and of the government's
duty to do everything necessary to maintain civil order, was much older.
Trade Legislation.
It is not surprising therefore, that the earliest legislation to deal
specifically with the printing press was trade legislation, passed at
the request of the printers, and marking their development from the few
foreign merchants who set up shop in and around London before the end
of the fifteenth century to the large and influential body of tradesmen
which acquired a charter in 1557. In order to move from the suburbs
where they had originally operated into the city itself, and to work
effectively within the city, the printers found it necessary to join
a trade Company, and attached themselves to the Company of Stationers.
The Stationers' Company comprised at this time booksellers, iirnners,
bookbinders and writers of text hand, other scribes belonging to the
Company of Scriveners. (1). But the rapid growth of the printing
trade and the scale on which printers were able to operate, soon led
to the domination of the company by those whose business was printing,
or selling printed books. The -Stationers' Company thus became the
guild of all those whose jobs were centred on the printing press. Is
such it exercised all the usual controls over its members to ensure
the maintenance of standards and to enforce its monopoly over all
practitioners of that craft.	 s with other trade companies, the
Stationers enforced regulations concerning the binding and government
of apprentices, the enforcement of city rules such as the respecting
of holy days, the proper course to be taken to arbitrate between
members and to maintain peace in the brotherhood, rules for civic
ceremonial, for the care of widows and orphans and for the relief of
the impoverished. The Stationers had precise rules abcut the materials
and methods to be used in the binding of books, the size of editions
-	 (1) Cyprian Blagden, The Stationers' Company a History, 1403 - 1959.
(1960.)
(3)
which could be set up by one compositor, and the rights which a printer
had to any copy which he had been the first to print. The rules
governing the ancient craft of bookbinding were much more precise than
those concerning the methods of printing, the latter craft still being
comparatively experimental.
With the expansion of the book trade the Stationers' Company grew
in strength and began to work towards the enforcement of an efficient
monopoly over printing and bookselling throughout the country. In
1484 King Richard's concern for the establishment of the new trade,
and his scholarly interest in the availability of books )caused him to
exempt the printing trade from rules designed to prevent foreigners
from setting up shops in London. The statute 1 Ric. 111, cap.9., which
was concerned mainly with the cloth trade, included the following clause;
"Provided always that this ct or any part thereof, or
any other act made or to be made in this pr3sent Parliament,
in no wise extend r be prejudicial, any let, hurt or
impediment to any Artificer or merchant stranger of what
nation or country he be or shall be of, for bringing into
this realm, or selling by retail or otherwise, of any manner
books written or imprinted, or for the inhabiting within the
said Realm for the same intent, or to any writer, limner,
binder or imprinter of such books as he hath or shall have
to sell by way of merchandise, or for their abode in the
same Realm for tht exercising of the said occupations..." (i)
This exemption enabled a number of printers from the Low Countries,
men like Wynkyn de Worde and W. de ftlachlinia, or from Normandy, like
Pynson and Facques, to establish a thriving printing and publishing
trade in and around London. For the first two decades of the sixteenth
century these close links with France and the Netherlands were
maintained, but as a second generation of native printers arose to
swell the	 ranks, some dissatisfaction with the domination by
foreigners began to appear. By the 1520s there were English printers
at work whose wealth and influence rivalled that of the foreigners.
John Rastell later told Cromwell that during the days of his prosperity
he was earning more by printing two or three hundred reams of paper
every year than he earned by the law " in pleading in Westminster Hall".
Since his law practice earned him at least 40 marks a year he was
obviously making a lot of money from his printing. (2)
During the lS2Os the London Stationers began to make some inroads
(i) S.R0 Vol. 11, p.493
(2) D.N.B. John Rastell.
(4)
en the privileges conferred on foreigners in 1 Ric.111,cap.9. There
iunu miready a custom among them that no free man should take a foreigner
nit on apprentice. This debarred foreigners from ever becoming free men
ot' the Company unless they were able to buy their way in,and this was a
very difficult process. (i) In 1523 an act limiting the taking of'
apprentices by strangers did not exclude the printers, and this act
strengthened the control of the Company by enacting that all aliens
exercising a craft in London were to be under the search and reformation
of the wardens and fellowships of' their craft. One alien of the same
craft was to accompany the wardens on any such searches. (2) In 1529
another act was passed which increased the difficulties of foreign
tradesmen in London and further enhanced the status of the Company.
21 Hen.Vlll, cap 16 forbad any alien to set up shop in London unless
he was a denizen and subjected all alien householders in London and
the suburbs to the same charges as native householdzrs. It also
ordered all strangers both aliens and denizens to swear an oath of
allegiance to the King before the master and Warden of their craft. (3)
The financial disincentives to alien merchants to work in London were
now considerable. To function at all they had to pay for denizenship,
and even then they received little protection from arbitrary fiscal
pressures. In 1515 they had been required to pay a double subsidy,
and now in 1529 they were forced to bear the caine costs as citizens
without enjoying the same privileges. These financial pressures,
together with the growing numbers of native competitors and the
increasing power of the Company, led to a considerable reduction in the
proportion of foreign printers working in London. Nevertheless, a
large number of' the books sold in London, particularly legal and
liturgical texts, were still printed abroad, mainly in Normandy and
the Low Countries.
The Act of 1533 went a long way towards checking the import of books
printed abroad. This Act was, presumably, the result of pressure from
t.ho bookbinders, for it stipulated that no bound books whatsoever were
to be imported. It also prohibited aliens from selling any books on
the retail market, thereby giving the London stationers the ability to
(i) 'iu below P.106.
(',) I' rind 15 Hen. Vlll, cap. 2. S.R. 4tlol.11l, p.208.
()	 tlo1 lll,p.297.
(5)
control the supply and the price of all books sold in London. To
prevent London booksellers from seizing the opportunity to inflate
book prices unduly, the Lord Chancellor was given the power to fix
a fair price. The preamble to this statute demonstrates most forcibly
that the.London printers felt that they were now perfectly capable of
standing on their own feet and needed no assistance from any foreigners;
'I
Whereas by the provision of a statute made n the first
year of' the reign of King Richard the third, it was
provided ... that all strangers repairing into this Realm
might lawfully bring into the said realm printed and
written books to sell at their liberty and pleasure; by
force of' which provision there hath commen into this
realm since the making of the same a marvellous number
of' printed books and daily doth; And the cause of the
making of the same provision seemeth to be, for that
there were but few books and few printers within this
realm at that time which could well exercise and occupy
the said science and craft of printing; Nevertheless,
since the making of the said provision, many of this
Realm being the King's natural subjects have given
them so diligently to learn and exercise the said craft
of printing that at this day there be within this realm
a great number cunning and expert in the said science
or craft of printing as able to exercise the said craft
in all points as any stranger in any other Realm or
Country..."
The Act goes on to complain that there are many expert bookbinders in
England whose livelihood is threatened by the import "from beyond the
sea" of "great plenty of printed books." The exemption clause of
1. Ric.11l. cap.9 is therefore repealed. (1)
The claim that London printers were "as able to exercise the said
craft as any stranger" was not strictly accurate. There were still
many aspects of printing in which London craftsmen were inexpert, and
the effect of this ban on foreign books was felt, particularly in the
field of the finer liturgical works, especially those involving the
printing of music. Such works disappeared almost entirely from the
bookshops. (2) The various laws concerning religious practices which
were passed in the 30s also made publication for the English market
too risky for foreign publishers. The impact of these religious
changes and of the ban on bound books affected the service book trade
more directly than any other because the great majority of' books
imported prior to 1534 were liturgical works. Breviaries, for example,
(1) 25 Hen. Vlll,cap.l5. S.R. Vol.111, p.456.
(2) See ch.11l for adiscussion of' the production of Service books.
(6)
which had been almost exclusively printed abroad, ceased to appear in
English bookshops, dropping from a total of' sixty editions before 1535
to one solitary edition in 1543/4 until the accession of mary produced
a spate a? 12 new editions. Obviously the Dissolution of the monasteries
was a major factor in the collapse of the market for such books. But
legislation such as that of 1536 which outlawed all references to the
pope, also caused difficulties for foreign printers. The great
Parisian printer Francis Regnault,whom Cromuiell employed to print his
Great Bible, was left with large numbers of useless service books on
his hands by these two Acts of' 1534 and 36, and Coverdale and Grafton
intervened with Cromwell on his behalf, his own letter to the secretary
having produced no results. Explaining that
"Whereas of long time he hath been an occupier into
England, more than 40 year, he hath always provided
such books for England as they most occupied, so that
he hath a great number at the present in his hands as
Py-merz in English, (Ylissals with other such like:
whereof now, (by the company of the Bopksellers in
London) he is utterly forbidden to make sale, to the
utter undoing of the man",
Coverdale and Craf'ton add thatin order to avoid the mistakes of which
the Stationers complained, he will only print English works when they
ha y, b,n correct	 by "an English man that is l.arn	 ". (1) Th,re
is no
	
vidnc	 that this int,rv,ntion 1-	 to	 ny re1.xation
of the Stationer's monopoly, but Cromwe1l use of Regnault for the
Great Bible may have been intended as some compensation for the losses
the Parisian printer had suffered through being unable to sell his
English Prayer Books.
The disappearance of these foreign service books was evidently not
regretted, for it enabled the government to enforce both the Royal
Supremacy and whatever degree of reform it favoured, with much greater
ease. The Patent granted to Crafton and Whitchurch in 1544 for the
printing of service books expressed clearly the views of both the
Stationers and the government;
•.."where in times past, it bath been usuallyaccustomed
that these books of divine service, and prayer books
(that is to say) the mass Book, the Grail, the Hymnal,
the Antiphoner, the Processional, the manual, the
Porteous and the Primer, both in Latin and also in
English, have been printed by strangers, as' well within
(1) E. Cordon Duff, A Century of the English Book Trade, 1457 - l557
(Bibliographical Society 1905,)p. xxiii
(7)
this our Realm as also in other foreign and strange
countries, partly to the great loss and hindrance of
our subjects, who both have the sufficient art feat
and trade of printing, and by imprinting such books
might profitably and to the use of the commonwealth
be set on work, and partly to the setting forth of
the Bishop of Rome's usurped auLhority, and keeping
the same in continual memory, contrary to the decrees,
statutes and laws of' this our realm..." (1)
For ths
	 reasons the patent in such books is granteu to Crafton
and Whitchurch.
By the end of the 1530s the English book trade had passed firmly
into the hands of the London printers, and it became increasingly
difficult for a foreigner to gain entrance. Even Reyner Wolf, whose
court connections and links with Continental printing houses made him
a man of considerable influence, had difficulty gaining admittance to
the Stationers. Wolf had come to England as early as 1530, possibly
at the invitation of' Cranmer, and worked both as a book3eller and as
an unofficial envoy from the English Court to the German protestants.
In 1533 he took letters of denization and in 1536 he applied for
membership of the Stationers' Company, Rnne Boleyn being his sponsor.
Despite the eminence of his patroness, Wolf was only granted his
freedom after more pressure had been put on the Lord flyor and Common
Council. In 1539 Berthelet attempted to get citizenship for " a certain
foreigner" and failed, despite the intervention of Cromwell. The mayor
and Aldermen told him that only one foreigner had been made free in
40 years, but Berthelet considered that this was an underestimate. The
only foreigner apart from Wolf to be made free of the Stationers was
Simon Fflartynson, who was made free at the request of the King in 153B. (2)
During the last decade of Henrys reign, books continued to come
into the country, mostly protestant polemics smuggled in from the Low
Countries through Ipswich and other East Coast ports. But the bulk of'
the books on sale openly in the London book shops were now English
printed. Not that the London stationers yet enjoyed a complete
monopoly; printing houses existed in several cities in England before
1557, including St.Albans, York, Ipswich, Gloucester and Canterbury.
(i) This version of the patent is found in Portiforium Secund usum SariT,
"noviter impressi, et a plurimis purgatum mendis. In quo nomen
Romano pontifici falso ascriptu omittuit; una cum aliis que
christianissimo nostri Regis statuto repugnant" Crafton and
Whitchurch, 1544.
(2) Duff, Century, p,.xx and p. 101.
(8)
During the reign of King Edward Vi the number of books printed outside
the capital increased with the general increase in printing activity.
At the same time the protestant sympathies of the government caused a
new wave of foreign workers to pour into London. The financial
situation of the poorer book men was aggravated by this influx, at a
time when these Stationers were already being hit hard by inflation
and a steady fall in the price of books. Writing in 1582. Christopher
Barker described the situation under Edward.
"In the time of King Henry Viii there were but few printers,
and those of good credit and cornpotent wealth, at which
time and before, there was another sort of men that were
writers, lymners of books and divers things for the Church
and other i.es called Stationers; which have, and partly
to this day do use to buy their books in gross of the said
printers, to bind them up, and sell them in their shops,
whereby they well maintained their families. In King
Edward Vi his days, printers and printing began greatly
to increase; but the provision of' letter and many other
things belonging to printing was so exceeding chargeable
that mast of those printers were driven through necessity
to compound before hand with . the booksellers, at so low
value, as the printers themselves were most times small
gainers and often loosers." (1)
As a result of these economic difficulties, pressure mounted within
the Company for a Charter that would give the London stationers a
complete monopoly. The first suggestion of incorporation appears,in
fact, to date from 1551, when the actual terms may well have been
worked out. (2) The Act of 1554 which ordered all foreigners, and
especially foreign bookworkers, tc leave London, had as its intention
the stamping out of protestant opinions, but it also had the effect of
alleviating some of the financial difficulties of the Stationers. The
acquisition of a Charter however, remained a central preoccupation of'
the Stationers, and they prepared for it by buying and decorating
Peter's College as a new Company Hail, and by purchasing a grant of
arms.
In 1557 the Charter was finally grnte, sn has since
occasioneà some debate as to whether it was essentially a
of trade legislation, or whether it shou1 	 be viewed as
.rt of the	 government's campaign against illegal books. (3)
(1) E.Arber, A Transcript of the Registers of the Company of' Stationers
of London, 1554 - 1640,
 (1875) Vol, 1. p.xx.
(2) Cyprian Blagden, op.cit.p.31.
(3) R.B.fllcKerrow, A Dictionary of' Printers and Booksellers 1557-1640
(Bibliographical Society 1910)considered that "the granting of a
Charter to the Stationers, though ostensibly intended to benefit
the book trade, was undoubtedly dictated in the main by the wish
more effectively to control it" p.X.
Duff, Century,agrees with this view.
See also Graham Pollard," The Company of' Stationers before 1557"
in Libray ,4th Series. Vol,xvlli, (l937)p.i. and Cyprian Blagden op.cit.
(9)
The preamble would seem to suggest the latter, for it statest-hctt the
Charter was granted to provide a remedy for the fact that "certain
seditious and heretical books, rhymes and treatises are daily published
and printed by divers scandalous, malicious, schisrnatical and heretical
persons, not only moving our subjects and lieges to sedition and
disobedience against us, our crown and dignity, but also to renew and
move very great and d3Astable heresies against the faith and sound
catholic doctrine of Holy (Ylother Church" (1) To cope with this situation
the Company was granted a Charter declaring that no one was to print unless
he was a member of the Company, or licensed by letter patent. The officers
of the Company were mpowered to search for illegal books and punish
offenders with three months imprisonment and a fine of £ 5, half of which
was to go to the crown and half to the Company. The Charter also
conveyed powers to make any ordinances the officers desired, provided that
they were agreeable to the laws of the realm.
The granting of the Charter did have the effect of centralising all
• printing activity in London. The last printing house to operate outside
the capital, that of John fflychell in Canterbury, issued its last book
in 1556. fflychell had been in difficulties for some time, perhaps
because of his association with the exiled printer Edward Uihitchurch,
and his efforts to protect his rights in his own compildtion " A Breviat
Chronicle had been unsuccessful. London printers pirated editions of
his work in 1555 and 56, and after the Canterbury office had closed they
continued to issue editions of [Ylychell's chronicle. Yllychell's struggles
to enforce his copy right, and his difficulties in operating a printing
shop in Canterbury must have been aggravated by the incorporation of the
London Stationers, but it is clear that his business had well nigh failed
before the Charter was granted. Similarly, all the other provincial
presses that had been in operation when the Charter was first discussed
in 1551 had	 vanished by 1557. (2) Humphrey Powell's book shop in
Dublin was the only surviving stationer's outside London, and his press
does not appear to have been functioning at this time. But if the Charter
did not actually cause the closure of provincial presses, it did operate
to prevent the opening of new offices outside London when the accession
of Elizabeth removed the restraints under which printers had been
operating. In 1583 Christopher Barker and Francis Caldock argued against
(1) Arber, Transcript,p. xxxiii.
(2) See ch. 11 for the effect of Mary's accession on the Edwardian
• patentees.
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the setting up of a press at Cambridge on the grounds that the London
Stationers had obtained its Charter, that is, •had applied and paid for
a legal monopoly. (1)
The centralisation of the printing trade, whether it was the result
of Incorporation or not, was clearly advantageous to a government that
was striving to stamp out illegal books. It made surveillance of known
printing shops much easier, and by placEing the onus on the Company,
encouraged a degree of corporate responsibility. But the gain was
perhaps an illusory one, for heretical and seditious books were not
generally printed or distributed by established London printers, and
certainly not from well known London printing shops. Centralisation
did nothing to help the government to detect or arrest those who were
dealing in illegal and secretly printed books. In fact, nearly all the
seditious literature circulating in England at this time was printed
abroad and imported by colporteurs who had in general no connections with
the London book trade. If' the printers as a body had been sympathetic
to 11ary's aims, they might have been able to assist her in tracking down
the source and supply of these pamphlets. In fact, as we shall see,
they were generally unfriendly to mary's religious policy, and any
information which came to their ears was kept a closely guarded secret.
We have no evidence of a single case in which information laid by the
Stationers,or searches conducted by them, led to the trial or conviction
of anyone for dealing in illegal books. On the contrary, the strong
community spirit among printers which Incorporation helped to cement,
appears to have operated against the detection of illegal activities
and to have afforded some protection to those who were engaged in, or
knew of, the distribution of' hostile books. (2)
But if the Stationers were not active in assisting the government
they did take action to protect their hard won monopoly. In 1557 John
Cawood, the Queen's printer, who was Warden of the Company, joined with
1nthony Smith, Richard Jugge and William Seres to lay information against
Francis Spary. e of the parish of St.IYlichael, Wood Street, who had
offended against the Statute 25 Hen.Vlll cap.15. for printers and binders
of books. Sparye had purchased 178 books printed abroad and had imported
them from Rouen already bound in leather and intending to sell them again.
Sparye said he had the books from Robert Valentine for resale in London,
(1) Barker and Caldock to Crindall. I4rbor, Transcripts, vo11. p.247.
(2) See below P.309. 310.
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so it appears that they must have been service books. (1) This closed
once again the trade links with Rouen and other printing centres on the
continent which had been broken in 1534 and had re-opened under mary
to supply the huge demand for Catholic service books to replace those
destroyed under Henry and Edward. Such action underlines once again
that the Company's overriding concern was the protection of its
business interests whether these interests were in harmony with the
governments' religious policy, or in conflict with it.
Preoccupation with its monopoly rights, and with the enforcement
of its craft rules was the main characteristic of the Stationers,cs of'
most other companies. The fines imposed upon its members give a fair
indication of the tatters which most concerned it • The first batch of
fines of which we have evidence is for the period 1554 - 57, but there
is no reason to suppose that the offences punishc1 differed greatly from
those of previous years. In this period Thomas Gemini, stranger, was
fined For calling a brother "false knave", Richard Hill for fighting
with an apprentice, Nicholas Clast.on for uncourteous words to Conrad
ffiiller, John Sherman for misnaming William Hill, James Sheares for
misbehaviour with an apprentice, and Conrad ffliller, also for naiie
calling, presumably of Nicholas Cleston. These fines reflect the
difficulty which many trade companies had in controlling their
apprentices and young journeymen. During this period there was also
one entry concerning a book, and Tottle was fined for binding books in
sheep leather. (2)
The second batch of fines for which we have records are for the year
of the Incorporation,l557/B. In this year William Griffith was fined for
an offence to a warden, Thomas fflarsh for disobedience, Tottle for ill
binding, marsh again, and Abraham Vele for unnamed offences, Gamlyn and
Foxe for non appearance on quarter day, and Ipwell for selling books
on 27
	
June, contrary to ordinance. Two men were also fined for
unlicensed printing. But the most noticeable facet of the records 'or
1557/8 is the very large number of' copies that were entered. It would
seem that for the Company the most significant result of Incorporation
was that the rules for entering copies were standardised. Before a book
could be printed it had first to be licensed by the censoring authority (3)
(1) H.J.Byrorn, "Some Exchequer Cases involving memberof the Book Trade.
• 1534 - 58" in The Library, 4th series 3
 Vol,XV1, p.402.
(2) Arbor, Transcripts , Jol 1, p.44,45.
(3) See below p. 65 fT.
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and then registered by the Company at which registration a fee was paid.
Once he had registered the copy, a printer had the sole right to print
that work until he sold the right to another printer. This system, which
had evolved over the previous decades,was evidently formelised on
incorporation. The first entry in the Registers which mentions this rule
occurs in 1555.
"Also it is agreed for an offence done by master UIalley
for counselling the printing of' A Brief Chronicle contrary
to our ordinances, before he did present the copy to the
wardens and his fine to be paid within xiiii days after
this order taken................xx s " (1)
This was a very heavy fine, and the following year there was a flurry
of activity as many of the booksellers hastened to register their
copies. A remarkable total of eighty two copies were registered in
that year, under the full and explanatory title " The entering of all
such copies as be licensed to be printed by the master and wardens of
the mystery of' stationers" (2) ffleanwhile the simplified form "licensed
for printing" replaced the elaborate entries of former years, and the
fee stabilised at about 4d per entry.
During the following year,l558/9, fines were imposed for a
variety of offences, but about half' of' those fined, twelve out of' twenty
two, had offended by printing without license, one, Owen Rogers, having
aggravated his fault by printing " half a ream of' ballads of another
man's copy by way of' deceit". (3) But if the registration of copies
was the Company's main preoccupation at this time ) it continued to
enforce the usual rules of conduct and workmanship, finingfour book-
sellers fbr trading on Sundays
	 Havey and Tyrer for bad binding,
Pickering and Griffith for quarre)ling over Dr. Orwyn's medicine and
Holyland	 for misbehaving himself to the master. But
it is hard to find any evidence of' the Company using its Charter
powers of fining and imprisonment to assist the government in its efforts
at censorship. The only incidents which might have been connected with
the government were the troubles encountered by marsh in 1557/8 at a
time when hispremises were searched by the Council (4) and the
committalto ward of Richard Lant for printing the elegiac Epitaphs of
(1) Arber,Transcript , Vol, 1., p.45.
(2) ibid. Vol, 1., p.74..
(3) ibid. Vol 1 l p. 101.
(4) See below p. 298, 299.
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Queen mary without license. Normally printing without license was dealt
with only by a fine, so perhaps Lant's Catholic sympathies and the
sorrowful tone of his ballad were the reasons for this harsh punishment.
On the other hand it may have been simply that he was too poor to pay a
fine..
The role of the Stationers' Company as a licensing agent was
evidently enhanced and formalised during the period of its Incorporation,
though it is important to realise that it was some years before the
entering of copies became a universal practise. As a licensing body the
Company might easily have become also a censoring body, and it may be
that this was what the government had in mind at the time of Incorporation.
However, it is clear that the Company never carried out the function,and
that responsibility for censoring the press remained with the Council.
Far from enforcing censorship, officers of' the Company were on more than
one occasion under investigation for flouting it, Johi Cawood's house
being searched in 1557 (1) and marsh and Kingston's premises visited in
1558, in a search for "books corruptly set forth under the name of' the
Bishop of Lincoln as all others as shall impugn the Catholic Faith". (2)
The Government was itself aware that the Stationers' application
for a Charter was prompted by trade concerns and not a desire to assist
the government. At no time did the Council invisage leaving the task of
searching for illegal books to the Stationers. This task had already
been given to the Commissioners for Heresy, appointed in 1556, with
orders to search for heretical books, and to confiscate all such "heretical
and seditious books, letters and writings, wheresoever they or any of them
shall be foun&as well in printers' houses or shops as elsewhere within
the said diocese." (3) The Council must already have had some idea of
the degree of help to be expected from the Stationers, for the Wardens
had had the rights of search and reformation from as early as 1523, and
the Charter did not greatly increase their powers. The value of the
charter lay rather in the status than in the power that it conferred. Even
the dramatic preamble must be taken with a pinch of salt, for such
expressions of' anxiety and frustration were common place in legislation
concerned with the printing trade. It appears rnoreover,to have been a
convention of the time for Charters to cite urgent reasons for their
(1) A.P.C. Vi, p.l72.
(2) A.P.C. V1 % pp. 346, 348 & 9•
(3) P.R.O. C/66/897 m. 20d.
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creation. The Physicians Chirter of' 1553 confirming their Incorporation
and giving them powers of search and imprisonment very similar to those
granted to th Stationers, stated that a Charter was rendered necessary
" for the better reformation of divers enormities happening to the
commonwealth by the evil using and undue administration of' Physic 1
and other such jeremiads. (1)
The acquisition of a Charter marked the coning of age of a craft
which was still comparatively young, but which had grown rapidly in
size and influence. It confirmed the monopoly of the London printers
to the exclusion of provincial presses, and it restated the obligation
of all printers who did not possess letters patent to belong to the Company.
This did not operate to the exclusion of all foreigners for although
it was well nigh impossible for a foreigner to become free of the
Stationers, they were commonly admitted to the Company as brothers,
a status which gave them the protection of Compckny membership,
without all the privileges enjoyed by freemen. Under mary, and
following the proclamation of' 1554 banishing foreign heretics, there
were relatively few foreign bookworkers in London, but with the accession
of Elizabeth a considerable number of French Huguonots, most of them
bookbinders, found their way to London and were admitted as brothers
to the Company.
But even after 1557 the Stationers'Cornpany did not exercise a
complete monopoly over the printing trade. There were numbers of London
printers, among them some of' the richest and most influential , who
were members of' other London companies. Grafton, for example, was an
influential member of the Grocers' Company, and Kingston.,Charlewood,
Bradshaw and Hawes were	 all printing Grocers Grafton was also a
merchant Adventurer of Antwerp, while ftlarler & Whitchurch belonged to
the Haberdashers. Xytson, Vole and Wight were Drapers, but Vole also
found it convenient to be a brother of' the Stationers. Wayland was a
member of' the Scriveners and John Day began his career as a Stringer,
only transferring to the Stationers in 1550 when he had already
produced a large number of books.
For printers and booksellers who were not members of the
Stationers' Company the possession of a royal patent was essential.
Patents developed during the first half of the century as a parallel
on the individual level of the move towards monopoly which we have
already described in the trade as a whole. Printers who had acquired
a royal license, either for a particular book, or for all of that
printers' works for a named period, such as the patent acquired by
(i) Statute i mary St,2, cap.9. S.R. vol.lV, p.2O7
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Berthelet in 1538 which gave him exclusive rights for six years to all
copies first printed by him, such printers were entitled to print on their
issues " cum privilegio regali '. This vouched for their right to print
that copy, and give the printer some protection from over-zealous
ecclesiastical officials. However, the imprint " cum privilegio regali SI
did not imply official approval of' the contents of the book, which still
had to be licensed by the appropriate authority. I'(lisunderstanding about
the meaning of the phrase, which was often taken to mean that the King
approved of the opinions expressed in the book, and dishonest use of' it
by printers who had not in fact acquired a patent, led to a tightening
of the law. A Proclamation of the 16
	 November 1538 insisted that
patents were only valid after a copy had been licen3d by the censoring
agent, and demanded that " the whole copy, or else at the least the
effect of' liis license and privilege 	 was to be printed on each copy in
English, under the words IS cum privilegioregali ". These words were
also to be qualified by the addition of the phrase " ad imprimendum solum
to emphasise that the privilege applied only to the printing and not to
the content of the book. (1)
The original intention of these patents was to protect a printer
who had gone to the trouble and expense of first putting a work in print,
and of giving him a chance to gain a reasonable profit from that effort
before other printers were allowed to print further editions. This was
particularly important in the early days of printing when the production
of a printed text from a manuscript required both time and capital.
Competitors reproducing the work from a printed copy required much less
time and outlay and were therefore at an advantage. A patent for six
or seven years in such a copy would protect a printer against such unfair
competition. Later, similar protection was sought by those involved in
printing large scale or expensive works such as Bibles, Law books and
Prayer books. The wording of many of' the patents reflects this basic
need to recover one's outlay; John Oswen's patent, granting him, as
King's printer for Wales and the marches, sole rights in official prayer
books for that area for seven years, does so " so that the same John,
his factors and assigns, shall and may have the profit and advantage
coming and growing of the printing and reprinting of such books in
recompense and alleviation of' his industry, pains and charges in that
(i) Hughes and Larkin , Vol.1., p. 272. no. i6.
W.W.Creg, "Ad Iniprimendum Solum" in The Library, 5th series,
Vol.lX, p.242.
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behalf to be sustained." (1) For similar reasons it was appreciated that
the price of Bibles and Prayer Books would be decided by the Council
rather than the printer; in this way some balance could be struck between
private profit, or loss, and the public interest. (2) For those who were
members of the Stationer& Company the regulations concerning the entering,
and respecting, of copies eventually removed the need for specific patents,
but printers who were not members of the Company continued to heed the
protection of individual licenses. As late as 1547 we find Walter Lynne
an alien printer of Dutch origin, acquiring a licence to print " a book
which is called in our vulgar tongue " the beginning and ending of all
popery and popish Kingdom
	 and all other manner of books consonant to
godliness ", for seven years, on painof a fine of £ 100. (3)
By the reign of Edward Ul most patents awarded were no longer for
individual copies, but for whole classes of books. Tottle held such a
patent for law books, Reyner Wolf' had a similar one for classics and
Crafton and Whitchurch for Prayer Books. The most important of these
patents was that of the King's printer, which was held respectively by
Thomas Berthelet under Henry Vill, Crafton under Edward Vi and Lady Jane,
Cawood under mary and Cawood and Jugge under Elizabeth. Clearly the
King's printer was in a position of considerable trust and had to be both
a craftsman of' skill and competance and a man of some standing with the
ruling regime, and in sympathy with its policies. In fact, during the
first half of the sixteenth century most of the large monopolies were
held by men of some wealth and education, though not necessarily members
of the Stationers' Company. At this time the large patents seem to have
operated mainly for the good in ensuring accurate texts and a wide variety
of subjects. Wolf's patent in classics, for example, was not felt to be
oppressive for he was the only printer in London who possessed any Creek
founts. lottie's law patent was sometimes challenged, but the difficulties
of printing Norman French limited the number of printers anxious to operate
in the area, and the protection which the patent afforded enabled him to
take time in procuring an accurate text. During Elizabeth's reign however,
patents began to operate against good printing, and degenerated into a
(i) P.R.0. C/66/808 rnl4. 6 Jan.1549.
For details of early patents see A.W.Reed,"The Regulation of the
Book Trade Before the Proclamation of l538 1 in .T.B.S Vol.XV,
(2) See below p. 317.
	
(1917 - l9)pp.l57 - 184
(3) C/66/ 801 m.25.
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battle to corner the largest and most profitable areas of the market.
For the printer, the acquisition of a patent was a financial
transaction which put a printing house on a more secure footing and
invested it with a degree of' status. For printers outside the company
it was essential if the printer were to be allowed to trade at all.
It is not surprising, therefore, to find a degree of rivalry, and even
skulduggery enterinq the scene,which was to blossom into a full scale
row in Elizabeth's reign. In 1539, for example, John Wayland sold his
rights in Hilsey's Primer to John Mayler. This primer had been given
to Wayland on a verbal guarantee from Cromwell, but it seems that
Wayland failed to merion the verbal nature of' the seven year patent
that he sold to Mayler. 11ayler printed his copies with a "cum privilegio"
and when he discovered the nature of Wayland"s deception, took him
to law. (1) Wayland was a shifty character where business affairs
were concerned and was often before the courts. But the value of a
patent to a printer, and the importance of protecting it, was high-
lighted a little later by the rivalry between two more substantial
printers, John Day and Reyner Wolf. Day, who was printer to Bishop
onet, obtained from the Council a license to print the Catechism
of 1552, which was mainly the work of Ponet. Wolf' challenged this
license in so far as it gave Day any rights to print a lain version,
as an infringement of' his classics' patent. In the event, Day printed
only English versions and Wolf' produced the latin editions. Under
Elizabeth, Day was to build a considerable printing empire on the
basis of accumulated patents. (2)
For the government, the selling of trade privileges was a
useful way of raising additional revenue. But where the press was
concerned, it also gave opportunities to exercise some control over
the trade and these opportunities were used to some purpose.
To begin with, the granting or with-holding of a patent was a method
by which governments could reward those who favoured t4ekpoiicies with
positions of influence and undermine any who might be uncooperative. (3)
(1) H.J.Byrom"John Wayland - Printer, Scrivener and Litigant" in
The L1brary, 4th. Series, vol. Xl (1930/31) P.312.
(2) Day's patent which included a privilege in all the works of
Ponet and flecon, C66/853 m.23.
(3) See Ch.11, P
. 224 rr.
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For example, the transfer of patents from Grafton to Cawood and from
Seres and Whitchurch to Wayland at the beginning of mary's reign had
the effect of purging the London Stationers of the influence of these
three prominent printers. Patents granted to one printing house were
also a useful way of ensuring uniformity and doctrinal acceptability.
When the Primer was authorised in may 1545 " for the avoiding of the
diversity of primer books that are now abroad, whereof are almost
innumerable sorts ... and to have one uniform order of such books,"
the proclamation forbad any other primer to be bought , sold, occupied,
used or taught. (i) To ensure that no other primer should get on to the
market, the patent to print these primers was given to Grafton and
Whitchurch and issued in form of a proclamation, forbidding not only
the printing but also the buying or selling of any primers not printed
by this partnership. (2) Four years earlier, a patent printed in
rnayler's Sarum Primer said nothing about mayler's rights in the copy,
but announced the official translation of the Pater Noster, Aye,
Creed and Ten Commandments, recited the commandment that only these
translations be used, and that they be taught by all clerics to their
parishioners, and finished with the order " that no man imprint or set
forth any other translation upon pain of his (The King's) high
displeasure." (3)
Cromwell was particularly skilled in the use of licenses to direct
the book trade. His management of the early editions of the English
Bible provided the English markets with sufficient numbers of Bibles at
a variety of prices without ruining any of the half-dozen or so printers
who ventured large amounts of money in the enterprise. He knew from
personal experience that printing ventures were both costly and risky,
having sunk £400 of his own money in the Great Bible which was nearly
lost when the French Inquisition intervened. Edward's governments also
used patents and licenses in a very deliberate way to further their
campaign of protestant education, and to assist in the liturgical changes.(4)
(i) Hughes and Larkin 1. p.350. ro.
(2) ibid. 1. p. 353.
(3) Hore beate marie virginis (Sarum)(Mo.yIer?/c4' ) sit 16022.
(4) See Chap. 111.
(i9)
The privilege in Prayer Books granted to Crafton and Whitchurch
in 1543 expressed nicely the dual role of these government licenses.
On thone hand it ws granted in consideration of the great provision
and expenses of so necessary works as these are, and yet the same, or
the greatest part of them, not a little chargeable". On the other
it was intended to prevent the production of books " to the setting
forth of the bishop of Rome's usurped authority" (1) By granting a
patent to one printer, the authorities were debarring all other
printers from operating in that area, exercising in this way a
considerable degree of control, and control, moreover, which the printers
themselves would be most zealous to enforce. But a device which was
useful to the govern"nt and valuable to the lucky printers, was the
cause of some difficulty to printers who did not possess a privilege.
Writing in Elizabeth's reign, Christopher Barker arcjued in favour of
the patent system because of the security it offered the workmen "who
cannot suddenly be provided nor suddenly put away, and if they should,
must of necessity either want necessary living, or print books, pamphlets
and other trifles, more dangerous than profitable" (2) 1nd yet it was
this very system which perpetuated the oligarchy within the printing
trade and forced unpatented printers to turn to street literature.
The increase in street literature which is noticable from cl540.
onwards reflected to some extent the increase in the number of patents
operating to exclude Sri-ia/I printers from large areas of respectable work.
1t a time of general hardship, it aggravated the difficulties of the
less affluent printers, causing a decline in printing standards and even
driving some printers out of the trade. William Copland, for example,
who possesscd no pEtents, and dealt largely in cheap popular romancs,
was in serious financial difficulties by the 60s and the company was
finally forced to meet his funeral expenses.
•	 During the period under our consideration the possession of a
a-s.,
royal license was as important,1 and probably more important than ,
membership of the Stationers' Compaoy to a printers prosperity. Such
licenses controlled to a large extent what a stationer printed, or did
not print, while Company regulations decided how the work was produced
and sold.	 There was, however, a third type of trade regulation which
a printer had to consider when isng a book. This was the set of rules
(1) See note p.8.
(2) Arber,Transcript l. p.115.
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which governed the honest identification of printer and publisher on
every copy. This identification was particularly important for the
censoring authority, which, after 1530, was the Council. Anonymous
or pseudonymous printers or publishers could escape the consequences
of flouting the censors and could print whatever they pleased.
Significantly it was the Proclamation of 1530,which switched the
responsibility of censoring books from the Church to the Council, (1)
which first tackled this problem. (2)	 Triis proclamation insisted that
all new books on scriptural matters to be printed in English were to
carry the name of' the ecclesiastical examiner who had passed them,
and of the printer" as he will answer to the King's Highness at his
uttermost peril". We have already discussed the Act of 1539 which
added the qualifying clause "ad imprimendum soLm " to the imprint
"cum priuilegio regali". This proclamation also insisted, that all new English
books, and not just scriptural works, were to be examined, and it
required that every licensed book should carry a copy of ite license
and privilege. Further information was required in the form of the
name of' the translator, if' there had been one.
These provisions were repeated in the Injunctions issued the same
year (3) and four years later they were further expanded in the
Proclamation against unauthorised Bibles and Heretical books. (4)
This proclarnatien included the clause "that henceforth no printer
print any English book, ballad or play, without putting in his name and
'the name of the author and day of the print." The first copy of any new
edition was then to be presented to the mayor of' the printer's town, and
two days were to elapse before any other copies were issued, presunably
(1) See below P.68.
(2) This Proclamation made the Council the agent for the censoring
of books and, from 1530 onwards, control of the book trade
rested with the Council.
The Statute of Proclamations of 1539 thus had little effect
on the book trade, and the precise weight to be attached to
proclamations as distinct from statutes was not an issue.
Both statutes and proclamations were used to govern the
trade and the printers appear to have made no distinction
between them.
For discussion of the problem see G.R.Elton, 'Henry Vill's
Act of' Proclamations' in English Historical Review,
Vol. 75,(1960) p.208.
(3) Foxe V, p.258.
(4) L & P. Vol.17, p.79.
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to allow the mayor to check that all the necessary information had been
given and was correct. This clause., and the removal from the proclamation
of the specific approval of Grafton's Great Bible, possibly reflected
the Council's displeasure at the publication by Grafton of ballads on the
death of Cromwell which he printed under a false imprint. He was also in
trouble at this time for dealing in melancthon's letter against the Six
Articles.(j.) This list of information to be printed on every book, which
now included the names of the examiners, the printer, the author and
translator, the date of printing and the full text, or gist of any
privilege or patent, was further refined by the Act for the Advancement
of True Religion of 1542. (2) This laid down that all books "containing
matters of Religion a the King's 11ajesty shall by his bill assigned,
allow and approve" are to carry the superscription and subscription
	 by
the King and his Clergy", with the printer's name, dwelling place and the
day and year of the printing. In 1546 th9 '42 Proclamation against
unauthorjs p d Bibles was rprintd.
With the accession of' Edward, most of the laws concerning censor-
ship were repealed, and presumably these requirements for detailed dis-
closure were rescinded together with the restrictions on the Scriptures
to which they had been appended. The general disciplinary Proclamation
of 28 April 1551 reasserted the requirement of examination by the king
or Privy Council, but said nothing about printing the examiners' names
mary's Proclamation oP 18 August 1553 again required all copies to be
licensed by the Queen, but none of the fYlarian legislation went into
detail about the information to be displayed. (3) E1izabeth' Injunctions
of 1559 again insisted that names of examiners be added to a copy, so
perhaps under mary the reversion to ecclesiastical censorship had
rendered this information unnecessary.
The gradual increase in government intervention in printing which
this blossoming of regulations suggests, was due in part to the rapid
growth of the book trade. In London, printing houses proliferated,
particularly during the reign of Edward, until by the time of incorporation
there were 97 members of the Stationers' Company listed on the charter
(1) See Ch. ll,p. ill.
(2) 34 and 5 Hen. Vill, cap.l, S.R. Vol.111, p. 894.
n.
(3) Hughes and Larkin 1, p.514 and 11, p.5, 	 1'O.
A
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including 33 master printers and excluding a large number of printers
who were not free of the Stationers. At the same time the output of the
press increased and its nature changed from the mainly scholarly and
courtly works of the earlier period, until large numbers of books on
every topic and at every price were for sale. (1) While most, though
not all, of the printing houses were in London, every large town had
a book shop by the middle of the century, and even in the country areas
books could be obtained. The travelling salesmen sold books at many
local fairs, both large and small. On the continent the great fairs at
Frankfurt and Strasbourg dominated the book trade, but even at a
comparatively small market such as the one held at Winchester, a variety
of' books could be bo:jht. Gardiner complained that Jack of Lents
Testament was being sold there, and in all probability so was Bale's
Elucidation of' Anne Askew's fliartyrdom which was circulating widely in
the area. (2) Bale himself complained in 1545 that Eck's Enchiridion
was enjoying an undeservedly wide circulation. "Everywher&' he wrote
"is this book sought and enquired for, in city, market and fair." (3)
Apart from the markets and fairs, or from the visits of colporteurs,
country folk could also acquire books either from their local shops, or
from friends travelling to town. Official publications in particular
were distributed widely throughout the country. At West mailing in Kent
John Domeright, the local shopkeeper, kept copies of proclamations for
reference and possibly for sale, though the depositions in which he is
mentioned do not say definitely that he sold them. (4) Proclamations
of popular interest certainly were sold to the general public. The
diocese of St.David's was also apparently equipped with at least one
book shop, for we know that there were in that Diocese a great number of
Erasmus's Paraphrases to be sold, until George Constantine "covetously
engrossed a great number of them". (5) Visitors to London were often
cDmmissioned to acquire books, like the portuass which Pastor Fredeweli
asked a travelling friend to buy for him, or the New Testament, which
his friends thought would be a better buy. (5) The book shops in Paul's
Churchyard were one of' the sights of London, visited by even the most
(i.) H.S.Bennett, English Books and Readers 1475 to 1557(Cambridge)l952
(2) J.A.Ifluller, The Letters of Stephen Gardincr,(Cambridge 1933) p.293
Foxe, Vol. Vi, p.39.
(3) J.Harryson,(i.e. J.Bale.) Yet a Course at the Romyshe foxe Zurik,
O.Jacobson, 1543) fol.54v.
(4)S.P. 1/118 fo. 231.
(5) Foxe, Vol.Vll, p.p. 8 & 15.
(6) S.P. 1/118 fo.231.
(23)
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urischolarly, like the three jolly mariners of maldon in Western 111111
who were curious to hear the latest ballads even though they could not
read. (i) Other travellers up from the country bought books to take home
to show their friends how shockingly radical the capital was. Thomas
Jolye, vicar of Skipton, who was in London in 1549 on business for the
Earl of Cuniberland sent home " a testament of heresy, the confession of
the maker thereof," presumably for this reason. (2)
There was also a constant exchange of books by post, particularly
between scholars anxious to acquire the latest theological work or
classical text, much of this traffic was to and from the printing
centres on the Continent which had a longer tradition of fine printing
and of producing the classics than London. The Zurich letters edited by
H. Roisor for- t/e Paricet S01t,i	 are full of requests and
thanks for books sent and received either as gifts or purchases. Some-
times whole libraries were purchased in this way, such as Lant's
library of humanist texts,(3) or Hooper's library of Continental
theologians,which he negotiated to buy at wholesale prices from FroschaueL(4)
But if most of the books circulating between scholars were coming into the
country some were also sent abroad, like the Welsh dictionary and Cornish
writings that Hooper sent to Cessner in December 1549. (5)
It is clear that by the middle of the sixteenth century the
circulation of printed books, and hence the influence of the ideas they
contained, had reached even the remotest corners of the Kingdom. As
Cardiner wrote of Cranmers' translation of Jonas' Catechism, this book
"so printed into great number of books, were after their imprinting, to
the intent aforesaid, openly and commonly sold by many and sundry book-
sellers, as well of London as of other places, and came about to all the
parts of the realm, or to many parts of the same, and were openly and
commonly known , declared, published, read and heard of all sorts of the
King's majestyss subjects of this realm. (6)"
(i) Westerne Wyll Upon the debate betuyx€e Churchyarde and CarnellW.Powell 1552.)
(2)Clifford Letters of the Sixteenth Century, ed. A.C.Dickens,(Surtees Soc.
ci xxii. 1952.)	 p.101-4.
(3) W.K.Jordan,Edward V1;the Young King. The Protectorship of the Duke of
Somerset.(1968.) p.85.
(4) Q_ ) Vo1.l, p. 89.
(6) Foxe, Vol.'uil, p. 126.
(5) O.L. Vo1.l p.73.
Gardiner here highlighted another reason why the government was
bound to take an increasing interest in the book trade. Not only were
books reaching every corner of the realm, they were also making an
increasing impact upon the lower orders of society. The spread of
literacy is too large a subject to be tackled here, (1) but it seems
likely that, at least by Edward's reign, nearly everyone in London could
either read a little themselves, or had access to someone who could.
Ballads, proclamations and the Scriptures were all read aloud by the
literate to their friends and neighbours, and several of those in trouble
for heresy under Fary had learned their doctrine at such readings. An
Exeter martyr for example, though illiterate herself, had learned her
faith "of godly preachers and godly books which I have heard read".(2)
John rflaundrel was also illiterate, but he always carried a New Testament
with him so that if hc. fell in with a reader he could have it read to him.
But the frustration of not being able to read at a time when
increasing number of English books were being offered to the public drove
many otherwise uneducated people to learn the art. fliany were fired by
the desire to read the truths of their faith for themselves in the English
Scriptures. Foxe mentions several gospellers who had taught themselves to
read in order to be able to read the Bible, Dirick Carver, and an unnamed
nail maker from Lancashire both fell into this category, while Thomas
Hudson of Aylsham in Norfolk taught himself to read English so that he
could read the gospel. Hudson may have been previously illiterate, or
he may have been able to read Latin, as a result of a grammar school
education, but never have learnt the vernacular. This would seem to have
been the situation in the case of Uiilliam 1Yalden who was driven to learn
English by a desire to read the Scriptures in his native tongue. (3) For
the reformers such a spread of literacy was greatly to be desired for it
enabled all men to understand their faith. In his homilies Cranmer urged
that even the unlearned should strive to be able to read their Bibles:-
"I say not nay, but aman may	 rosmer with only hearing, but
he may much more prosper with both hearing .nG reading." (4)
He and the other reformer! were dlso battling to improve stanarIs
of literacy among the clergy. The situation here was so bad that the
Elizabethan Injunctions had to include the stipulation that clergy who were
(1) Bennett, English Books and Readers, Ch 11.
(2) Foxe, Vol. Vlll,p.498.
(3) Ibid, Vol. Vll,p.324, Vol.Vlll, p.563 and 463.
(4) Certa yne Sermons or homilios anwoynted by the Kynges iYlaiestie, to
bee declared and redde, by all persones. ( l547 Crafton.) B iii r.
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"Dut moan readers" should read the Homilies once or twicein private before
they attempted it in the pulpit, so that the congregation would understand
what they were saying.
For the social reformer as well as the gospeller the spread of literacy
was deemed • a just and healthy thing. Kett's demand that poor men's children
be taught catechism and Primer reflected a feeling among the lower orders
that literacy and education held the key to economic freedom and social
advance, and that education must therefore. be claimed as a right. Social
agitators such as Crowley agreed that the opportunity to acquire knowledge
was consonant with natural justice, and had the added benefit of occupying
minds which might otherwise be stirring up mischief. Cranmer himself
considered that intelligent children should be given the opportunity for
education, whatever their social background, and that when gentlemen's
sons negleoted that opportunity, commoners'. sons who were diligent should
take precedence.
Other. less weighty factors were also at work encouraging men and
women of' the lower orders to learn to read. Curiosity, a desire for news,
and to be able to sing the latest ballad gave an appetite for lit-eracy to
even the most light minded. Copland constantly complained of the public's
appetite for trivia."News, news, news, have you any news V' was the demand
he most often received. (1) An acquaintance of Gardiner's was given a
book of ifiartin Luthers' while in London, not as a work of theology, but
as news. (2) The three maldon mar iners who visit a bookshopin Paul's
in Western Will were clearly not serious scholars. Asking to hear the
latest ballad, they offered to pay for it, but would pay four times over to
have it read to them, for, as Watkyn declared, " bookish we be not". (3)
Copland's customers felt that a penny was enough to spend on a book.
For such semi-literate customers the printers produced a stream of
ballads, news sheets and airnanacks, some of which were specifically for
them "which knoweth not a letter of the Book", " the ignorant people that
is not skilled on the Book". (4) Given such encouragement, it is hardly
surprising to find that by 1552 the paupers of St.Bartholornew's Hospital
included literate men. (5) When Gardiner, in a letter to Somerset,
(1) F.C.Francis, Robert Copland, Sixteenth Century Printer and Translator
(Glasgow l96l.\ p.33.
(2) ifiuller, Lettj, p. 293.
(3) Western Uill 1 fol. 2v.
(4) A Perfyte Pronostycaci on Perpetiall , (R.Wyer 1555?) A iiv.
(5) Order of' the Hospital of St.Bartholomews in West Smithfield,(R.Grafton 1553.)
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repeated the old view that images should be allowed to remain because they
were the books of the " unlearned multitude " SOmerset replied that this
argumenwas no longer valid, but that the question to be asked now was whether
the	 few which can read in one or two languages (as creek and Latin)....
should pull away the English books from the rest which only understand
English. (i)
With English printed books now reaching the lower orders, it was
inevitable that. the government would have to concern itself with the content
of those books. Traditionally, opinions, attitudes and interpretations of
events had reached the common people via the pulpit and the example of social
superiors. With the advent of' printed books and pamphlets, it became possible
to by..pass these official channels and spread propaganda directly among the
people. This opened up the possibility of a sixth column spreading within
the country of subjects whose beliefs, ambitions a;id loyalties were at
variance with those of the majority, or of the government. The Lollard
experience had already demonstrated the possibility of such a dissenting
company taking root. When asked by Denny in 1541 "how he and his other
fellows would do seeing the King's grace and these great Lords of the
Realm were against them"(in the matter of' the Sacrament), Sebastian
Newdygate replied " that they had already 2,000 books out against the
blessed Sacrament in the commons' hands, with books concerning divers other
matters, affirming that if it were once in the commons'
hedis they shculó have no further care. " (2)
	 The
ossibi1ity of' authors ani gublishers sowing lissent within the
nation was matched by the embarrassment which such writers, if' uncurbed,
could cause abroad. In his
	 Latter Examination of Anne Askew John Bale
refers to the torturing of Anne and promises " so to divulge this unseemly
fact of yours in the Latin that all Christendom over it shall be known
what ye are ".
Faced with this challenge to its intelleötual leadership, the Tudor
establishment tried a number of methods of reasserting its control. The
most obvious was the enforcement of censorship in certain sensitive areas (3)
but Henry's government also attempted to prevent those of the lower orders,
and women, from reading the Bible on the grounds that instruction of the
young by ill elucatel lay folk was spra1ino errors. (4)
(i) Somerset to Winchester, 1547. Foxo Vol.Vl3p.29.
(2) Foxe, Vol.V, App. Xlll.
(3)See below p. 109.
(4) 34 and 5 Hen. Vlll, cap. 1. paras. Xl-Xlll. S.R. ill. p.A96.
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Legislation cocerning Bible reading constantly stressed that lay folk
were to read it for their own edification, and not for the purposes of
debate.(1) If any such laymen should "happen to stand in any doubt of
any text or sentence" they were to "beware to take heed of their own
presumptions and arrogant expositions of the letter, but resort humbly
to such as be learned in Holy Scripture for their instruction in that
behalf." (2)
To encourage such an attitude of humility, successive Tudor
governments were engaged actively in campaigns of royalist propaganda.(3)
Under Henry, during Cromwell's term of office, and under Edward, the
value of the press to such a campaign was realised, but all three
monarchs relied mainly on the pulpit to propagate official attitudes.
(1ary, in her memorandum to Pole on topics to be discussed at the Synod
of 1555 gave preaching the preeminent placein the counter attack on
heresy.
"Secondly, I desire that the preachers by their piety and
doctrine do smother and extinguish all those errors and
false opinions disseminated and spread abroad by the late
preachers, making provision at the same time that no book
be printed, sold or purchased, or brought into the kingdom
without our license under very strict penalties." (4)
The difficulty was that whereas books could, and did, travel throughout
the country, a preaching campaign was only effective in those areas
where the clergy were capable of preaching and in sympathy with the
accepted doctrine. For those who lived in London orthe other large
cities, in maxtt towns, or along the routes travelled by the government's
itinerant preachers, a vigorous preaching campaign, such as that which
promulgated the Royal Suprmacy had considerable impact. But large
areas of rural England were left untouched by such a campaign, for a
majority of the English clergy were incapable of effective preaching,
a short-coming much bewailed by both English and continental reformers.
moreover, while in the past the preached word had held the greatest
authority for the general public, it is clear that as the century
progressed, the printed word was rapidly acquiring an often undeserved
authority in the minds of the people.
(1) Proclamation for the Great Bible, 6
	 may 1541,
Hughes anU Larkin, Vol. 1 , p.296, no. OO.
(2) Proclamation limiting Exposition of Scriptures, april 1539,
	
Hughes and Larkin , Vol. 1, p.284.
	 i'1I.
(3) See Chap. 3.
(4) Uen Cal. Vol. Vl., pt.11l , . p p. 1647.
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Among scholars, the possibility of referring to the
authority of printed texts was a valuable asset. At a time when
academic debate still consisted largely of the mustering of
authorities in support of a proposition, access to the printed texts
of such authorities was a great advance. In such situations the
printed text as much as the author cane to occupy the place of an
independent arbitrator to which both sides could appeal. The
opportunity which the availability of such texts gave to catch an opponent
in an unfortunate slip was not lost on Tudor disputants, who were
ever game for a quibble. The accounts of the Parian heresy trials
abound in such nit-picking, as whether Crammer had shown his
instability of mind by inserting a "not" in his second edition of
Jonas's Catechism. (1)
Such foolishness apart, the printed word clearly gained in auth-
ority from its use in the law courts by both accusers and defendents,
and there was a growing ass"mption that a text which was needed in
a trial would be available. Richard Woodman, imprisoned for breaking
a statute with which he was not familiar, sent out for a copy of the
statutes so that he could check upbn it himself. (2) On another
occasion, Bishop White sent for a copy of fllelancthon's Loci Communes,
only to be told thit all copies had been burned on order from the
Council. With texts playing such n important role, it was imperative that
they shouli be as accurate as possible, and printers vied with each other
to producetheir beSt texts, pouring scorn on their rivals when they
fell short of accepted standards. Bias in editing was also taken into
account, and when Gardiner was on trial under Edward and reference
was made to Nilary, two copies were sent for, one printed at Basle
and the other at Paris. (3)
Apart from the tendency among lawyers and scholars to appeal to
printed texts, the printed word also soon displayed that capacity to
h
convince that the mecAanical process of printing seems to impose on
even the most foolish and irresponsible words. The belief that
whatever appears in print must be true is not a modern
!hnCmenon, it is neirly as all as the invention itseir,
/
(1)	 Catechismus, That is to say. a shorte Instruction into
Christian Reliion. 1548, 6. Lynne. 'Fautes uscaped in the
pryntyng.' Kk. Vii, V a "not" to be put before "hallowed"
in fol ci Vili r.
(2) Foxe, Voi.Vlll, p.366.
(3) Foxe, VI. p. 461.
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As Oldenall declared in 1557, "The Queen's lYlajesty was base born,
and ... in Paul's churchyard a twopenny book might be had which should prove
his saying to be true." (1)
	
The value of such gullibility to un-
scrupulous propagandists was demonstrated to the government in the
pamphlet war waged against Philip. A warning to take care not to give
your enemy"a knife , to cut your own throats and dishez'it your children
O.V) phorIöjioy
for ever" or to "defend thyself, thy wife, thy children and thy
country" seemed much more urgent and official when it cppeared in
print. (2) Rumours gained credibility once they had appeared in print,
and the success of the campaign to render Philip and the Spaniards
odious to the English demonstrated that by the middle of the sixteenth
century the press was mature and influential enough to pose a genuine
threat to political stability. The government clearly had no choice
but to attempt to prevent the appearance of any printed matter that
might disturb the allegiance of the public. (3)
2. Slander and False News.
The first attempt to impose censorship in England was the act
of 1275 against the retailing of' malicious tales. This act stated
that:	
"Forasmuch as there have been oftentimes found in the country
devisers of tales, whereby discord or occasion of discord
hath many times arisen between the King and his people or
great men of this Realm ; for the damage that hath and may
thereof ensue; It is commanded that from henceforth none
be so hardy to tell, or publish any false neu's or tales..
..arid he that doth so, shall be taken and kept in prison
until he hath brought him into the court, which was the
first author of the tale." (4)
In 1389 a provision was added to the effect that if the tale teller
could not find the originator of' his tale he was to be punished by
the Council himself (5)
The two problems concerning the government here were th0se of
the slander of great men (6)and of rumour. In a society in which the
common people were largely ignorant of' great events or policies,
rumour was a natural outcome of curio sity, imagination, or anxiety.
But rumour has a natural tendency to pessimism, to look for new taxes,
defeat in battle, risings in distant parts of the realm, sickness,
(i)	 Placita Coram Rege in P.R.O. K8/27/l184r. Rex 12d.
(2)	 A Warning for England, Conteyning the horrible practises of
the King of' Spain.
	 1555. A 2r.v. It3r.
(3) D.m.Loades, "The Theory and Practise of Censorship in the
Sixteenth Century" in T R H S ., uif'Lh series, vol.24., (1974)
(4) 3 Ed.l, cap.34, SR. vol.1, p.35.
(5) 12 Ric.11 cap,ll R. vol.11, p.59.
(6) See below page 37
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death, scandal and every kind of disaster, both natural and unnatural.
It therefore tended to spread alarm and discontent and could be highly
disruptive, especially at times of change or difficulty, when gossip
was most rife. As a result, most major upheavals were accompanied
by legislation to prevent rumour mongering.
In 1487 a Proclamation against false news was issued in which
spreaders of "feigned, contrived and forged tidings and tales", who,
"neither dreading Cod nor his highness, utter and tell again as
though they were true", were to produce the author of the tale or
be sent to the pillory. (1)	 A Proclamation of 1536 put the blame
for th Lincoln rising on slanderous, false and detestable rumours,
tales and lies, not c'nly to alienate the true and loyal heart of
our people "from their natural love for the King, but also to procure
and stir up division, strife, commotion, contention and sedition
among our people'.'	 This proclamation also mentions the content of
some of these rumours, including theconfiscation of gold, fines for
weddings, christenings, and burials, (a recurrent rumour, this) and
the imposition of' licenses to eat bread, wheat, pig, goose or capon.(2)
Another proclamation,of 1547, enlarged on the dangers of such
rumours.
"Forasmuch as the King's highness .....is informed that
there hath been now of' late divers lewd and light tales
told, whispered and secretly spread abroad by uncertain
authors in markets, fairs and alehouses in divers and
sundry places of this realm, of innovations and changes
in religion and ceremonies of the Church feigned to be
done and appointed by the Kings highness, the Lord
Protector and other of his highness' Privy Council, which
by his grace or them was never begun nor attempted; and
also of other things and facts sounding to the dishonour
and slander of the King's most royal majesty, the Lord
Protector's grace and other the King's most honourable
council, and no less the disquietness and disturbance
of the King's highness' lovino subjects ....." the King,
"pondering the great hurt, damage, loss and disquietness
amongst his gracs subjects which might ensue", is
determined to enforce the statutes existing to deal with
the problem. (3)
Th events of 1549 g ave ampi. opportunity to rumour roners, nd
several of the tales cited in respect to the Lincoln rising, such as
the tax on geese and pigs, and restriction on baptism, reappeared in
the West Country at the time of the rising. (4)	 A Proclarntion
(1) Hughes and Larkin Vol.1, p.l2,ra.II.
(2) Hughes and Larkin , Vol.1, p.244,flO.It.'.
(3) Proclamation 24	 ftlay 1547 Hughes and Larkiri Vol.1, p.387.
(4) Pocock N,(ed) Troubles Connected with the Prayer Book of 1549
Camden Society, new series, Vol.38 ) (11384) p.16.
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was accordingly issueC, offering d reward for inf'orriation
leading to the arrest of' "light, lewd, idle, seditious, busy and disordered
persons,", who travel around and "stir up rumours, raise up tales, imagine
nwuis, whereby they seek to stir, gather together and assmble the King's
true subjects...divulging to the people such kind of news as they think
may most readily move them to uproars and tumults" (1). In October,
Somerset's desperate efforts to retain power produced another crop of
rumours, and the Council reacted with a string of' proclamations denouncing
all of Somerset's actions, including his attempts to "spread most false
bruits and rumours abroad against the Council" (2). One of the proclamations.,
of th93Oth October, ordered the arrest of "certain lewd end seditious
persons" who "spread abroad and declare, publish and put into mei's heads
that the good law3 made for religion should now be altered and abolished
and the old Romish service, mass, and ceremonies a? tsoons renewed and
revived" (3).	 -
The instability of Edward's reign inevitably increased the amount
of gossip, speculation and ruraour-mongering which went on, and the
Council had a busy time trying to track down the origins of' these tales.
There were rumours that Dudley was minting his own coin, that Edward was
dead, that there was to be further debasement, or that England was about
to be over-run by the French. Among the most dangerous were those that
concerned the coinage. Confidence in the value of' money, was essential to
the conduct of trade, and rumours of further devaluations resulted in
reluctance to trade, hoarding of commodities, scarcities and high prices.
These economic disruptions produced a great deal of' discontent and posed a
definite threat to domestic peace. They played a considerable part in the
disturbances in Norfolk in 1549, encouraged, no doubt, by repeated
government interference with coin values and by the high level of
inflation which aggravated the economic fears of' the public. As the
proclamation of the 24	 July- 1551 put it,
"it has come to pass that by the spreading of false and untrue
rumours, the prices of all things are grown so excessively
that it is intolerable for his loving subjects to endure it,
by reason that certain lewd persons of' their own light heads
have iragined that beceuse his highness hath already somewhat
abt	 the value of his said coin, therefore his majesty should
yet more abase it, and of' their imaginations have uttered this
fond rumour". (4)
(1) Proclamation 8	 July 1549. Hughes and Larkin, Uol.l,p.469 5 n0 337
(2) Proclamation "the very trouth of the Duke of Somerset's evel
Government". Troubles Connected, p. 95.
(3) Proclamation 30- Oct. 1549. Hughes end Larkin, Vol. 1, p. 484,vo.35..
(4) Proclamation 24	 July 1551. Hughes and larkin, Vol. 1, p. 528 5 flo.37'.
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As a result of this rumour trade was seriously lislocate, but as
was often the case, it was a well founded belief. The government was
in fact planning further devaluation, but was anxious to keep this
a secret till the very last minute. The letter which the Council
sent to the Chancellor the following October ordering the proclamation
of devaluation, included the command " to keep the same close from
going abroad until the King's [Ylajesty's pleasure shall be further
signified." (1)
	 This proclamation caused such a furor when it was
finally published that relations between the city and the Council
became very strained. Further abuse was heaped upon the Council,
and particularly on Northumberland, who had intervened to keep
down the price of beef, "whereupon there aroae tale that the said
Earl should say that the day come that a mutton should be worth xxs,
which slanderous words, and also reporting by him that where we had
one stranger we should heve one hundred, with other slanderous words,
caused the King's majesty's Council to take high displeasure with the
citizens of London." (2)	 This link between inflation and xenophobia
added g'eatly to the unrest in London during Edward's reign,when an
unusually large nunber of foreigners were living in the city.
Sheyve described the situation in the Advices which he sent home
in the Spring of 1551,
"I\ rumour has recently been going the rounds here, to
the effect that in the last year or two 40,000 or
50,000 foreigners have come to England and that most
of them are living in London, which has caused the
high prices of food and lodgings. Evilly disposed
persons have taken advantage of' this to assert that
prices would not go down unless all these foreigners
were slaughtered; and the people have rather welcomed
the idea." (3)
So alarmed weremany of the foreigners at the rumour that numbers of
them lef't the capital.
The rumour current in the winter of 1551/2 that Warwick was minting
his own coin arose more from fear of his olitica1 ambitions than from
iconomic worries. If' he hm inu1geI in such activities, it wouli
have been proof of treasonable pretentions towards the crown, all
matters of coinage being part of the royal prerogative. (4) So
serious did this rumour become that a specific proclamation had to
be issued that no man should speak ill of the new coin, 'or because
(i)	 lll)p.387.
(2) Wriothosley, Vol.11, p.48.
(3) Span.Cal, Vol. X, 1550-52. p. 278/9.
(4) 25 Ed.11lst.5cap2,S.R. Vol.1 1 p.320.
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that the people sail livers that there was the ragged staff."	 (1)
The coinage problem recurred in December 1556, when panic set in in
the city over the repayment by the Queen of her debts. This raised fears
of a debasement and produced a rapid inflation. As a result, a Proclamation
was issued on 28th December forbidding anyone to speak of the debasement of
currency, or to refuse it at its face value. (2) In 1562 another scare
provoked by rumours of' devaluation resulted in "the satisfaction only
of a sort of' covetous people which thereby enhance the prices of their
wares." It needed two Proclamations to quell this particular rumour. (3)
fliary's reign produced two other proclamations concerning rumours.
The first appeared immediately after her accession, to quieten the turmoil
into which Northumberland's bid for power had thrown the country. This.
spoke of "divers light and seditious persons, delighting in continual
alterations and never contented with the present estate," who " spread
and publish many false, untrue and vain rumours and bruts, rashly
discoursing upon the great and most weighty affairs touching the Queen's
highness' royal person and state of the realm, contrary to their bounden
duties of allegiance and contrary to all good order." The methods laid
down to deal with the problem were the traditional ones. (4)
The second of ffiary's proclamations concerning rumours was issued in
1558 in an attempt to check the mood of dispondency into which the French
wars had plunged the country. Complaining of' malicious rumours intended
to put the Queen's subjects into " sudden terror or fear" (presumably of'
military defeat) it nevertheless contented itself with qrging loving
subjects not to "give any manner of faith or credit unto the same, but tc
repute them to be most falsely ..... imagined." 	 This gentle
wording was exceptional, for it was generally hell that
those who spread gossip did so from a malignant desire to cause trouble.
The Proclamation of 28	 April 1551 included the spreading of rumours
with the printing of bills, vagrancy, geming and rioting as misdemeanours
which sprang from " the corrupt nature and ill disposition of naughty men."(5)
(i) rey Friars, p.72.
(2) Ven. Cal, Vol.6, part 2. p.868. michiel to the Doge and Senate,Dec.14 1556
Further letters of michiel on the subject, Dec.21' p.878 and Dec.28 .p.889.
Proclamation 221 	 Dec. 1556 Hughes and Larkin Vol.11, p.72,'e.4.J.
(3) Proclamation 20	 Jan,1562. Hughes and Larkin Vol.11, p.l81,n'.4"1.
Proclamation 13
	
march 1562. ibid. Vol.11, p.l85)v.49.2.
(4) Proclamation 28	 July 1553. Hughes and Larkin, Vol.l1. p.4, si..39
(5) Proclamation 28	 April 1551. Hughes and Larkin VoLl,
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In fact, while most rumours were probably spread by innocent gossips,
there clearly was some deliberate manipulation of public opinion by
carefully cultivated rumours and scares. The picture of the Spaniard as
a haughty, rapacious and cruel conquerer was spread with some deliberation,
not least, it would appearby those connected with the French Embassy. But
the government itself was quite capable of using rumour for its own purposes.
The Council which waxed so indignant in 1549 at Somerset's manipulation of
public opinion, had written to Lord Russel in July advising the following
method of dealing with the rebels; ... "by spreading abroad rumours of
h
their devilish behaviour, cruelty, ab,Fminable livings, robberies, murders,
and such like "they suggest he will" bring such a detestation of them
amongst the common people, and few, we think, will repair towards them."(l)
s for the rumours of the return of the Latin mass which Northumberland's
Council lamented in October 1549, such rumours were of obvious advantage
to Northumberland in th crucial days of the coup d'etat and the sincerity
of his lamentations might be questioned.
most of the legislation against false news was concerned mainly with
the problem of verbal misdemeanours. There was a general,and well-founded,
belief that "of the sufferance of such lewd liberty of speaking, evil
doings and attempts have many times followed." (2) 8ut among the evil
doings that often followed spoken offences, was the production of hand
bills and broadsides, often containing highly seditious remarks, which
would appear scattered on the streets or pinned on doors during the night.
This link between handbills and rumours was recognised by the Interrogatories
issued to Church Wardens in 1558. 1%rticle XVlll enquired whether there
were any parishioners that invented slander " or that hath invented, bruted
or set forth any rumours, false or slanderous tales or slanders, or of' any
makers, bringers in, buyers, sellers, readers, keepers or conveyors of
any unlawful letters, books or writings, stirring or provoking sedition
within this realm....." (3)
These productions were always taken seriously by the Council. In
march 1550, for example, when seditious bills appeared in 8ristol, the
Council sent word to the fflayor to do all he could to discover the
Perpetrators, and at the same time to put the city in a state of alert to
deal with any " lewd attemptates of the seditious." (4) Such anxiety
about the.naintenance of public order was understandable in the light of
the extreemly seditious nature of some of these bills. "Stand firm and
(1) Troubles Connected, p.23.
(2) Proclamation 28	 July 1553, Hughes and Larkin )Vol.11, p.41 r.o.31.
(3)Interroçatories uoon which and everye part of the same the Church Wardens
shalbe charcied. (1558. CalyAiiij r.
(4) A.P.C; 11, p.421.
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gather together, and we will keep the Prince of Spain from entering
the Kingdom,"	 was the whole inflamatory message of one such bill.(l)
Another, of October '49, ran " Good people, in the name of God and King
Edward, let us rise with all our power to defend him and the Lord
Protector..." (2) Both Wyatt and the attackers of Scarborough Castle
issued bills proclaiming their aims and motives and urging the public to
rally to their side, (3) Renard, ever watchful for sedition, described
in march 1555 how " several gentlemen and others had proposed to publish
broadsheets in several regions of this Kingdom and specially in Hampshire,
proclaiming that..." A list of grievances and demands followed which the
gentlemen had evidently varied to appeal to local opinion, and which
included no more enc.asure of commons, Courtenay to be King, the
foreigners to be driven out, the Protestant faith restored, Elizabeth to
be set free, and to marry Courtenay. They also made the charge that the
Queen intended to pass off a supposit ious son as her own heir. The
purpose, Renard sagely added, " was to stir up a revolt." (4)
Such publications were particularly dangerous at time of weakness
or the threat of war. The possibility of external enemies appealing to
internal traitors, and the use of broadsides to undermine an enemy's
morale, were both ploys with which sixteenth century diplomats were
familiar.(5) When Nicholas Bacon addressed Star Chamber nn the dangers
of dissenting literature, the awareness of a Spanish Army camped in the
Netherlands under the leadership of the Duke of Alva no doubt gave an edge
to his eloquence. (6)
It was the rabble rousing potential of this kind of street literature
which most concerned the government. In 1549 the Proclamation offering a
reward for information of seditious bills included a clause offering a
reward for the apprehension of any person that "by ringing of any bells,
striking of drums, proclamations, bills or letter, r any other way, shall
labour to stir the people and to make them rise." (7) This provision was
repeated in the Act for Punishment of Unlawful Assembly, 1550, which made
the summoning of an assembly by sounding bells or trumpets, lighting
(1) Span Cal 1 Simon Renard to the Emperor ) April 7 1554, VoL.12, p.213.
(2) S.P.Edward 10.19. fol.12.
(3) Strype, E.JYI.,Vo1.11lp.5l5.
(4)Span Cal, Vol.Xlllp. 147. Simon Renard to the Emperor 1 27 march 1555.
(5) Se.e Ch.11l.
(6) See below p. 56.
(7) Troubles Connected,p.109
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beacons, or by setting up or casting of any bills, bill or writing
whatsoever, a felony punishable by death, without benefit of clergy or
sanctuary. This was in fact the felony of which Somerset was found
guilty.
Seditious bills of this type rarely found their way into print. They
were in general too immediate to wait on a press, and too dangerous for
any printer to handle. Occasionally, as perhaps with some of the Somerset
bills, the quantity of which so alarmed the government, a printed bill
would contain directly seditious matter. Certainly the legislation
described above, both that concerning rumour and that intended to deal
with hand bills, would have included within its scope any printed matter
which appeared, retailing rumours, or trying to raise the commons. But
most of the printed broadsides which appeared fell more within the area
of the scandal laws, rflecting as they did the rivalries and fluctuating
fortunes of the statesmen of the day. The publication of comments upon
the activities and fate of great men was in fact against the law. The Act
of 1275 against malicious tales prohibited the slander of great men (1)
and an act of 1378 specifically warned against
"devisers of false news, and of horrible and false lies,
of prelates, Dukes, Earls, Barons and other nobles and
great men of the Realm, and also of the Chancellor,
Treasurer, Clerk of the Privy Seal, Steward of the King's
House, Justices o' the one bench or of the other, and of
other great officer s of the realm, of things which by
the said prelates, lords, nobles and officers aforesaid
were never spoken, done nor thought in great slander of
the said prelates... whereby debates and discords might
arise betwixt the said lords, or between the lords and
the Commons, which Cod forbid, and whereof great peril
and mischief might come to all the Realm, and quick
subversien and distruction of' the said Realm if due
remedy be not provided."
Offenders were to be subject to the penalties provided in the law of
As we have seen, these penwities were reuin
	 in later acts
which made the teller of the tale punishable if he could not find the
originator, and laid down the pillory as the penalty for such tales.
This form of punishment was commonly used against those who spoke ill of
powerful men, and particularly in the later part of Edward's reign and
under mary the pillories were well occupied. Such public chastisement
(i) See above p.3g.
(2) 2 Ric.11st.l. cap.V. S.R. Vol.11, p.9.
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contained the element of penance and retraction which it 'was hoped would
counter the effect of the original slander, and deter other gossips. Those
pilloried often wore large placards describing the offence. Edmund Finche,
for example, who was pilloried at Dartford in 1545 for slandering Sir
Thomas Cheyney, wore a paper on his head written in great letters " For
slanderous words of the King's Council." (1) On other occasions, perhaps
when the slander was of' the type which was best not repeated even in a
recantation, the Council would act against a slanderer. When Thomas Love
spread slanderous reports of Signor- Figoria and mr.Secretary Bourne, he
was imprisoned in the (flarshalsea. (2) The Council was well aware that
criticism of the King's councillors was often a traisparent method of
criticising the King. Wyatt for example, declared " we seek no harm to
the queen but better counsel and counsellors." (3) Henry Vill took the
view that criticism of his councillors implied dissent from his judge-
ment of men and infringement of' his prerogative and was therefore, by
extension criticism of himself. This was why the production of broadsides
defending Thomas Cromwell shortly after the King had seen fit to have him
executed, was considered seditious. (4)
Attacks on the King via his councillors, or attacks on councillors
or magistrates in general, such as that of Lermouth the Scot )	were
justly viewed as seditious. But great statesmen and politicians considered
as individual personalities, were evidently thought to be fair game. Bills
and ballads plotting the fate of such eminent men abounded as the political
broadside came into its own. (5) With the fall of Cromwell in 1540 the
tight surveillance that he had exercised over the printing trade was
removed and street literature blcissomed. Every politician was considered
a suitable target for a lampoon. Norfolk complained in his imprisonment
that he had been attacked in this way, and Cranmer commented in his
Purqatio that he had been " well exercised these twenty years to suffer
and bear evil reports and lies." He adds that he had "not been much
grieved thereat." (6) During Edward's reign Underwood found it necessary
(1) A.P.C. Vol.1, p.209.
(2) A.P.C. V i p. 303.
(3) John Proctor, The historie of wyates rebellion ,(1554) A viii v.
(4) see Ch.11.
(5) see below Ch. 111.
(6) L & P, VoL2l 1 pt. 2, p.273. L & P,Vol..2l pt.2, P.273.
Foxe, vol. VI, p.539.	
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to leap into verse in defence of Hooper who had been attacked by
"railing bills" cast round the streets. He duly broadcast his
reply in the same way. (1) But the most popular butt of all was
Gardiner. Several bills survive in which the weaknesses and
strengths of Gardiner's personality were examined. No doubt many
more have disappeared. His abrasive and controversial character
and his shift in opinion made him a natural target not just of
broadsices but also of pamphlets and tracts. As a controversialist
himself, Cardiner must have expected to be attacked, but it has
to be said that he was singularly roughly treated. To describe
him as a wolf' "whose eyes continually burn with the unquenchable
flames of the deadly cockatrice, whose teeth are like to the
venonius tooths of the ramping lion, whose mouth ic full of
cursed speaking and bitterness"...and "who sitteth lurking like
a lion in his den, that he may privily murder the innocent and
suck his blood" seems a little excessive.. (2)
In fact Gardiner did resent the suggestion that he sought
the blood of his opponents, and he frequently refuted it. But
neither he nor any of the other victims of such printed venom
resorted to law against their attackers. If slandered, however,
they could and did take action on their own account. When John
Wayland attempted to publish an edition of Baldwin:'s mirror for
magistrates in 1554 the publication was stopped on the presses. (3)
The Epistle to the edition which came out in 1559 described wbat
had happened. The early edition was, it says, "hindered by the
Lord Chancellor that then was? This was hardly surprising since
the treatise spoke of a previous Bishop of Winchester (i.e
Cardinal Beauford)
"Who being made High Chancellor of the Realm
Not like a priest but like a prince did reign
Nothing wanting which might his pride maintain.
Bishop besides of Winchester he was
....whereby this Golden ASS
At home and abroad all matters brought to pass."
This tale, supposedly of the fate of the Duke of Gloucester, later
described how the Cardinal came
"As Herod and Pilate to judge Jesu Christe."
	 (4)
(1) Narratives of the Reformation 1
 p.158.
(2) An humble supplicacion unto God for the restorinof hys holye
woo?le, 'Strasburgh in Elsas at the signe of the go1d Bibell'
a55A4)C vii. v and C viii r.
(3) E.I.Feasey "The Licensing of the mirror for magistrates" in
the Library 4th. Series, Vol.111 ,(l922/3) p.177.
(4) W.Baldwin, mirror for magistrates (157B)43r and 46v.
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Wayland held the patent in service books and could not afford to
alienate so powerful a man as Cardiner, but after Gardiner's death,
Baldwin did obtain license from mary's government t y print an
abbreviated form of' the mirror.
It appears that Paget was also jealous of his reputation, and
prepared to take steps to protect it. After the publication of Bale's
Elucidation of Anne Askew, Paget complained to Van dar Delf't, who
suspected complicity by the Council in its publication, that he
himself had been very ignominously treated in the book and that an
enquiry had been instigated into the book. It was discovered that
it ha0een printed in England, but steps had obviously been taken
to censor it, for when Gardiner mentioned the number of copies
circulating in his diocese he spoke of some "with ieaves unglued where
master Paget was spoken of, and some with leave: glued: ' (1)
But if' most statesmen were prepared to act privately to defend
their reputations, rather than invoke the law which existed to pro-
tect them, they were not prepared to tolerate attacks which contained
unfounded and anonymous accusations of treason. In the last years of
Henry Vlll's reign tenure of high office must have seemed ddngerous
and insecure enough without the added threat p Osed by such insidious
attacks. In 1545 a rash of bills of this type caused alarm at Court,
and an act was passed to deal with
"divers malicious and evil disposed persons, (who) of
their perverse, cruel and malicious intents, minding the
utter undoing of some persons to whom they have and do
bear malice, hatred and evil will, have of late most
devilishly practised and devised diverse writings...
and...the same writings so devised, written and made,
have cast abroad and left in places where they might, be
and have been found."
These writings accused various people of treason. The Act stipulates
that anyone leaving such a bill and not disclosing the alleged treason
to the King within twelve days, was to be accounted a felon, and
suffer death and confiscation of property. These terms are extremely
harsh and reflect perhaps the degree of insecurity among members of'
the Court at this time. (2)
It seems possible that these handbills were once again aimed
at Gardiner, and they may have have been prompted by differences
about foreign policy. In November Wriothesley had written to Paget
(1) Sean Cal, Vol.1X,p.11l. Van der Delft to the Emperor,
June 24.
	 1547: ifiuller, totters4 p.293.
(2) 37 Hen.Vlll cap X	 SP. 111, p.99?.
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to explain how he had shown a bill to the King which had been "let
fall" in front of him on his way to mass. Some people had been angry,
at his action but he says he could do no less than disclose it and
try to find the author. This was perhaps one of the bills mentioned
in the Act. (1) In mid December, Sir Peter Carew was sent to Cardiner
as some kind of punishment, possibly to apologise, in which case the
row may have been between the pro-French faction at court and the
Inperialists. In any event, instability and factionalism at court was
at the root of this spate of hand bills.
The seriousness with which an accusation of treason was treated
by politicians was demonstrated again in Edward's reign. Among the
"false and de testable Proceedings" of the Duke of Somerset denounced
in the Proclamation 1.f 8	 October was his "blustering and blowing by
his own mouth...that certain Lords had conspired a great treason
against the King's lYlajesty's person...whereby many of them, being
abused by his false report,...conceived evil opinion of f hem that
nrvr •srveI it ..." (2) As a risult, th Council issual
a numbsr of Proclitions prohibiting such slanlerous bills,
but criticism of the junta did not cease with the downfall of' Somerset.
Northumberland became the butt of numerous bills and treatises, and
the Council was kept busy dealing with such slanderers. (3) A pro-
clamation of 1551 complained that
"divers lewd and seditious persons, minding to sow
contention in divers parts of the realm, have of their
malicious and cankered affections forged and made many
slanderous and wicked bills, as well 	 against the King's
majesty's most honourable council as against other noble
personages within the realm and the same bills have spread
and cast abroad in streets and in divers other places-
fastened the same at such privy corners where they thought
they might best publish their conceived malice: the
authors whereof (because they have wraught their malice
so covertly) cannot easily be found out to be punished
according to the laws, statutes and proclamations made
in that behalf. And yet nevertheless their devilish
device taketh place and effect" (4)
This proclamation appears to have been almost completely without effect
and for the rest of' the reign the Council was obsessively occupied
with stamping out criticiEm. This critism arose partly from the
considerable hostility which existed at this time between the commons
(1) L & P, Vol.XX, part 2, p.366.
(2) Troubles Connected, p.98.
(3) See Chapter 11.
(4) Proclamation fflay 20
	
1551. Hughes and Larkin Vol.1 3 p.522,po.374.
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and the gentry. (1)
The minority of the King 	 removed the restraints against
criticising a King's councillor, for such criticism could not be
interpreted as a treasonable attack on the King's prerogative, or
his judgement. As Northumberland's unpopularity increased so did the
volume of abuse aimed at him, culminating after the death of the King
in the famous case of Gilbert Potter. Potter, who had spoken out in
favour of ifiary's claim at the time of the proclamation of Queen sane,
was pilloried and lost both ears before being imprisoned in the Compter.
A little pamphlet immediately appeared on the streets telling in tones
of high protestant fervour how Qilbert had stood for the right and
suffered for his conscience. It appears that this pamphlet was first
circulated in manuscript before the failure of the coup was certain
and was quickly put into print by Singleton. The author "Poor Pratte"
writes,	
"I have, (faithful Gilbard) scattered abroad three of
these books more and two also have I sent into the
ragged bear's camp; keep that close which thou hast;
the world is dangerous; the great devil Dudley ruleth..
I have proved if I could get a m of them inprinted
in some strange letter, and so a number of them to
be dispersed abroad." (2)
Wriothesley's account of' this incident highlights the stress laid upon
publicity in such cases. He describes how Potter was punished in the presence
of the Sheriff, " a trumpeter blowing and a herald with his coat reading
his offence at the cutting off his ears." (3)
ffiary's accession was greeted by the Londoners with enormous
enthusiasm, and the mood of' disillusion and discontent was replaced
in street literature by a note of celebration. (4) But the negchations
for the Spanish marriage soon reversed this trend and libellous prod-
uctions again appeared in the city. In the beginning there was an
attempt by the government to deal with attacks on Philip within the scope
of the slander laws. There was clearly some reluctance to treat
criticism of him as treason, because of the public odium such a step
could arouse. In April 1554 a rash of libellous bills was met by
a Proclamation which described how...
(i)	 Seethe account of the risings of 1549 in W.K.Jordan,
Edward tll The Young King.
(2) Poore Pratte, The Copie of a pistel or letter sent to Gilbard
Potter in the tyme when he was in prison,for speakinge on our
most true guenes part the lady ifiary. (Singleton, 1
	 Aug..1553.),
Aviiv.
(3) Wriothesley, Vol.11, p.86.
(4) See Chap. 11, p. 251, 252.
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"many seditious and evil disposed persons, seeking
by all ways and means they can devise to defame and
speak evil of others, go about where they dare not
(either for shame or for fear of punishment of the
laws) speak openly, do in the night time and other
ways secretly spread and set abroad their malicious
intent by seditious bills and writings, seeking
thereby devilishly to nourish dissension and to
defame and, as much as in them lieth, bring in
obloquy noblemen and other personages of good worth,
credit and fame."(l)
This proclamation specifically applied the penalties of the slander laws
to the medium of print, demanding that finders of such bills deface or
burn them. instantly so that they cannot be read again, and declaring that
keepers as well as publishers or retailers of' such bills were to be
punished as if they were the originators.
Clearly the "other personages of' good worth, credit and fame"
who were being libelled were in fact Philip and his entourage, and this
Proclamation attempted to protect him from such attacks by extending and
restating the slander laws. Later in the same year an Act was passed
which purported to be a further extension of' the slander laws. Rehearsing
the previous statutes that had attempted to deal with the problem, it went
on to make a distinction between slander of the nobility and "false,
seditious and slanderous News, Rumours, Sayings and Tales against our
most dread Sovereign Lord and King and against our most natural Sovereign
Lady and Queen." For those who slandered the nobility the traditional
punishment of the pillory was refined by the loss of both ears (this was
not a new punishment, as the case of Gilbert Potter showed.) Alternatively,
an offender could pay a fine of £100 and suffer three months imprisonment.
But anyone guilty of writing, devising, printing or setting forth, or
procuring to be set forth "any manner of books, rhyme, ballad, letter or
writing containing any false matter, clause or sentence of slander,
reproach and dishonour of the King and Queen" or provoking rebellion, was
to lose his right hand, and at a second offence to be imprisoned for life,
with loss of goods. In fact this clause was never implemented during
mary's reign, bi.± the act was restated in 1555 in the act for continuance
of certain statutes. (2)
By the end of 1555 slander of' Philip had been dealt with by the
treason laws discussed below. Nevertheless the '55 Statute for slanderers
(i) Proclamation, before April 10 , Hughes and Larkin Vol.1l)P.41.4"°.4-'°•
(2) 1 and 2 Philip and mary, cap3, S.R. 1V, p240.
2 and 3 Philip and mary, cap.21, S.R. lv, p.297.
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was reenacted by Elizabeth, and remained on the statute book to claim
st5 first victim in Stubbes.
The subject of plays and interludes does not fall strictly within
the scope of this study as most of such works were still circulated in
manuscript. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note the concern of the
government to control the content and performance of such works. This
concern sprang partly from anxiety about public order, which might be
jeopardised by the crowds which assembled to watch plays. During the
summer months anxiety about epidemics added to this fear of disorders
to cause frequent bans on plays. This was particuThrly common in times
of civil disorder, such as in uyust 1549, when a proclamation prohibited
plays on pain of imprisonment. During the Edwardian period, the feeling
that plays led to vice encourage a puritanical dislike of them,
particularly of performances on Sunday that might keep congregations
away from church. An earlier expression of this attitude is found in the
Proclamation of October 1544 which spoke of the increase in the number
of plays being performed;
"Forasmuch as by reason and occasion of the manifold
and sundry interludes and common plays that now of
late days have been by divers and sundry persons
more commonly and busily set forth and played than
heretofore hath been accustomed, in divers and
many suspicious, dark and inconvenient places of
this our most dread and most benign sovereign Lord
the King's city and chamber of London, wherein no
such plays ought to be played, and that namely
and chiefly upon the Sunday and other holy days
in the time of evensong and other divine service
celebrated and said in the said city; to which places
a great part of the youth of the same city....
frequenting, haunting and following the same plays,
have not only been the rather moved and provoked
thereby to all proneness, proclivity and readiness
of divers and sundry kinds of vice and sin, and the
said youth by that occasion not only provoked to the
unjust wasting and consuming of their masters' goods,
the neglecting and ommission of their faithful service
and due obedience to their said masters, but also to
the no little loss and hindrance of Cod's honour and
the divine service aforesaid....to the high
displeasure of Almighty God, the great nourishment
and increase of much vice, sin and idleness and to
the great decay and hurt of the commonwealth of the
said city, as of archery and other lawful and laudable
exercises...." (1)
(1) Proclamation October 1544, Hughes and Larkin, Vol.1, p.34l no. 4O.
(44)
The purpose of this proclamation was to prevent the secret performances
of lewd and scurrilous plays at the back of taverns and in other sleazy
locations. It therefore insisted that all plays be publicly performed,
either in the open street, in noblemen's or aldermen's houses, in the
homes of solid citizens or in company halls when the Company was
assembles.	 The Proclnticn of '8. April, 1551, listel
plays along with the numerous other noral anl social
evils mentioned above, as one of those disorders which sprang of the
'corrupt nature and ill disposition of naughty men." It complained that
players, along with vagabonds, rumour mongers, garners, rioters and
unlawful printers, undermined the commonwealth "by their vicious living
and corrupt conversations." (1)
Such interludes and farces, performed by the most unstable elements
in society, apprentic.cs, strolling players, and the city poor, lent
themselves naturally to the expression of sacriligious, seditious and
radical views. Gardiner was appalled at the disrespect shown by the
youth of' Southwark who openly advertised their intention to stage a play
to coincide with his requiem for Henry Viii to see which performance
proved the more popular. 	 The disrespectful, or those with a grievance
against the establishment, found such interludes a relatively safe way
of expressing themselves, for no evidence remained after a performance
of incriminating words, no written or printed document existed on which
a case c ould be made against them, and arguments about precisely what
had been said gave considerable protection at law. The proclamation of
1549 complained that most of' the plays being performed in London "contain
matter tending to sedition and contemning of sundry good order and laws."
Ridley's Articles of 1551 enquired whether anyone was mocking the Prayer
Book in "interludes, plays, songs, rhymes or by open words", and the
prohibitioh of' such interludes was repeated in both of the Edwardian
and the Elizabethan Acts of Uniformity.(2) mary also complained in her
Proclamation of August 18' '53 of interludes, books and ballads
"concerning doctrine in matters now in question and controversy touching
(i) See above p. 34.
(2)Proclamation. 6	 August .
 1549. Hughes and Larkin,Vol.l, p.478,no.34.lg..
Ridley's Articles to be Enquired upon in the Visitation(R.Wolf 1550)
printed in Foxe,	 App.No.l to .Vol.Vl.
Statutes	 2 and 3 Ed.Vl cap.i 	 S.R.Vol.lV, p.38.
5 and 6 Ed.Vl cap.l	 S.R.Vol.1V, p.130.
1 Eliz. cap.2.	 S.R.Vol.lV. p.356.
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the high points and mysteries of Christian religion." (1) But despite
her dislike of such plays, ifiary's reign seems to have seen an increase
in the number of seditious and dissident plays being performed. As her
control over the press became more rigid, dissent seems to have found v.,.
outlet in such performances rather than 'in street literature and in April
1556 the Council took action against the strolling players who took part
in such plays "exposing the King and Queen and Romish religion,"
particularly in the north. (2) The following year an order was passed in
Star Chamber to prohibit plays, and was qualified a little later by one
limiting the ban to the summer period from Shrovetide to All Saints.(3)
The most popular play in circulation in 1558 was "A Sack full of
News." By this time there seems to have been an unEpoken realisation on
the part of the populace that 1ary could not last much longer, and
expressions of' discontent became more open. This mood of thin.y
disguised disrespect gave way on Elizabeth's accession to an atmosphere
of celebration and liberation, which emboldened the more unruly citizens
to produce a stream of highly slanderous anti-Catholic and anti-Spanish
plays. Opinions long held in check now burst out with twice the energy,
and Il Schifanoya, a lugubrious Venetian resident in London bewailed the
situation in a letter of February 6 	 1559 to Ottaviano Vivalciino.
" There are yet more frivolous and foolish people
who daily invent plays in derision of the Catholic
Faith, of the church, of the clergy and of the
religion and by placards posted at the corners
of the street they invite people to the taverns
to see these representations, taking money from
their audience." (4)
Evidently these plays went beyond tolerabie limits, for in April the
Queen was forced to apologise to Philip about a representation of himself
which haI caused particular offence.
	 Further action
W15 taken in may whri a Proclamation stated that as th
season for plays was now over until All Hallows, "and that also some that
have been of late used are not convenient in any good ordered Christian
commonweal to be suffered," from now on all 'plays were to be licensed
before performance by the mayor, the lieutenant of' the, county, or two
J.Ps. These officers were to permit nothing to be played on the subjects
(1.) Hughes and Larkin,Vol.11,p.5,iio.3q0.
(2) strype E.1,. 1111 ptl. P. 488.
(3) A.P.C, Vl,p.1l9 and p.169
(4) /eo Cal, Vol.Vllp.26.
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of' doctrine or policy, "being no meet matters to be written or treated
upon but by men of' authority, learning and wisdom, nor to be handled
before any audience but of' grave and descreet persons." (i) The difficulty
was that attack, particularly on dignitaries, ceremonials and the
establishment was then as now the natural meat of' comic sketches. Unless
such plays could be read before performance it was almost impossible to
prevent unacceptable matter from being played. The only solution was to
ban plays altogether. The late fifties and sixties therefore saw some
attempt at licensing plays on the basis of synopses of plots given
beforehand by the players. The Acts of 1542 and 46 had included plays
among the types of work on which a printer was obliged to print his name,
the author's, and the date of printing. As more plays appeared in print
licensing became an easier matter, and the Proclamation of 1551 against
various disorders laid down that players were to be licensed by the Privy
Council before they performed anything. fliary's Freedom of' Conscience
Proclamation limited this still further to "her Grace's special license
in writing." Under Elizabeth the job was passed overto the Court of High
Commission, three members of which were to be appointed to license plays,
pamphlets and ballads, and to prevent anything appearing that was "either
heretical, seditious or unseemly for Christian ears." By now it was
assumed that the Commissioners would be dealing with prinLed material,
but in fact there were still many plays that were not printed, and
surveillance	 was a hit and miss business, some players being
investigated when their matter was innocent, while other less innocent
material slipped through the net. The only way to deal with these
uriprinted plays was through the patron of the Company concerned, who was
held responsible for the content of interludes performed by his players.(2)
3. Treason.
If any printer were foolhardy enough to print treasonable matter,
there was a whole battery of legislation under which he could be
prosecuted. The Statute of 3 Edward 1. cap.34, mentioned above (3)
covered all tales which might occasion discord between the King and his
people, a category wide enough to cover any seditici or treasonable
(1) Proclamation 16 	 fflay 1559. Hughes and Larkin Vo1.11 p.115,io.4S%,.
•(2) L & P. VoJ.XVII, 1542,, p.79
Proclamation 8	 July 1546.. Hughes and Larkin, Vol.1, p.373, no. 272.
Proclamation 28
	 April 1551. ibid 1, p.514, r,o. 371.
Proclamation 18	 August 1553. ibid
Proclamation 16	 may 1559. ibid Vo1.11,p.1l5,e.4S.
(3) P.30.
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publication. But this act placed such seditious tales within the scope
of the law of slander, rather than of treason. The Statute 25 Edward 11].,
st. 5. cap.2. (1351), which sought to clarify the vaque and involved
notions of treason which were characteristic of common law, did not
include words, either spoken or written, within the scope of treason.
However, this statute was not. exclusive, and uncertain cases were left
to be decided by the King in Parliament. It appears that in case law
words or writings which encouraged the people to withdraw their
allegiance from the King could amount to high treason, presumably on
the basis of a judgement in common law. The whole question of treas-
onable words remained in some doubt until the matrimonial affairs of
Henry and the criticism they aroused forced a clarification of the
issue. (i)
The Statute of Praemunire, 1393, did offer Henry some protection
from critics, for it prohibited the acquisition of any Papal Bull or
process "or any other thing whatsoever which touch the King, against
him, his crown and hi Regality, or his Realm." The penalty laid
down in this statute was forfeiture of goods and perpetual imprison-
ment. (2)
	 1 proclamation of 1530 reiterated these provisions, once
again in general terms which could be applied to almost any hostile
judgement. (3) But Henry evidently did not Peel that these provisions
were adequate, and in 1531 a new treason law was drafted which included
under the offence of'treason the bringing into the realm of "any manner
of writing or commandment brought from any outward parts, which shall
extend or be in dishonour or slander of his crown or majesty or
jurisdiction royal." Nothing came of this draft, but concern over
the publication in England of Papal judgements led in 1533 to another
proclamation depriving Catherine of the Royal Style, and rehearsing
again the terms of the Statute of Praemunire. The terms of the
statute were extended by this proclamation to include the reputing
or naming Catherine, Queen. (4)
Treason by words had still not been made a statutory offence
by the time Elizabeth Barton and her colleagues were sent to trial.
It was alleged that they had, among other things, published writings
(i) See the case of the false Richard discussed by I. Thornley,
"Treason by Words' in E H R (1917) ,ol. :,, o.SS
For discussion of Henrician treason laws see C.R.Elton,
Policy and Police(Cambridge,1972) Ch. 6.'The Law of Treason p.263.
(2) .16 Ric ll 1 cap.5. S R. Vol.11, p.85.
(3) Prod., 12. Sept. 1530. Hughes and Larkin, Vol. 1 p.197,no.120.
(4) Prod., 5
	 July 1533. Hughes and Larkin
	 Vol. 1, p.2094 "o 140.
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"both great and small, both printed and written" which encouraged people
to "murmer, grudge and be of evil opinion against the majesty of our
said sovereign lord,- to the great peril and danger of his most royal
person." Nevertheless, they were proceeded against by attainder, it
being adjudged that their offences did not amount to treason under
statute law. (1)
It appears that the King, and Cromwell, were dissatisfied with
this situation, and when the Act of Succession was being drafted,
Cromuielipressed hard to have words taken as High Treason. (2)
His colleagues were reluctant to admit words, but in the final com-
promise, Cromwell appears to have gained a considerableadvance. The
Act of Succession of 1533/4 declared that it was High Treason to
procure by act, writing or printing, anything "to the peril of your
most royal person" or to give occasion by the same means for the King
to be "disturbed or interrpted of' the Crown of this realm," or to
procure by the same means anything "to the prejudice, slander, dis-
turbance or derogation of the said lawful matrimony...or to the peril,
slander, or disherison of any the issues and heirs." 	 Words only
were to amount to misprision of treason, and to be punishable by
imprisonment at will, and loss of goods. (3)
The second Act of Succession, 1536, retained all the provisions
of the first, but made words and refusal to take the oath of succession
amount to High Treason. meanwhile Cromwell had been diligently tracking
down all seditious talkers and had evidently gained a more specific
knowledge of the kind of remarks being made about the King.
The Treasrn Act of 1534 went into greater detail, condemning as
treasonable any talk which expressed a wish for harm to come to the
King or Queen, deprived them of their titles, or"slancierously and
maliciously published and pronounced, by express writing or words,
that the King our sovereign lord should be heretic, schismatic, Tyrant,
Infidel or usurper,"(4) Denial of the Royal Supremact was dealt with
inthe Act Extinguishing the authority of the Bishop of Rome. This made
writing, cyphring or printing on behalf of the Pope punishable under
praemunire. (5)G'vme tors Iat,- ti€. bIll for- Ie krqjs SLIe tv'o.de dEnic&(
(i) Attainder of Elizabeth Barton and Others.
25 Hen. Vlll,cap.l2. S R.11l, p.448.
(2) Elton Policy and Police , p.276.
(3) 25 Hen. Vlll,cap.22. S R vol 4 111. p.473.
(4) 26 -Hen. Vlllcap.l3. S R 111, p.508.
(5) 28 Hen. Vlll ) cap.1O. S R ill, p.664.
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part of the King's Title, or that of his family, High Treason, but
in fact Papal views were already condemned by the oath which was attach-
ed to the Act of Succession, refusal to take which was considered
High Treason. (1)
This battery of legislation had the effect of making any criticism
of the King's dynastic or ecclesiastical arrangements treasonable
and indeed criticism of any kind was dangerous. The campaign,
particularly against catholic books,was pressed ho,ie with consider-
able vigour, special legislation being passed to call in the works of
the most dangerous catholic apologist, Bishop Fisher. A Proclamation
of',l536 ordered all his books to be surrendered within forty days,
sine they containei "many open and manifest errors and slanders...
not only in derogation and diminution of the dignity and authority
of the King's majesty and of his Imperial crown, but also directly
and expressly against the good and laudable statutes of this realm.."
The proclamation also banned any other writing or book'whdrein shall
be contained any error or slander to the King's majesty, or to the
derogation or diminution of his Imperial crown or of any authority
knit to th	 sane... " (2)
	 This confiscticn ws evidently cirriel
out with so'ie thoroughness, for on 16 Jnury the Bishop o?
London	 skeI for more time to gather in the offensive beoke.
Cromwell also "directed his letters to particular persons to bring in
their books", as for example he did to Sir Thomas Elyot, whom he
suspected of being papist in sympathy. Elyot hurriedly excused himself.(3)
During the 40s. this prohibition of criticism of the King was
sustained, the general pardons of 1540 and 1543 both excluding all
treasons by "writing or printing", the former limiting thisto writing
against the King, but the latter including the Queen and their heirs.(4)
The departure of Cromwell made the enforcement of this censorship
less effective (5) but it in no way led to a liberalisation of the
law; on the contrary, as we have noted, the bill for the King's Style
introduced even more new treasons.
(i)	 35 Hen.V11l. cap.3 S.R. lll,p.958.
(2) Proclamation 1
	 Jan. 1536. Hughes and Larkin, Vol.1, p.235,no.1!.
(3) Strype E. f. Vol.1, p. 341.
(4) • 32 Hen.Vlll. cap. 49 S R lll,p.811.
35 Hen.Vlll. cap.18 S R lll,p.982.
(5) See Chap. 11.
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It appears that these new treason laws of Henry's reign were
considered unduly harsh at the time. Certainly after his death there
was an immediate move to repeal them on the grounds that they were
"very straight sore extreme and terrible." Edward's famous Act of
Repeals therefore repealed all the new treasons of Henry's reign,
and affirmed that words only were not to amount to treason. Accus-
ations for treason by printing had to be lodged within a specified
time of the alleged offence. Nevertheless it remained High Treason
to affirm or set forth by "writing, printing, overt deed or act"
that Edward was not Head of the Church of England, or that the Pope
was, or to compass or imagine by writing or printing the deposition
of the King or his heirs, or to suggest that someone else had the
right to the throne. (1)
The feeling that words should not amount to High Treason and
that those Henrician acts in which they did were excessive, is found
in both Edwardian and marian statutes for treason. The Edwarcian
Act for the punishment of divers treasons, 1551/2, repeated the
prohibition of 1534 on calling the King Heretic, schismatic, tyrant,
infidel or usurper of' the crown, writing or printing such things
amounting to High Treason at the first offence but words only at
the third offence. (2) The following year mary's first Statute
commented that strict laws could often ensnare innocent people,
"Yea, many times for words only without other fact or deed done
or perpetrated', and that noble people have been executed for words
only. The memory of more thus contributed to the repeal of all Acts
concerning treason by words, writing, cyphring, deeds or otherwise
except those condemned by 25 Edward 111. st. 5 cap.2. (3)
TIer9_rnorko.b q liberality which marked the beginning of mary's
reign even more than that of her brother, seems to have arisen partly
from the expectation that there would be no serious criticism of ifiary's
actions. Her father and brother had required harsh treason laws to
enforce new and unpopular dynastic and religious settlements. Since
mary intended to reverse those settlements, she felt that she could
afford to be liberals rndeed the enthusiasm with which she was wel-
comed to the throne must have encouraged her in the belief that the
vast majority of the population would be equally enthusiastic about
(1) 1 Edward Ui 1 cap. 12, S R lU,p. 18.
(2) 5 & 6 Edward Vi, cap.11. S R lV,p. 145.







See use of scandal laws above p.43,
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the policies she intended to pursue. Even when the tide of discontent,
criticism and hostile propaganda began to rise, she resisted for some
time the use of new treason laws to deal with such criticism. (1)
L3L Qrr,as in others, mary was forced to accept that clemency
was not having the desired effect, and new treason laws were eventually
introduced. The situation which forced her to take such action was
angrii y described in the harsh slander law of l5E4. (2)
This relates how
"divers and sundry malicious and evil disposed persons mal-
iciously, seditiously, rebelliously and unnaturally...have
now of late not only imagined, invented, practised, spoken
and spread abroad, divers and sundry false, seditious and
slanderous news, rumours, sayings and tales against our
most dread Sovereign Lord and King, and against our most
natural Soereign Lady and Queen...to the great dishonour
reproach and slander of their most excellent majesties, as
also to the great slander of this their Realm, but have
also devised, made, written, printed, published and set
forth divers heinous, seditious and slanderous writings,
rhymes, ballads, letters, papers and books." (3)
According to Renard, this act was prompted by a letter found by the
Earl of Derby when walking, "for it was thrown down so adroitly in
front of him that he could not help picking it up. The gist of it was
that if he attended Parliament he would lose his head and to advise
him to beware of making any concessions to the Spaniards, whose
object was to seize the Kingdom by force, and remember that the
Queen had usurped a crown to which she had no right. This so greatly
irritated Parliament that measures are being taken for the punishment
of slanderers...." (4)
By 1555 tracts containing similar sentiments to these
were circulating in London in some quantity, either in manuscript
or printed abroad. New treason laws were clearly necessary and the
same Parliament that enacted the statute against slanderers also passed
two new treason laws. The first dealt specifically with a prayer which
was apparently being used by some Protestant dissidents, that "God
would turn her heart from idolatry to the true Faith, or else to shorten
her days or take her quickly out of the way." This Act made the use
of such a prayer High Treason. (5)7he scoroL At tckIecL : ''e rep/ton
1 & 2, Philip and mary, cap.3, S R
Span Cal 1 Xlll, P. 102.




making denial of his title treason at the second offence when words
only were involved, and denial of the title of either of them in writing
and printing High Treason at the first offence. It was hoped hereby
to restrain the malice of cankered and treacherous hearts "whereby
they may be prohibited to blow abroad such shameful slanders and lies
as they daily invent and imagine of her Highness and the King's
majesty her most lawful husband." (i)
In the meantime the link between sedition and heresy was becoming
so involved that legislation supposedly aimed at the repression of
heretical books frequently embraced treasonable or seditious writings
too.. This tendency on the part of the government to confuse religious
and political dissenL was perhaps unfortunate in that it drew together
two sources of opposition which might otherwise have remained distinct.
On the other hand, given the contjnued assumption that the state
secular and the state spiritual were coterminous, it was logical to
assume that dissent from the one necessitated dissent from the other.
The experience of the past, both of lollardy in England and of Luther-
anism in Germanywas that heresy inevitably led to rebellion. This
theme constantly recurred in legislation concerning the press. The
Statute 2 Henry U. stat 1. cap 7 (1414) declared that heretics and
Lollards aim "to adnull and subvert the Christian Faith and the law
of God and Holy Church within this same Realm of England, and also to
destroy the same our Sovereign Lord the King and all other manner of
Estates of the same Realm." (2)
Henry VIII • Qrss. Lollards and heretics, he
declared " by perversion of Holy Scripture do induce erroneous opinions,
soweth sedition among Christian people, and finally do disturb the peace
and tranquillity of Christian realms, as late happened in some parts of
Germany, wher4y procurement and sedition of martin Luther and other
heretics were slain an infinite number of Christian people." (3)
The following year, 1530, another proclamation against erronious books
returned to the theme, claiming that not only did heretical books
pervert people's faith but that they also "stir and incense them to
sedition and disobedience against their princes, sovereigns and heads
as also to cause them to contemn and neglect all good laws, customs
and virtuous manners to the final subversion and desolation of this
noble realm."
(i) 1 & 2 Philip and mary, cap.1O S R, Vol.1V p.255.
(2) 2 Her,. U, Stat. l,cap.7. S R Vol.11, p.181.
(3) Proclamation 6 march 1529. Hughes and Larkin. Vol. 1, p.l81,o.l22..
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For Henry's government, and again for fllary's,heresy was an aspect
of libertinism, of the desire of evil men to have license to indulge their
appetites freely, and to throw over all controls whether ecclesiastical or
secular. The fears aroused by the exploits of the early Anabaptists were
not easily quelled, and the link between Henry's rather disreputable
matrimonial problems and the spread of Protestantism was not lost upon
later commentators. Writing in 1554, John Proctor asked
" Came notthis your religion by a fleshly and carnal
mean into this realm ? Were not the fruits that came
in there with manifest contempt of magistrates,
licentious and dissolute living, oppression, or
rather open robbery of the poor, dissolution and
break of godly order, laws and ceremonies, whereby
the people were kept in due fear and love towardes
Cod and man ? " (i)
The Royal Supremacy altered but did not dissolve the link between . heresy
and sedition. The reforms which followed the break with Rome, and the
puritanical fervour of some of the reforming clergy gave the lie to the
belief that protestants were motivated by a desire for moral laxity.
But if the King held both swords it became impossible to defy the one
while remaining obedient to the other. The proclamation of 1542 against
heretical books complained that they tended to disturb " the godly
religion united and established under the King's majesty in this his
realm." (2) Such books were clearly seditious as well as heretical, for
they defied the authority of the King. They were also seditious from
the point of view that by raising doubts and dissentions they opened the
door to civil strife. As the Statute of 32 Henry Ulil " concerning
Christs' religion " stated " nothing so much tr . oubleth the commonwealth
and hindreth quiet and concord, as diversity in opinions and beliefs,
specially in things that concern Almighty God and his religion." (3)
The violent effects that such disagreement could have were
described by Burcher to Bullinger in October 1548, when he said that the
• :	 publication of Cranmer's version of Jonas' Catechism " occasioned no
little discord, so that fightings have frequently taken place among the
common people on account of their diversity of opinions, even during the
sermons." (4) The experience of all the Tudors showed that while the
(1) John Proctor Historie of Wyates rebellion, (caly,l554) m ii r.
(2) See Conrad Russell" Arguments for Religious Unity in England 1530-1650'
in Journal of Ecclesiastical History, Vol.XVlllIo.2,t.ol.
(3) 32 Hen Ulli. cap.26 S.R. Vol.111, p783.
(4) Q.J. Vol,ll,p.642. Oct.29th 48.
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niajori ty oS too apathetic to indulge in an outright civil war on
a matter of religion, where other grievances existed religious dissent
could help to stir revolt. The Pilgrimage of Grace, the Western Risings
and Wyatt's rebellion all contained a large element of religious dissent,
and demonstrated that secular allegiance was affected by religious
nonconformity. This threat of civil war was aggravated when questions
of dual allegiance arose, as in the case of the papists under Henry, or,
under ifiary, those protestants who were evolving an international view
of the Church. flarian protestants were certainly very anxious to prove
themselves law abiling citizens, as ths motel answer returnel to Wyatt by
the riarshalsea prisoners on his ofer of freelom pravel; "as we came in for
cur consciences ant sent thither by the Scuncil we think it gao. here still to
remain till it please Ccl to work our leliverance as it shall seem best to his
glery anl our lawful lischarge, whether that by life or leath, we are content."
(1)	 But les.ite tho exaggeratel loyalty of Poor Prette ant of' these
IYlarshal!a prisoners, they wce in Pact engaged in an act of disobedience
and by rejecting the authority of the monarch in religious matters: were
raising the question of a higher authority with power to depose the
monarch S This authority was no longer the pope but the congregation, and
it was not long before the English protestants had taken the few short
steps from. the denial of Ravel Supremac y to theories of tyrannicide.
But if the holding of heretical opinions was subversive, how much
the
more was the government bound to take notice ofpublication of such views.
To dissent in public was bad enough but to print dissent was a clear
incitement to others to dissent and an act of defiance, a challenge to
the government. The reformers were themselves aware of the subversive
nature of such activities and were anxious not to provoke the government
unduly. While they were in prisdn, Ridley and his companions wrote much
that was intended for the press at some future date but they were anxious
that nothing should appear in print before th2 time was ripe. As Ridley
explained to Hooper, " I see rnethinks so many perils, whereby I am
earnestly moved to counsel you not to hasten the publishing of your works,
especially under the title of your own name. For I fear greatly lest by
this occasion both your mouth should be stopped hereafter, and all things
taken away from the rest of the prisoners; whereby otherwise, if it so
please Gel, they may be able to to goal to nany. "
	 (2)
(1) •Narratives of the Reformation, p.185.
(2) Foxo, Vol. Vl )
 p.643.
(5•5)
Ridley's main fear was that such publication might provoke persecutions,
but he was well aware that printing against authority was an expression
of defiance. When he had been in authority and Hooper in dissent, one
of the main causes of Hooper's imprisonment had been that he had put
his dissenting views into print. (i)
Ridley's concern about the effect of.publishing dissent was well
founded, for Whitehead informed Calvin that when Knox's Coctrine of
the Iflass'-was published it " added much oil to the flame of persecution
in England, for before the publication of that book, not one of our
brethren had suffered death, but as soon as it came forth, we doubt
not but that you are well aware of the number of excellent men who have
perisheI." (2) Fear of such re.risls id Jms Hallon to write to Bull-
•inger cf John i3nk's plan to jublish the Laly Jane locunents, "I knew fcr
certain that it will occasion the greatest danger to me, if it is
published...to say nothing of the certain risk and peril 'uhich would
hang over others....I pray you again and again not to allow it." (3)
The determinedly pacific note of many of the protestant pamphlets of
mary's reign, especially of the early years,(4) was prompted partly
by such fears and pertly by a genuine concern not to print anything
which might maliciously provoke rebellion. But however anxious many
of the gospeilers were to stress this line, they could not avoid the
accusation made.lator by Sir Nicholas Bacon against the importers of
popish books:
"if the bringing in of these seditious books make rnerts
nind to be at variance one with another, distraction
of minds maketh seditions, seditions bring in tumults
tumults work insurrections and rebellion, insurrections
make depopulations and desolations and bring in utter
ruin and destruction of men's bodies, goods and lands;
and if any sow the root whereof these may come and yet
it can be said that he hath no malice, or that he doth
•	 not maliciously labour to destroy both public and
private wealth, I cannot tell what act may be thought
to be done maliciously" (5)
The challenge to authority which printed heresy represented was
exacerbated when the author was a man of eminence and reputation..
fs we have seen,(6)the printed word had already acquired a distinct
authority, and publication had become a serious matter. When a man
(1) Foxe, Vol. Vi, p.??8.
(2) Crininal Letters, Vol.l	 p.760. Sept.20	 1555.
(3) 0. L. Vol. 1, p.292. J.Haddon to Bullinger, Pugust 31 1554.
(4) e.g. '1 Letter sent from a banished minister of Jesus Christ.'
m.wodde, 1554)
(5) Foxe Vlll, p.74l.(Dec. l567
(6) Ibove p.29.
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like Cranmer put hi a views on the sacrament into print they carried
the full weight of his scholarship and authority. In such a case the
publication represented not just a contribution to developing theo-
logical scholarship but a public commitment to a religious standpoint,
a commitment by which a man's integrity could be measured. Henry Vlll's
government	 quick to appreciate this testamentary aspect to printed
views, and pressed to get emminent men like Tunstall to commit themselves
in print to the government's position. Gardiner, Bonner and Cranmer,who had
"published abroad to the eyes and judgement of all men in print" (1)
views which they later rejected or modified found themselves ridiculed
publicly, and their inconsistencies put down to time-serving cowardice.
As the protestant publisher of Gardiner's De Vera Obedientia asked in
1553, "...if these ruffling rabbis in their sermons and advised orations
said and wrote the truth then, why do they not abide by it, and say the
same still?..."	 Thc editor offers his own explanation. "These child-
ren will sleep in a whole skin, though the soul and body go all to the
devil for it." (2)
After theflattery and time-serving of Henry's and Edward's reigns,
personal integrity was something to be prized and defended. But for
Craniner, as Archbishop, there was an additional responsibility, to set
out in print the pure doctrine in which the English church was to be
established. During his final imprisonment he was wvidently haunted
by this obligation, writing to Peter martyr in 1555, "rrnthing is at
this time more distressing to me than that no answer has yet been given
to In. A., to whose .suleties and juggling tricks and ravings a reply
would not have been wanting long sincc had not books and liberty been
wanting to myself." (3) Ridley and Peter martyr clearly shared the
Archbishop's view that Gardiner must be publicly refuted, and both
addressed themselves to the task. The point at issue here was not just
personal integrity or scholarly superiority. Cranmer felt that he was
the public champion of God's truth. Writing In his Purgatio, he declares
that "although I have been well exercised these twenty years to suffer
and bear evil reports and lies and have not been much grieved there at,
but have borne all things quietly; yet when untrue reports and lies
turn to the hindrance of God's truth, they are in no wise to be suffered.
Wherefore these be to signify unto the world that it was not I." (4)
(1) Foxe,V1l1, p.35.
(2) De vara obediencia 1 'Rome, before ye castle of 5. Angel at the
signe of S. Peter.'(i,e. Ulesel Singleton and Lambrecht 3 1554.)
(3) DL, 1	 p.30.
(4) Foxe,Vol. Ul, p.538.
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This purgation was apparently not printed, though so many copies of
it were made that it kept nearly all the scriveners in London occupied
and came "into as many hands as if it had been printed." (1)
Such a dispersal had not been Cranmer's intention, but his plan of
pinning officially sealed copies to the cathedral doors was just as
bold and displayed the same concern for public pronouncement.
It is clear that the government was also aware of this relation-
ship between personal integrity and the defence of Cod's truth. If the
former could be impugned, a protestant's doctrine could also be brought
into disrepute. Recantations were the most valuable tool for the
undermining of both the reputation and the doctrine of the recanter.
When Northumberland recanted and made a penitent speech on the scaffold,
an observer commented that "there were a great number turned with his
words." The government eagerly produced a printed version of this
persuasive speech, which apparently had the desired effect, for a
latin version was published by Zimmerman in (2) Vienna. Anne Askew's
confession was also rushed into print "to the intent the world may see
what credence is now to be given unto the same woman, who in so short
a time hath most damnably altered and changed her opinion and belief:'(3)
Anne immediately published a denial that she had signed the conl'ession.(4)
But the propaganda value of public, printed thstimonies is seen most
clearly in the battle between Cranmer and the government. Cranmer fired
the first salvo in the famous Purgatic in which he refuted rumours that
he had said mass and challenged the government to theological debate.
Tesentianus wrote enthusiastically to John ab Ulmis that "these
placards of the archbishop so strengthened the spirit of the gospellers
that they no lonQer hesitated to lay down their lives for the truth.'(5)
When in turn the government held the trump card in the form of Cranmer's
Recantation, they were placed in some difficulty over the question of
publishing, the propaganda value of such publication being somewhat
diminished by the, fact that it would prove that they were going ahead
with his xecutinn les.jte the fact that he was a lenitent. (6)
(1.) Span Cal, Vol. 11, p.240. The Ambassadors in England to the
Emperor. Sept.19 1553. Foxe, vol. VIII, p.38.
•(2) Chronicle of Queen Jane and Queen mary, p.20.
(3) Foxe 1 V, App. X1X.
(4) The Purgation or Answer of Anne Askew against the f.alse surmises
of her Recantation, Foxe U, p.548.
(5) 0. L. Vol. 1, p.371.
(6) D. M. Loades, The Oxford IYlartyrs 3 (1970.) Chapter 7. p.l92f
3. Ridley, Thomas Cranmer, (1962. Oxford.) Chapter XX1V. p.382.
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When it was finally produced, the recantation was greeted with some
• incredulity, but was nevertheless felt by Cranmer to be damaging enough
to need to be answered. In his heroic final gesture of defiance, the
Archbishop, showed once again his burning concern that the truth should
be publicly declared.
In this propaganda war for public sympathy the question of integrity
was central, and the fact that the reformers proved to have more of it
than had been expected, or than their opponents appwared to possess, who
turned " like weathercocks,ersy versy as the wind bloweth " (1)	 made
their pronouncements even more persuasive -and dangerous to the government.
In laying claim to the spiritual leadership of the nation they were
undermining the authority of the government. Such a challenge might have
been spiritual but it was also subversive. It is not surprising, therefore,
to find that as mary's reign progressed the line drawn between heresy and
sedition became increasingly indistinct. For example, the commission of
1556 to search out heresies licensed its commissioners to investigate " all
and singular heresies, heretical opinions, Lollardies, heretical and
seditious books, conspiracies and confederacies, and also to enquire of all
false rumours, tales, seditious slanders, words or sayings raised,
published and bruted, invented and set forth against us or either of us
or against the governance or rule of our people." (2) The Proclamation
of 6	 June 1558 which placed possessors of heretical and seditious books
under ffiartiai Law was aimed at books " filled both with heresy, sedition
and treason ... whereby not only Cod is dishonoured but also an encourage-
ment given to disobey lawful princes and governors." Anyone harbouring
such a book was to be taken as a rebel and executed under ifiartial Law.(3)
The peculiar situation which obtained under mary, in which the
Royal Supremacy had been abrogated, but the Queen retained much of the
control over ecclesiastical affairs (4) and clearly felt that religious
disobedience was an affront to herself rather than to the Holy See, was
simplified by the succession of Elizabeth. Sedition and heresy remained
closely linked in the minds of' the Queen and her ministers, but the
return of the Royal Supremacy clarified the issue of authority.
El1zibth's Tr,ascn Iwe
	
were similar to those of her brother, but
she betrayed less squeamishness about the designation of words as Treason.
(1) Cardinr, De Vera Obedientia, (m. Wood, Roane).6 	 Oct.'53, Aiiii r.
(2) ?RU. C66/897. m 21d.
(3) 'Proclamation 6	 June 1558. Hughes and Larkin Vol.11, p.9O.o443.
(4) See below P84.
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Her first statute, "restoring to the crown the ancient jurisdiction "
made support for the pope High Treason at the third offence, but weighed
hostile words as heavily as writing, preaching or teaching. (1) A
second Treason Act from the same year made opposition to the Queen's
Title by " writing, printing, overt deed or act " (2) High Treason at
the first offence. At the same time the savage act of Philip. and mary
against	 slanderers was reenacted and remained a threat to writers and
printers throughout Elizabeth's reign. (3)
4. Prophecy and Diplomatic Questions
The printing of' open treason or scandal was clearly against the law
and a printer who dealt in such matter had to expect official intervention.
But apart from treasonable matter, there was also the matter of Kingly
honour, and printers occasionally ran into trouble for not sufficiently
regarding the sensitivity of their own monarch or the indignation of other
princes. The slander acts discussed above, especially those dating from
the period of Philip and mary, were evidently expressions of wounded
honour. (4) As Sir Ralph Sadler declaimed to the King of Scotlnd in
1536 " .... there is nothing, after the glory of Almighty Cod, in this
world so much to. be tendered by Kings, princes or any honest persons, or
sà highly to be regarded and defended as their honour, estimation, good
fame and name " ... and " as the def 5mation of King's toucheth Kings "
he expected the King of Scots to call in all the libels which had appeared
about Henry in Scotland, to punish the offenders, and to publish a
-proclamation prohibiting all SUCI activities. (5) This diplomatic under-
standing that rude remarks about friendly dynasties were not allowed,
placed a similar duty upon the English court, and in 1546 the Emperor
complained that a lewd book about him was " here abroad and welcomed,
although it contained only lies forged by desperate men to get help against
their lord." On this occasion the Council denied all knowledge of the
affair. (6)
(1) 1 Eliz. cap.l	 SR.1V,p.350
(2)IEliz . cap..5	 SR 1V, p.365.
(3) lEliz. cap6. SR 1V, p.366.
(4) e.g. 1 & 2 Philip and mary, cap.3.	 R. lv, p.240.
• (5) Foxe,Vp.lO3.
(6) L&P,Vol. Xxi, pt. 2, p 9
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The Council was the normal agent for dealing with such diplomatic
matters, and English printers were not much bothered by the indignation
occasionally expressed by foreign 'monarchs. Out, under mary, exiled
protestant poiernfts soon discovered that the anxiety of European states
and cities not to offend the Emperor, or any other powerful prince for
that matter, could create serious difficulties for book men. For
example, when the magistrates at Zurich discovered that Knox had been
responsible for slanders, not only against mary and Philip, but also
of the Emperor, they ushered him quickly out of town. (1)
Kingly honour was at its most sensitive, and understandably so,
where matters of military prowess were concerned. 1spertions cast on
a King's ability to wage war were not only dishonourable, they were
'also dangerous, inviting despondency at home and agqression abroad.
When reports of "the prosperous success of the Kinç,'s majesty's
armies in Scotland"appeared in print in 1544, they were p:omptly called
in and destroyed, onthe grounds that " although the effect of the
victory be indeed true, yet the circumstances in divers points be in
some part overslenderly, in some part untruly and amiss reported." (2)
The proclamation calling in such accounts claimed that the King's
captains had been slandered by this inaccuracy, but it is possthle
that the offending books had been too specific about numbcrs and
deployments, and were therefore considered a danger to security.
Possibly also the accounts contained some matter that might invite the
aggression of' the Frehch.
Security questions were evidently behind the proclamation of
1549 providing penalties for rumours of military defeat. Apparently,
false tales had been circulating, not only of the King and his Council,
but also, more significantly, "of his highness's fortresses, captains,
and soldiers in the north parts and beyond the seas, and of his majesty's
other affairs, feigning falsely great overthrows, losses and dangers,
to the slander of the King's highness, impairing of his majesty's
service and discouraging of the King's subjects, besides that thereby
they have given to strangers occasion to write, into distant countries
such tales for news, to the great dishonour of his highness, the same
being most false." The penalty provided by this proclamation was the
'galleys. (3)
	 .
(i)	 See below, i. 305.
(2) Proclamation 18
	
flay 1544. Hughes and larkin, Vol. 1 p.329, a.
(3) Proclamation 29
	
April 1549. Hughes and Larkin, Vol. 1, p.455 n0.3q,
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A similar anxiety that the country should not appear weak abroad
was noticed by Jehan Scheyfue, who reported home in 1551 that "quite
50,000 persons are said to have died of the sweating sickness in
England,-most of them men twenty to forty or fifty years. The English
are concealing these facts as much as possible in order not to let it
be known that the kingdom has been weakened and that Cod has wished
fo punish it."(l)
spair at home could be just as dangerous in a military situation
as rumours of weakness abroad. The gently worded Proclamation of 1558
was aimed at allaying fears of military defeat at home, and warned
the public to give no credence to pessimistic tales, put around by
"leuid, malicious and seditious persons." The assumption of the
proclamation, as of the previous ones was that the spreaders of such
rumours were positively malevolent.
A similar assumption was • made about those who raised the unrnen-
tionable subject of the death of monarchs. Rumours of' the deaths of
Kings could be dangerous; they spread uncertainty and fear, raised
questions concerning the succession, and so created dangerous rival-
ries and divisions. Beyond this there was a feeling that even to
consider the possibility of the King dying was, by extension, to wish
him dead. Walter Lord Hungerf'ord was executed for prophesying the
death of' King Henry Vill, and two of the authors of a false proclam-
ation of 1556 that Queen mary was dead, were hanged on the spot where
they had published the news. (2)
Closely connected with rumours of the death of Kings was the
question of prophecies. Belief in prophecies was common at this time,
the Iing himself (i.e. Henry Viii) apparently being deterred from
hunting at Woodstock by " an old blInd prophecy'.' 	 (3)
Even Cromwell was in. receipt of two books from Thomas Derby which
:" oPehl secret mysteries far past the wit or natural gift of man." (4)
When William Baldwin lamented how false prophecies,
"breed both murder, war and strife
Believed to the loss of many a goodman's life."
he was not condemning prophecies in general, but wishing that people
would discriminate between true	 f'alse prophets.	 (5)
(i)	 S pan Cal, Vol. X, p.347.
(2) Scarrisbrick p.638. Ven Cal, Vol.V1 1 Part 2, p.571.
(3) Foxe,V, p.136.
(4) L. & P	 Vol.XV, p.515.
(5) BaldwiniThirror for magistrates 1559. (T 1 fflarsh. ' fo1. i r.
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But whether true or false, all Tudor governments were clear that
prophecies caused trouble. Wales in particular was subject to prophetic
sedition, and the rebellion of 1402 was put down to wandering Welsh
minstrels, sproading divinatisns and lies. (1) Foxe says that the Welsh hal
a •re.hecy about Davil Dawill Catheren and Friar Forrest whe ware hangs.
in 1539. Tw. verses written by Cray on the subject and set 	 on the gallows
were alss included in Crays ballad, the Fantasy of Idolatris.	 (2)
This tendency of the Welsh to put treasonable ideas inLo prophetic form
was used by Bishop Ferrar's enemies to imply seditious activities
by the Bishop. He was accused of preaching in such a way as to stir
up strife, and of' reviving the singing of old Welsh rhymes, and belief
in their vain prophecies.
But in England also most rebellions produced their appropriate
prophecies. These fell roughly into three groups, all of which worried
the government. The first was the traditional myth in which the circ-
umstancies and symbols could be adapted to fit most political situations.
These commonly reappeared at times of popular unrest, doctored to suit
the needs of the moment. The 1erlin myths were perhaps the most popular
of all, and appeared, for example, on the Somerset bills of' October,
1549, one of which hinted darkly, "And as for London, called Tray Untrue,
1Yerlin sayeth that 23 Aldermen of hers shall lose their heads on one
lay, which Col grant to be shortly." (4) This mi xturs
.f mystic utterance and sxilicit throat was also character-
istic of the prophecies circulating in Norfolk in the same year. (1549)
These declared that "there should no King reign in England; that the
noblemen and gentlemen should be destroyed and the realm should be
- ruled by four governors to be eLected and appointed by the commons hold-
ing a parliament, in a commotion to begin at the south and north seas
of England." (3) Such visions of U-a svarthrow of' both monarchy
and aristocracy were naturally frownel on by th ruling classes.
Equally dangerous to the King, though more to the taste of the
aristocracy,were prophecies involving coats of arms and the symbolism
of heraldry, by which noble families could look back on past glories,
and which could be used to nourish hopes of future power. The over-
Wsan ing claims and loose talk of the Earl. of Surrey prqvoked the King
into action against the whole of the Norfolk family in the last year of
(i) R. Taylor The Political Prophecy in Eng1and (1911.)
(2) Foxe,V % p.404.
(3) Foxe,V, p.739.	 (4) S.. Appendix I
5) ç. P . ii-,..,	 ømt /'/FCJ.-(63)	 (q,)
f	 /"	 tL b.J,r.i 4 '1p ,;L, Cm71)	 I•1	
AA	 ',',
his reign. This kind of prophecy was in fact illegal, a statute of
1541 declaring that " if any person or persons print or write or else
speak, sing or declare " any prophecy concerning names, badges, arms,
genealogies, etc., he was to be deemed a felon. (1)
The third type of prophecy was also taken very seriously by the
government particularly when it was linked with conjuring or necromancy.
This was the prophecy of the King's death. When Elizabeth Barton
prophecied that if Henry married Anne Boleyn he would die within six
months and that within six months the country would be struck by plague,
it sounded as much like a threat as a prophecy to an age which believed
in necromancy and conjuring. In fact the General Pardon of 1534
specifically excepted all necromancers, and the possession of books of
conjuring was (2) treated extremely seriously throughout our period (3)
In 1552 the Norfolk family was again involved, though indirectly, when
an old servant of Norfolk's was called before the Courcil to answer
questions about " certain characters and books of necromancy and
conjuration found in his lodging." He denied any knowledge of them and
was lodged in the Tower. (4)
The instability of Edward's reign produced an unusually large crop
of prophecies, such as those circulating in 1549 which are mentioned above.
To deal with the situation the Government found it necessary to pass
another act " Against fond and fantastical Prophecies." In this it
declared that as " divers evil disposed permons, minding to stir and
move sedition, disobedience and rebellion, have of their perverse minds
feigned,imagined, invented, published and practised, divers fantastical
and fond Prophecies concerning the King's ifiajesty, divers honourable
persons, gentlemen and commons of this Realm, to the great disturbance
and peril of the King's fliajesty and this his realm," ..... all who after
the 1st February " do set forth in writing, printing, singing, speaking,
and publish or otherwise declare to any person or persons any fantastical
or false prophecy .... to the intent thereby to make any rebellion,
insurrection, dissention, loss of life or other disturbance " should
suffer one year's imprisonment and a £ 10 fine at the first offence, and
imprisonment for life with forfeiture ofgoods
	 a scn1. ()
(1) 33 Hen,8 3 cap,14, S.R. vol.111, p.850.
(2) Ridley, J.Thomas Cranmer,(Oxford 1966 p 68.	 7,-.
•	 26 Hen. Viii, cap..18, S.R. Vol lii. p.515.
(3)See Ch. 11.
(4) A.P.0 Vol. lV, p.13.
(5) 3 & 4 Ed.Vl,cap. 15. S.R.1V, p.14
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This act was reiterated in the "Act for the continuance of certain
statutes" of 1553, (1) and Elizabeth also found it necessary to re-
state it. Her Act concerning Prophecies re-enacted Edward's statute
in an attempt to stop people who were still "feigning, imagining,
inventing, and publishing of such fond and fantastical prophecies
as well concerning the Queen's majesty as divers honourable Personages,
Gentlemen and others." (2)
This legislation against prophecies and prophetic books was in
fact applied with particular vigour, ownership of' such works being
at least as dangerous as the handling of treasonable books. The
printers had to be very careful. Even apparently innocent almanacks
and prognostications coUld incur official displeasure,(3) while the
possession of books of conjuring was taken as evidence of a willing-




The wise bookseller would thus avoid handling any work ofprophecy,
of sedition, or of scandal. But it was in the field of religious polemic
that he had to tread with greatest care, moreover, whereas only a very
small proportion of the books in circUlation could be said to fell into
'any of the previous categories, the book trade had from the beginning
concentrated on the production and sale of religious books.
To begin with, these were mainly inoffensive liturgical and devotional
works, but as the century wore on more and more printers ventured into
the minefield of' theological controversy. Here, they ran the risk of
falling foul of the heresy laws.
In England, the laws governing the prosecution of heretics were
f ramed largely to deal with the problem of' Lollards. There were two
aspects to them which were of particular concern to the printers.
The firsV was the close association of the lay magistrate in assisting
the church authorities sand the second was their concentration on the
stamping out of heretical literature. The statute of 1382 for dealing
with the followers of Wycliff set the pattern for the relationship
between the church and state in prosecuting heretics down to 1530/32.
It authorised the King's commissioners to arrest and imprison all
heretical preachers and their alders and abetters, and hold them until
(3.)	 7 Ed. Vi	 cap. 11 S.R. Vo1.1V	 p.175.
(2) 5 Eliz. cap. l5 S R lv, p.445.
(3) See Chap. 11.
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the church could try them. (i)
t
Th	 Act of 1401 concentrated on heretical li,erature. The new sect
of heretics, it declared, "make and write Books" in which "they do
wickedly instruct and inform People and as ouch as they may excite and
stir them to sedition and insurrection, and maketh great strife and
division among the people, and other enormities horrible to be heard."
The statute goes on to explain that these heretics move from diocese
to diocee, so that "the Diocesans of the said Realm cannot by their
jurisdiction spiritual, without the aid of the said Royal majesty,
sufficiently correct the said false and perverse people, nor refrain
their malice."	 The Situte	 /oLlci	 cLowr
one was to "preach, hold, teach or instruct, openly or privily, or
make or write any book contrary to the Catholic Faith or determination
of the Holy Church.....and that all and singular hiving such Books
or any writings at' such wicked doctrine and opinions" WEiB to hand
them in within forty days of the proclamation of' th
	
statute.
Anyone disobeying this act was to be arrested and tried by the laws
of the Church, and if stubborn, to be handed over to the lay magistrate
and publicly burned. (2)
£espite a petition from the Commons for the repeal of this statute,
'n 1410
it was reiterated A and four years later all lay magistrates were obliged
to take an oath to help in the struggle against heresy. They were
given "full power to enquire of all of them which hold any errors,...
whl jh be their maintainers .... ceriinrnn writers ef such
booj.s, as wall ef the sermens as ef their schools. "
	 (3)
Possession of Lollard books remained a very dangerous business for the
next hundred years, Lollard versions of' the Scriptures being partic-
ularly frowned on, but any English manuscript being treated with
suspicion.
The advent of printing had at first little impact on the circul-
ation of heretical books, most Lollard works remaining in manuscript,
and travelling along the old routes. But with the spread of the
Lutheran Reformation, and the dissemination of Lutheran translations
of the Scriptures, the ecclesiastical authorities were faced with Qew
problems. With the exploitation of the printing press by the Lutherans,
heretical books began to circulate in numbers never before contemplated.
(1) 5 Rio. 11, stat.2, cap.5. SR Vol.11, p25.
(2) 2 Hen 1U. cap.l5, S	 Vol.11, P.127. These provisions were
repeated in the Provi4 ial Constitutions of 1407.
(3) 2 Hen U, stat. 1. cap. 7. S R 11, p.182.
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But the condemnation by the Pope in 1520 of all Lutheran books was
followed by a vigorous campaign by the church authorities in England to
stamp out heretical litorature of both old and new schools. In Flay 1521
Wolsey issued a strict legatine commission to the bishops to hold a
visitation for the purpose of confiscating " any books, written or printed,
of Flartin Luther's errors and heresies." Fifteen days were allowed for
the surrender of such books, anyone witholding them to incur the greater
excommunication and to be 9steemed " concealers and favourers of heretical
pravity, and so reputed and judged as heretics, and liable to be punished
as such." A list of Luther's errors was also to be pinned on each. church
door. (i) Wolsey followed this ban with a spectacular book burning at
St.Pauls, he himself presiding in state while Bishop Fisher preached a
sermon. A similar book burning had previously been held at Cambridge.
But despite these measures heretical books continued to circulate in
England, and it seems that Lz.ndon printers and stationF.rs were becoming
involved. In 1524 Tunstall summoned the printers to appear before him
and warned them of the consequences of handling heretical books. He also
forbade them to import any new book without obtaining permission from the
church authorities and set up a board of censors consisting of himself,
Warham, Wolsey and Fisher. Nothi"g was to be pub1ied until it had
been passed by this board. But in 1526 any success that may have been
achieved was shaken by the arrival in England of the first Tyndale
Testaments. The overtly Lutheran tone of' the translation, and of its -
gloss, combined with the traditional hostility of the bishops towards any
vernacular version of the Scriptures to produce an immediate reaction.
Tunstall issued a proclamation condemning the translation, complaining
that " many children of iniquity, maintainers of Luther's sect, blinded
through extreme wickedness and wandering from the way, of truth and the
Catholic faith, craftily have translated the New Testament into our
English tongue, intermeddling therewith many heretical articles and
•erroneous opinions ... of which translation there are many books
Imprinted, some with 'glosses and some without ... dispersed throughout
all our diocese of London in great number." Within thirty days the
archdeacons were to hand in allcopies of these Testaments. (2)
• (1) Strype,	 Vol.1, p.55.
(2) Wilkins, Concilia 1 ill., p 706.
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This Proclamation was followed by another uarning to the printers not
to print, import or sell any unlicensed book, and a similar prohibition
was printed in German, for the benefit of the Hansa merchants of the
Steelyard, •who had been dabbling in the Lutheran book trade. (1)
For further guidance as to what was and what was not permitted, an
index of eighteen prohibited Lutheran books was drawn up. (2)
These measures by the church authorities were backed by energetic
activity in tracking down and prosecuting the leaders of the Lutheran
colporteurs. (3) But it was proving impossible to keep Lutheran books
out of London, where the presence of many foreign merchants and the mobil.
nature of. the population facilitated their import, and the old Lollard
network of book men facilitated their dissemination. In 1529 therefore,
the state threw its weight behind the Church and issued a Proclamation
enforcing •statutes against heresy and prohibiting unlicensed preaching
and heretical books. ('i) An interesting preamble recites the connection
between heresy and sedition, and warns against " the corruption and
malice of indiscreet preachers ... as by certain heretical and blasphemous
books lately made and privately sent into this realm by the disciples
of the said Iflartin Luther and other heretics whereby the King's subjects
be likely to be corrupted, unless his highness ( as Defender of the Faith)
do put to his most gracious help and authority royal to the due and speedy
reformation thereof." In order to cope with such " erroneous books copied,
printed and written as well in the English tongue as in Latin and other
languages, replete with most venomous heresies, blasphemies and slanders
intolerable to the clean ears of any good Christian man," the proclamation
declared that all existing laws were to be executed. Reciting in
particular the terms of the Statute of 1401 which placed compilers or
handlers of heretical books under threat of the fire, it went on to extend
thele sanctions to anyone who should import, sell, receive, take or detain
'! any book or work printed or written ... against the faith Catholic or
• :	
against the holy decrees ... of Holy Church or in reproach, rebuke or
•	
slander of the King, his honourable . council or his lords spiritual or
temporal." An Index of forbidden English works was appended (5) and at
the same time the bishops issued a list of almost ninety condemned works. (6)
(1) Den wirdigen heren Burgemeysteren der Stat Coelln, (London l526
(2) See below p. 75ff.
(3) See Chapter 11 p . 91.
(4) Proclamation 6 . march l529 1 Hughes & Larkin,p.l8l, (vol.1),
(5) See below p. 76.
(6) Wilkins,Concilia,lll, 	 (68)
pp.717-724.
This Proclamation contains nothing revolutionary. It restates the
position as it had been for more than a hundred years, in which the King
and his officers were pledged to support the church in its fight against
heresy, while the definition of heresy, and the tasks of trial and punish-
ment remained with the bishops. And yet within a year of this Proclamation
responsibility for censoring books was taken away from the church and given,
in effect, to the Council. It might be suggested that the reason for such
a takeover lay in the church's inability to deal with the problem of heretical
books. Certainly the bishops were hard pressed at this time. But the
evidence of publication, prosecution and trial in the twenties when the church
was in control and in the thirties when the state took over, suggests that
the ecclesiastical authorities were far more vigorous in pursuit of
doctrinal purity than was the Council. (1) Whatever might have been the
pretext cited for the King's takeover of the press, its true motive was
not the preservation of doctrinal orthodoxy against the assaults of the
Lutherans.
The significance of the year 1529/30 as a year in which not only the nethels but
even the objects of government changeS has been peintel cut by Prefessor Elten.
Part of this change was conce rned with the pre-cmpting of many
functions previously performed by the church. That control of the press
was among the earliest duties to be taken over by the state suggests an
appreciation of its propaganda value and a oeliberate decision to use it
to further the King's matrimonial affairs. We have seen how heresy
legislation constantly harped on the link between heresy arid sedition.
But where Catherine's divorce was concerned, no reliance could be placed
on the bishops to prevent the circulation of such seditious works as
Fisher's De Causa Iflatrimonii (3)
The King therefore, seized the initiative. In may 1530, while the
bishops issued their injunctions forbidding the handling of certain
books and expanding the Index, Star Chamber issued its own condemnation
of Tyndale's New Testament. The King then appointed a commission from
the universities " to examine certain English books commonly read among
the peoples
 containing erroneous-and pestiferous words, sentences and
conclusions,which might pervert their judgemerits and occasion division
and contention in the chief points and articles of our faith and religion
whereon is like to ensue ... the dissolution of our commonwealth." (4)
(i) See Chapter 11.
(2) GRElton, The Tudor Revolution in Covernrnent,(1953. reprint Cambridge
l962.)p.l9.(3) Do Causa matrimonii aerenissimj Regis ngliae(Alcala 1530.j
(4)L & P,Vol.IV, 3, p.2859. may 1530.
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In September a Proclamation was issued forbidding the sueing or
publication of any judgenients from Rome, or elsewhere " containing
matter prejudicial to the high authority, jurisdiction and prerogative
royal of this his said Realm, or the let hindrance or impeachment of his
grace's noble and virtuous intended purposes in the premises, upon pain
of incurring the King's high indignation ..." (i) With papal pronounce-
ments thus banned, the King issued an interesting Proclamation prohibit-
ing erroneous hooks and Bible Translations. Like the proclamation of
the previous year, this recites at length the dangers of " blasphemous
and pestiferous English books, printed in other regions and sent into
this realm " to subvert the faith and incite disobedience and rebellion.
But now the King, " by his incomparable wisdom," takes upon himself the
responsibility of. foiling " the malicious suggestion of our ghostly
enemy." He has himself summoned his Primates and divines " giving unto
them liberty to speak and declare plainly their advices, judgemnents and
determinations concerning as well the approbation or rejecting of such
books as be in any part suspected, as also the admission and divulgation
of the Old and New Testament, translated into English. Whereupon his
highness, in his own royal person, calling to him the said Primates and
divines, hath seriously and deeply, with great leisure and long
deliberation,, consulted, debated, insearched and discussed the piirnises,
and finally, by all their free assents, consents and agreements,
concluded, resolved and determined " that the following books are
heretical ... In Index here follows on the same lines as that drawn up
by the bishops in may. The proclamation forbids the acquisition of these
books, whether in Ehglish, French or Dutch, and all other English books
printed abroad, and orders them to be handed in to the ordinary,.Lay
magistrates discovering anyone withholding any ar& to arrest them " and
bring him or them to the King's highness and his most honourable Council,
where they shall be corrected and punished for their contempt and
disobedience." (2)
In this highly significant proclamation the King not only takes it
upon himself to be the final arbiter, after advice taken, of what was or
was not heresy, but he also subjects to royal scrutiny books already
condemned as heretical by the church. Punishment for handling heretical
books. is now the responsibility of' the Council, and the only role left to
Oc.t'	 4 an &'avn,ner	 oç
.(l) Procl.amnation 12 Sept.l53O. Hughes and Larkin % Vol.1, p. 197, 'o.I3O.
(2) Proclamation 22 . June 1530 Hughes and Larkin, Vol.1, p.l93,ro.i.
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The king does in fact condemn the books indexed in the proclamation
of 1529, and the injunctions of flay, 1530, but he gives no guarantee
that he will back future ecclesiastical judgmrnents. On the contrary,
by reopening the case of the condemned books, and by the suggestion
in the latter half of the Proclamation that a vernacular Bible night
be allowed in the future "if' it shall then seem to his grace convenient",
the King hints that his censorship might not always operate against
reform.
This Proclamation is typical of the kind of' censorship that
operated in England for the rest of Henry's reign. fs with his relig-
ious policy as a whole, the application or non-application of doctrinal
censorship depended entirely upon diplomatic and dynastic considerations.
This. Proclaimation, with its subtle hints of future reform, its stress
on the preservation of' orthcdoxy by the authority of the King alone,
was as much a diplomatic ploy as a piece of book legislation.
Nevertheless, the central role which it assigned to the Council in the
regulation of the book trade was never subsequently altered, even
under mary. fleanwhile, Henry's willingness to vacillate over doctrinal
orthodoxy enabled Cromwell, with assistance from Crcnrner, to open the
door to the English Bible, and •to turn a blind eye on the import of
protestant books. It also gave him the power to prevent the public-
ation of papist or seditious literature.
Further relaxation on the question of heretical printing took
place in 1533, when an 1ct for the punishment of heresy repealed the
1401 statute which made dealing in heretical books a burning offence.
The other Lollard legislation remained in force, but the drift of the
Act is clear. Complaining that in many cases the Pope's canon law
was at variance with the King's law, and that anyway no one understood
the canon law, it added that the words of the act
"are so general that unneth the most expert and best
learned, men of your Realm, diligently lying in wait
upon himself, can eschew and avoid the penalty and
danger of the same act and canonical sanctions, if
he should be exari4ned upon such captious interrog-
ations as is and hath been accustomed to be ministered." (i)
The Act of Supremacy of the following year confirmed Henry's
authority to "visit, repress, redress, reform, order, correct, restrain
and amend all such errors, heresies, abuses, offences, contempts and
(1) 25 Hen. Vll1	 cap. 14. S R lll p.454.
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enormities what so ever." This was followed by a further restriction
on papal propaganda, in the 1\ct extinguishing the authority of the
Bishop of Rome ) 1536, which appointed the penalties of praemunire
to anyone who, "by writing, ciphring, printing, preaching or teaching..
..extol, set forth, maintain or defend the authority, jurisdiction or
powcr.of the....Bishop of Rome." The wheel had here turned full circle
for the bishops were given the job of enquiringfor and arresting
offenders, who would then be handed over for trial and punishment
to the civil authorities. foreover, the laiety were specifically
charged with vigilance in making suie that the clergy performed their
duties adequtnly. (i) 	 Wriothesley describes bo 	 the Justices
were instructed to ensure tha.t • sufficient number of English
ih1es ujerm prcvidd in their shires, and to see "that thu
curates and priests should preach the word of' God sincerely, and
truly,to the people, and suffer the people tohave the Bible and
Testament, and to see that they accused no person of heresy but that
he should be examined and tried before the justies in their sessions,
and there to make their answers, and trials, according to the statutes
of this realm..." (2)
It is clear then that the early seizure of control of the press
by the King, a take over both earlier and more thorough than occurred
in the Empire, where the battle against heretical literature waged
most fiercely, was not a reflection of the King's zeal for orthodoxy,
but rather of his desire to retain within his own hands the control
of every ndium of propaganda in pursuit of his dynastic
aims. (3) It is qu11y clear that Henry was not rnotivatedhy a desire
to ease the way for heretical books. If he allowed some relaxation
of doctrinal censorship, it was for political .reasons only, and a
change in the diplomatic climate was likely to produce a clamp down
on the press. In particular, the King sharer l the general horror of
anything that smacked of Anaboptism, and was also very sensitive over
attacks on the sacrament of the Alter. In a Proclamation of 1538 the
King complained of books in English imported from abroad, as well as
"such like books as have been printed within his realm, set forth
(i)	 26 Hen. Vlll, cap. 1, S R 111, p.492.
28 Hen. Vlll, cap.l0. S R lll	 p.664.
(2) Wriothesley, 1, P.74.
(3) Rudolph Hirsch,	 rinting , Selling and Reading 1450-1550, (1967.)
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with privil'ge,containing annotations and additions in the margins,
prologues and calendars, imagined and invented 'as well by the makers,
devisers and printers of the same books as by sundry persons called
Anabaptists and Sacramentaries, which be lately come into this realm."
These books aroused arguments and sinister opinions and led to the
abuse of the sacraments and laudable customs of the realm and Church
of' England, "to his grace's high discontentation and displeasure."
Considering his duty "to conserve his said realm and church, committed
to his charge....from all wicked errors", he declared that none is
to import any English book, nor sell, give, utter or publish any such
boot^s unless they have special license from the King. All new English
books were to be exunined by the Privy Council, or by the appointed
examiners, and the term "cum privileqio regali" was to be modified
by th. phrase "ed inprirnendum solum". (i) 	 Not only hd the
text itselP to be approved but also any annotation on the
scriptures, and translators were to declare themselves. The second
part of the Proclamation gave Anaaptists and Sacramentaries ten days
to avoid the realm, on pain of' death, and forbade all but scholars to
di, çuss t4 sacrament of the altar. (2)
The injunctionof the same year which carri"d the
same articles, (3) clarified the system of examining and clamped down
on the import of' books from abroad whence most of the more extreme
protestant polemic was coming. Neverthess, English printers were
not greatly affected until the notorious Act of Six Articles appeared. (4)
The first clause of this act declared that anyone who "by word, writing,
ciphring or in any other-wise do publish, preach, teach, say, affirm,
etc." any denial of the Real Presence or transubstantiation, was to be
burned as a heretic, his goods being forfeit. No recantation would
serve to save such a one. Denial by word, writing, printing, ciphring
or otherwise of the other articles, (communion in one kind only, vows
of' 'chastity, private masses, clerical celibacy and auricular confess-
ion) was to be punished by imprisonment at pleasure and loss of goods
at the first offence. For a second offence the perpetrator would be
-	 hanged as a felon. All books in which there was any sentance repugnant
to these six articles were to be burned.
(i) See above p. 21.
(2) -Proclamation 16 .November.1538. Hughes and Larkin 1. p.270, ri.I6.
(3) Foxe, V, p.258.
(4) 31 Hen. Viii, cap.14r, S R 111	 p.739.
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The. act had a devastating effect on the book trade, and the fall of
Cromwell removed the defence which had to some extent protected reform-
ing propagandists from the vage ries of Henry's policies.
The main article against Cromwell was this very fact of his protection
of heretical preachers and heretical book men and no-one questioned
the truth, of this article. What was surprising was that the King
should choose to object now, after a decade in which the protetant
writers and printers had sheltered under Cromwell's wing.
The burning of Robert Barnes, the arch-colporteur, spread further
alarm among the printers, many of whom were harrassed by the auth-
orities in the years following the Six Articles.(l)
Two years later an Act for the Advancement of True Religion eased
the situation •a little, by reducing the penalty for printing, publish-
ing, selling, giving or delivering any of the books or writings afore
abolished and prohibited, that is, Tyndale's transla t ions, and any-
thing contrary to the SixArticles, from the extreme punishment pres-
cribed in thatAct, to three months imprisonment or a £10 fine for
eoch	 book. A second offence was punishable by loss of goods and
'perpetual imprisonment. Possession of condemned books, or of works
against the Sacrament of the Altar,or containing Anabaptist views was
to incur a fine of £5 per book. Works containing illegal sentences
were to be handed in and notes and preambles in Bibles to be blotted
out, on pain of a fine not to exeed. 40s. Official publications,
chronicles, works of Chaucer and Cower, moral plays, songs and stories
of men's lives were exempted. So were"all such books containing
rntters of Religion as the King's majesty shall by his bill assigned
allow and approve." But they were to carry full information, as
stipulated in previous legislation, and the superscriptions"by the
King md his clergy."	 (2) This Act offered some r3lief to th
printrs mnd stioners, and in 1545 the Conmons threw out a
bill	 ijaint heret.cal books. A bill did pss
	 the following
year, but it m&rely reiterated th. terms of the Act of
1542.	 (3)
But the most serious problem for the printers in the years
following the fall of Cromwell was the difficulty of knowing, amid
'the shifting sands of Henry tllll's diplomatically orientated religious
(i)	 See chap.,ll.
(2)- 34 & 5. Herc Vill, cap. 1, S R ill, p.8S .
(3) See L. B. Smith,"Henry Vlll and the Protestant Triumph' in
American Historical Review,	 Vol. LXX1. (j q )	 123,
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policy, what was permissable and what was 'ot. Once the hard line of
Catholic orthodoxy, as judged and defended by the ecclesiastical courts,
had been breached, and given Henry's reluctance to conclude any perm-
anent and open Protestant settlement, writers and printers had no way
of knowing how their works would be received. The Proclamation of 1530
had suggested that books once banned by the King might be allowed at
some future date, but the anxiety of printers was rather that those
books which were pemissable this month might be prohibited next.
The Act of 1542 outlined above only served to underline the problem,
when it included the considerate clause that " no person shall incur any
pain or penalty in this act for offending of any doctrine hereafter
to be set forth by the King's lYlajesty... till onennth be past next
after such doctrine shall be put in print." If' one takes into con-
sideration the time needed to acquire and translate, as well as set up,
correct, print off and uather a re1igious tract, it is clear that all
but. the slimmest volumes must have taken well over a month from incept-
ion to completion. There were few printers who dare risk capital setting
up a work which might become illegal the day before completion.
The undecided nature of Henrici3n Anglicanism also presented
problems to the government when it came to enforcing censorship. With
accepted doctrine liable to change, the only method of control flexible
enough to adapt to such changes was the Index of Forbidden Books, which
could be expanded or contracted at short notice. In England, such an
Index had existed since the 1401 statute, when possession of certain
books such as the Lollard scriptures, or Wyclif'f's Wicket,became proof
of heretical pravity. No formal Index was drawn up, but these partic-
ular works were known to be forbidden, several others also being suspect.(l)
Also known to be forbidden were books of prophecy, conjuring or magic.
The Papal ban on all Lutheran books was interpreted in Tunstall's warning
of' 1524 to mean any theological works issuing from Germany. To make such
a general ban effective, it was necessary to introduce a board of censors
and to insist on the examination of.all new works. But the first book to
provoke specific condemnation was yndale5 translation of the New
Testament,l526. Partly this was a reiteration of the old ban on vernacular
scriptures, but Tyndales Testament enjoyed such wide circulation, and had
such an impact, that the authorities evidently felt that it required
specific action. This prohibition on the Tyndale Testament also produced
the first official Index, containing seventeen books both in English and
Latin which were deemed to be heretical and which were not to be handled.
(1) See Dickens,A.G,.. The English Reformation, (1964) , p.30.
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This list included several works by Tyndale, Fish's Supplication of
Beggars, and translations from Luther. (1)




Obedience of a Christian man
matrimony / Exposition of the Seventh Chapter




Introduction to Paul's Epistle to the Romans
Luther;	 Revelation oP Antichrist
Exposition upon the Pater Noster
W. Roy;	 Disputation between the Father and the Son
The Burying of the mass
Fish;	 Supplication of Beggars
Sum of the Scriptures
Bullinger; Christian State of matrimony
A Book of the Old Cod and the New
Godly Prayers
matins and Evensong with other devotions
Hortulus Aninae in English
A.B.C. against the clergy
The Ex,mination of William Thorpe.
The injunctions of 1530 added Frith's Revelation of Antichrist and all
current translations of the Bible. The lists of 1529 and 1530 did not
include all the works found in the earlier lists, but it was understood
that all works previously condemned were to reraein forbidden. Also
banned at this time were eighty-five Latin hooks, including works by
Wycliff, Luther, Cecolampadius, Zwingli, Pomerain, Pellican, Bucer,
melancthon, Brentz, Lambert, Wessel, Cocchius, Faventine and Carlstadt.(2)
This list offered a useful guide to printers, booksellers and magis..
trates, but it was not intended to be exhaustive. Strype mentions
other books current at this time and considered heretical, but not on
the Index, such as Tyndale's Answer to more, The Primer in English,
Process consistorial of the martyrdom of John Huss, Catalogue of
Famous men (Bale's Catalogue ?) (3)
(1) Strypa, E.., vol.1, p. 254, October 23 -. 1526.
(2) Foxe, vol 1V pp. 667-670.
Proclamation 6
	
march 1529, Hughes and Larkiri vol. I, p. 181, s. I2.
Strype, E.., vol. I, p . 254.
Wilkins, Concilia, p. 717 and 719.
L & P, vol. jv p.2872-3.
(3) Strype, E. Y., vol. I, p.255.
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Numbers of Lollard books wore also in circulation, such as the
Bayly, the Apocalypse, and the Prick of Conscience. Their names did
not figure on any official Index, but possession of then was considered
an adequate basis for prosecution for heresy. (1) Possibly, they wore
not included on the Index on account of being in rianuscript,or possibly
their status as banned books was thought to be sufficiently well known.
To cover such omissions, lists of banned books were conmonly accompanied
by a general ban on all books impugning the Catholic faith, and the fact
that a title had not appeared on an Index was not considered an adequate
defence for handling a heretical book. In 1531, for example, Michael
Lobley, a printer with strong protestant sympathies, was in trouble for
importing from Antwerp The Wicked TYiarnmon, The Obedionce of a Christian
Man, The Fevelation of Antichrist, (all banned by narne in the Proclam-
ation of 1530) and Frith anainst Purgatory, which was termed an "inhibited book"
despite Its absence from the Index of 1530. (2) Sc''eral other people
were prosecuted at this time for dealing in heretical books,(3) but from
then until 1538, all the books which led stationers into trouble were
pro-papal works , which did not appear on any Index. Notable among these
were the Nun's Book, an account of the visions of' Elizabeth Barton, More's
works, such as the Comfort aoainst Tribulation and his Answer to Tyndale's
Poisoned Book, and the many controversial works of Fisher. Meanwhile,
the volume of protestant polerni had been growing rapidly, so that by 1542
the authorities were having trouble .
 keeping track of' then all. In that
year Banner issued a revised Index of thirty-eight books, including
Frith aoainst Puroatory and Matthew's Glosses on Rorars, "printed beyond
the sea without privelege, set in his Bible in English." (4) But the same
year the Proclamation issued against unauthorised Bibles. and Heretical
books, declared that, "being the books increased to an infinite number
and unknown diversities of titles and name " it was necessary for the King
to use his general prohibition against all Bibles but the Great Bible,
and all works of Frith, Tyndale, Wycliff, Joye, Basil, hale, Barnes,
Coverdale, Turner or Tracy, or any other book containing flatter contrary
to •the doctrine set forth and established by Parliament. (5) fli.s I,st
most of the more efi'ective propaganda produced by
(1) Strype E. M
	 Vol. 1, p.113-126 contains an account of' the visitatcr
of London .in the Summer of 1527, in which sovera! of these works
figured.
(2. )	 Foxe * 1,	 p.38.
(3) See Chap. 2.
(4) Foxe , Il., Appendix X.




the English Protestants, any unfamiliar books found in the cossessjon
of' ospellers, such as Tolwyn's Catechism of' Pacimontanus, beiig
covuL'ed by the (dnral ban at the end. (1)
This indox r1rn3ined unaltEed for the rest of' Henry's rin, and
thi corbin1on of' bnnid authors, banned dicti es and bnnec1 books
gav th possihility of' a very effective censorship, though its
enforcernwn wa urratic. By no the lists of prohibited titles num-
bered bou 100, nost of them Latin treatises, but with the addition
of the Lngli3h bcoks listed above. English works wore couc.red in thn
main by te iist of authors. (2) In fact, the quntity of' protestant
literature on tPmo rarket by this time was such that an Index of titles
was loing its value. Ilary preferred to rely upon an Index of prohibited
authors, backed by a general conchrunation of works of' heresy. Her
Proclamation enforcing the Statutes against Hersy comtined these two
elements, contaninq a list of' heretical writers of both English and
Con1inental works. Continental theologians banned included most of
those found on the list of 153G, (3) with a few omissions and sane
significant additions, such as Calvin, a Lasco, Ochino and Peter Y1artyr,
and th Erglish list lost Joyw, Tracy and Wycliff, and gained Hooper,
Latiir rid CenHer. For any works not included under the list of' aethors,
the Proclamation contdinecl a general clause prohibiting "any other
like book, paper, oritirg or work made, printed or set fcirth by any
othur pursori or pulsuris, containing false doctrine, contrary and agminst
th Catholic f'zith." Thu only books which were banned by name were Hail's
Chronicle, md the Book of Common Prayer. (4)
The main purpose of these lists would appear to have been to
remove any excuse a defendant might offer that he was ignorant as to
what book Wd3 or was not heretical. They ware commonly issued as
proclimations, and also circulated among the clergy a S Injunctions,
dnd the public was expected to know what they contained. Under Henry
in particular possession of prohibited books was a dungerous matter.
Poor Toiwyn, uhu hid kept "books of heresy and other unlawful
works, frbidden by the King's ajusty's proclanatILn and rdin.nces
(i)	 Harryson, Vet a Course at the Romyshe fox., (1543) p. 4C v.
(2)	 For this Index, see Foxe, vol. I), p.566/7.
()	 See above p. 76.
(4)	 Pioclamnat!on unfoicing horosy statutes, 13 June 1555,
Hu;hes an Larkin, vol. II, p. 57, no. 422.
The conplute l±st of banned authors rcads as follows; Zwingli,
0c.o1 r p:rius, Calvin, Pomerain, a Lasco, Bullinger, ucar,
1ialircthon, Ochino, Erasmus, Sarcerius, Peter martyr, Hugh Latimt
Rohert Parnes, John Bale, Juus Jrjna, Jhn Hooier, r,iles Coverdale,
Willia'i Tvndale, Crammer, Turner, Becon, Frith and Roy.
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and also ccnrary 'ac' the dçree and inhibition of minc. ordinary",
was force-i to do nennce fci '1s foolhardiness. (1)
The Index of named books had beer a perttcularly useful d.uice
for Henry IIIT in his fiqht against heresy, as it. could be expended
or contracted, enforced or allowed to lapse, as diplomatic considermtions
deranced. With the eccassion of Edward however a great deal that
hi forner l y bean conidered heretical became acceptable, and
active promotion of'	 rutestant polemic took the r'lace of official
hcstili'y. (2) Censoring legislation thus hecane inappropriate
The Act of Repeals of' 1547 removed all the heresy legislation cf
Henry's risin and with it all restraints on the printers and stationers
with respect to the handling of heretical books. (3) The immediate
result of this libralisation wes a flood of propaganda, including
an element of' Anahaptist and sacramentery writing. The government
cnuntered ujith a Proclamation forbidding "unseemly and ungodly words "
ajainst the 5acrarrnnt, and it seems that some action was taken
against printers of rabid street literature. (4)
A reeling that liberty had gone too far and was threatening social
order led in August 1549 to the reintroduction of censorship by the
Council, though now the offensive productions were political rather than religious
and mainly concerned u,ith the covetous and ungodly proceedings of members
of' the Cr"jnctl. But Ediard's reign did se ë new deve]oprnert in
the field of religious censorship. This was a move towards condemning
Catholic books as heretical and putting them or an Index. Under Henry,
papist productions had commonly been treated as treasonable rather than
heretical and none had appeared on any list of herwtical works. But the
proclamation of 25 Docenber l59 contained an interesting innovation.
It g j o a isit of Catholic service books which were to be called in and
destroyed on rolicious as well as political grounds, that is, heciuse
they enceuraged rwoplm to hope that they would have their Latin mass again,
"with such like vain aol superstitious ceremonies... which were but a
prefering of iqnorance to knowledge, end darkness to light, and a prep-
aration to bringtlpapistry and superstition again. ' '	 (5) Similar
sentinents had	 been vciced by Cromwell in his Injunctions orcer-
ing the correction of service books, but they had never before been
Harry3on, Yet a c"urse at the romyshe foxe, (1543) fol. 17 r.
(2) See Chapter III.
(3) 1 Eduard IJI,;ap. 12, clause 11, S.R. vol. IV, p. 18.
(4) Proclamation 27 Dec. 1547, Hughes and Larkin, vol. 1, p.410, no.296.
For action against the printers see Chapter II, p. 142.
(5) Proclamation 25 Dec. 1549, Hughes and Larkin, vol. 1, p.485, no. 353.
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backed by a list of' Catholic books to ho hndod jr	destroyed
on pain of inprisonnent. This list, which includr' "ell antiphonaries,
missalo, nrails, processionals, manuals, legends, 	 .:, porca:Leo,
tourrals (journals?) and ordinals, after the use o Srum, Lincoln,
York, Aangor, Hereford, or any other private use, 	 all other books
of sor,ice, the Keoping whereof should ho a let to te using of the
said ock of' Cornon Prayer" is in effect the first P:ctostant Index.
The acconpanying Act complained that the works listed contãinod
"things corrupt, untrue, vain and superstitious"and a:ied tall
Primers except that authorised by Henry Viii, and coucbers. These,
it declared, were to be "utterly abolished, extinguisfred and forbidden
for ever to be used or kept in this realm." (i)
There is no o 4Jr legislation from Edward's reign which ocait
specifically with religious censorship, but the	 evidence sug!3sts
that a ban on Catholic books did in fact operate quite suc-
cessfully, (2) nd Grdiner claimed in 1554 that during tse years
"all such writers -s did hold anything with the Apostolic See were
cnnrnnd nd fnrhild€,n to be read." Presumably he ws referring to
the condemnation under th Treason Act of 154 7 , which retained
Henry's ban on publications favouring the Pope. Er the other wing,
the Anabaptists were proceeded against for heresy, but no action seems
to have been taken against their books which circulated freely. (3)
The Edwardian' Council certainly operated censorship of the press, but
itS nain drive, at least during the years of the Prctectorate, was
towards utilising rather than subduing the propagar.da boom. What
pressure there was for a clamp down on free expressicn cane from
political and not religious sources.
The dominant role of the Council in the enforceent of censorship
dated, as we have seen, for the Proclamation of 1530. but responsib-
ilities changed with the enactment of the Royal Supremacy. The Council
which had previously had the task of' carrying out the King's secular
policy was now responsible for enforcing his reiiçfous settlement too,
and the task of censorship becane one of maintaining doctrinal purity
as well as preventing the appearance of tr3cts hostile to the King.
With the accession of Mary, and the return to Rome, one would have
(1) 3 & 4 Edward Vl cap.lO, S.R. Vul. 1V 1 p.110; Prod. 25	 Dec.,
(2) See Chap. 11, p . 169ff.	
Hughes end Lrkin,I,
p. 485, no 53.
(3) e.g. J.Chaneys, The Harvest is at F-an wherein the tares shall
be bound and bre	 (H. Powell, 1548)
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expected the Council to have shod this role, and the determination
and prevention of' heresy to have returned to the ecclesiastical
authorities. Obviously, this could not be achieved oiernight. In
Aulust , 1553 , the Queen's proclanation offering freedom of' conscience
once again donandd that all printed books must first be licensed
by Hr MajesLy,	 nd thosø who of'Pended in this regard
would stili he dlt with by the Privy Council. (i) The
Procldntjon or the following tflarch li5ted the articles which the
Queen required the bishops to execute, once again on the basis of the
Supremacy. These included - "That every bishop and all other persons
af oresaid do likewise travail for the condemning and repressing of
corrupt and naughty upinions, unlawful books, ballads, and other
pernicious and hurtful devices, engendering hatred among the people
and discord among the sane." 	 (2)
The return to allegiance to the Pope in November 1554 theoret-
ically returned all responsibility for the definition and pursuit of
heresy to the ecclesiastical courts, the state stepping back into the
role of auxiliary. The Statutes against heresy which Edward had
repealed were duly restored and absolution sought for the sins of schism,
including the pre-emption of ecclesiastical jurisdiction by the state.
But the political nature of much of the heretical literature of mary's
reign, which became overtly seditious as the reign wore on, but which
contained within it seditious tendencies from the beginning, made it
immpossible for mary to hand over control completely to the church.
The Queen's preoccupation with this connection between the two forms of
dissent in turn strengthened that link, and the events of the reign
further confused the issue. (3)
Tuj,e 1555 the failure of mary's pregnancy, rumours that
Philip was to be crowned, and the beginning of the heresy burnings
combined to produce a rising tide of criticism in which religious and
political dissent were inextricably mixed. (4) 	 Proclarition
wa' threfor. issued, re8tating the .rf.ct o	 the Stat-
utes against Heresy, which had been rdvised the previous Christmas,
and complaining that "as yet, nevertheless, in most parts of the
(1) Proclamation l8. Augut 1553. Hughes and Larkin, Vol. 11, p.5,
(2) Proclamation 4	 fiarch 1554. Hughes and Lz-rkin, Vol.11, p.35, co.407.
(u'Jd)oJ1	 )(3) leShl onnr's	 drtJr	 Chap.1V, p.•.Lnado s , _____________________
(4) '	 arnjn for Eniand, (l5)ar.d Certcvne Questions DeurcodIl555
were two of the most virulent.
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realm te ame is neglected and little regarded." The King and ueen,
declares the Proclamation,
"most entirely and earnestly tendmrin; the preservation
and safety es well of the souls as of the bodies, le-ds
and substance of all their good and lvinc4 subjects end
others, and minding to root cut and extimuish all false
doctrine and heresies and other occasions of scbjsns,
divisions and sects, that come by the same heresies end
false doctrine."
command that no-one import any of the
books listed in the. Index appended. IU1 books covered by this Index
were to be handed in to the ordinary within fifteen days and bLrnt
or otherwise defaced as the canon law demanded. Anyone offending
against this Proclamation will incur the penalties of' the Statute
against heresy, and also incur "their majesties high indignation and
displeasure, and further answer at their uttermost perils.".
The final paragraph begins "and their majesties, by this procla"ation
give full power and authority" to both ecclesiastical and lay officers
tosearch out and enquire into def'ault?rs, but the pcer to imprison
offenders was restricted to the lay officers. (1)
It is true that the statute here being enforced Las intended to
confirm the rights of the church to control the trial and punishment
of' heretics. Nevertheless, there is nothing in the wcrding of the
proclamation, except for a passing reference to canon law, to dis-
tinguish it from the utterances of f1ary's father at his most Supreme.
The ecclesiastical authorities have clearly been relecated to the
position of auxiliaries of the state in the battle a;ainst heresy, a
direct reverse of the situation that obtained when the statutes were
firsjnacted.
to retain within her own hands responsibility
for enforcing censorship in both religious and secular fields, found
further expression in the Commission appointed b the King and ueen
in 1556 to search out heresies. The Commission ran as follows:
"Forasnuch as divers devilish and slenercus persons, having
•	
not only invented, bruitedand set forth divers false rum-
ours, tales and seditious slanders acair.st us, but also
have sown divers heresies and heretical c:inicns ar set
forth divers seditious books within this our realm of
England, meaning thereby to move, procure and stir up
division, strife, contention and sedition not only e'icnmst
•	 our loving subjects but also etuixt us a-d our said sub-
jects, with divers other outrageous nisdeneanours, encrr-
ities, contenpts and offences daily co"itted and cone to
the disquieting of' us and our people, Je m inding and intend-
ing the due punishments of such offenders, and the rocressinç
(i) Prociation 13	 June 1555. Hughes and Larkin,
Vol. 11, p . 57,no.422.
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of' such like offences, enormities, and risbeheviours,
from h3nceforth, and having special trust, etc..."
commission the following.. ."t.o enquire as well by the
oaths of twelve good and lawfull nen as t'y itnesses
and all other means and politic uays ye cai devise
of' all and singular heresies, heretical cinicns,
Lollardios, heretical and seditious b::ks, conspiracies
and confederacies."
They are also commissioned to search out any spoken or written slanders
against the King or Queen or their government, and t
	
rosecute the
importers, publishers, sellers, readers, Keepers ard c:-'veyors of' any
such books, runours, or tales, and their helpers. The commissioners
were given power to search for and confiscate all SLCh works " uherescever
they or any of' them shall be found as well in print3rs houses or shops as
and wore also empowered to investigate absence from confession
or communion. A caveat at the end insists that "we will and our intent
and meaning is that the truth, judgement and determination of heresy
and of all other thin...being ntre .spiritual and ceterninable by the
ecclesiastical laws" shall be left to ecclesiastical jurisdiction, the
King and Queen only intending " as we are bound and chiefly being there
unto required )extend and impart our Kingly aid, help and favour in the
advancenent and execution of the same in all thinos which to the office
and duty of Catholic prinSs cloth appertain." (1)
8t the saving clause does not disguise the fact that the King
and Queen have taken over once again the entire resp:nsibility for the
pursuit of heresy and heretical books. The wording cf' the Commission
betrays clearly that by now the Queen saw heresy merely as an offshoot
of sedition, as another expression of a treasonable wish to subvert
her rule and stir up civil disorder. Her final Prccaation on the
subject of' heretical books underlined this view. Corp.aining of
"divers books filled both with heresy, sedition and treason" which
have been imported, or secretly printed in England, and then cast abroad
throughout the realm, it went on to place possession of' such "wicked
and seditious books" under F1artial Law. Presunabl' in this second
reforence, "heretical" is taken ac read. (7) It is clear that
even under Catholic mary, control of the censorship of books
remained where it had been placed by the Proclamation of' 1530, with
the King in Council. Despite nods in the direction of' the church
authorities, the circunstances of' mary's reign prevented her from
yielding up her control of the press to the church. '.cr did she display
(i) C/56/B97	 m.20 & 21 d.
(2) Proclanation 6	 June 1558. Hughes and Larkin !ol. 11, o.90/91,no.443.
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any real desire to do so.
After twenty years of Conciliar rule the attitudes of both Queen
and country had .hecorne set in the ways of absolutism and 1iary cloarly
did not believe that the church WaS capable of fulfilling the function
of censorship with any efficien cy. But it would be wrong to suppose
that after 1530 the church resigned all responsibility for books and
made no effort to prevent the circulation of heretical literature.
For two years after the proclamation of 1530 Bishop Stokesley waged
a vigorous war acjainst Lutheran booksellers in London (i) and the
campaign only subsided in 1532, when further assaults on the powers of
the church undermined its confidence in dealing with such things, and
the -rise of Cromwell gave the protestant bookmen a powerful ally and
defender.	 In l g 34, Convocation petitioned the King "to comnand all
his, subjects who had in their possession any books of suspected doct-
rine, especially in the vulgar tongue, inprinted beyond or this side
the sea, to bring themin withinthree months. (2)
	
In
nstead of obtaining such co-operation, the church was further chast-
ised in the Act of Parliament of that year which complained of the•
injustices of ecclesiastical heresy hunting. But Injunctions cont-
inued to enquire into the distribution of heretical books, even if they
merely reflected proclamations on the subject, and in the prosecutions
that followed the Act of Six Articles, in which several printers were
troubled, the church authorities were once again vigorous in pursuit
of such literature. Book burnings and penances, the two most popular
ecclesiastical sanctions, remained the main method of dealing with
such offences. (3)
By 'flary's reign, however, the initiative in matters concerning
- censorship had become so much a part of conciliar rather than eccles-
iastical jurisdiction, that even after responsibility had been
officially handed back to Polin line with the last Lateran Council1
the,
 synod was still being directed in this matter by mary. (4)
In 1558, the Interrogatories drawn up for the quesioning of church 	 -
wardens included several articles on books, including whether there
were any of the parish suspected of keeping "any heretical, naughty,
seditious erronious book or books, especially english testaments or
Bibles falsRly translated or otherwise","uhether...any printers or
(1) See Chap. II
(2) Foxe , U,	 .8O9.
(3) e.g. the penance imposed upon Tolwyn, and the book burning held
at St. Pauls, 1546.




booksellers.. .hath sold or now doth sell or keep any the said.. .books"
whether any parishioners were using the Prayer Book, and whether there
were any publishers or importers of slanderous or seditious books. (1)
These interrogatories were not issued by the ueen's printer, being
published instead by Robert Caly, the leading Catholic propagandist, and
in them some attempt is made to differentiate betuwen heretical and
slanderous works. Whether the church authoritiea would have been able
to make their formal control of censorship a reality, given more years
of Catholic rule, is impossible to say, for the succession of Elizabeth
once more reversed the situation. In the Act restoring jurisdiction
over the church to the crown, the position as it obtained at the end
of EwarJ's	 reign was rostored . with control of censorship once
again in the hands of the Council. But now it was clearly laid down
that heresy was to be determined by Scripture and the first four' Cenoral
Councils, interpreted by Parlianent or Convocation. (2) Irre!'9jos
abuse of the sacrament was once again banned, heresy laws repealed and
support of the Pope in writing, printing, teaching, etc., once again
made High Treason. The nature of 'Elizabethan censorship was defined
more clearly in the Injunctions of 1559, which laid down that the
Board'of Censors should consist of six members of the Privy Council,
together with the Archbishops, Bishops and archdeacons. Books were to be
licensed either by the Privy Council, or by two of the ecclesiastical
members, including a bishop. This partnership in the task of censorship
between the Convocation and Parliamwnt, and between the Council and the
Bishops implies a true fusion of church and state in which each partner
carried equal weight and was accorded equal dignity. It was a partner-
ship which could not be achieved untiL a degree of unity had been reached
between the two powers as to their relative fields of jurisdiction, and
as to the nature of the orthodoxy they wished to defend.
In this summary of jurisdiction concerning the control of the press
I have concentrated on illegal, treasonable, heretical and scandalous
books. It is perhaps useful to add that a very lafge proportion of the
literature on sale in London,and being circulated throughout the country
was entirely unobjectionable, consisting of leqal and medical text books,
classics, romances, news sheets, almnacks and handbcok on cooking and
sailing, gaography, householà accounting, hor! manaqsmant, mthemdtic.(3)
(1) Intrrogatories upon which the Church 'urens shall be charned,(l58
Caly.) A ii v, A iii, r & v, A iiii r.
(2) 1 Eliz. cap. 1, S.R.	 1U,
(3) See H. S. Bennett, .English books and reador 	 for a breakdown
of the variety of works on sale.
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Such works were governed by the trade regulations described above end
were of no interest to the governnent. But the problem of' religious
books was a large one, for they constituted a large section of' the
books in circulation and their potential for disruption uas considerable.
To what extent the legislation outlined above was enforced, and how far
the government succeeded in stamping out printed dissent is the next
question to be considered.
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Chapter 2
To What Extent did the Government succeed in controlling thB Printers ?
(1)
Henry VIII 1. Protestant Literature
The impact of the Lutheran reformation in England was so directly
dependent upon the import of Lutheran literature, and especially of
Tyndale's translation of the New Testament, that from the first the
battle against heresy was identified with the battle against heretical
books. The traditions of Lollardy, with its surreptitious circulation
of forbidden texts, emphasised both to the reformers and to the
authorities the influence such literature could have even among
relatively unlettered people. Anxiety about seditious heretical books
was already a habit of mind among English prelates. John Fines has
pointed out that in heresy trials in Lichfield and Coventry at the
beginning of the sixtc..nth century, " the court displayed more interest
in the heretics' books than in their doctrine." (2)
Indeed, so nervous had the ecclesiastical authorities become, that
any English book was viewed with suspicion. (3) The arrival in England
of Lutheran polemic was therefore greeted with almost total hostility
by the English bishops, and the campaign they fought against the spread
of such literature was energetic, and in the circumstances quite
successful. There is no room in this thesis to study that campaign in
depth, but some account of it is necessary in order to assess accurately
the effect which the state take over of censorship had upon the printing
trade.
Lutheran literature began to reach England in 1519 and by 1520 a
considerable number of Luther's works were circulating in the university
towns. The, natural traffic in books and letters between scholars, both
within and outside the country, facilitated the spread of such works, and
en interest in new ideas caused them to be well received and widely
debated. This was not necessarily evidence of religious enthusiasm;
there were many who,like Bilney,came to. Erasmus' New Testament
" allured rather by the Latin than by the word of Cod." (4) But whether
the attraction were religious or academic, Lutheran literature was widely
(1) For the purposes of this study the ter" "printer" or "stationer" will
be used to cover anyone who was engaged in producing, importing or
selling books. The precise functions of the various members of the
book trade were ill defined at this period, and enterprising bookmen
would turn their hands to a variety of Jobs. 	 -
(2) J.Fines 'Heresy Trials in the Diocese of Coventry and Lichfield
1511-12,' in J.E.H. Vol.14, pt.2, (1963) p.160.
(3) Foxe,-Vol.1V, p.p.221-24l gives an account of Lollard literature.
(4) Foxe, Vol.lV, p.635.
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read at both Oxford and Cambridge when the Pope issued his ban on all
of Luther's works. The reaction of the ecclesiastical authorities W3
Swi.ft ar)d eFficiert.. ()
The fact that Wolsey's commission fetchec1 in enough heretical
books to warrant several book burnings ind!cates tue quantity of
Lutheran books being imported into the country. With such a long coast-
line and such a limited b,,recracy it was well nigh impossible to
prevent their entry. rrom dozens of east coast ports, ships plied to
and from the LowCountries and Hansa cities carrying a variety of
cargoes which were not normally inspected. Thnstell's letter to Cromwell
•	 complaining about the import of the book Hortulus Animse suggests a
•	 search of Newcastle and Hull as an extraordinary measure, which
necessitated a letteL either from Cromwell or from the King himself. (1)
Even in London, where the searching of cargoes was common, it was no
easy matter to prevent the import of forbidden books. The anticlericalism
common to most Londoners was strong among merchants and seamen, and
hampered the church authorities in their pursuit of book 8mugglers.
Once in the country, the books could be circulated along the old
Lollard networks, and for some time the two literatures intermingled.
The visitation of 1527 pulled in, along with a number of Lutheran books,
several old Lollard manuscripts, such as an English Apocalypse, the
Evangely of matthew and The Bayly.(2)
But although Lollard literature was used by the English protestants
to provide a native ancestry for the new continental heresies, and
although Lollard works continued to appear •in print for several decades,
the old texts were soon outnumbered by quantities of Lutheran tracts
(1) Strype, Ecci. mems., Vol.1, part 11, o.274.
(2) Strype,	 j, Vol.1, part 1, pp 1l4-l2. For an account of Wicliffite
texts printed in the 1530s, see ffl.Aston 'Lollardy and the Reformation
in History, Vol. XL1X, (1964) p.l49.
Qo/e, p.l.
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/printed abroad but disseminated by English booksellers against this
Lellerd background. One example of the scale on which these works were
being printed is William Roy's Burial of the mass, otherwise known as
Reds me and be nott wrothe. Two editiens, both of 1000 copies, were
printed by Schort in Stra8burg in 1528, and yet another edition appeared
- in 1531. For reformers like Roy and-Tyndale, the printing press was a
potent weapon in the battle for the gospel, and the vigour with which
they used that weapon was a measure of their missionary zeal.
Finding that Wolsey's action in 1521 had failed to stem the tide
of heretical books Thnstall summoned the printers and warned them against
dealing in such works. (1) But the following year, 1525, Tyndale's
translation of the rew Testament appeared in print, and it seems that
Tyndele himself immediately set out for England to disperse his first
edition. In December 1525 Edward Lee sent word to the King from 	 -
Bordeaux.	 0	 -
" Please it your highness moreover to understand
that I am certainly informed as I passed in this
•	 country, that an Englishman, your subject, at the
solicitation and instance of Luther, with whom
he is, hath translated the New Testament into
English, and within four days intendeth to arrive
with the same imprinted into England. I need not
•	
to advertise your grace what infection and danger
may ensue hereby if it be not withstanded." (2)
Tyndale's pat-ron in London was the wealthy draper Humphrey
monmouth. monmouth had been Tyndale's host for a while when he was in
London, and had continued to supply him with funds when he left for the
continent. He also used his considerable wealth to promote the
translation and printing of Lutheran works for the English market. It
may be that monmouth's business connections in Suffolk played some
part in the import •of these books, once printed. (3) But monmouth was
not the only London merchant committed to the enterprise of the English
Bible. In fact it could be considered a mercantile venture, for not
only the funds but-also the initiative for much of the printing work
came from the London merchants. Apart from flionmouth, maxwell and
Stacey of the Tilers and Bricklayers Company were involved, visiting
(1) Fir details of Tunstall's action see Ch.1, P . 67.
(2) J.L. Douthit - Weir, 'Tyndale's The_obedyance of a Chrysten man'
in The library, 5th series, Vol.XXX, (1975) p.95.
For early English Bibles see A.S.Herbert, A Historical Catalogue
àf Printed Editions of the English Bible 1525 - l961,(l968.)
(3) Foxe, Vol. 1V, pp 617 - 619.
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the exiles each year and presumably takino with them material as well
as spiritual comfort. Stacey provided a link with the old Lollard
circles, for he kept in his house in Coleman Street a scribe who was
busy writing out the Apocalypse in English, the expenses being met by
another Coleman Street heretic, the grocer, John Sercot. Another
grocer, John Petit, was also apparently involved in the import of
Lutheran testaments. (1)
The merchants were in a particularly good position to organise
a smuggling enterprise of this sort. Their trade was primarily through
Antwerp, which was the main embarkation point for both passengers and
baggage travelling to or from the Low Countries. At Antwerp several
hundred Englishmen carried on the trade of their homeland in conditions'
•	 of considerable freedom. These merchants of the English house at Ant-
werp took over the role of patrons to the English translators when •'
they were forced to leave the protection of the London merchants. 	 -
Antwarp was also a centre for printihg, with long standing links with
the London book trade, many of the London stationers having learnt
their trade from Dutch craftsmen. Quantities of Lutheran literature
were printed there, andbooks acquired at the great continental fairs
and intended for England were normally shipped through Antwerp.
Thu bulk of English trade to the Low Countries was in cloth, and fardels
of cloth provided excellent cover for illegal pamphlets, transported
unbound and in sheets.
In London another channel for illegal literature existed in the
Steelyard in Thames Street. Here, in conditions which mirrored those
of the English House in Antwerp, merchants of the Hanea towns enjoyed
considerable privileges and some exemption from ecclesiastical sur-
veillance. Several of these merchants were sympathetic to the cause
of reform, and some, like Hans Collenbeke, were , willing to carry
messages from the English merchants to the exiles abroad. Collenbeke
took £10 to Tyndale on behalf of Humphrey flionmouth. flerchants from
•	 the Hansa cities also had extensive contacts with 'the sea coast towns
of Norfolk, and these areas soon became infiltrated with Lutheran
•	 sympathi8ers and Lutheran literature. Bishop Nix commented that while
his diocese was generally not greatly infected with heresy, this could
•	 not be said of "the merchants and those wo live near the sea." He
complained that he had done what he could to suppress these books,
(1)	 For details of the early London Lutherans, see Strype, E.rn.,
Vol. 1, p.114-126. A useful summary is given in A. G. Dickens,
The English Reformation (1964) pp. 2B/9.
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but that the task passed his power, or that of any spiritual man. (1)
Seamen of Hull, who did a large part of their trade with Danzig and
other northern ports, were in possession of English Testaments by 1527.
The wealth of these merchents, and the privileges and freedoms
uhich they enjoyed, greatly aggravated th.3 difficu1ties faced by
the ecclesiastical authorities in preventing the spread of
heretical books.	 In 1526 Tunstall turned his attention to the
Steelyard and tried to impress upon the radical merchants there that
they were not beyond the reach of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Invest-
igations were carried on into their involvement with heretical books,
and two of them were forced to bear faggots, in company with Ràbert
Barnes. Officially, their offence had been eating flesh on Fridays.
A German version of the prohibition on Lutheran booKs was issued for
the benefit of the Steelyard merchants. (2)
Mssnwhils, a counter-offensive to the Lutheran propaganda was
beginning to get under way. The first to enter the lists in defence
of mother Church was the King himself, with his famous work, Assertio
eeptem sacramentorum adversusih LutherZi, which W83 printed by Pynson
in 1521. In the same year Fisher's sermon against Luther was printed
in two editions by Wynkyn de Worde. Further editions of Henry's book
appeared throughout the decade, and he and Fisher remained the main
controversialists for the Catholic cause until more entered the fray
in 1529. Until then no attempt was made to produce a popular propa-
ganda that would address the readers of Tyndale and Roy. But at
least a start had been made on answering theprotestant press with a
Catholic polemic.
Tunstall's declaration against Tyndale's New Testament was
followed by a visitation of the London diocese, which uncovered the
Coleman Street group of Luthero-Lollards and gathdred in a motley
collection of literature, both printed and manuscript. It also pro-
duced the first important success for the authorities in getting to
grips with the trade in prohibited books. A Dutchman who had been
dealing in bulk in English New Testaments and other prohibited books,
in particular Oeconomica Christiana and tinio Dissidentium was
(1) L. &P., Vol. IV, part 111, p.286?.
(2) Den wirdigen heren Burgemeysteren der Stat Coslln,(London, 1526.)
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apprehended and sent to the Fleet. From him the trail led to Robert
Necton end a whole chain of revelations. Necton confessed that he
had been drawn into the trade by Ceorge Constantine, who had put him
in touch with 11r. Fish of White Friars, London. This was Simon Fish,
author of the Supplication of the Beggers, who had become connected
with Tyndale after arousing Wolsey's anger, and taking refuge on the
Continent. (1)
	
Fish was the main agent for importing books from
"one Harmond, an English man being beyond sea." Presumably this was
the merchant of the English house at Antwerp. From mr. Fish, Necton
had bought New Testaments in lots of five, ten, twenty or thirty, and
• also copies of the other two banned books which he had subsequently
sold in Suffolk. (2)
	 It appears that Necton had graduated to
Lutheranism from Lollardy, for though he denied having Wycliff's
Wicket or thB Apocalypse, he admitted that he had previously owned
the chapters of fllalthew.
The Dutchman in the' Fleet seems not to have been part of the
Harmon/Fish/Necton organisation, for when he offered to sell New
Testaments to Nectdn in gross, Necton had referred to matter to
Fish. It has to be remembered that while most of those involved in
book smuggling were motivated by missionary enthuetasm, it was also
a field in which a con8iderable amount of money could be made by the
unscrupulous. The price of a New Testament varied widely at this time.
The Dutchman was asking £16.5s. for 300 T3staments, or lid, the piece,
but Necton was selling them for 2s.4d. or 2s.8d. Possibly he had them
bound before dispersing them, or possibly the difference in price was
accounted for by free gifts of copies to those who could not afford
to pay. Barnes charged 3s. for two Testaments when 3ohn Tyball and
Thomas Hilles visited him in 1527, which was very reasonable, though
these copies were probably unbound. (3)
	 john Pykas had paid 4s.
for his copy, bought 'in Colchester. in 1526. (4)
the.	 difficulties and dangers of dispersal, a wide variation in
price was inevitable, and the public wis so eager to buy. that it would
pay pretty well any price, several purchasers, clubbing together to
find the money if necessary. -This combination of factors, and the
secrecy which necessarily surrounded all transactions, made it the
(1) 0 N B Simon Fish.
(2) Necton was probably an East Anglien; a Thomas Necton was
SheriFf of Norwich and a sympathiser of Bilney's.
Foxe, Vol. iV, p.652.
(3) B. fl., Han. mS. 421. f.35r.
(4) Strype, E. fl., Vol. 1., part 1, 121.
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perfect field for unscrupulous operat rs and it seems likely that
the George Constantine mentioned by Necton may have been one such.
Decades later he was accusod by Bishop Ferrars of "covetously engrossing"
a.large number of copies of' the Paraphrases which had been intended for
sale to the clergy of Ferrar's diccese of St. David's. He certainly
played a very questionable part n.the Lutheran book trade. (1)
-	 The enquiries in to the activities of Necton led the authorities
on to Geoffrey Usher, servant of Farman who was parson of Honeylane,
and a notabla preacher. Usher had sold a number of prohibited books
to Necton for 40s., and investigation into his activities linked up
via Farman with the enquiries being made concerning Thomas Garrett. (2)
John Goodale, anothr of Farman's servants, admitted despatching
"two Fardells" to Oxford by the carrier on behalf of Garrett. He said
he did not know what was in them, but they were very heavy. Garrett was
eventually charged with buying, selling , giving, dispensing, reading
and expounding heretical books, and with knowing certain religious
persons that privily printed English books, and ome that so intended
to print such books.
Tunstall's investigations into Garrett's mission led him to another
Dutchman from Antwerp called Theodoryke, who during the years 1527/8
made two trips to England with shipments of heretical books such as
Dconomica	 hristiar	 and Pr.cation.e Pies . (3) Despite Tunstali's
prohibition	 of these books, the Dutchman had prcceedd to
sell thorn secretly, along with large numbers of New Testaments
"of the little volume." He had been very discreet about whom he sold
them to, not disclosing his business until the would—be buyer had
declared himself. Nevertheless, large numbers of these illegal books
had come into Tunstall's hands. Other books imported by Carrett were
found at Radley's house and at a bookbinder's offici. Jeffrey
was charged with the same offences as Garrett.
The enquiries now moved on to the activities of John Raimund,
Dutchman, who was arrested and charged with causing fifteen hundred
of Tyndale's Testaments, that is, onecomplete edition, to be printed
in Antwerp, and bringing 500 of them into England. Humphrey monuth's
house was searched by Sir Thomas More, accompanied by Sir William
Kingston, looking t'r letters to the heretics abroad and for heretical
books. monmouth was sent to the Tower. This was an important arrest
(1) Foxe, Vol. Vii, p.15.	 See below p.96.
(2) For papers concerning the actiities of' Garrett, see F.xe, Vol. U,Appendix Ul.
(3) There may have been some link between this Dutchman and the man
dealing with Necton.
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for he was a key figure in the organisation and financing of the
smuggling trade, sponsoring among other bo",ks, the trarslation,
production and dissemination of Luther t s De Libertate Christiana,
and Exposition upon the Peter Noster, the Introduction to Paul's
pistle to the Romana, the works of Lambert, and "certain detestable
books late printed beyond the sea in English against the sacrament
and all other observances of holy church." If these activities were,
as the articles against him claimed, "true, notorious, public and
famous, and upon them reyneth the common voice and fame among good
sad and discreet persons within the city of London, and within
other places", it is remarkable that monmouth got off so lightly. (1)
Apart from a loss of' business credit of which he complained, he
suffered only temporary imprisonment and lived a highly respected
citizen until 1537, when his munificent and very Protestant will was'
published by John Gough for the edification of the city. Evidently
the government's dependence on the financial support of leading citi-
zone offered considerable protection from church harrassment to such
wealthy men as monmouth. (2)
This series of investigations and arrests resulted in the con-
fiscation and destruction of large numbers of Lutheran tracts and
Tectaments. As Duff has pointed out, the low survival rate of early
Testaments, when seen against the quantities that were being produced,
suggests that the church could claim considerable success in keeping
such literature orf the streets. (3)
	 And not only the handling and
selling of forbidden works was dangerous, even	 reading them, or
listening to them being read, was a risky business. As Strype said
of Tyndale's Obedience of' a Christian mare, "the very having this book..
•.wao enough to make a man a heretic, and reading of it a dangerous
rt.icl	 gairit eny n thse das. ) ut the success of the
crnniqn hbd is reoorcussion, frr it drove increasing nun-
bore of English protestants abroad to safe havens on the continent,
whence they could fire their salvos against the Erglish hierarchy in
comparative safety. George Joye, for example, driven abroad by a
secret accusation laid against him by John Ashwell, Prior of Newnhem,
settled at Strasburg, and began his career, as one of' the major
(1) For the investigation and charges re.Lating to monmouth, see
Stryps, E. fl., Vol. 1., part 1., pp 487-493.
(2) For the activities of the early book smugglers see m. Asten)
'Lollardy and the Reformation', in History, Vol. XL1X. (1964)
p.149., and J.F.Davis,'Heresy and Reformation in South East
England 1520-1559'. Unpublished D.Phil.thesis, Oxford, 1968.
(3) Duff, Century, p.xxi.
(4) Strype C. flL Vol. 1, part 1 % p.173.
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combatants 'in the pamphlet war with his public refutation of Ashuiell's
complaint. (1)
	
It was the existence of this large, vocal and miss-
ionary minded body of exiles which sustained the protestant propaganda
war under both Henry and mary.
By now the bishops were battling against an ever growing variety
and range of titles and pamphlets. As more wrote in 1532, "the bar8
names of these books were almost enough to make a book, and of every
sort of those books be some brought into this realm and kept in huker
muker by some shrewd masters that keep them for no good." (2)
A new Index was listed by the bishops in 1529 and also attached to
the proclamation which they obtained from the King. (3) Fifteen days
were given . for the handing in of all prohibited books, and a warning
added that the laws made for the punishment of heretical activities,
including book dealing, would be applied. IA 1530, as we have seen,
the King seized the initiative from the clergy and appointed the -
Privy Council as the final' authority in matters of censorship. But
the efforts of the bishops continued unabated.
It must have seemed to the church authorities that they were
dealing with a Hydra. On one occasion, Tunatall and Wareham purch-
ased a whole consignment of New Testaments in orde' to prevent them
from being dispersed. This had the effect of' keeping them off' the
streets for the time being, but only until the money acquirBd from
the purchase could be utilised paying for further editions, which
soon came flooding into London. In 1529 Thomas Hilton was apprehended
and charged with bringing' into England two English New Testaments and
an English Primer. He refused to say who the New Testaments were for,
and was burned at maidstone. But, despite the Testaments, Hilton
does not appear to have been a colporteur. He was described as "
an Apostle sent to and fro between our English heretic8 beyond the sea,
and such as were here at home," and it appears that his role was mainly
that of a messenger.
But the authorities were more successful in 1531 when they app-
rehended Richard Bayfield. Bayfield had been ,
 a patron and supplier
of Tyndale and Frith and héd -sold their works,together with books by
the German reformers, in France and England. He had made three book
smuggling trips from the continent to England, each time entering the
(1) The letters whyche Johan Ashwell, Priour of Newnhem Abbey bes-
ydes Bedforde, sente secretly to the Byshope of Lyncolne in the
years of our Lord mOXXU11,(Strasbourg, 1527.)
(2) Fsxe, Vol. V, p.815.
(3) See Chap. 1, p.2.
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country. at a different point. The first cargo Was landed at Coichaster
and then conveyed overland to London, the second brought straight into
London to St Catherine's, and the third landed somewhere in Norfolk and
then got into London. His condemnation contained a long list of for-
bidden books which he had handled, and his execution was preceded by
- a sermon at St. Paul's cross in which the names •f thirty forbidden
books were detsiled. (i)
Like Necton, Bayfield was betrayed to the authorities by George
Constantine, who seems at this time to have been acting as an agent
provocateur. He was a friend of Thomas (flora's, and Foxe tells us
that he disclosed to ifiere "how these books, which he himself and other
his fellows had bro'ght and shipped, might come to the bishop's hands
to be burned, and showed to...more... the shipman'a name that had them,
and the marks of the fardels, by which the books afterwards were taken
and burned." (2) He also appears to have been involved in the trans-
action mentioned above by which the bishops bought a complete edition
of the New Testament. Possibly he was acting as a double agent, or
possibly the passing of large sums of money gives a sufficient explan-
ation of his role.
Others drawn into the bishops' net by the investigations of 1531
wer Thomas Lancaster, a priest who was sent to the Compter in the
Poultry for importing prohibited books, (3) and W. Nelson, another
priest, who had bought such books from one Perriman. A boy of Col-
chester, who had bought a budget of books from Bayfield, presumably
from the cargo that was landed there, was picked up, and yet another
native of Antwerp, a certain Christopher, was found to have been selling
New Testam3nts to the French bookbinder, John Row. (4)
The main drive of the bishops' campaign was directed towards
preventing Lutheran books from getting into circulation, but there
were inevitably some which escaped their vigilance and reached the
general public. Rigorous penalties were therefore visited upon anyone
found in possession of such literature, and Foxe's pages are full of
cases like those of Hewet, a serving man, who was prosecuted for reading.
the New Testament and Frith on Purgatory, or Walter Fry, another serv-
ant, in trouble for keeping an English Testament, the Sum of Scripture,
a. Primer a'i a Psalter in English hidden in a bed straw. (5)
(1) . Foxe, Vol. 1V, p.685.
(2) Foxes Vol. lV, p.671.
(3) Foxe, Vol. lV, p.586.
(4) Foxe 1 Vol. M, p. 37.
(5) Foxe, Vol. V, p. 38.
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Dr. Farman himself, who seems to have been cleared of involvement in
the importing trade, was nevertheless suspended for keeping end reading
the works of Luther. (1)
The campaign which the church authorities waged against heretical
books in 1531 was accompanied by new efforts in the field of propa-
ganda. Thomas more, who figured largely in the prosecution of Lutheran
book dealers, was also being encouraged by Tunstall and other conserv-
atives, to put his great literary talents to use in replying to the
Lutherans in the vernacular. (2)
	
In 1530 he published two English
pamphlets, A dyaloge of the veneration of ymagys, and The supplycacyon
________	 by UI. Rastell, and seemed to
herald a truly popular propaganda offensive on thá part of the church.
By this time, John Eck's Enchiridion Adversus Lutheranos was circulat-
ing widely throughout the country, and another vernacular tract of
apologetics appeared in 1531. This was William Bari3w'a A dyaloge
descrybyng the orygynal ground of these Lutheran feccyons, and Bishop
Stokesley immediately ordered itto beread from the pulpit throughout
his diocese. (3)
In fact, in the years 1530-1531, the church was active against
protestant polemic on a wider front, and with great vigour, than was
tobe seen again for many decades. Apart from enlisting more as his
champion and proceeding against the dealers in heretical books,
Stokesley decided to make an exampleof thc merchants who were still
funding the efforts of the exiles. He imprisoned Tyndale's merchant
brother, John, together with John and Thomas Patmore, drapers, and an
unknown young man who lived by London Bridge. They were charged with
"the receiving of Tyndale's Testaments and divers other books, and
delivering and scattering the same abroad in divers parts of the City
of London." (4)
	 At the same time more moved against John Petit,
grocer and m. p . and, discovering an English Testament on him, had him
imprisoned. Petit was eventually released but died of the effects of
his imprisonment. Also prosecuted at the same time was Bayfield's
wealthy friend and host, William Smith. Having apprehended these
merchants, the bishop was determined to put them to the kind of open
penance that could seriously damage their trade and would serve as a
(1) Strype, E. m., Vol. 1., part 1., p.124.
(2) Foxer, Vol.1.V., p.697.
(3) W. T. Davies 'Bibliography of John Bale', in Oxford Bibliogra-
phical Society, Proceedings and Papers, Vol. V., (1940), p.203.
(4) Foxe, Vol. V, App. p.804 note to p. 34.
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• -,	 graphic example to others of the kind of behaviour that they were to
/	 avoid. A oreat fire was made at the Standard in Cheap, and the Pat-
mores, John Tyndale, the OUfl9 man from London Bridge, and probably
also Thomas Summers, another wealthy merchant, (1) having ridden through
London facing the horse's tail, with papers on their heads and their
clothes hung with New Testaments and other books, were required to
throw their books on to the fire in the sight of all the people.
Public penances of this kind were particularly popular with the church
because by them the dangers of illegal book trading could be brought
home to the largest possible number of people. Unfortunately, the
protestants were not slow to realise the. propaganda value of such
spictacles themselues, and the audience at Cheap witnessed not only
the humiliation of the merchants, but also the obstinate efforts of
Thomas Summers to save his New Testament from the fire. At about thee
same time, the execution of the heretic Stile, at which his copy of -
the Apocalypse was nailed to the stake with him, gave warning of
heroic martyrdoms to come when Stile lifted up his voice and proclaimed
"0 blessed Apocalypse, how happy am I that 8hall be burned with thOe"(2)
This campaign of the bishops against the trade in heretical books was
concentrated largely on preventing the financing and import of such
works, areas in which London stationers were not generally involved.
Nevertheless, several stationers were implicated in the investigations
and it seems that even at this early date, there was a strong reforming
element among the printers.
One of the first to become involved was John Rastell. Rastell.
had links with Lollardy and John himself became a fervent protestant
at an early date. In 1527, when Tyndale was in London, he used Rastell's
press to print the first edition of his Wicked mammon,together with the
Obedience of a Christian han. When pressure from the ecclesiastical
authorities became too heavy, Tyndale took the production to Antwerp,
where it was completed by Johannea Hoechstraten. For further protection
the imprimatur "Hans Luft of marlborough" was invented, and remained a
popular cover far Antwerp printers working for the English protestant
(1) Foxe describes his penance which was identical to that of the
other merchants, but he gives no date. Foxe, Vol. V. p.452.
The rjthor of another London Chronicle describes the penance,
and Lists "Thomas Somar, John Pursar, Tyndall, and a prentice
on London bridge" as the merchants punished. Two London Chronicles.
ed. Charles Kingsford, Camden miscellany, 3rd. Series, Vol. X11
1910, p.5. According to this chronicler, Paytmer, a glasier,
• bore a faggot.
(2) Foxe, Vol. V, p.655.
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market. Rste1l does not appear to have suffered for his involvement,
/	
so presumably the authorities were fooled and his efforts remained a
secret. (1)
The printer who was most frequently in trouble with the church was
atell's	 nant	 nhn Cnuqh. Cough's first brush with auth-
ority occurred in i24, when as Wyrikyn de Wcrde's servant, he and
-	 his master iiro in toubie nuer an edition of the Yma'je of Love.
In 152P, Lo yuars artr he left do Wordo, he was uestirnpd
in connection with Garrett's activities as a colporteur. Cough 8tal-
• wartly denied all knowledge of anything, and managed to convince Tunstall
that "the said Cough is taken for another man." But in view of Cough's
later career it seems likely that Tunstall was deceived. (2)
Robert Redman also ventured into a Lollard Publication, issuing
cr530 The Lanterne of Lyght. But since this carried hi8 full imprint
it seems more likely that it appeared after the relaxation of 1532,-
rather than in the dangerous year of 1530 as has been Quggested. (3)
Redman had the reputation that he would print anything for money and it
seems unlikely that he would have courted disaster in this way.
On the other hand, the protestant sympathies of michael Lobley
were well known. In 1531, he ran into trouble with the Bishop, being
accused thathe, being at Antwerp, bought certain books inhiLiited,
as The Revelation of Antichrist, The Obedience of Christian Nan, The
Wicked Nammon and.Frith against Purgatory. He was accused also with
saying that Bilney had died a good man "because of a bill that one did
send from Norwich, that specified that he took his death so patiently
and did not forsake to die with a good will." (4) 	 The bill was prob-
ably sent with an eye to getting it printed, but Lobley was not accused
of committing it to print. In the event he was forced to abjure for
having an English Bible. Lobley had acquired his illegal books at
Antwerp, and the links between the London sttioners and the printing
community at Aotwerp remained close even after it ceased to be a safe
haven, many of the London bookseller8 acquired their maps, and other
technically advanced works there, either visiting the city themselves
or using continental printing houses like the Birckman family of
Antwerp and Cologne who kept a permanent agent in London : London
(1) J.L.Douthit - Wier, op. cit. on p. 89.





stationere with a taste for protestant p1emic thus had easy access
to the main source of such literature.
Another stationer who was evidently an ardent protestant and was
troubled more than once for his religious activities was the Cambridge
bookseller Sygar Nicholson. In 1528 he was prosecuted for importing
Lutheran books, and was again arrested in 1531 as a result of the
Bayfield investigations. He was charged with dealing in Frith against
Purgatory among other illegal works. (1) Nicholson remained a
committed member of the reforming community, and figured as a friend
of the martyrs in the reign of mary. (2)
Also apparently willing to deal in heretical books was the
elusive Nicholas, bookseller in St.Paul's Churchyard, from whom Dalaber
acquired a copy of Farragines Lamberti. The only Nicholas who can be
traced to Paul's churchyard at this time is Nicholas Sutton, but nothing
is known of him. (3) Even more elusive were the boukbinders involved
in the illegal traffic. most of the imported books came in unbound, but
many were bound before dispersal. The binders engaged in this work are
largely anonymous but we know the n'sme of at least one; 3ohn Row a
• French bookbinder was troubled in 1531 for binding, buying and dis-
persing illegal books, probably the New Testaments which he had bought
from the Dutchman, Christopher. Here again the Dutch connection was
important, for many London bookbinders •at this time, and indeed for some
• decades, were foreign, mostly French, but also numbers of them Dutch.
At least two more binders were implicated by the heresy proceedings of
1528-31, though their names are Snot known. The books found by the
Carrett investigators were uncovered at Radley'shouse, and at a book-
binder's office. Three years later Bayfield was arrested while going
from mastej Smith's house in Bucklersbury to his bookbinder's in mark
Lane.
Apart from these stationers and bookbinders who were definitely
engaged in illegal activities, several members of the London book trade
ran mt. trouble with the ecclesiastical authorities. Thomas Berthelet,
later King's printer, and normally a cautious man, was prosecuted in
1526 for publishing books wit1out first having them approved by the
church censors. The following year Robert Wyer appeared before the.
•	 (1) Foxe, Vol.V, p.38. 	 ..	 .
(2) N of R, p.204. • 	 .
• • (3) Duff, Centurv p.110.
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Vicar General for printing SylTibolum Apostolicurn which was said to
contain many errors, and to have been printed without inspection.
If we include these last two printers, this makes a total of
eleven stationers who were implicated to a greater or lesser extent in
the investigations into heretical books. And yet it appears that no
serious harm came to any of them. Bearing in mind the harsh execution
carried out on Hilton, Bayfield and Necton, this relative immunity of
the printing community is remarkable, and appears to reflect the view
that printers and bookbinders were craftsmen first and foremost and
could not be held responsible for the content of the books on which
• they practised their craft. This was the responsibility of the
• author, and the publisher, and all, vengeance was visited upon them.
This attitude remained general throughout our period, and accounts in
large part for the fact that no printers suffered the penalties of
tretical pravity laid down in Wolsey's Commission of 1521 and in the
Statute of 1401 for dealers in heretical books.
On the other hand, the fact that so many printers were detected
in the act of' trading in heretical works suggests that the surveillance.
of the book trade by the church authorities was quite efficient. Only
Rastell seems to have escaped defection. Clearly in 1531 the church
was' fighting gallantly for the maintainance of doctrinal p&.ri j ,
even if it was fighting against mounting odds. And yet within a year
or two the campaign against heretical literature had ground almost to
a halt. There appear to have been two main factors at work causing
the change. In the first place, in 1530 the King issued his proclamation
challenging the church's claim to be final authority in matters of heresy
and heretical books.(l) In taking this action the King was not moved by
anxiety for the maintainance of orthodoxy, nor on the other hand was he
ushering in an era of free expression. His concern was that the board
of censors as it existed under ecclesiastical jurisdiction would incline
towards Catherine's side in the question of the Divorce and would not
pursue the writers and distributors of books in her defence with
sufficient fervour. As that board, as constituted in 1524, consisted
of Tunstall, Wareham, the now-disgraced Wolsey, and Fisher, who had Just
launched into print on Catherine's behalf, Henry's distrust of them
would seem to have been well founded.
A change in cortrol from ecclesiastical to secular Jurisdiction
(1) See Ch.l. p7Q
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/was not nece8sarily a move in the direction of protestantism, nor did
/
it in itsel? open the gates to heretical literature. Henry was no
supporter of heresy. On the contrary, he was a renowned defender of
the faith. But the political events of the next few years not only
rendered a strict orthodoxy 1883 attractive, but also produced a
change in personnel which profoundly affected the London book trade.
--	 The fir8t to go was Wolsey, disgraced in 1529. This was of no great
concern to the stationers, for he had not distinguishGd himself as a
heresy hunter. But in the same year, Fisher found himself at odds
with both the King and Parliament over anticlerical legislation.
The publication of' his book De Causa fllatrimonii serenissimi Regis
Angliae, Alcala, 1530, followed as it. was by a trumped up charge of
prasmunire, completed his fall from favour and lrifluence.(l) Fisher
had been one of the small but powerful group which had led the fight
against heresy in the 20s, and iis eclipse was en important loss to
the conservative cause. Even more serious from the point of view of
London was the translation of Tunstall from London- to Durham in 1530.
Tunstall's conservatism was soon to place him in a difficult position
with the King, but there is no reason to think that if he had remained
at London he would not have continued to oppose the dissemination of
Lutheran literature with the same vigour that he had shown in the 20s.
Of the four censors originally named, only Wareham was now left, and
he died in August 1532.
Perhaps of equal importance in the slackening of pressure on the
illegal, book traders was the retirement of Thomas more in may 1532.
more's position had been uncomfortable for some tim., but this final
retreat from public life removed from the London scene the most able of
the Cathol.c controversialists and the most vigorou8 of its persecutors.
The vacuum left by these leading figures was filled by men and
women• whose doctrinal position was widely at variance with that of their
predecessors. Stokesley began his term as bishop with a vigorous burst
of persecution, and. Ronner later told Grafton that it was Stokesley who
was to blame for "vexing and troubling of poor men, as Lobley the book-
binder, for having the Scripture in English." (2) But with the takeover
of control by the Kg in 1530 he had not the authority to pursue and
harrythe Luthran colporteurs as his predecessor had done. With the
submission of the clergy in 1532 .
 his demoralisation seemsto have been
(1) J. . Scarisbrick	 Henry Vll1
	 (1971) p.330 and 358.
(2) Foxe, Vol. V., p.412.
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complete, and his campaign against heretical books subsided.
In the place of Wolsey, Wareham and more, there emerged Cromwell
and Cranmer, two men who were both committed to the compaign for a
vernacular Bible, and who seemedto have convinced the King of its
desirability. It was this change in the King's attitude to the English
Bible that most affected the book trade. Had Henry been set against
vernacular scriptures, the State take-over of censorship would have
made little difference to the book dealers. As it was, the years
1532 - 38/40 formed a period of comparative freedom for printers and
8tationers. Henry had distinguished himself as an opponent of' Luther
but his attitude towards the vernacular Bible seems never to have been
violently hostile. 1 t was the bishops, accustomed to doing battle
against Lollard literature, who led the drive aginst English Testaments.
By 1530' Henry was sufficiently sympathetic to promise that once thee.
neople had abandoned all erroneous translations, an official version
would be produced. (i) Once again, this was not ir. itself a concession
towards the Reformation. Catholic translations had been produced in
other parts of the Continent, and in England Cardiner continued for
some years to press for an orthodox and preferably incomprehensible
version.	 But the traditions of Lollardy, and the violently protestant
tone of the first English translations, had linked the idea of an
English Bible strongly with that of a protestant interpretation.
By mentioning.the possibility of' such a translation, Henry was thus
dropping a broad hint to the Pope that English orthodoxy was not
unassailable.
To allow an English Bible to appear would also be a significant
move in Henry's campaign to reduce the power and influence of' the
clergy. Vernacular scriptures gave to every layman the possibility
of discovering the facts of his faith for himself, undermining the
role of' the church as instructor and intermediary bween Cod and man.
They had also been the main target of ecclesiastical censorship and
prosecution for decades, so that for the King to intervene now and
permit what the church had been fighting to prevent would seriously
demoralise and confuse the, ecclesiastical authorities. But more
pressing than the need to appeassanticlericalism, or humiliate the
clergy, was the question of authority. Scarlsbrick has shown that
by 1530 Henry was definitely contemplating the possibility of a split
with the Holy See. (2)	 In such an event the question of final
(1) Proclamation Prohibiting Erroneous Books, 3une 1530.
Hughes and Làrkin, Vol. 1. p.193, "o.
(2) 3. Scariebrick, op. cit., p.384.
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authority in matters of faith would haveto be addressed. The only
adequate alternative to the Pope as final arbiter, was the Scripture,
though the question of who should interpret it remained a difficulty.
Henry's solution appears to have been that instead of the Pope h mould
take as his final arbiter the Bible interpreted by himself in the role
of Supreme Head. Such an alternative rendered an authorised English
translation of the Bible both necessary and desirable.
It was also becoming clear to Henry that the Bible was a very
useful source of monarchical sentiments. Tyndale's book The Obedience
	 *
of a Christian man, which was shown to Henry by Anne Boleyn, so well
.. expressed Henry's views that it seemed for a time that Tyndale might
- be taken into royal employ. Latimer, complaining of the confiscation of
scriptural works in l5O, insisted that such books would never have
incited their readers to break the law, but on the contrary, would -
restrain all law breakers. (1) This was- also the view that the King
was hearing from his most influential servants, Thomas Cranmer and
Thomas Cromwell, and it appears that-sometime in the early thirties he
himself became convinced that a wider knowledge of the Scriptures among
his subjects would encourage an attitude of religious obedience to the
powers that be, and especially to himself. As the Proclamation
appointing Cromwell to approve new translations of the Bible put it,
" We let you wit that being desirous to have our people at all times
convenient çive themselves to the attaining the knowledge of Cod's word,
whereby they will the better honour him and observe and keep his
commandments and also do their duties the better to us, being their
prince and sovereign lord..." (2) That these, were the King's own views
is demonstrated by the fact that in 1541, after Cromwell's fall and at
a time of general reaction, a Proclamation was issued ordering the
Great Bible to be placed in every church to move people to love Cod,
" but also to learn thereby to observe God's commandments and to obey
their sovereign lord-and high powers." (3)
Cranner's known support for the English Bible must have been
of' some influence with the King.	 But the chief mover in
the campaign for vernacular scriptures was undoubtedly Thomas Cromwell.
Cromwell seems to have been a strong believer in the view that an
English Bible would encourage obedience to the King. But his
(1) F'oxe, Vol. Vll, p.510.
(2) Prod. 14- Nov.1539. Hughes and Larkin, Vol.1. p.286,
(3) Prod. 5	 may 1541. Hughes end Larkin, Vol.1. p.2961, ,o
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enthusiasm for a translatien probably had more radical metivss than
those which he admitted to his m.narch. (1) As early as 1527 Cromwell
was receiving letters from Cov.rdale about his work of translation,
end the energy, enthusiasm, and indeed, money which he expended on the
production .f Bibles in the thirties suggest that he considered the
bringing sf the Scriptures to the English people as something of a
personal mission. As Cranmer wr.te in an enthusiastic latter about
the matthew Bible in August 1537, ." •.. if you continue te take such
pains for the setting forth of God's word as you do, although in the
mean season you suffer some snub. and many slanders, lies and reproaches
for the same,yet one day He will requite you altogether."	 Foxe was
later to write of his " flagrant zeal to set forward the truth of the
gospel." (2) Doubtless Cromwell was careful to emphasise to his
sovereign those royalist arguments for the Bible which he knew would'
meet with approval, and they aid not include a flagrant zeal for the
gospel. Nevertheless the persistence he showed in the cause of the
Scriptures suggests a stronger and more personal motive than states-
manship.
Another crucial influence on the King during the years when he was
coming round to the idea of an English Bible, was Anne Boleyn. There is
little doubt that Anne's religious views were advanced, and that she was
not afraid of opening them to the King. (3) In particular, she and her
family seem to have been enthusiastic for the English Bible. The dyinç,
speech of her brother Lord Rochford suggests both devotion to the
Scriptures and work done by him in the past to further its dissemination.
" I desire you to help to the setting forth of
the true Word of Cod; and whereas I am slandered
by it, I have been diligent to obeerve it and
set it forth truly, but if I had been as diligent
to observe it, and done and lived thereafter as
• I was to read it and set it forth, I had not come
hereto, wherefore I beseech you all to be workers
and live thereafter." (4)
If the takeover of the task of censorship by the King did not
necessarily imply a liberalisation of the press, the espousal of the
English Bible did inevitably lead to some relaxation. So many of the
(1) For an account of Cromwell's activities on behalf of the English
Bible, see ch.Vll in A.G.Dickens, Thomas Cromwell end the English
•	
•	 Reformation, (1959.)
(2) Foxe, Vol.V, p.403.
(3) See below p.106.
(4) Wriothesley, Vol.1, p.40. /,-	 (6	 cf' /Ae
.
/forbidden books were commentaries or meditations upon portions of the
Scriptures that a strict enforcement of the index was not in keeping
with a policy sf Bible promotion. Certainly, Henry continued to
persecute heretics, and especially Anabaptists. In 1533 John Frith
was burned, as were fourteen Anabaptists. But in the same year the
statute 2 Henry lV, cap 15, which placed possessors of heretical
literature under threat of the fire, was repealed. With Henry in
control of the press, he could vary the severity of censorship to
suit diplomatic pressures abroad or anticlerical sentiments in
Parliament and the city. While Cromwell was in power this flexibility
operated in favour of the protestant press. After his fall,
protestant books were generally repressed, but the King's support for
the English Bible never wavered.
The printing community clearly benefited from this liberalisatión
and from the adoption by the King of the vernacular scriptures. But
Anne Boleyn, Cranmer and Cromwell were also of more direct assistance
to the printers, all three of them. being active patrons of the press.
Anne had been in receipt of heretical books even at the height of
episcopal activity. The account in Foxe of how Fish sent his
Supplication of Beggars to her, and how it reached the King is familiar
ónough. But she seems to have been more actively involved in the
protestant printing trade than simply as a receiver of radical tracts.(l)
It was she sho showed Henry Tyndale's Obedience of a Christian man,
and it must have been partly through her influence that the author came
so nearto receiving royal approyal. When the church authorities rounded
up the Fish, Necton, Harmon group, Anne interceded on behalf of Harmon,
a wealthy merchant of the English house at Antwerp, who had been
.xp.11ed for his part in the New Testament trade. When the influential
German printer and fri.nd of Cranmer, Reyner Wolf,ought membership of
the London Stationers, it was to Anne that he lsoked, to us. her
influence on his behalf. Wolf was a friend of many of the leading
theologians on the continent and was used by Henry as a courier to the
Protestant states. Nevertheless, he was a foreigner, and Anne had some
difficulty obtaining his membership for him. She finally succeeded
after writing to the Lord mayor and Aldermen in support of his application.
Of even greater value to the printing trade than Anne's patronage
was the protection of Cromwell. Cromwell's very clo8e links with the
(1) Foxe, Vol.lVp.657. Add.mS.43827 A in the B describes how a
merchant called Anthony Hikemanused to smuggle in Protestant
• books for his own family and also fetched Anne some French Gospels
Epistles and Psalms.	 •
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Lndon printing community enabled him to exercise a highly selective
/	
form of censor8hip. His interest in the press seems to have embraced
every aspect of the craft, including the technical and financial
problems involved in the production of an edition. His enthusiasm
for the production of the Great Bible in 1530, for example, mc-
luded concern that the translation should be accurate and accept-
-	 able, that it should be properly composited and corrected, and that
it should be printed on the best paper available.
The campaign for the English Bible, and Cromwell's close super-
vision of, and interest in it, brought him into close contact with
most of the wealthier and more influential printers. Indeed, it was
this campaign that drew into the printing trade several wealthy -
merchants who shared Cromwell's commitment. Crafton, Whitchurch and
ma-rler ware all influential members of their own companies when they
were drawn into the enterpriss of the 8ibl.. Whitchurch and Marler
remained preoccupied mainly with the financial side of the venture
but Grafton soon made himself an expart in the craft of printing.
• He, Nicholson and Berthelet were in close contact with Cromwell over
the licensing, pricing and dispersing of Bibles. Other printers were
drawn into Cromwell's influence and employ
	 by the royalist campaign
of the thirties, which utilised writers, translators and publishers
in the support of Royal Supremacy and the promulgation of the doctrine
of obedience. Through this campaign, and the enterprise of the Bible,
a large number of stationers and bookmen were virtually in Cromwell's
employ between 1532 and 1540.
It is clear also that Cromwell was, as his attainder of 1540
charged, active in the protection of protestant book men who fell foul
of the ecclesiastical authorities. He protected, and indeed used,
Barnes, Coverdale and even Bale, when they were known to be engaged in
the writing and dispersal of protestant polemic. Lesser fry ale.
benefited from his patronage. On one occasion, the wife of a man
.imprisoned for heresy, took with her to Cromwell's house "an honest
woman, the wife of one michael Lobby, who was well acquainted with
divers in the Lord Cromwell's house." Lobley's wife intervened for
her friend, and "it happened that the same time came in Dr. Barnes
and master Bzrlow who, understanding the matter by Lobley's wife, went
up to the Lord Cromwell and certified him thereof." (1) Lobley's
wife. had probably made her friends in Cromwell's household during the
period when her own husband was being harrassed for illegal dealings.
(1) Foxe, Vol. V., p.386.
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- So effective was Cromwell's protection that during the years
/	 1532 - 1539 the only stationer troubled for h.retical printing was
Lobley, whose difficulties occurred during a period of reaction in
1538. This was a remarkable contrast to the numbers of bookmen troub-
led and harrassed by the ecclesiastical authorities in the twenties.
The troubled waters into which the book community moved immediately
- .fterCromwell's fall emphasisee the amount of protection which he had
afforded to protestant printers. In this policy, Cromwell was clearly
going well beyond his master's view that vernacular scriptures were to
be encouraged, and although 'ccasionally acted as though he were
about to throw in his 1t with the protestants, at no time was he
prepared to sanction Anabaptist,sacrarnentary, or indeed any unorthodox
literature. Throughout this period the.Index remained in force, and
the Lutheran writers and colporteurs were never out of danger of arrest
by the authorities, and public penance. In 1536, John Rastell applied
to Cromwell for help following his imprisonment by the ecclesiastical
authorities. Cromwell seems to have been unable to assist him, perhaps
because he had become involved in a dispute over the touchy questiOn sf
tithes. The request by Crafton and Coverdale for special exemptiop
for their collaborator Regnault also seems to have been beyond Cromwell's
power to grant. Possibly his choice of Regnault to print the English
Bible was intended in some part to compensate him for his losses.
The charges leied at Cromwell at his fall show how far his policy
was in advance of that of either the King or the public at large.
We have already seen that he was a keen campaigner for the English
Bible, and probably he was also a committed protestant. But the question
arises as to whether or not Cromwell's protection of the press sprang
- to any extent from a personal belief in free expression. Among the
fresh and quick wits who found employment in his household was Thomas
Starkey, whose pamphlet On the Liberty of Speaking and Writing gave
expression to-unusually liberal views on the subject. (1) Cromwell
was also an enthuiastic reader of melancthon, whose works he had
translated and published. fllelancthon's concept of 'adiophora' open-
ed up the possibility of an area in which free debate might be perm-
itted, and both Cranmer and Cromwell seem to have subscribed to this
view. (2)
But one subject which was certainly not open for discuBsuon was
(1) For close analysis of Starkey's views see Ui. Cordon Zeeveld,
Foundations of Tudor Policy, (Harvard, 1948.)
(2) See below page 138.
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the King. Where the SUCCeSSiOn, or the Supremacy, or any matter con-
cerning the dynasty was concerned, no debate at all, could be allowed.
The penalties for spoken, written or printed dissent were extremely
harsh, and Cromwell was untiring in his pursuit of seditious talkers
or grumblers. In the field of printed books, he evidently appreciated
that the crucial factar in preventing the dissemination of hostile
literature was speed. If manuscripts could be confiscated before they
reached the press, or failing that, if editions could be rounded up
before dispersal, the task of implementing censorship would be great-
ly facilitated. Good intelligence of the whereabouts of hostile
manuscripts was essential to this policy, and here Cromwell was
greatly assisted by his close association with the printing community.
His own agent, William Marshall, was also able to keep the printing
shops under surveillance from his office in Wood Street. Ihe success-i
c these tactics is demonstrated most clearly by the suppression of'
the literature surrounding Elizabeth Barton. An edition of Bocking's
-	 thebook describing Elizabeth's visions and known as, Nun's Book was print-
ed by John ScOt, but before it could be dispersed, Cromwell seized
the whole edition s five hundred copies, which had just been delivBred
to Bocking, and two hundred which were still in Scot's possession.
An earlier book about the Nun by Edward Thwaites, A marveillous work
of late done at Court of' Streets in Kent which had been printed by
Robert Redman,was also confiscated. This was more difficult, as the
book had been abroad for some time. Nevertheless, hardly a trace of
it survives. The Attainder of Elizabeth Barton refers to"sundry books
both great and small, both printed and written.". (1) If other tracts
existed apart from these two, they have also vanished, thanks to the
efficiency of Cromwell's censorship. John Scot! who cooperated in
the suppression of' his work, was not troubled for his activity, 	 ..
another example of the relative immunity of the printer. The author
was executed. (2)
The affair of the Nun of Kent caused Cromwell more trouble than
any other book matter during his years of office, and several other
hostile books were confiscatecj during the investigation. A book by
John Daring called De Duplice Spiritu had to be squashed before it
could reach the press, and a 8earCh of Fisher's possessions at Sion
gathered in Abel's tract Invicta Vertas and a book on the King's
divorce by Chapuys. Fisher's works were so numerous, and so widely.
- . (l) 25 Hen. Vlll. cap. 3.2. S. R.
(2) For all this information see E.J.Devereux"Elizabeth Barton and
Tudor Censorship" Bulletin of the John Ryland's Library.1
Vol. 49., No.1., (1966) p.91.
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/disiarsed that a special Proclariation had L he isbued cdling
them in.
	
i) But cromwell ws able to prevent more's
letters frum reachinQ te press, and Margaret Roper
suffered irnprisonnent Pr hr attempt to get them printed. (2)
Strype also mentions a "saleable letter" written by a Friar Thomas
Powell from Paris, beginning " We behold how the King is changed from
•a Christian to a heretic." (3) This letter has not survived, but it
is interesting that according to Wriothesley, the Powel who was
executed with Barnes had written a book against the King Supremacy
and supporting the marriage with Catherine. (4)
-	 The speedy and efficient suppression of papalist books which
Cromwell carried through in the thirties fulfilled exactly Henry's
intentions when he seized control a? the press in 1530. The fact that
it was achieved with such little hardship to the printers must reflect
both Cromwell's sympathetic interest in the press, and the attitude
mentioned above that printers were not responsibló for the content of
the works they printed. Only three stationers were troubled through-
out Cromwell's ascendancy. Lobley fell foul of the Bishop in 1538
and Cromwell was unable to render him any assistance. John Redrnan
was bound over in 1534 to observe the King's privileges, and in 1539,
Ilerford was brought to London from St. Albans for investigation. He
had been involved in the printing of a seditious book, probably
A 'very declaration of the bond and free will of man, but whatever
pwiishment was visited upon him, he was able to set up a thriving
business in London, o he was evidently not ruined. But by 1538,
Cromwell was finding it increasingly difficult 'to protect bookmen,
and the savage Act of Six Articles of 1539 marked the beginning of the
end of' .
 the years of comparative freedom. At the beginning of 1540,
aohn Butler could write to Bullinger from Basie that, according to
his information, "Barnes and ethers were preaching the word powerfully
in tngland" and "books of every kind may be exposed to sale, which
fact is so important to my excellent friend Fjschauer, that they
have thought it right to make him acquainted with it." (5)
Within months, Cromwell had fallen from power, Barnes was dead, along
(1) Proc. .1	 Jan.l536. Hughes and Larkln, Vol. 1, p.235,o . / 61.
• (2) A.W.Reed, 'The Editor of Sir Thomas ffiore's English Works, William
Rastell, In the Library, 4th Series, Vol. IV, (1923) p.25.
(3) Strype, C. fl., Vol. 1., part 1:, p.246.
(4) Wriothesley,. Vol. 1, p.118.
(5) 0. L., Vol. 1., p.627.
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with Garrett, and prote5tant printers were being harrassed on all
sides.
The first printer to come to grief in the wave of reaction
that followed Cromwell's fall was Crafton, who had been most closely
associatedwith him in the production of English Bibles.
Foxe describes his difficulties:
"ThenGrafton was called and first charged with the
printing of fllatfliew's Bible but he, being very fearful
of trouble, made excuses for himself in all things.
Then he was examined of the Great Bible, and what notes
he was purposed to make; to the which he answered that
he knew none. For his purpose was to have retained
learned men to have made the notes;but when he per-
ceived the king's majesty and hia.clergy not willing
to have any, he proceeded no further. But for all these
excuses, Grafton was sent to the Fleets and there
remained six weeks, and before he came out was bound
in three hundred pounds, that he should neither sell,
nor imprint, or cause to be imprinted, any more Biblee,
until the king and the clergy should agree upon a
tran3lation...aftsrwards the said Grafton, being charged
for the imprinting of a balet made in the favour of
Cromwell, was called before the council," though not
proceeded against, (1)	
0
Grafton had also been involved in distributing fflelancthon's letter
against the Six Articles.
It was in fact the Act of Six Articles which caused the printers
most trouble. Foxe complained that "the words of the act were se
curious and subtle, thatno man could speak, write or cypher against
them, without present danger; yea scarcely a man might speak any word
of Christ and his religion, but he was in peril of these six articles.
Even more alarming was the fact that the Act was followed by a diligent
search for heretical books, which must have been present insome num-
bers after the quiet of Cromwell's years. (2) 	 As a result of these
investigations, large numbers of printers were prosecuted. -Banke was
called before the Council for his supposed part in the ballad contro-
versy which followed the death of Cromwell, (3) but was excused when
Grafton admitted to using Bank's name falsely on his pamphlets. 3ohn
Cough once again ran foul of the authorities, being imprisoned by the
Privy Council for printing and selling seditious books. (4)
At some time in the previous few years he had printed the anticlerical
(1) Foxe, Vol. V., p.412.
(2) Foxe, Vol. V., p.359.
(3) See below page 123.
	 /
(4) Foxe Vol. V	 pp. 448 and 831.	 0
(ill)	
0
Jack up lands (1) and in 1541, he issued en editi.n of Wycliffe's
Prologue, The dora of holy scripture. Associated with Cough in these
illegal ventures was a priest called Thomas Lancaster, who found
himself lodged in the Compter for his pains. The other printers were troubled
for specifically religious misdemeanours under the Six Articles, Grafton
and Whitchurch for not being confessed and John mayler for abusing the
sacrament. (2)
At the same time, other bookmen who had been associated with Cromwell
suffered similar persecution. Barnes, Garrett and Jerome were burned;
Tavener was imprisoned, but released following a petition to theKing;
Nicholas IJdall spent a while in the Iflarshelsea. Reforming divines also
suffered, Sir George Parker, parson of St. ancras, and Nicholas Philip,
parson of St. magnus, both landing in trouble for haodling forbidden
books.	 hilip was accused of "maintaining heresies end scripture books",
and Parker for, possessing "certain books", one of which was Unio Dissi-
dentium. Illegal words were also prosecuted with renewed vigour in these
years following the death of Cromwell. In 1540, Richard Farmer, a grocer,
was arraigned in Kinr"s Bench for misprision of treason "of certain sed-
itious words spoken by him against the King's majesty", amounting appar-
ently to a denial of the Royal Supremacy. He was condemned to perpetual
imprisonment, all his lands anJ goods being forfeit to the King. (3)
For the rest of Henry's reign, the printers remained subject to sudden
purges, as Henry's whim or the diplomatic scene rendered anorthodox pose
desirable. . Censorship remained in the hands of the Privy Council, but
with the death of: Cromwell, the church regained some of it's initiative,
and prosecution for heresy was used against the colporteurs, nd other
handlers of heretical books. In 1541 William Tolwyn was forced to recant
and to throw all his books into a fire erected for that purpose. A printed
version of his recantation was immediately got out.by  Richard Lant, and
proved so popular that another edition was printed the following .year.
A copy evidently reached John Bale in exile who immediately set out to.
answer it, using his usual method of printing excerpts from the original
interspersed with diatribes from his oin pen.
Also in 1541 Sebastian Newdygate was interrogated for "being in
receipt of divers books, of the which two be against the sacrament of
the Altar." (4) His reply showed that the importation of protestant
(1) Dated by Aston 1536-40. Sea flu. Aetonop. cit.
(2) Foxe, Vol. V	 pp. 444 and 445.
(3) Wriothesley, Vol. l	 p.118.
(4) Foxes Vol. V, App Xlll.
(112)	 .
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books had become a highly organised concern, (1) with regular collections
being made from wealthy 8ubscribers to finance, the exiles.
1543 was a particularly bad year. A general wave of persecution,
which saw Dr. Heynes struggling for survival, also resulted in the
imprisonment of eight of the printers for "printing of such books as
- were thought to be unlawful, contrary to the proclamation made on that
behalf." (2) A further twenty five printers were made to pay a bond of
£100 a piece on similar terms. The proclamation referred to was pta-
sumably the 1542 prohibition on unauthorised Bibles.(3) This forbade
the books of Frith, Tyndale, Wicliff, Joys, Roy, Basil, Bale, Barnes,
Coverdale, Turner or Tracy, and prohibited all translations of the
Bible except the Great Bible. It also insisted on printers giving full
information about the printing of their books and forbade the import of
any books without the King's special license. The eight printers troubled
for infringing those conditions were Whitchurch, Biddle, Grafton,
flhiddleton, fflayler, Petit,Lant and Kele, all of whom were sent to the
Fleet except Petit, who for some unknown reason was lodged in the
Compter in Poultry.	 They were required to submit
"a true declaration what number of books and ballds
they have bought within these iii years last pasl, and
what they have sold in gross and what merchants they
know to have bought into the Realm any English books of
ill matter, and bring in this said writing before the Council
within five days after the date hereof, and pay all such
fines as shall be set upon their heads for such offences
touching the printing of unlawful books contrary to the
proclamation."	 (4)
They were relr.aaed on payment of a bond of £100 each. Diddle,
Ifliddleton, mayler, Lant and Kale all complied with these conditions and
were only.in prison for three weeks, but Petit, Grafton and Whitchurch
wsr. held for en extra ten days. Possibbly they were less co-operatius
about supplying the information demanded or possibly the Council intended
to make an example of the wealthiest and most influential offenders.
It. is difficult to guess at the nature of the offence for which
these printers were punished. Some of them were certainly committed
Protestants who might have been engaging in illicit trade in the works of
the prohibited autFurs, either printed at home or imported. But if
-	 Grafton, Whitchurch and mayler were on the left of the religious spectrum,
(1)- SeeUb?s page 27.
(2) A.P.C., Vol. 1. pp. 107/8. 8	 April 1543.
(3) L. & P. ,	 Vol. XVll. (1542) p. 79. See Chap. 1. p.74.
(4) A. P. C., Vol. 1., pp 117, 120, 121.
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/	 Petit and ifliddleton appear to have been on the right, and would
certainly not have handled heretical books. Kele and Lent, on the
other hand, were both prolific printers of ballasis, and Grafton had
also printed some street literature, so perhaps the. offence related
to the proper identification of ephemera. Grafton had been Quilty
- three years earlierof issuing ballads under a false imprint, and in
general the printers seem to have been rather slack in offering the
detailed information that the law required on their banks. (1)
Whatever the reason for their imprisonment, this was not the
only occasion on which printers were troubled in 1543. Richard Lant
- was prosecuted for selling Bale's pamphlet on the recantation of
Tolwyn, knoi as Telwyn's manna of Synne or Yet a course at the
Romyshe foxe. (2) John Turke also ran foul of the Privy Council for
"sending to print" the Postilla upon the Gospels. After a short spell
in prison he was released, but bound in £ 40. to appear when called.
(3) This Postilla, "wherein were found sundry seditious and
erroneous opinions," also caused trouble for John Gouge, iflercer and
Cobbe, a schoolmaster. Cobbe was committed to ward for translating
the work, and Gouge was summoned to the Council to explain his conduct
in maintaining Cobbe while he worked on it.
•	 The bishops also made use of the reactionary mood of 1543 to
•	 clamp down. on those who were too zealous in their reading of the
Bible. Foxe is full of accounts of those who, like mekins, Ward and
Porter suffered for their enthusiasm for the scriptures. A group was
also uncovered at Windsor in possession of books against the Six
Articles, and another public recantation.was staged, to drive home to
- the public the dangers of handling heretical literature. Thomae
Bacon, Wisàom end Shingleton were the three victims 'of this recantation,
Bacon being by far the most important by virtue of his large output
of •protestant.pamphlets. Wriothealey describes how "the said Thomas
Bacon cut in pieces at his said recanting eleven books which he had
made, and caused tobe printed, wherein was certain heresies: ' (4)
The effect of these waves ot' persecution was to reproduce the
situation of the l520s in which the more committed and vociferous
protestants, man 1ifri Bale, Hooper .and Coverdale, fled abroad to
(i) See Ch.l. p. 20, 21.
(2) Zurik, 0. Jacobson, 1543.	 •	 •
() A.P.C 1 Vol.1, p.120,129.
(4) Wriothesley, Vol. 1, p.142. •	
•
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print hostile literature from safe havens on the continent. Bale, the
most prolific of Protestant pamphleteers, went first to Antwerp which
continued to be the main posting stage for Eng)and and still handled
-	
a considerable quantity of heretical literature. .But Antwerp was no
longer safe for fugitive reformers, and Bale passed on to Wesel,
where he went into partnership with the printer D van der Straten.
Between them they produced ten tracts for the English market, all of
them highly topical, and all calculated to create maximum annoyance
to the authorities at home. The accurate information which Bale
managed to obtain.about events in London made these tracts of
particular value as popular propaganda. He was able, for example to
issue his Elucydacyon of the trials of Anne Askew immediately after
the martyrdom of that spirited lady, because he had obtained details
"in a copy by certain Dutch merchants coming from thence, which had
been at their burning and beholden the tyrannous violence there
showed." (1.) This tract, with its scathing remarks about members of
the Council caused a great deal of indignation, but 'also proved
extremely popular. In 1546 the Privy Council ordered the Lord mayor
to examine Holland the searcher, and morton, a grocer's apprentice
of Bucklersbury, about a cargo of Bale's books, consisting mainly,
presumably, of this Elucydacyon, recently brought over in a Hoy of
Flanders. John Ceffrey, who was found in possession of a copy, was
sent to the marshalsea. (2)
But Bale was only one, though perhaps the most infuriating, of a
number of religious exiles who were bombarding England with polemic
during the last years of Henry's reign. Between' 1540 and 1546
continental presses issued works by Coverdale, Tyndale,Becon,
Brinkelow, Bale, Joye, Turner, Tracy, Frith, Fish, Roy and even
Uhicliff. Some of thIs literature was produced at Antwerp, where the
presses of Christopher Ruremond's widow, of A. Goinius, and in
particular, of' Stephen mierdman were put at the service of the
English reformers. (3) But the Swiss cities now offered greater
safety to exiles than the Low Countries, and Zurich bBcame a
favourite haven for fugitive Englishmen. Here, as in other cities, the
(1) Foxe, Vol.U, p.837
(2) A.P.C,Vol.l, p.509.
(3)eg. Widow Ruremond, Our saviourjesus Christ hath not over
	 '
charged his chirche(G.Joye ?) Zijrik (Antwerp) and C.Joye,
Joye confuteth Winchester's false articles Wesill in Cliefelende
•	 (Antwerp) •
On books by fflierdman, eee Cohn Chair, 'On the Printing of' Certain
Reformation Books in the library, 5th serIes, Vol.XV111 ,(1963)p.275
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protestants found an especially warm welcome among the printing 	 -
community, Christopher Froschauer in particular offering them every
hospitality and acting 39 their agent in many transactions concerning
books. He also printed their pamphlets for them. • The English exiles
also had access to presses at Wesal, 8asle, Bonn, and possibly
Strasbourg, though imprints were so imaginitive that tracing the
provenance of many of these pamphlets requires the akill of a biblio-
graphic Sherlock Holmes. (1)
Apart from the English authors listed above, foreign theolog-
lens were also pressed into service to write for the English market.
• fllelancthon produced his famous epistle For the revokinge of the six
artycles and martin Bucer also addressed the situation in England
with an answer to Gardiner, which the exiles immediately set about
having translated and printed. (2) Other reformers gave permission
for their works to be translated into English and used for th
propaganda campaign, although they had not been specifically written
for that purpose. In partic'lar continental iuorks on clerical
marriage were translated and sent into England, translations of
melancthon, Bullinger and Bibliander all appearing on this subject.
Works by Corvinus, Luther and Justus 3onas were also produced in
English.
Faced with this onslaught of protestant polemic, ranging from the
most weighty theological essays to the most scurrilous street pamphlets,
the Privy Council was unable to maintain any consistent policy of
censorship. Spasinodiá purges were met with occasional successes.
Bonner, as we have seen, renewed the episcopal campaign which had
lapsed during Cromwell's ascendancy. Dealers in heretical books were
arrested and recantations and book burnings staged. And in 1546 the
Council succended in intercepting the cargo of Bale's books mentioned
above. They also questioned marshill the physician, about his conduct
in procuring slanderous books against the King to be printed at
Danzig. (3) But whatever action was taken it clearly had little effect
(1) For the suggestion that works purporting to come from Leipzig
or Wesel were really printed in London, see D.i.Loades, • The
Press under the Early Tudors, A study in Censoiship and Sedition'
T.C.B.S.Uol. 1V,(196B)p.29.
(2) L. & P 1 Vol. XX1, ' part 2. p.393.
(3) A.P, Vol. 1, p.419.
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on the authorities in Danzig, for the city was once again involved in
/
illegal printing for England in mary's reign. On that occasion
pressure was brought to bear on the city to prevent such abuses in the
future. Another success, achieved in 1544 when Todd, a Scotsman was
apprehended at Calais and found to be carrying books from Germany, was
apparently the result of a lucky chance rather than of efficient
-	 surveillance. (1)
It was not that Bonner lacked enthusiasm for the task of censor-
ship, but there were many factors at work which limited his effective-
ness. In the first place, his authority was seriously undermined by
the fact that the final arbiter in book matters was no longer
ecclesiastical, but secular, namely t.he Privy Council, and the Privy
Council shwed no enthusiasm for the task except where the honour of
Coüncillors or the reputation of the King was at stake. In the secohd
place, the tide of' public opinion was running strongly against the
•	 bishop. Ten years of. relatively unfettered protestant propaganda had
served to underline the city's anticlericalism and- to encourage a
still small, but growing body of committed and vociferous protestants.
The outrage demonstrated at the racking and death of Anne Askewe had
been f'orshadowed a year earlier when a city jury had acquitted her,
together with Robert Lukine and 3oan Sawtry of offences against the
Act of Six Articles. (2) This radical mood seems to have expressed
itself in public non co-operation where the enforcement of ecclesia-
stical censorship was concerned. Holland the searcher had evidently
been turning a blind eye to illegal cargoes, and judging by the number
of books that entered the country it seems likely that other searchers
were also somewhat lethargic when it came to reporting suspicious
loads.	 .	 •	 .	 -
These difficulties were aggravated by the doctrinal vacillations
of the King. Henry may pose as the champion pf orthodoxy, but it was
clear that ifdiplomatic pressures shifted he would be quite willing
•to flirt with protestantism. On the one hand he maintained an Arch-
bishop who was known to sympathise with reform, and on the other, he
enacted the ferocious Act of Six Articles under which no recantation
would serve to save nyone condemned of sacramental heresy. As a
(1) Foxe, Vol.V. p.523.
(2) (Iiriothesley, Vol.1. p.155.
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/contemporary pamphleteer complained
" the laws concerning the wealth, governance
and good order of the church, th&y are now
firmly decreed and set fast, and tomorrow
unmade and marred again, they are treated
and retr3cted, acted and unacted.,..there
is no manner nor measure, none end nor no
certain form nor fashion of their wavering
laws, inconstant acts, crafty counsels,
forewritings, afterwritings, opinions,
doctrines, sentences and minds " (1)
With such inconsistencies of policy it was almost impossible to
enforce doctrinal censorship with any degree of efficiency. Neither
the public nor the church officials could be certain of exactly what
was permitted at any given time, and neither could they be sure of
how the King would act if an appeal over books shou.d reach him.
Those who had comploined to him of Cranmer's heretical views had met
a very cool response, so that it was not surprising if, wt-n it came
to heresy hunting, the majority of church officials considered
discretion the better part of valour.
A further difficulty facing Bonner and his colleagues was that
the volume of books in public circulation had swollen considerably
since the 1520 g . There was a con8iderable traffic across the channel
in legitimate'works, such as Latin news books, maps and classics.
The great continental fairs, and particularly Frankfurt fair, had
become not only meeting places for merchants, but also occasions for
scholarly interchange at which influential stationers like Froschauer
replenished their stock with the latest scholarly and theological
treatises., From the fairs large numbers of books were shipped,
through Antwerp to England, either in bulk for the stationers, or in
ones and twos as part of' the correspondence between English and
Continental scholars. Foxe tells us that Cranmer "accounted it no
idle point to bestow one hour or twain of the day in reading over such
works and books as daily came from beyond the seas". (2) The presence
on the Continent of large numbers of English reformers added to the
traffic flowing along this scholarly route. And as both commercial
end private circulation of' books increased, the task of the censors
-	 (i) Our Saviour Jesus Christ bath not overcharged his chrchel543







became more and more formidable./
It is not surprising, therefore, that Bonner's efforts met with
very limited success. The survival rate of the.illegal literature of
the 40s is considerably higher than that for the 2Qs, and Cardiner
himself admitted that censorship in these last years of Henry's reign
- was comparatively ineffective. Writing to Somerset in 1547 about
Bale's account of the death of Anne Askew, he agreed that " such like
things have, by stealth in our late sovereign Lord's c i y gone abroad,
as they do now." (i) Cromwell's fall may have alarmed the protestant
printes and traders, and certainly exposed them to a considerable
amount of harassment. But it did not spell the end of the protestant
•	 book trade. On the contrary by producing a new exodus of reforming
writers it increased both the volume and the bitterness of protestant
polemic.
•	 2. Bills and broadsides. 1540-1547.
One area in which the printing trade was definitely affected by
• the death of Cromwell was in the production of street literature.
The low survival rate of bills, ballads and broadsides makes it
difficult to chart their evolution with any accuracy. ifiany were
pinned up on doors and walls where they suffered the depredations of
bad weather, rusty nails and public vandalism, many were dangerous to
handle, and liable •to be destroyed for safety's sake. Nearly all were
highly topical, and as such not the normal matter for book collectors,
rarely finding their way into libraries except perhaps in the binding
of another book. Even ballads which were not dangerous to own ware
- bought for a penny, read, passed on, folded up and carried around, and
eventually probably fell to pieces through constant handling. As a
result we know of many more bills through references in contemporary
sources than through surviving copies.
In order for bills hostile to the establishment to find their way
Into print, the printing community had to have reached a sufficient
size to allow illicit printing to pass unobserved. In London this
point seems to have been reached some time in the late l520s, and
there is a little evidence to suggest that by 1530 the political
broadside was on the point of emerging. The bill on the dOath of
(i) muller, p.276.
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Bilney that was sent to Lobley was probably Intended for the press,
and had Lobley not been under investigiatiori already, it might well
have been printed. A ballad about Latimer which Strype printed was
also probably intended for the press, though In fast it does not
appear to have been printed at the time, despite the author's prayer.
" Go, little treatise, void of all eloquence,
I pray to God, that thou may come to light." (1.)
The accusations levelled at Latimer in this poem suggest that it W8
written in the l520s.
" I for. Lollard stands in this place.
A for error of great iniquity.
I for a traitor to God, lacking grace.	 a-
I for Ignorance of the true Trinity.
m for maintainer of those that nought be.
E for eretick, as learned men saith.
R for rebeller against Christ's faith.....
The author goes on to uphold traditional ceremonies including
pilgrimages and the veneration of images. A later verse had been
added ' to Strypa's version, probably in the first years of Elizabeth's
reign, declaring " he was a lamb..." This later version may well have
been printed.
But if the. broadside had been about to emerge in 1530 Cromwell's
rise to power clearly checked its development. No bills or ballads
survive from the years of Cromwell's ascendency, and neither are there
any references to street literature in contemporary documents. In
fact the production in Scotland of " railing ballets and 8landerous
rhymes against the king of England, far casting off the lady dowager,
and for abolishing the pope;" caused Sadler to be posted north in
1536 with a homily on the value of a good reputation, and the request
- that James immediately 'call in the " sundry ballets, criminations, and
infamous libels made, anduntruly forged and devised in Scotland
against his grace... punishing the authors and setters forth thereof
according to their demerits.".(2) As is often the case with these
ephemeral works, it is difficult to tell whether these bills were
• printed, or circulated in manuscript. But it seems likely that they
were printed for there must have been considerable numbers involved
-	 for-the King to have taken such vigorous action.
(1) Strype, E.tl. Vol.1, part 2, p.180 - 182.
(2) Foxe, Vol.V. p.103,.
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We know that some ballads were written in the l530s, for Foxe
tells us that by the industry and engenious labours of divers fresh
and quick wits in Cromwell's own household divers excellent both
ballads and books were contrived and set abroad, concerning the
suppression of the pope and all popish idolatry." (1) As an example
Foxe prints Cray's Fantasie of Idolatrie but no printed version of
this has survived from the l530s, and the fact that Foxe prints it
in full would suggest that copies were not available. It was certainly
in circulation in 1538 when two verses were pinned to the gallows at
the execution of Friar Forrest and the Welsh dissident.
" Also Delver Cathaene,
As (saieth the Welcheman)
- Brought outlawea out of hell,
Is come with spere end shelde,
In harneys to burne in Smythfielde;
For in Wales he may not dwell.
• Then Forest the fryer,
That obstynate lyer,
That iyllingly is dead;
In his contumacy,
The goape.11 did deny,
And the Kyng to be supreme head." 	 (2)
This uninspired piece of work presumably circulated in manuscript
and it is possible that other ballads, including hostile verses,were
passed around at this time. But the lack of any reference to hostile
bills in contemporary chronicles and letters proves that they must
have been rare. The remarkable boom in bill-monger-ing that followed
Cromwell's execution implies that it was his close and intelligent
surveillance of the trade which prevented political broadsides from
appearing on the streets in any number until 1540.
Cromwell's death in 1540 seemed to release the floodgates of
popular street literature. Despite the dangers to the printers
which the reaction of that year presented, large numbers of broadsides
immediately appeared on the streets. The execution itself provided
the perfectsubject for a popular news sheet, probably interlarded
with moral comments. We knowof the existence of this account, prob-
ably printed broadside, from a letter of Pole's. Writing to Ludovico
Beccedello from Brussels, he comments that he fears he was wrong in
writing of Cromwell's coming to his senses, "for his words as printed
(1) Foxe, Vol. V., p.403.
(2) ibid, Vol.V., p.408.
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o not give the same impression as the narrative of those who told of
his end and last words." 	 (1)	 This bill has not survived, but we
have other examples of the genre from a little later, notably the
accounts of Lord Sturton's death in march 1557 printed by Thomas
marsh and William Pickering. (2)
Of greater interest than this simple news sheet was the ballad
controversy which immediately broke out concerning the nature of
Cromwell's offence. The first salvo in this battle was fired by
Thomas Smith, clerk of the Queen's Council, (not to be confused with
the Creek scholar Sir Thomas Smith who was out of the country at the
time). This. Smith was apparently the "great and notable papist called
Trolling Smith" who fell down dead in the street some years later, en
example, Foxe would have us believe, of God's vengeance on papists. (3)
Smith declared in his Balade on Thomas Cromwell, 	 •1
"Both man and chylde is glad to hear tell
Of that false Traitor Thomas Cromwell
Now that he is set to learn to spell
Sing troll on away."	 (4)
This hostile ballad was probably printed by Robert Redman, but it
carries no printer's name, and although Smith referred to it in later
ballads, his name did not appear on the bill.
William Gray, author of the Fantasie of Idolatrie and one of
Comwell's "fresh and quick wits", then took up the pen to defend his
old master. In A Balade Aqaynst malycyous Sclaunderers, which was
printed by John Cough, he points out that Cromwell died honestly.
• "For all his offenca in everything
He asked god mercy and grace of the King
And of all the wide world for his transgressing."
Urging Smith to have charity on the dead, he accuses him of popery,
and also attacks the printer:
"A pretty wise printer belike he was
•	 Which of his printing so little doth pass
To print such piled poetry, as this same was
Like maker, like printer, two trolls of the game,
•	 A pair of good papists yebe pain of shame." 	 (5)
But however Gray might cover his efforts to clear his master's
name, there was a degree of sedition involved in defending a man who
• (1) 1. &, Vol. XVI., p.12.
(2) Society of Antiquaries' Book of Broadsides, Nos. 41 & 42.
(3) Foxe., Vol. Vill., p.634.
(4) Society of Antiquaries' Book of Broadsides, No.4.
(5) ibid. No.5.
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/had just been executed for treason. Smith seized upon this in his
next effort, A Lyttel Treatise Agaynst Sedityous Persons, end complain-
ed of Gray's ballads:
•	 "Such trolling treacherous my heart sore doth pierce
-	 Considering how seditiously among us they be aoin...." (1)
- The next five ballads, Cray's A Brefe ApolQgye or Answer, Smith's
A Treatyse declerynge the Despyte of a secrete sedycyous person,
Gray's An Answere to maister Smyth, Smith's An Envoys from Thomas
Smith, and The Return of Ffl. Smythes envoy, by Cray, saw the tone
of the controversy sink to the level of personal bickering In which
• the original' topic of discussion was forgatten. The series then
ends with two appeals for peace. The first comes from a certain
"G.C.", in which he asks both combatants "to grow at last to an
honest accord", though he makes no secretof the fact that he himself
is a partisan of Gray's. This ballad, entitled A Paumf'let CompYled
by G.C. To master Smyth and WYyam C. was answered by Richard
Smith in An Artificiall Apologie.. In this he comes to the rescue -
of his namesake in a piece of ridiculous ddggeral ending the debate
on a determinedly light hearted note. (2)
The publication of this remarkable seriws of ballads, on such
a topic, and in the repressive atmosphere of 1540, was daring to
the point of foolhardiness and in fact action was taken against all
those who had taken part, Thomas Smith and William Gray being sent
to the Fleet for writing invective against each other. The Council
then summoned Banks, whose name had appeared on two of the Cray ball-
ads, (An Answers to fl'aister Smyth, and The Return of' m. Smythes envoy),
end on the last two ballads, by G.C. and Richard Smith. Banks,
however, denied having anything to do with the publications "and
laid the fault to Robert Redman, deceased, and Richard Grafton, the
whIch' Richard Grafton, confessing that he had not only printed part
of the said inuectives, but also had in his keeping a certain sed-
• itious epistle in thenglish tongue, written by melancthon, contrary
to thact of.vi articles for Christian religion, was committed to
the porters' ward." (3)
	
It was probably partly in response to this
piece of deceit that the Proclamation of 1542 laid down that ballads
(1) ibid. No.6.
(2) All of these ballads are in the Society of Antiquaries' Book of
•	 Broadsides, except the Brefe Apologye or Answer which is in the
Huntingdon Library.
(3) Proceedings and Ordinances of the Privy Council of England,
ed. N.H.Nico1as,(l84-l837, Vol. Vll, pp. 105 and 106.
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as well as books should carry full and accurate information concerning
the circumstances of their publication. (1)
The anxiety caused among the printers by the repressive measures
which followed the fall of Cromwell caused anqther bill of 1540 to be
circulated in manuscript. We hear of its existenc@ in one of the
Smith ballads mentioned above:
N The confession of.an heretic that lately did offend,
And amongst others suffered for his diserving,
Secretly they embrace as a most precious thing.
And yet plainly will I prove, by good law and reason,
Contained therein both heresy and treason.
In any wise imprinted they will not it shall be
The dangers thereof in themselves mistrusting
Wherefore every man may well perce''e and see
What hearts they do bear to god ano our good King
Every of them secretly must have it in writing....N (2)
This confession was probably a last letter of Robert Barnes.
One such was printed in Germany at this time, and this may have been
either the original, or a copy of the printed bill. It would
certainly have been a highly dangerous document to possess in the
religious climate of 1540, and too hot for even the most incautious
printer to handle. It was probably this confession which called
forth Standish's pamphlet A little Treatise against the protestation
of R.Barnes which was also printed in 1540, and which Bale considered
•	 dangerous enough to need a reply. His Catalogue adversus impostorem
tand1cium is now lost. AnothFr bill of 1540 was also cnncurned
•	 with the death of Barnes.	 This lyt.e treatyse Jeclereth the
study and frun of Barnes horned	 was a set of verses deridinç
the dctrine and prsona1 hhiL 	 f Barnes, and was printeri for
Rich1d Banks in 1540.
Apart from these ballads arising deirectly from the executions of
1540, there were other bills and ballads abroad in that year. The
Soöiety of Antiquaries Book of Broadsides places A Short Answere to
the Boke called Beware the Cat in 1540. This is a scurrilous poem
the purpose of which was to deny that the ballad Beware the Cat was
written by one Stremer, and to affirm that it was the work of William
Baldwin. Later editions of Beware thi Cat were sat in 3ohn Day's
(i) See Ch.l. p.21, 22.
(2) T.Smith, A lyttel Treatise Agaynst Sedityous Persons.
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dffice at Aldersgate in the year 1552, and this fact, and the
involvement of Baldwin may suggest that 1540 is too early a date for
this balled. Nevertheless the controversy may we11 have started in
that prolific year. We also have a glimpse of another bill dating
from this time, though in all probability this was a manuscript
letter. Investigations into the activities of the Duchess of Norfolk
produced a confession from William Asaheby that she had taken writings
from Dereham's chest " and papers of ballads and a ballad book with
II
notes for playing upon the lute. One was, she said, the bill that was
laid in her pew in Lambeth church." (1) Since this bill found its way
among a shear of ballads it was almost certainly also a ballad, but it
must have been a highly controversial piece if it required such
surreptitious methods of di8persal.
For the rest of Henry's reign bi1ls and ballads on a number of
topics continued to circulate in London. We know that the public had
a great appetite for news,and there must have been numbers of news
sheets produced to satisfy the demand. Unfortunately, like the account
of the death of Cromwell, they have nearly all disappeared, one of the
few surviving examples being The copye of the submissyon of Oneyll, a
broadside printed for Cough by Lant in 1542. A sicilar fate met most
of the sheet almanacks, which were commonly pinned upon walls as a
guide to dates, tides etc. (2) We know of one that was printed by
michael Lobley in 1545 (3) and an ecclesiastical sheet calendar of
terms and festivals survives from c.l542. (4) But though there must
have been a considerable trade in reference sheets of this kind, they
rarely outlived their year of use. Broadside epitaphs had an equally
short life, for they were intended to be hung on the tomb of the
deceased, .and their chances of survival were very slim. (5) One which
has survived is the excellent Epitaffe of syr Thomas Wyat which was
printed by J.Herforde for R.Toye in 1542.
Broadsides of this kind were harmless enough, but of much greater
concern to the authorities were those bills and ballads which dealt
with political or religious matters. The subject of the sacrament
•	 (1) 1	 Vol.XV1, p.664.
(2) E.F.Bosanquet, English Printed Almanacks and Prognostications.
A Bibliographical History to the year 1600, (1917.)
(3) H.Ames , Typographica1 Antiquities ,ed. T.F.Dibdin(1816.)Vol.11l,
(4) S.T.C. 392.	 p.539.
(5) Ifl.A.Shaaber. Some forerunners of the newspaper in England 1476-1622
(Philadelphia 1929.) p.33.
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of the altar was particularly popular among balladeers, and after the
fall of Cromwell each change in official doctrine was met by a rash of
street literature. In 1543 John Marbecke was foolish enough to put
his views on the subject into writing, declaring that
"the holy mass when the priest doth consecrate the body of
our Lord, is polluted, deformed, sinful and open robbery
of the glory of god, from the which a christian heart
ought both to abhor and flee. And the elevation of the
sacrament is the similitud, of the setting up of Images
of the calves in the temple builded by Jeroboam, and that
it is more abhomination than the sacrifices done by the
Jews in Jeroboam's temple to those calves. And that
certain and sure it is that Christ himself is made in
this mass men's laughing stock, ac multa alia erronia
et heretica verba....in contemptum, despectum et derisionem
eiusdem sacri Altaris...." (1)
Marbecke had already written a ballad "of Moses' Chair" (2) but whether
he intended to publish these highly dangerous views on the sacrament
must be in some doubt. Nevertheless, his opinions must have come
into the wrong hands, or too many hands, for him to be troubled 	 for
them.
The following year another batch of sacramentary bills appeared
on the streets, as the Greyfriars' chronicler records:
"the xv day of the same month (May) at night was cast
divers books of heresies in divers parts of London
against the sacrament of the altar, with all other
sacraments and sacramentals, and naming divers times
the bishop of Winchester with divers other bishops and
learned men, with great rebukes divers times in it of
them." (3)
Once again th. chronicler gives us no clue as to whether these bills
were printed or manuscript, but as they were broadcast in considerable
numbers, they were probably printed. He calls them books, but here •
again no definite conclusions can be drawn concerning their size or
method of production from the use of this word. In general "book"
was used to describe a pamphlet of more than one leaf, and "bill"
to descibe a broadside, but the terms book, bill, ballad, letter,
losel, libel rhyme were all used to descibe street literature of both
the broadside and pamphlet varieties, both printed and manuscript.
Bills sent in from the provinces were likely to be manuscript, as
there were few printing houses outside London, but there were still
some ox monastic presses scattered around the country which could
have been enipijyod by provincial di9siderts, theugh no evidence Eurvives.
(1) C/66./727, m.35, in P.R.O.
(2) Fox., Vol. 11, p.485.
(3) Greyfriars, p.48.
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- Broadsides'were also printed abroad on occasions and smuggled into
the country. A lewd rhyme about the King which was sent into England
in 1542 had probably been printed in Scotland. (1)
In London it made little difference to the i,pipact of a bill
whether it was written or printed, for the capacity' of the London
populace for spreading news, rumours, ballads. and songs was a much
lamented facet of city life. As Henry complained in his oration in
Parliament in 1545, the word of God "is disputed, rhymed, sung and
jangled in every alehouse and tavern..." (2) When it came to
sacramentary ballads, the church authorities were more concerned
• with the singing than the printing of them. For example, under
the Act of.Six Articles, Henry Patinson and Anthony Barber were
investigated 'for "maintaning their boys to sing a song against the
sacrament of the altar", and Thomas Gangier and John Dictier were
noted for common singers against the sacrament and ceremonies.
Shermon, the keeper of the' Carpenters' Hall was summoned for putting
on anti-clerical plays, but no mention is made of the pri,.ers of
either the ballads or the plays. Presumably the words were being
circulated either in manuscript or by word of mouth. (3) Or could
the 1543 prosecution of the eight printers describ9d above have
been the result of investigations into this kind of street literature?
(see note 4)
Among religious subjects dealt with by the bill-mongers, the
sacrament of the altar was the most popular but not the only topic.
The stupidity of the clergy was also a recurring theme, and this was
probably the burden of young John Davis's ballad, "Come down, for all
your shaven crown..." Davis, who was only twelve, was 'imprisoned
for his ljterary pains, though whether it was the ballad that was
primarily responsible for his misfortunes seems doubtful, for he had
also written a bOok against the Act of Six Articles. (5)
Nor was street literature of this kind, produced only by those with
a reforming or anti-clerical axe to grind, one of the wittiest ballads
circulating.in London at this time was John Huntingdon's Genealogye
of Heresy	 which was printed by bothWyer and Redmen in 1542. It
was evidently very popular, for Bale found it necessary, three years
later, to write a tedious reply entitled A mysterye of inyguyte
coritayned within the heretycall Cenealogye of Ponce Pantolabus.
(1) A PC., Vol.1., p.41	 (2) Foxe, Vol. V., p.535.
(3) Foxe, Vol. V., pp.443-449.
(4) See above' page113.
	
(5)' Foxe, Vol. %Illl, p.554.
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/In this he complains that the original ballad "yet remaineth among the
common people in a wonderful number of copies... By such diversity of
prints is it easy to perceive that the 831e hath been great end the
profits thereof plenteous." (1) Unlike Bale's reply, Huntingdon's
original ballad ran to only 250 lines, and was pobebly printed broad-
side.
Another effective piece of street literature produced by the
conservative camp was Tolwyn's recantation. This probably appealed
more as a news sheet than as a piece of religious polemic, but it ran
to more than one edition, and once again earned a reply from the
indignant Bale. This was printed by Lant (2) who thereby earned him-
self a lashing from Bale's pen. The following year a row blew up at
Windsor over " a certain foolish printed paper in metre, all to the
praise and commendation of. our lady." (3) This was pinned to the choir
door at Windsor in an attempt to . provoke the gospellers there, and
succeeded in its object.
It is clear that the public's,
 enthusiasm for bIlls' and ballads
was not governed by any religious convictions one way or the other,
but simply by a love of controversy, of wit, and of malice. The bill
was the perfect medium for character assassination, and the most
popular victim of libellous bills was Gardiner. Strype describes how,
having been appointed to victual the navy, he secured his requirements
for meat by having Wednesday made a fish day. Wednesday then became
knbwn as "the bishop's fasting day, "and hence proceeded one of the
rhymes made upon him, with the burden 'Winchester, Winchester grand
mercy for your wine, beshrew your heart for your water.' "(4) Another
Winchester bill survives in print from Edward's reign, • in which poems
were written both for and against the now embattled bishop. (5)
Evidently he was the object of considerable. public hostility, for the
preacher at Paul's Cross had to admonish his audience not to take the
bishop's difficulties as an opportunity to gloat over him, but on the
óontrary, to pray for his soul.
Gardiner may also have been one of those who suffered from the
(i) A mysterye of irIvw )m. Wood, Geneva, 1545, 87r.
. (2) 3.Harryson (i.e Bale) Yet a course at the Romyshe foxe,0.Jacobson)
(3) Foxe, Vol.%l, P.469. 	 ,Zurich,1543.
(4)St'rype,	 Vol.11l,part l,p.457.
	 .
(5) See below p. 160.
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anonymous bills that were strewn around London in the winter of 1545
accusing various people of treason. (1) Writing to Paget at this time
he deplored " how many books and 8crolle have they cast abroad in London
within this year and the offender never found out... and such particular
tales blown abroad as cannot be sown but of the dsvil." The author of
- these.particular bills appears to have beenSir peter Carew, for Petre
wrote to Paget,
" Here was since your departing like to have been a
great hurly burly about the examination of' certain
books covertly thrown abroad, as I think, before
your departing, for the which for that Sir Peter
Carew was found to have one of them in his custody,
- he was committed to the keeping of my Lord Privy
•	 Seal, and after he had been a season with him, he
was sent to my Lord Chancellor's and finally on
-	 Sunday last he was remitted to his liberty.	 priest
named Octavian who was the seMer forth of the said
books remaheth in the Tower and with the punishment
of' these two, I trust the matter shall take an end,
for if it should be farther tried I fear ms great
multitude thereby...."
The document is unfortunately damaged, .leaving this tantali8ing hint
that these bills may well have been the manifestation of a serious
struggle i'or power within the Council. If' by."setter forth" we are to
read scribe, it would seem that these bills were circulated ir. man-
uscript, and neither printer nor publisher would appear to fit the
circumstances.	 On the other hand, Octavian may well have been the
etithor, and Carew may have had the work printed and circulated. (2)
So concerned was the government about these libels that it passed
a Specific Act, visiting harsh punishment on anyone dealing in such
bills. (3)
As Henry's reign drew to a close, the atmosphere of uncertainty
and mutualsuspicion increased the incidence of such attacks, and the
Duke of Norfolk was evidently one of the' victims. Writing to the
dying King from the Tower he tried to clear himself:
• " Undoubtedly, I know not that I have offended any man
or that any man was offended with me, unless it were
such as are angry with me for being quick against such
•	 as have been accused for Sacramentaries. Other cause I
know not why any man should bear me ill will and for this
cause I know divers have done, as doth appear by casting
-	 • libels abroad against me."	 (4)
• (1) See above page 40.
• (2) S. p ., i, 212, f.45.
(3) 37. Hen. Vill cap. X, S. R.. 3 ,P .997 See above page4°
(4) E. Herbert, Henry Vlll, (1649.) pp. 565 and 566.
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As the head of the Catholic faction, Norfolk was a natural target for
the bill writers, the private affairs of his family also offering
•	 plenty of scope for perjoretive alliterations.
Bills anst the King were another matter, and even in the
uncertain atmospher. of Henry's last years, little of an overtly
seditious nature appeared on the streets of Londbn. There were
incendiary bills circulating in Norfolk, and several unflattering
letters entered the country from Scotland. We have already noted
the bill of 1542. In October of that year., Sir Roger Townesende
sent the Council "a certain lewd rhyme devised against the King
and the Realms in name of a Scot by an uncertain author" and asked
what he-should do.about it. The Council repied immediately, urging
him to "employ his.bst endeavour for as well the trial outo? the
author of the said lewd book, as who brought the same to the country.,
and who were the advancers, furtherers, and setters forward thereof." ()
This bill was probably one of the gr.osser type of personal attacks,
and it sounds asif it was probably printed. No London printer of
the time would have printed such a bill. Those who wished to make
rude remarks about Henry Vlll felt more comfortable doing it from
a distance of several hundred miles, even in his old age.
The nearest thing we have to a seditious bill in London in
the 1540s is the "lewd writing against the Primacy of the King's
Highness" which the ex- Carthusiar Selby had "8ubscribed with his
oipn hand." Selby was sent to the Tower, despite appearing to be
distract of his wit". (2)
	 more dangerous than Selby's declaration,
in that they posed a distinct threat to public order, were the rabble
rousing placards which occionally appeared in the city at times
of economic stress. The bill of July 1545 which Wrothesley describes
appears to have been one of this type, and significantly, it appealed
to the most powerful sentiments of Londoners, anticlericalism and
xenophobia.
uThis month of July were divers bills cast in
the streets of London directed to the mayor of
the same, declaring in them of certain priests
and strangers that would fire the city in divers
places, which bills the mayor showed to the King's
Council."	 (3)
Hatred and fear of the foreigner was a more common theme even than
religion in these truly popular and spontaneous bills. (4) The
Council always took them seriously.
	 .
(1) A. P. C., Vol. 1, p.41.
(2) A. P. C., Vol. 1, p.161.
(3) Wriothesley, Vol. 1, p.159.
	 '
•	 (4) See below page 183.
	 ..
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Placards of this revolutionary type were hardly ever printed,
end many of the bills and ballads discussed above were circulated in
manuscript. The printing press had not put the ecriveners out of
business. On the contrary, the increased iteracy which had followed
on the invention of the press had boosted demand for their products
as well. But the printing of bills and broadsides was certainly an
attractive proposition, particularly for those printers who lacked
capital. In return for a minimal outlay the printer was guaranteed
an immediate return, for such products were enormously popular.
In return for such immediate gains, many. printers were willing to
take the risk of printing controversial ballads. As Bale remarked
bitterly about the two printers of the Cenealoye of Heresy, "such
- is the insatiable thirst of them that are cove tous, that they care
• not what mischief's they do to get money." (1) most printers working
in the 1540s produced some broadsides,but the specialists in the
field were Richard Lant and Richard Kele.(2)
	 Lent was to remain
•	 one of the most prolific producers of broadsides throughout the
reigns of Edward and mary. Interestingly enough, L.ant appears to
have been a Catholic.
Henry's reign ended with one final attack on the book trade.
In 1546, a Proclamation was issued prohibiting heretical books,
listing proscribed authors, and insisting on the printers publishing
• full printii-g details on books. This was, in fact, simply a reissue
of the Proclamation of 1542, but it was backed by a reissue of
Wareharn's Instrument against heretical books, andwas evidently enforced
with some vigour. (3)
	 So extensive was the purge that Dr. Richard
Cox wrote to Paget in some anxiety:
." For Cod's love, help as you may. Your proclamation
for burning books wrought much hurt, for in many
places they have burned New Testaments, Bibles not
-	 condemned by the Proclamation, and that out of Parish
Churches and honest meaning men's hoi.es. They have
burnt the King's majesty's books concerning our religion
•	
•	 lately set forth, and his- primers, which now must be
utterly despised and not used nor taught the youth,
contrary to his most godly meaning and commandment.
They teach the old latin with the old ignorance, and
would that printers should print them again, and
•	 promise them good utterance. The Proclamation meant
•	 wall for the abolishing of ill books, but the success
is eradicare lolium cum tritico. Some that knew what
•	
-
(1) lflysterye of Iniquity, 87. r.	 •
(2) See below page 338.
	 -
(3) Foxe, Vol. V., p.570. For theproclamation, see above page 74 •	-
-	
•	 (l3x)	 -
was to be done, yet, for fear of danger, made away
-all. Other that stood in a marnering circumferebentur
omni ver)to tentationis and cast away all, good end bad.
The third,which had none to cast away, rejoiced much
that they might remain still in their old ignorancy
and superstitious folly." (1)
.
This over enthusiastic attack on heretical literature was backed by
a burst of Catholic polemic. Gardiner, who had been the chief
spokesman for the conservatives throughout the 40s, carrying on a
sporting controversy with William Turner 1
 (2) issued four copies in
1546. Two editions of his Detection of the devil's sophistrie
were printed by Herford for the stationer Robert bye, and the same
partnership co-operated on his Declaration of such. true articles as
Joye hath gone about to confute. This also ran to two editions.
Herford cor'tinued with this burst of Catholic.propaganda, issuing
Simpson's In D.Pauli epistolam ad Romanosand two works by Richard
Smith, The assertion and defence of the Sacramente and The defence
of the blessed masse. Other Catholic works also appeared in the
book ahops at this time, including a strange little book printed by
•	 J.fllychell who was still working in London, The life of St.margaret.
One piece of propaganda, however, did not have the desired effect.
Anne Askewe's examination, which the bishop had printed, amounted
virtually to a recantation, and was intended to demoralise the
protestants. However, Anne's swift denial of the printed version,
nd the gross error made by the authoritie8 in putting this gentle-
I
woman to the rack, counterbalanced any effect the recantation
might have had. It also roused the ire of John Bale, who proceeded
to print an account of the whole proceedings with regard to Anne,
much to the embarrassment of the Council.
This Catholic reaction of 1546 also produced several
proeecution8 of those engaged in illegal book dealing. We have
seen that steps were taken against the importers of Bale's books, and
that marshill's adventures in Danzig were curtailed. John Geffr.y
and John Davis also ran into danger for handling protestant
• (1) 1 & P, Vol.XX1, part 2, p.147.
(2) 1543 Turner)
 The huntyrig and fynding out of the Roinishe fox (Besyl.)
cl544 Cardiner,
 The examination of a prowd praesumptuous hunter
tflul'ler p.480
1545 Turner,The Rescu yn ge of the romishe fox (Zurich ?)
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literature, and White was sent to Newgate for attempting to make an
erroneous book against the sacrament. At this point, with the
Catholic campaign on the offensive, end protestant book dealers






1. Somerset. end the Press.
The death of' Henry Viii, coming as it did at the end of a period
of repression, inevitably resulted in a feeling ' of liberation within the
book community. This mood, and the expectation that the new government
would be sympathetic to reform, ledto the production of large numbers
. of tracts and pamphlets, nearly all of them expounding a protestant
point of view. Since a large proporation, though not all, of the 	 -
restraints previously imposed upon the press had been directed against
the production of protestant works, the removal of those restraints
had its greatest impact in this area of the market. (1) Nevertheless,
the flood of literature, both popular and scholarly, which followed
their repeal, and the general atmosphere of liberation which can be
sensed throughout the book trade, indicacs that by 1547 bookmen were
largely protestant in their religious sympathies. (2) Freed from the
inhibitions of Henry's reign, the printers were now able to print
•	 whatever they wished, and they chose to print protestant polemic.
•	 Catholic propaganda, which was not at first. prohibited provided that
it was not pàpalist, was not published in any quantity. (3) Its
failure tn appear suggests that the initiative in controversy was still
with the reformers, and that few pamphleteers and few printers were
enthusiastic for the defence of orthodoxy.
The tlibera1policy towards the press which was instigated by
somerset facilitated this flood of protestant literature, but it was
not in itself the cause of the flood. Undoubtedly the known reforming
views of the King and hi8 Council encouraged writers and publishers to
take a protestant standpoint. It is elsa true that Somerset himself
was active in encouraging a campaign of protestant education through
the pressBut the.outburst of radical street literature which
followed the death of the old king was not organised, and seems to have
taken both Somerset and the rest of' the Council by surprise. In
considering the Council's response to this outburst it is important to
bear in mind that the policies adopted were not Somerset's alone, but
those of the whole Council, and 'must have reflected the views not only
of the Protector, but also, in particular, of Archbishop Cranmer. The
(1) For the Henrician Acts end the Edwardian Repeal see Chapter 1.
•	 •(2) For an analyses of the religious views of the printers see below
•	 (3) See below p.207. •	 -	 •	 p. 184.
(4) 5.e. below p3aI.	 •
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general attitude that the Council adopted during this first year of 	 -
Edward's. reign was that anything that wasnot anticlerical, irreligious,
- treasonable, papalist or anabaptiat, might be printed.
When considered against the background of the previous decade, this
policy was certainly a liberal one, though it wa by no means a policy of
free expression in the modern sense. The repeal of the Henrician
treason laws was specifically intended to remove the fear of laws which
were felt to be "very straight, sore, extreme and terrible." (1)
Similar freedom was extended to the spoken word. Parliamentary debates
were carried on in a new atmosphere of freedom, at least until the advent
of' Northumberland,. and the members of the Lower House of Convocation
hastened to throw of the shado. of praemunire and of. the Act of Six
Articles, petitioning that they might be permitted to speak their
minds without danger of Statute Law. To Somerset's contemporaries the
new freedom came as a relief after the restraints and fears of Henry's
last years, but not all were convinced of the wisdom of a policy which
was generally acknowledged to be liberal. To begin with most of the
warnings came from those who held conservative views in religious
matters and who were alarmed at the protestant tone of the debate now
being condubted in public. Complaints from the Spanish ambassador
about the open airing of radical views and experimentation in worship
drew from Somerset the noncommittal assurance that he did not intend
tq release subjects from "the restraints of proper order and obedience."
(2)	 For Cardiner, however, any open discussion of religious matters
was potentially seditious. Writing to Cranmer in the spring of 1547
he warned that the security and prosperity of the realm required
"silence in the people, who should serve and obey without quarrelling
among thOmselves for matters of religion." (3)
As Edward's reign progressed, the social and political instability
-	 which was the inevitable outcome of a minority, c3'Jsed more and more of
•
	
	 . Somerset's colleagues to doubt the wisdom of the reJ&ket policies which
most had welcomed when the reign began. Writing to the Protector in
1548 Paget suggested that perhaps the pendulum had swUng too far in
the direction of freedom of speech;
-	
. (1) 1 Edward Vi, cap.12, S.R. Vol.lV, p.18.
•	 (2) Span Cal, Vol.lX,pp. 197, 205, 206.	 •
•	
•	
(3) muller, p. 307.
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..."all things were too straight and now they are too
loose; then it was dangerous to do or speak, though
the meaning were not evil, and now every man hath
liberty to do and speak at liberty."
Paget was evidently not concerned primarily with the religious debate,
but with the flood of social tracts which had app'eared, criticising
-	 the economic and social policies of the government. His letter
continues,
..."then (i.e. under Henry Vlll), the prince thought
not convenient for the subject to judge or to
dispute or talk of the sovereign his matters and had
learned of his father to keep them in due obedience
by the administration of justico under the law, and
now the ministers of the prince mislike not that
every man judge and dispute of their doings upon
supposal that all men shall be pleased. And,
therefori a8 the people (whlth be most inconstant,
uncertain and flexible) vary their sayings and show
themselves to like or mislike, so do the ministers
change their determinations, contrary to all the
rules of policies. The governor not feared, the
noblemen contempted, the gentlemen despised." (1)
The pamphlets which most worried Paget were not the religious tracts,
but the works of social reformers like Crowley, mardeley and Nicolls.
(2) Nevertheless he did consider that religious obedience was as
essential as obedience to the law. In a further reminder, sent to
Somerset in 1549, he points out that as law and religion were the
cament of society, if either were weak or lacking, "farewell all
just society, farewell King 8 ) government, justice s	all other virtue •"
Somerset's infixibility in the face of changing circumstances, and
his unwillingness to listen to sound advice, prevented him from realising,
as Paget and other councillora had quickly seen, that the
policies of 1547 could not be maintained during a period of social and
religious upheaval. It was Somer8et, therefore, who bore the odium of
the policy's failure. As iflorison put it in his famous 8tricture, 9/Qd
4,, f-c1	
"In all other countries speeches are at liberty,
for such are the peoples' natures, as when they
have talked they have done. In our country it
is otherwise, for their talking 18 preparatory
(i) Paget to Somerset, Christmas Day 1548. The whole of this letter
is printed in Barrett L.Beer, 'A Critique of' the Protectorate;
An Unpublished Letter of Sir William Paget to the Duke of Somerset'
in the Huntingdon Library Quarterly, %Iol.34 (1970/71) p.277.
(2) See below p. 153.
(3) Dom. Cal. Edward Vi. Vol.Vlll p:4.
St-bpe ,	 1/0/	 p/' /1q...3,
to doing; and the urnrst act that ever uiis done
in our time was the general ab.olishing of the
Act of Words by the Duke of Somerset, whereof
we have already had some experience." (1)
To some extent the re1tiv. freedom enjoyed by bookmen at the
beginninq of Edward's reign was probably the result of governmental
ineptitude. But the gradual reimposition of censorship in the years
following 1548 does suggest the triumph of political realism over
a positive attempt at a policy of tolerance. Such a policy would
certainly have reflected the doctrinal standpoint ofmariy Edwardian
Councillors, Cecil, Choke, Cranm.r, Somerset and others all
subscribing to the dnctrine of justification by faith alone. Since
faith, unlike orthodoxy, cannot be commanded, such a conviction ws
bound to lead to an emphasis on persuasion and education as more
fitting methods of evangelism than th. direct exercise of authority.
The popularity of' the works of m.lancthon among this group of
courtiers would have further encouraged them to tolerat, some
degree of public debate on doctrinal mitters.
It is true that neither !flelancthon nor any other significant
continental reformer was prepared to a.. sub.cts absolved frcm
the duties of quiet obedience. Tolerance taken to the point at which
unity was threatened and social discipline undarminRd could not
he seen as anything but irresponsibility in a governor. Even in
the 'Good Duke' image of a princ. wh befriend.d the poor nd
meted out social justice, an imag. which seems to have been
central to Somerset's view of himself and of his rol. as Protector,
doctrinal laxity and the tolerance of disorder had no part to play. (2)
flut while Somerset's fellow Councillera would have viewed an
excess of liberty as socially disasthus, they do seem to have shared
his humanist belief that the spread of biblical knowledge and of.
dr'ctrinal •wareness among the gensr.l public must be of benefit to
(1) J.A.Froude, History of England from the fall of Wolsey to the Defeat
of the Spanish Armada, (1870) Vol. U, p. 64.
(fl's Germany, Bundle 16, mary, Stat. Paper Office)
(2) For the 'Good Duke' tradition see m.L.Bush, The Government
Policy of Protector Som.rset, (1975).
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•	 thu state. These protdstant humanists seum to 	 f'lt that in
eny free intellectual debate the truth must ineviLcbly triumph in
the end. The Hnrian advocacy of the social and spiritual berefit
o? an open 9ible was widened under Somerset and his conteniporaris
to include open discussion of most key doctrines, in the belief that the
Word of God was invincible and that free enquiry must lead eventually
to the truth. Somerset even extended this tolerance to radicals like
Thomas Dabbe and Henry liarte, but in this he probably vent further
than his fellow humanists would have gone. (1)
This Erasmian attitude seems to have been widespread among
Somerset's fellow Councillors at the beginning of' Edward's reign (2)
and was certainly shared by Cranmer, though his toarance was not quite
as wide as Somerset's where radical dissenters were concerned. He
shared the Protector's educational interests, and he, together with the
other reforming bishops attempted to equip all the cathedrals with
adequate libraries in which not only the works of the fathers, but also
of modern continental theologians ., and, significantly, of Erasmus, would
be available. Cranmer was also an enthusiast for grammar school education
for all able boys, and his own career was an eloquent testimony to the
ideal of a doctrinal reformation evolving slowly through a process of
earnest intellectual enquiry. This ideal found expression in Edward'8
first statute, which voices the hope that it will not be necessary to
have recourse to harsh punishments, but t.'at the King's subjects "shall
udy rather for love than for fear to do their duties, first to Almighty
	 d
Cod and then to his Highness and the Commonwealth." . (3)
The ideal of government, and reform, by consent sprang from that
appreciation of the possibility of honest disagreement which enabled
William Cecil, Somerset's secretaryto strike up a close friendship
with Cardinal Pole on the basis of their mutual love of letters and
despite their doctrinal differences. (4) But such en ideal was
unattainable, as the same statute admitted, considering that "in a
multitude all be not on that sort that reason and the knowledge of
(1) L.B.Smith, 'Henry Vlll and the Protestant TriumphArnerican
.R.fAtnrical Reviews LXX1 ,(l966) p.123
(2) For liberal attitudes in Cromwell's circle see above p. 104 fr.
(3) 1 Edward Vl cap.l. S.R. Vol.lV,p.2.
(4) Hoak has shown that Somerset'.s Council was noticeably more
• .
	 academic than Northumberland's, and also that it was drawn from
a wider religiou8 spectrum.
-	 D.E.Hoak, The King's Council in the Reign of Edward Ul(Caipbridge
• .	 •	 .	 .	
.	 1976.) Ch.2, p.34.
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their duties can move them from Offence, but many which had need have
some bridleof fear...." Tolerance of dissent gradually gave way in
the first year of Edward's reign before the necessity of enforcing
social order and religious discipline. The first restraints to be
applied appeared in may 1547 and were directed against the publication
of Catholic apologetics. Among those who bed taken advantage of the
increased output of the presses following the death of the old King
was Dr.Richard Smith, the noted Catholic controversialist. At the
beginning of the year he published two tracts, A briefs treatyse
settynge forth divers truthes and A defence of the blessed masse. The
government's response to these publications made it clear that its
'liberalism'was a strictly protestant phenomenon and did not extend to
the publication of catholic doctrine. Wriothesoly .he chronicler tells
us that 'tho fifteenth day of may 1547 Dr.Smith...preached at Paul's
Cross and there recanted and burned two books which he had.lately set
forth, one of traditions and another of unwritten verities, and there he
professed a new sincere doctrine contrary to his old papistical order,
as his articles in writing plainly sheweth" (1) Smith then fled abroad,
renounced his "new sincere doctrine", and continued to publish Catholic
propaganda and to have it smuggled into England. (2)
In the same month the Council took action to prevent the
circulation in the north of the old service book, Exoneratorium
Curetorum. The reading of this book, which was a priest's aid, was
fobidden, and all copies were called in. (3) At about the same time
two Catholic dissenters were condemned for treason for attempting to
found the kind of exiled missionary community which had caused so much
trouble under Henry Vlll. Thomas maundais, person of St.Leonard's,
roster Lens, end Thomas Hikeman, clerk, lets of Charter House, had
helped a certain John Fox. to escape from prison and get to Louvain.
There Fox. had been professed as a monk, and had sent home for csrtain
relics which he possessed, such as Prior Houghton's arm, which maundais
and Hikeman had duly sent him. (4)
The prosecution of these two catholic clerics and the clamp down
on catholic literature may have been in part a response to. the wvs of
rumours concerning the government's religious policy that swept the
Ci) Wriothesley, Vol.1, P.184.
(2) . See below 1 p. l7 ft.
(3) Nicholas Pocock.'Pa pers of Archbishoo Holqate 1' (.H.R 1 Vol.1X,
(1894), p.545.
(4) Wriotheslay, Vol.1, p.184.
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country in the spring of 1547. 1888 than a fortnight after Dr.Smith'a
recantation, a Proclamation was issued enforcing the statutes against
seditious rumours. The King and Council had apparently been informed
"that there hath been now of late divers lewd and light tales told,
whispered and shretiy spread abroad by uncertainauthors, in markets,
fairs and alehouses in divers and sundry places of this realm of
--	 innovations and changes in religion and ceremonies of the Church
feigned to be done and appointed by the King's Highness.... which by his
grace or them was never begun nor attempted..." No such tales are to
be "reported, told, written, or otherwise published and spread about"
on pain of the penalties laid down in the statutes against seditious
rumours. Whether or not the catholics had been contributing to the
spread of alarming rumours, the governmgnt's action against them made
it quite clear that whatever settlement ua eventually reached, it
would not be a catholic one.	 -
The campaign to prevent the publication of Catholic literature
continued throughout 1.547 against- a background of -an otherwise
tolerant press policy. In December miles Huggard, the ablest of the
conservative pamphleteers, was called before the Council for giving
the sacrarvu3nt other names than those given in scripture, contrary to
an Edwardian declaration. This action was probably an attempt to put
-	
an end to what appears to have been another ballad controversy. This
contest had opened with a protestant ballad on the sacrament, beginnings
"What meanetti this guise, I would fain hear, 	 I
Strange sights in my eyes, there do appear,
Defended with lies, both far and near,
Great ruth it is.	 -	 -
I see men honour, Both bread and wine
For christ our Saviour, which he' left for a sign
To the believer, of his death divine
Lord amend this. (i)	 -
To this Huggard replied in a persuas ive ballad called the Abuse of
the blessed sacrament of the sultare, which was then an8wered by
Robert Crowley, who tells us that he thought it his duty "amongst other
my labours for the setting forth. of the christian faith", to refuti
Huggard.
The author of the protestant ballad A Pore Helps, the bukler and
(1) .R.Crowley, The confutation of the inishapen Aunswer called the
Abuse of the blessed sacrament,(Day and Sares,l548.)
-.	 -	 AvirndAviir.
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defence or mother holy Kyrke, referred sardonically to Huggard'8
efforts at defending orthodoxy, but evidently the gospellers thought
him persuasive enough to need answering. This balladeer also offers
the tantalising piece of information that Cardiner himself had been
trying his hand at ballad making. Speaking of the bishop, the writer
marvels that some gospellers
"Proudly do presume
Unto the learned man
To answer and they can,
And wene they had the grace
His ballad to deface..." (1)
That Gardiner should have launched into verse shows a remarkable
appreciation on the part of that intellectual aristocrat of the key
role that was being played by street literature in the battle for
popular allegiance. As for the success of his efforts, it would be
nice to know whether the poet of A Pore Helpewas being ironic when he
remarked that it
"Hath played with them (i.e. the gospellers) checkmate..
And mareth clean the sale
Of all their whole passtirne,
And all is done in rhyme..." (2)
Given Gardiner's lack of sympathy with popular taste, one might perhaps
suspect irony on the part of the protestant balladeer.
Clearly writing ballads was not the offence for which the bishop
was imprisoisd in the late summer of 1547 but the Visitation Articles
which were the cause of his imprisonment included an item "whether any
person bath by writing, ciphring, printing, preaching or teaching, deed
or act, obstinately holden and stand with...the bi.hop of' Rome," (3)
In fact, it was the public act of printing, or preaching, papalist views
which most' concerned the government. No attempt was made to pursue or
harry those who were know to have catholic sympathies, and pro-catholic
ballads and tracts continued to circulate in London. Some even appeared
•	
in print, (4) But in general, after the spring of 1547, catholic
•	 propagandists round it more convenient ' to have their books published
abroad. Smith, as we have seen, continued his propaganda campaign from
exile, but Cardiner, who was obliged to remain in London, and who
seemed at times to be in real danger, postponed publication of several
(l)A Pore Helpe, The bukier and defence of mother holy Kyrke printed in
Remains of the Early Popular Poetry of England, ed. W.C.Hazlitt
(856 for the Library of Old Authors 1 Vol.111, p.251 lines 231-4.
-	 (2) A Pore Helpe,ll. 211 and 15-17.
(3) Articles to be enguired of in the Kynges fllaiestias Visitacion
(4) See below p. 174.	
(Craftonl54l,)A ii r.
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wOrks written during his imprisonment. His Exetasis testimoniorum guae
martinus Bucerus ax Sanctis Patribus non sancte edidit was ready for the
press in 1548, but it did not appear until 1554, when it was published
in Louvain. Huggard did venture into press in 1550 which was a year of
such aotivity within the book trade that he may have hoped to avoid
attention. But most of his works circulated in manuscript and do not
seem to have caused him any embarrassment. (1)
The tolerance of Somerset's "liberal" regime may have extended to
the private expression of conservative, though not of papalist,
religious opinions, but it did not permit their publication. Neither.d
it embrace acme of the scurrilous and irreligious rhymes which appeared
on the streets in 1547. The Injunctions issued in august of that year
complained that "whereas many indiScreet persons do at this day
uncharitably cortternn and abuse priests and ministers of the church
because some of them, (having small learning) have of long time favoured
phantasies rather than Cod's truth.." (2) The article urges that charity
be used towards their office. A fine example of the, type of lampoon
objected to here is'Dr.Doubble Ale. This is dated by Ilazlitt as late
Henriciari, but it almost certainly dates from 1547, and may have been
the very ballad that called forth this article of the Injunctions. In
Skeltonics very similar to those of A Pore Helpe this ballad ridicules
a local priest called Harry George, who refused to change his ways,
"For then he must again
Apply him to the school
And come away a fool
For nothing should he get
His brain hath been so het
And with good ale so wet.." (3)
In an attempt to prevent this kind of mockery, and the general
slackening in respect for the office of minister which could, and did
result, both Proclamations and Injunctions forbad such attacks. (4)
But what was even more alarming in an age when eucharistic
orthodoxy was considered to be absolutely essential, was the rash of
ballads in which the high points of sacramentary theology were debated
(1) Among other works circulated in manu script under Edward were
Huggard's metrical Version of the Psalms, his De Profundis, and
A treatise declaring How Christ....wes banished.
(2) Iniunccions qeien by the moste excellente Prince,E'dwarde the vi
(Grafton, 1547.)Itern. 33, C iv V.
(3) Dr.Doubble Ale in'Ramains of the Early Popular Poetryed.tu.C.Hazlitt)
Vol.111, p.303,11.366-371.
(4) See note 2	 above
Proclamation against Assaults on the Clergy. 12 Nov.l547 1 Hughes and
Larkin, Vol. 1, p•40	 ro.
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in the most coarse and ribald way. One of the worst of these
productions was Luke Shepherd's little pamphlet John Bon and Mast
Person, in which a rather simple-minded cleric is berated by a rude
rustic for believing in transubstantiation. This tract was printed
by John Day, and thanks to Thomas Underhill, we know something of its
history. Underhill tell us that Nth. papists were sore grieved' with
it, 'specially sir John Gresham, then being mayor. John Day did print
the same book, whom the mayor sent for to know the maker thereof,
saying he should go to prison for printing the same.' Underhill
intervened for Day, but Shepherd was sent to the Fleet, another
example of the relative immunity of the printers. (1) This vigorous
action on the part of the Mayor was probably in response to the Act of
November 1547 against 'sermons, preechings,reedings, lectures,
communications, arguments, talks, rhymes, songs, plays or Jests'
abusing the Sacrament of the altar. The penalty for disregarding
this prohibition was fine and imprisonment at the King's pleasure.(2)
John Bon was not the only example of this kind of irreligious bill.
Several of them were circulating in London at the same time. Of those
which survive, two, The upcheringe of the mesas, and Marcort's
A declaration of the masse, which appeared in two editions, were
printed by John Day. The former was produced by Day in partnership
with William Seres, but the later appeared under a false imprint, that
of the ubiquitous 'H.Lufte' of Wittenberg. Another irreligioua bill of
the same period appeared without en imprint. A dyalogue bytwene a
gentylman and a prest appeared in the type of the unlikely Hans
Hitprick. The adoption of false imprints, or at least of anonymity,
by the radical printers .t the end of 1547 was probably a response to
the November Act against irreligious debate and the action which
followed it. That the act did not have the desired effect was
admitted by the proclamation of 27 December, which complained that
people were still rashly and contentiously debating the form and
nature of the sacrament. Listing some of th. arguments being put
forward in this debate, it again threatens with imprisonment those
who 'do contemn, despise, or with unseemly and ungodly words deprave
and revile the Holy Sacrament.' (3)
(1) N. ofL p.172
(2) 1 Edward Vl cap.l S.R.Vol.lV, p.2.
(3) Proclamation 27 Dec. 1547, Hughes and Lerkin, Vol.l,p.4lO,no.9
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By the.end of 1547 the Council had moved several steps away
from the wide tolerance extended to the press during the first months
of Edward's reign in the direction of a moderale policy of censorship.
Action had been taken against the catholic controversialists, against
retaileré of false news, (1) against anticlerical lampoons and against
abuse of the sacrament. This action had-been vigorous enough to force
radical printers like Day to adopt false imprints, but not to drive
them abroad, and after an initial purge the prohibitions on anti-
clerical and sacramentary tracts were not enforced. In fact 1548
proved to be a year of great prosperity in the printing trade, with
the printers, enjoying considerable freedom of expression, and
productivity reaching -an unprecedented peak. No new restrictions
were imposed upon the printers, end almost anythiny that was not
papalist oi' treasonable could •be produced, including trenchant
criticism of the ruling group and doctrinél discussion at both a
popular and a scholarly level.
- This freedom, and the willingness that the government showed to
assist foreign refugees, led to a considerable increase in the
-	
- - numbers of printers and binders operating in London. Among the first
to swell the ranks of the London printers were two Englishmen who had
in all probability been in exile in Germany under Henry Viii. Anthony
Scoloker returned to Ipswich from the Continent, where he had probably
learnt his craft, and set up a press devof9d exclusively to the
production of protestant polemic. In 1548 he printed at least twenty
one books, first in Ipswich and then in London, where he went into
partner8hip with William Seres. (2) It seems possible that John
Dawen had also been abroad under Henry, and may have met Scoloker on
his travels, for he set up a press at- IpswicI, at about the time that
Scoloker left for London, and printed ten books in 1548, once again,
all works of the reformers. (3) Hugh Singleton celebrated his return
with the publication in 1548 of four books, but his sojourn abroad, if
(1) See chapter 1 p. 31.
•	 (2) Figures given for the output of individual printers are necessarily
• -
	 based on the number of copies which have survived. To these totals,
based on the information in the S.T.C., I have added any books
•	
•	 which are definitely stated to have been printed in contemporary
sources such as the Stationer's Registers. Obviously we are dealing
-	 with only a proportion of a printers' total output,'but that
•	 proportion seems to have been stable enough, throughout the printing commui
- -	 and throughout the period, to give useful figures. The figures will
have to be adjusted when the revised version of the S.T.C. is
complete.
•	
-	 (3) For further information about Liswen see below p.196.
-	 (144)
- iideed he had been in exile, must have been a relatively brief one,
• for-he was still in his early twenties.
Contemporary with Singleton, though certainly not an Henricien
exile, was 3ohn Day, ' who had begun printing on hi8 own account in
1546 with three books, but increased his output o a remarkable total
of thirty nine known productions in 1548. William Seres, who was
associated with both Scoloker and Day in the printing of popular
propaganda, had a hand mat least thirty-six books, and a relatively
obscure printer called Robert Stoughton launched into print with seven
titles. (1)
These radical young printers were joined by other newcomers,
possibly attracted to the trade by its obvious pro'zperity and
excitement. Some were no doubt alreadT members of the printing
community, who had been working as journeymen for other stationers,
and now took the opportunity of a trade boom to venture into small
scale printing on their own account. As the increased demand was
mainly for pamphlets and tracts, the production of which did not require
a great deal of capital, these years offered a unique opportunity to
the jobbing printer. William Copland, for example, inherited his
father's business in 1547 and took the opportunity of the Edwardian
boom to print on a large scale. In the sixties, however, he ran
into serious financial difficulties, and it seems likely that his
business was always dangerously short of apita1. Humphrey Powell, a
d%mber of a large printing family, also began work in 1548 with an
output of six books, but like Copland, he suffered from a chronic
shortage of funds, end never again achieved such a large output. (2)
Despite these financial difficulties, Copland end Powell iiianaged to
stay in business during the lean years of mary's reign and into
Elizabeth's. But several of the poorer printers whose names
appeared on one or two books in the prosperous year of 1548 were
never again able to print on their own account. For example, three
books appeared in that year with Roger 'Car's name on them, although
Car almost certainly did not own a prBss, and his name never
•	 appeared on any books after ' 1548. One book survives with the name
William Tylle on it, but once again, we know nothing more of him.
The two booksellers Anthony Smith and William Riddael each
-	
(i) See below p 206.
-	
- .(2) See below p. 196.
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commissioned one book in 1548 but were rarely in a position to
repeat the enterprise. (1)
The printing community in London, already swollen by these native
-	 printers, was further enlarged by the arrival of refugee book workers,
fleeing from persecution in the Imperial cities. In many of these
_- cities the printers were heavily committed to reform, and as a result
the book trades figured largely among the refugees. most of these
	 -
immigrant workers were of journeymen status end found employment in the
English printing houses, being prohibited from independent trading by
their alien statu8, and in many cases by lack of funds. Several,
however, found their way to the workshops of Dutch printers already
established in London, in particular to those of Nicholas Hill and
Walter Lynne. Lynne had been in England eince 1540 and was well
established as a bookseller and translato1, acquiring in 1547 the
additional protection of a royalpatent.for all his productions. (2)
In 1549 he was joined by the prolific and influential Dutch printer,
Steven fflierdman and these two acted as hosts to numbers of refugee.
workers. In 1550 mierdman protected himself against the difficulties
• encountered by alien craftsmen by taking letters of denizatiori, and
also acquiring a royal license, mierdman and Lynne were both members
of the Strangers' Church which was eventually established at Austin
Friars. Also a member of this church, and indeed listed as a
"enior", was another Dutch printer, Nicholas Hill. Hill had come to
London in 1519 and had eventually become a denizon in 1544,	 ut
his hospitality towards religious refugees suggests that he had
remained a Dutchman at heart. Singleton's willingness to find work
for these fugitive workers may have owed something to the years he had
spent on the continent in a similar predicament. (3)
We know that at least half a dozen of these foreign bookworkers
settled in London ctring the course of 1548, but there were almost
certainly many more. Unfortunately, it is impossible to be precise
about their numberg because there were no returns of Aliens for that
•	 year. The returns of the following year show a remarkable total of
twenty eight immigrant book workers- not previously listed as active
(1) For Riddael's printing efforts under Iflary see below p. 252.
(2) See below p. 321.	 p
(3) Further details of these printers, see below pp. 197 fr.
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in' London. The reason for this flood of refugees must have been the
Imperial victory at muhlberg and the Interim of Rugsburg, in which
case most of these workers probably arrived in London sometime in
the latter half of 1548, their escape having followed on the Interim
of mayof that year. But the earliest details we.haveof these
migrants date from the following year. We do, however have details
of five foreign 8tationers who arrived in London early enough in
Cdward's reign to be included in the returns of 1547. Henry Arnoldt,
a . Dutch printer, settled in Thames Street in 1547/8 and probably took
letters of denization in that year. 3ohn Loye was listed in the
returns as being in the service of Thomas Purflytte in 1547 and by
1549 had moved on to Hester's shop. Dereck Lyvedalle, a stationer
from Flanders, arrived in England in l54?, and at the same time two.
other foreigr workers were found employment by Richard Crafton.
He'iry Salt, a Dutch bookbinder and printer, who had, arrived in London
by 1547, was probably the same man as the Henry Soull, listed in 1549
as in Grafton's employ. Also with Grafton at this time was a type-
setter from Cleveland, called 3acob Woelfaert. (1)
The addition of these foreign workers to the already expanding
body of native craftsmen pushed the number of printers actually
producing books up from about twenty five known from surviving copies
to have been operating in 1546 and 1547, to the remarkable total of
thirty nine printers in business in London in 1548. moreover, several
of these thirty nine printers were working on a larger scale than ever
before, so' that the number of books more than doubled, from the hundred
or so editions known to have been printed in 1546 and 1547 w to about
two hundred and 25 works printed in London in 1548. (2)'
This vast increase in the output of the London presses was
accounted for almost entirely by the production of protestant polemic.
The prolific workshops of Day, Lynne, Oswen, 3ugge, William Hill,
Thomas Raynaldn,Scoloker, and Seres were all devoted exclusively to
the publication of reforming literature, and their output covered the
whole gamut of religious writing. Scriptural productions included
five Tyndale New Testaments and quantities of biblical exposition. (3)
(1) See Appendix i
	
., based on E.J.Worman, Alien members of the
Book-Trade during the Tudor period,(Bibliographical Society.1906)
(2) For example, Thomas Raynalde produced 15 books in 1548, more
than twice his normal output even in a good year.
(3) e.g. A notable collection of divers and sdry places of the sacred
•	 .	 scriptures, (Scoloker and SeIes.) A bryefm sumnie of the whole Byble,
•	
.	 (Scoloker,)
L.Ridley, An Exposicion in Englishe upon the Epistle to the
•	 Colossions 4. Grafton)	 .
Tynda °An Ex posicion upn the v.vi.vii chapters of rnathew (Day & Seres)
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Foreign theologians were represented by Bullinger, Calvin, Luther,
Alelancthon, Ochino, Oecolampadlus, Osiander, Regius and Zwingli, while
Cranmer, Frith, Lambert and Tyndale represented native writers. On a
more' popular level, vast quantities of Bale were produced, at least
seven, of his works being printed in 1548, and the •controversy loving
public were further entertained by productions of' Ketha, mardely,
Ramsey and Turner. If' we add to the list of religious publications
liturgical works such as the order of Communion, of which Crafton
printed two editions, Sternhold's Psalms, printed by Whitchurch, and
the Primer, also by Whitchurch, and if we also include the social
tracts of Robert Crowley, Nicolls and otheis we find that of' the total
output. of' the presses for the year 1548, an astonishing 80% were works
of' protestant polemic.
There in no doubt that many of the printers who contributed to
this vast outpouring of' protestant literature were themselves committed
to the reformed religion, and were using their presses with a missionary.
purpose. (1) It is also clear that the Edwardian Council encouraged a
campaign of protestant education. Nevertheless for religious literature
to have been produced on this scale, there must have been a voracious
demand for such works from the London public. Some of this demand no
doubt came from committed protestants, but these still represented only
a small section of' the city community and cannot account by themselves
• ' for this bonanza' of spiritual instruction. Obviously, serious spiritual
erituiry must have been the motivation of' many purchasers out8ide the
• . protestant camp, but clearly there were many other non-religious
motives encouraging people to buy religious tracts on such an
unprecedented scale.
One of the strongest characteristics of the London populace
revealed by this orgy of' pamphlet reading was the love of controversy.
Londoners flocked to sermons, or seized on the latest tract, not
necessarily in the hope of' saving their souls, but often in the hope
a
of saeing emminent men setting about one another inkind of' intellect-
ual prize fight. Unfortunate errors, or weak arguments were seized
upon with relish by the public,, and made much of in subsequent sermons
end pamphlets. A fine example of this kind of thing survives in a
tasteless little tract called A Caveat for the Christians agaynst the
-	 (1) • For an analysis of' the religious views of the printers, see below
p. 184.
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Prchpapist, which was printed by john Walley in 1548. In this, the
pamphleteer picks up an unfortunate phrase used by Gardiner in his
sermon at Paul's Cross, which the pamphleteer considered had not been
adequately answered in subsequent sermons. The phrase in question was
"consedrating himself: in remembrance of himself".. With a conspicuous
display of linguistic erudition, the writer scores a number of
debating points againct Cardiner, aimed at forcing him back to the
biblical text. He marvels that the bishop, "a man no less ware than
wily, no less wily than circumspect, no less circumspect than worldly
wise", should have made such an obvious blunder before so learned a
company, and expresses pious and insincere hopes for his 8piritual
emendation. This tract had the obvious advantages of topicality and
malice, and these two attractions must hive accounted at least as much
as spiritual content for the popularity of many of these leaflets. (1)
It also shared with a number of other productions of 1548 the virtue
of an intriguing title. Among other pamphlets on sale at the same time
as A Caveat, were Ramsey's Plaister for a galled horse and A corosyfe
to be layed unto the hartea, KPthe'8 Fan of' the whore of' Babylone,
and two tracts on the sacrament, Pathose, or an inward passion of
th pope fr the losse bf h ys daughter the masse, and A briefs
recantacion of maystres missa.
But if topicality, malice and a flair for self' advertisement
accounted for the popularity of many of the less serious works, there
apjears also to have been a genuine excitement among ordinary lay folk
at the phenomenon of' high matters of doctrine and church government
being laid open to them, and explained to.them. It was clear that
Somerset's government sincerely wanted their concurrence in, as well
as their obedience to, the new religious order, and the public
enjoyed 'the unusual experience of being consulted. It was this
democratisation of tha religious debate that Gardiner most feared, as
undermining respect for and deference to . the authority of the Church
end its institutions. Paget, as we have seen, objected to such
popularist policies on principle. But Somerset, Cranmer, and those
who shared their ideal of conversion through education and example,
seem to have been prepared to risk a • degree of' irreligion in order to
reach as wide a public as possible. Nicholls, in his sermon of' the
(1) A Caveot for the Christians,(1548. ' A iii v. and iv.r.
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twelve men that Fflo8es sent to spy, gave expression to this missionary
• view.
"Understand now gentle reader, that where I was about
to write this matter that I have taken in hand, I
considered what a number of books there be abroad
in every man's hand,.of divers and sundry matters
which are very greedily devoured of a great sort.
Who so laboureth both writing and reading I do
very much-commend. But are the labours of all
such writer thankfully received, trow ye ? Are
their diligence and study gratified accordingly ?
or doth every man read with such purpose and
intent that the commonwealth of christ's flock
might thereby be profited and the people reduced
•to a christian conversation and amendment of life,
-	 as the author intended ? Do they read with such
judgernent that they receive the good and reject
•	
the bad ? No, no. The weightier matter the sooner
•	 passed over and the less thank of the author. But
•	 trifling matters finely hand],ed are esteemed....
-	 But what then; should the writers therefore leave
writing because the most part do not worthily
•	 receive it ? Cod forbid. But rather would I wish
•	 that those which never wrote before should also
set themselves to work bestowing the talent that
•	
god hath lent them to the most advantage." (1)
2. Bills end Ballads 1 1547-50
• The boom in printing of 1548, caused by liberal government policies
and the influx of refugees, brought a period of temporary and
iflusory prosperity to many of the smaller printors, but in the long
• run it added to an already difficult economic situation. The
inflation which caused widespread distress in Edward's reir'n was
aggravated for the printers by a fall n the price of books, so that
while the costs continued to rise, the returns were steadily
decreasing. The arrival of the refugees, and the subsequent flooding
of the market, had the effect of still further depressing prices.
(1) P.Nicolls, Here begynneth a godly newe story of xii men that





Years later, Christopher Barker was to describe the economic
difficulties feced by printers during Edward's reign. 	 (1)
Those printers who possessed a royal licence were able to overcome
these difficulties by monopolising a particular area of the market,
but for the smell unpatented printer there was no way out of the
dilemma. As Barker observed, they must "either want necessary living,
or print books, pamphlets and other trifles, more dangerous than
profitable." (2)
Wehave already seen that printers who found themselves in
economic difficulties tended to turn to the broadside for a quick
return on a limited outlay. The enthusiasm for such productions, which
began to circulate in London immediately after the death of Thomas
Cromwell, continued unabated through the reign of Edward and into that
of Mary. Not all of them were anti-establishment pieces. Indeed, the
reign saw some of the earliest printed examples of those royalist
ballads that were to become so popular under mary and Elizabeth. The
first to appear was A lamentation of the 'loath of Henry the eyght,
which was printed for the stationer Turke, probably by Bankes. This
was followed by a loyal ballad, Sing, up. heart, which was produced for
the coronati'n of Edward and apparently remained popular throughout
hie reign. (3) It was almost certainly printed as a broadside.
Ballads were produced to accompany most royal events and
pageants, end in the same way broadside prayers were printed to deal with
most emergencies. Several survive from Edward's reign, one being a
general prayer of the protestant community, beginning Lorde omnipotent
and moste mercyfull father... This was printed by Zugge, probably in
1550. All the other surviving Edwerdian prayers were concerned with
the health of the King, but others were almost certdinly circulated in
times of plague or deEh. (4)
Also non-controversial were the news-sheets and "monster" bills
of which the public were so fond. "Monster" bills usually described
(1) Arber,TranscriPts fol.l, p xx. For complete quotation see above
•(2) Arbor, Transcripts ,Vol.I ? p. 115.	
p.9.
(3) Strype E.1Y1, Vol.11, part 2, pp 329-330.
(4)eg.0 Lord, for thy mercy 	 sake, save the Kyng.(J.Day, 1549).
• Prayer sayd in the Kinges chappell in the tyne of hys sicknes,
(W.Copland,l553 ,June. )




unnatural births and were often accompanied by crude woodcuts showing
the oddities of the unfortunate progeny. A fine example survives from
Edward's reign in the Double chylde born at middleton, 1550 (?) This was
probably the same sheet as that referred to by ' Wriothesley in 1548 when
he describes the birth of siamese twins •which had gccurred at Amsterdam,
"and the print brought into England." (1) Presumably some enterprising
London printer had observed the popularity of this bill and brought out
his own edition of it.
Only two news-sheets survive for the Edwardian period, but it
seems likely that they were in fact produced in considerable numbers.
The two Which we have are A ballad on the defeat of the Devon and
Cornwall rebels and Wonderful news of' the death of Paul the iiJ. The
public's appetite for neuts was phenomenal, and in times of' stir or
insecurity every publication which might give news, including royal
proclamations, was eagerly sought. The writer of the letter containing
certain news of the Devonshire and Cornish rebels, a àopy of which was
printed by Whitchurch, thanked his London correspondent for sending him
a copy of the King's reply to the rebel's petition, and added, "( I pray
you) if any such like things come forth in print, I may have some sent
me with the first (i.e. the King's Reply). and if you will speak to the
King's printer in my name I dare say he will not deny you."
The skilful manipulation of Information at times of unrest was one of
the most effective weapons In the hands of the government, and both
Somerset's and mary's councils proved themselves adept at it. (2)
	 ;
Even in those news sheets that were not as overtly partisan as the
official and loyalist propaganda put out in tirqes of unrest, the news
was seldom allowed to appear unadorned. To Justify their pandering to
the curiosity of a fickle public, writers commonly interlarded their
news with solemn warnings of Cod's wrath, and moral lessons of every
kind. But there was also a specific genre of moraitty ballads, given
over entirely to lamentations of the state of the-world. The works of
Skelton set the mood for these laments, and he remained one of the most
popular English poe ts throughout this period. His ballad The maner of
of the World Now A Dayes was printed by Copland in c,l550 and contained
all the usual complaints of the corruption of justice, the merciless
errogance of the rich and the unrelieved wretchedness of the poor.
- (1) Wriothesloy, Vol.11, p.6.
(2) See Chapter 111.
-	 (152)
S.
It also included a topical cry,
" So much preaching,
Speaking fair and teaching
And so ill believing
Saw I never." (1)
Also in 1550, Richard Ke].e printed Thomas Knelle's An a.b.c. to the
christen congragacion, and the previous year had seen the production
of William Kethe's Of misrule contending, with gods word by name. This
was apparently written in response to the risings of 1549, and warns of
God's Judgement on Sodom and Gamorrah if the people prefer misrule to
God's word and true obedience. This broadside was printed by Singleton.
Probablyof the same type was Underhill's ballad attacKing the rakes
with whom he had been used to associate before he saw the light. It was
this piece which had earned him the name of "hot gospeller", and it is
possible that it was printed by Day, for Underhill seems to have been on
close terms with that printer. If itdid appear in print, it was
probably circulating at the end of Henry's reign, or the first year of
Edward's, though the precise date of Underhill's conversion is unknown.
fliost morality ballads tended to place the blame on mankind in
general rather than to seek for specific reasons for the moral decline
they saw around them. But Edward's reign was one in which an unusually
large number of books, pamphlets and bills appeared attacking the ruling
clique for misgovernment, and criticising both the policies and the
moality of those in. power. The ballad controversy of 1552 began as just
such an attack on the standards of the ruling party, but soon degen-
erated into the kind of personal bickering and tomfoolery which had over-
taken the Grey-Smith controversy of 1540. The ballads in this group
appear to have been printed twice, once in 1552 and again in 1560, arid
are found assigned variously to either of these dates. I assume that
any found with a 1560 imprint was originally printed in 1552, even if
no copy of the earlier edition survives, for the erument is a developing,
or perhaps we should say, degenerating one, and the topical references
are all of the Edwardian period. The first of the series, Davy Dycar's
Dreame by Thomas Churchyard, vasprinted by Lant, and protestedegainst
the corruption of the Court. It looks forward to the time when
•	 (l	 The maner of the World Now A Dayesprinted in Old Ballads, ed.




"Rex doth reign and rule the roost, and weeds out wicked men....
When justice joins to truth, and law looks not to mead,
And bribes help not to build fair bowers, nor gifts great
gluttona feed..." (1)
-	
Such open criticism of the government was rather risky even under
-Edward, but the only result appears to have been that T.Camel took up
- his pen to reply on behalf of the establishment. In his reply, To David
Dicars when, he advise9 Churchyard to be satisfied with the status quo,
•	 and not to ask impertinent questions of the powerful, since high matters
of state are none of his business, "and let not the foot make murmer and
cry / to ask why our head i8 placed so high1 " Camel's broadside was
printed by Harry Sutton at the sign of the Black Boy in St.Paul's
Churchyard. (2)	 -
This was hardly a satisfactory reply to Churchyard's accusations
of corruption, and in A Replicacion to Cz1rn31 s Obiection he impugnes
Camel's motives for writing, suggesting that he was in the pay of one
of the very nobles to whom he, Churchyard,had been objecting.
•	 "You thought to obtain some garment or gift,
Then did you Invent, to make foul shift,
•	 To flatter the Gods, and get a new coat
That made you to sing so merry a note." (3)
Once again Churchyard was skating on thin ice, and in Camelles
Reioindre,' to Churchyards his rival drops a veiled warning that the
poet would be wise to "defend not a when might put you to pains." And
sp4the debate continued, with Churchyard's The Surreioindre unto
Camel's reioindre Camelles conclusion and A Playn and Fynall
confutacion of Camells Corlyke Oblatracion, which was printed by
Criffith arid is assigned to 1560. It may have been a later addition
to the original controversy, though Griffith had just started work at
the Griffin in 1552. The other ballads in the main argument were all
printed by Sutton and Lant.
Alongside this verbal battle a humorous subplot developed in
rustic doggeral, in which great play was made of Camel's unfortunate
name. The first of these productions was William Powell's little
•	 pamphlet, Westerns Wyll Upon the Debate betwyxte Churchyarde and
Camell, which began "Rowe thy bote, thou joly Joly maryner". In this
three simple-minded sailors from flialdon visit a London stationer, but
being unable to read, ask him to read them the latest gossip. He
•	 reads them Davy Dicer's Dreams, but he has not got far when 	 • an
- - (1) • Society of Antiquaries' first Book of Broadsides,No.20_
(2) Ibid. No.21.
(3) Ibid. No.22. This was printed by Lant.
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argument breaks out between the sailors and they leave the shop, having
paid a groat to have a ballad read to them which they could have bought
for a penny. "Goodman Gefferay Chappell of Whip.stable" was the next
combatant, his A Supplicacion unto mast Camell being printed by Lant.
He wasanswered in the same broad dialect in Sutton's next bill, To
Goodman Chappels Supplication, which declares mystically,
"Harry Whoball harke, mast Camell hath yzeene
Thy vengeance zorybill and thompes the as I wene
Thomas Camell."
The farce continued with Steven Steplo to mast Camell, . Harry
Jllhobals mon to m.camel, greetes him, by Richard Beard, and W.Copland's
contribution, Aiphabetum primumBeeardi. (1)
One final poem has to be considerea before we can leave this
controversy, though it was scarcely in the same class as these
doggeral rhymes. T.Hedley's ballad Of' such as on fantesye decree and
discuss; On other mens works, lo Ovids tale thus, which was printed by
Sutton, told the story of the judgement of midas. Which of the two
bards he thought was Pan and which Apollo he does not say; the asses
ears were presumably intended for, the reading public.
By the.time Hedley closed the contct with this appropriate
analogy, the controversy had lost any political content. But it had
opened as a political debate, and could well have been considered
subversive. The criticism of' Northumberland's regime in Davy Dicar's
Dreame was clear enough. more obviously subversive was an interesting
bill that appeared probably at the beginning of 1549, a year in which
mounting social tensions and the coup d'etat of Oct)er resulted in the
appearance of a number of seditious bills. This broadside, entitled
Questions worthy to be consulted on for the weale publygue, was listed
by Lemon as Henriclan, but appears in fact to have been Edwardian.
•	 When speaking of the prerogative power it places it with "the King and
this Council" and in another place it asks "Whether any profit hath
•	 ensued of the last Statute made for beggars and vagabonds." This is
probably a reference to the Statute for Vagabonds, I Edward Vl,cap.3,
the ferocity of which clearly outran public opinion, so that the
yovernmnt ua oblirjed to modify it in a procimat1on
	 1551 (2) Other
•	 references in this bill suggest that it was intended as a criticism of
Somerset's rule. The question "Whether princely building's of goodly
(1) Ibid. Nos24 - 32.
() Ff ie	 La.-klA	 ,	 8 'S1
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houses doth more beautify a realm than repairing decayed Towns doth
beautify the same" must surely be an allusion to the building works at
Somerset House, which were so much resented by Londoners for the
destruction they entailed. The bill is in fact a bitter complaint at
the peryersion of Justice and at corruption in high places. It asks,
"Whether the said process (i.e. the Common Law) is
daily abused as well in court as at the Sherrif
his hands..
Whether the lack of good laws hath been more the
decay of this realm than the negligence of princes...
Whether good laws can be ordained and made where
evil men of law shall be chief of Council..
•	 Whether hypocrisy, famed religion called and
wicked laws called Cacanomia might be put out of'
this Realm without council of' Avaricia..
Whether the divines and learned in God's laws
setting forth God's word after their own fantasies
ought all to be believed...
This highly seditious bill survives in the Society of' Antiquaries'
first book of broadsides (No.15) in three strips, ending abruptly at
the very bottom of the third, suggesting that there may well have been
more in the same vein. It is unusual in that it survives despite its
hostile content, but the method of using questions to highlight
grievances was a popular one. (1) The question form gave the writer
some defence against accusations of' sedition, since no actual state-
ment of dissent was involved.
There is no imprint on Questions worthy to be consulted, but it
seems to have come from the press of Henry Smith. All Smith's dated
works are from the year 1545/6, and he appears to have died late in
1550, but it Is likely that .is death was premature, and he may well
have been in business between 1546 and 1550. Smith worked without
Temple Bar at the sign of the Trinity in St.Clement's Parish, and
dealt mainly in law books. This bill, which was probably written by
a law student, and was obviously aimed at the legaL community, would
have appealed to his clientele, while most of the other law printers
were .too respectable and established to have handled such a dangerous
piece. Typographical evidence also points to Smith as the probable
printer. The typeface used in the broadside was identical to one used
by Smith in his 1546 edition of Intratlonum liber 'nd has a large
(1) Another example of this kind of bill survives from mary's reign
entitled Certayne Questions Denaunded and asked by the Noble
Realme of' Enqiande. See below p.280.
(156)
• (4)	 _________________Somer8et to Lord Russell, October 6
(5) _______A.P.C., Vol.11,p.33l.
Dom Cal ' Edward Vi, Vol.1X, No.40.
Troubles Connected,p.82.
' /
/	 ornamental F1,uahich belonged to a set of Whithurch's, but was used by
Smith in that edition of Intrationum. The small italic used in the bill
was also one of Smith's types. (1) Whether Smith.himself was responsible
for issuing this bill, or whether it was the work of one of his house-




154.9 was a year in which seditious bills prolif -
erated. Some were thrown up by the risings of the spring and summer,
such as the "false and seditious advertisment of the alteration of
Religion" which was dispersed in the WestCountry by the ecclesiastical
commissary, mr.Blakston. (2) At the same time the Council was bringing
pressure-to bear upon the church authorities in Exeter to help the
mayor find those who had scattered seditious handbills in the streets
of that city. These bills were probably circulated in manuscript, like
a dangerous little bill which was found nailed to doors in London
shortly after Boulogne had been given up, saying that "Boulogne was
given up- so that the new sects might be encouraged, and that those who
did the deed shall suffer for it." (3) Somerset complained that his
enemies in the council were responsible for spreading this rumour, and
for saying that he was withholding the soldiers' wages. (4) But when it
became apparent that his own position was in jeopardy, Somerset himself
did not hesitate to appeal directly to the people in bills produced by
his supporters and scattered throughout London. These broadsides were
of ,the most dangerous and rabble roustrg variety, urging the people to
fight for the Lord protector, and the Council was highly indignant at
such tactics. On October 6th they discussed the problem of the "most
seditious bills which he had devised for that purpose." (i.e. the
raising of the commons), and on the 10th a proclamation was issued by
the Councilin London against putting forth of seditious bills and
papars for aiding the traitorous acts of the Duke of Somerset. (5)
Wriothesley describee how this proclamation was communicated to the
city;
"Also this day in the afternoon was an assembly
of all the common of the city having liveries,
(1) The bill is printed in a textura. 95, with h1 82; 5a; and
For an example of the face and one of the capitals, see F.S.Isaac
English and Scottish Printing Types,(Oxford, 1932,)f'ig.77.
(2) Troubles Connected. p.18.
(3) Span. Cal., Vol.X, p.17?.
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where was read in the Cuildhall a letter sent
.from the Lords concerning the casting abroad
of divers libels touching the Lords, my Lord
mayor and the Aldermen and all the city of
London, exhorting all the citizens 'to be
circumspect to search and find out such persons
as wrote and endited them." (1)
	 -
This seems to refer to the last sentence of the Henry A. bill, "And
as for London called •Troy untrue, merlin seith that 23 Aldermen or
hers shall lose their heads in one day, which God grant be shortly,
amen." (2) This bill was clearly a manuscript letter, an example of
it remaining in the State Papers, and Wriothesley's account mentions
enditers but not printers, so it seems likely that all of these bills
supporting Somerset were manuscript. The crisis was probably too
8Udden for any to be printed, though Somerset had enough friends among
the printers to have found someone willing to take a risk for him. If
they were not printed the scriveners musthave been kept very busy, for
the Council was in fear of a commotion 'through those seditious bills,
whereof they were continually more and more informed." (3) It 8eems
that the matter was not allowed to drop, for two years later a certain
parson metcalf was examined by the Earl of Westmorland "whether he were
one of the writers of the seditious bille thrown abroad two or three
years past." The bills indicated here would seem to have been the
Somerset bills. (4)
The	 action in appealing directly to the commons was
afrnost universally condemned by his colleagues and, by alienating
Herbert and Russel, played a significant part in his downfall. Writing
to Somerset on 8th October, these two complained "Yc'jr Grace's
proclamations and billets put abroad for the raising of the commons we
mislike very much" as tending to civil strife. (5) But if seditious
bills had flourished during the Protector's regime they did not cease with
his downfall. On the contrary Northumberland fought a bitter and
increasingly unsuccessful battle against hostile bills end rumours
throughout his term of power. In 1550 the Council had to take action
to deal with bills strewn around in Bristol, Co]chester and Chelmsford,
(1) Wriothesley, Vol.11, p.26. lO 	 October.
(2) See Appendix	 I.
(3) A.P.C., Vol.11, p.332,
(4) A.P.C., Vol.].V, p.163.
(5) Troubles Connected, p.92
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/•	 and was also obliged to investigate four men for bringing "certain
/	 false news or -great importance against the King's majesty and the
realm." The following year similar libels were scattered in the Tower,
and in October 1552 one Hawkins was discovered to have been writing
-	
bills. These all appear to have been manuscript productions, and in
the Case of the Bristol bill the mayor was instructed " to enquire
-	
the authors of the said bills by comparison of writings." (1)
That Northumberland deeply resented these uibels is demonstrated
by the violent retribution visited upon those who did venture to print
a hostile ballad. In 1552 William marten, a stationer who shared the
premises of the Black Boy with Henry Sutton, ventured to print a ballad
by cohn Lawton. The offensive ballad does not survive but it must have
been pretty virulant for both writer and printer were summoned to appear
before the Council. Lawton was condemned to stand on the Pillory the next
market day "with a paper on ijis nead containing in great letters these
• words 'A seditious Vagabond' and..after to be whipped out of the city."
marten, as usual, escaped more lightly, being bound .in £100 and ordered
"to bring in as many of the same ballads as he may come by." (2)
By 1552 Northumberland, faced with a rising tide of public
hostility, ;-ad become almost obsessedwith the. need to silence criticism.
The prisons were overflowing with people accused of lewd words, songs
and prophecies against the Duke, and persistent rumours that the King was
dead, that Northumberland had poisoned him, that he was minting coins
with a ragged staff and that the currency was once again to be debased
were met with proclamations and prosecutions, but to little avail. (3)
Bill9 abusing the Duke must have been common at this time but none have
- survived, and we depend on contemporary references, such as the one to
Lawton's ballad mentioned above, for information about them. For example,
in April 1551 the Recorder brought in certain "books and bills of
slanderous devises against the Council", and the proclamation of may 20
against such bills described "many slanderous and wicked bills, as well
against the King's majesty's most honourable council, as against other
(1) A.P.C.. Vol.11, p.421, lll,pp.l38, 161, 50.
•	 Dom. Cal, Edward Vi, Vol. XV, No.34.
•	 (2) A.P.C. Vol. 1U ) pp. 69 & 70.	 •
(3) A.P.C. Vol. 111, pp. 375, 462.
machyn, p.35.
N of R. p.159. For Government action, see Chapter l,p.33.
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noble personages within this realm." (1) Possibly the printed paper
which the mayor of Rochester took from the Frenchman Francis Oliver
was also a libel against Northumberland. (2)
But if Northumberland was hated more bitterly, than any other
member of. Edward's Council, he was not the only puJ lic figure to suffer
personal attack at the hands of the bill mongers. The reforming clerics
took their fair share of abuse, and on one occasion Underhill was
obliged to Jump to the defence of Hooper. whom ha considered "was too
much abused with railing bills cast into the pulpit" of St.magnus
Church. (3) Underhill replied in kind, pinning his ballad to
St.Paul's Gate and also to St.fllagnus's, thus earning himself the nick-
name of "Hooper's champion" to add to the earlier or. of "hot gospeller."
Dr.Haddan, president of magdalen College; Oxford also came in for
personal attark from Julins Palmer, at this time a staunch catholic, who
wrote slanderous libels and railing verses against him and fixed them to
the walls and doors throughout the college. Bishop Rugg was also
subjected to personal abuse. (4)
But where personal attacks were concerned Stephen Gardiner
remained the most popular butt, his misfortunes under Edward earning him
perhaps a little more respect, but not much more affection. In lTlarch
1547 he deècribed to Peget how "the brethren have made a balet and solace
themselves in it where Banner lamenteth the fall of Winchester." (5)
• This bill, which 'evidently greeted GardinezY'3 difficulties with glee, was
prôtably printed but has not survived.. But another Gardiner bill, which
took the form of a double ballad and was printed in 1548, is still extant.(6)
In this case it seems likely that the first and more sympathetic 88t of
verses had been offered to the printer, who had then supplied the
answering stanzas to make it up to a broadside and add controversial
interest. Even so the second ballad attacking the bishop lacks the
venom commonly found in' Gardiner bills. The broadside is signed H.S.,
but it is difficult to tell whether these are the initials of the
printer or of the author. Of the three Edwardian printers with these
initials, Henry Sutton does not appear to have started work this early1
(1) A.P.C, Vol.11lp.262. Proclamation, Hughes & Larkin,Vol.l,p.522no.374..
(2) A.P.C. Iol.11l p.497.
(3) N of R. p.158.	 .
(4) Foxe, Vol.Vlll', p.203. 	 •
(5) fuller, p.1?0.
(6) Society of Antiquaries first Book of Broadsides, No.17.
•	
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Henry Smith normally concentrated on law books, and Hugh Singleton,
though heavily involved in the religious controversy, seems to be
ruled out on typographical grounds. (1) The typographical evidence
seems in faCt to point to Lent. (2) Such evidence would be supported
by Lent's tendency to concentrate on the broadside trede,and also by
his conservative religious views, which would account for the
unusually sympathetic tone of the bill. If Lent were the printer, the
	 -
U.S. must refer to the author of either or both sets of verses.
Bills attacking such eminent figures in the religious debate as
Cardiner and Hooper inevitably contained a degree of religious content,
bUt there were also a large number of bills circulating in Edwardian
London on purely religinus topics. For example, in the sprIng of 1547
there were evidently printed bills abroad in which the observances of
Lent were ridiculed. Cardiner described them in a letter which he
wrote to Somerset in fflay of' that year. "What rhymes be set forth to
deprave Lent," he complained, "and how fond (saving your Grace's
honour) and foolish. And yet people pay money for them." (3) Unf'ortun-
ately none of these ballads have survived, and a similar fate has over-
taken all the ballads that are known to have been produced on the topic
of the sacrament. Ridley later recalled huw "there were at St.Paul's
and divers other places, fixed railing bills against the sacrament,
terming it 'Jack of the box', 'the sacrament of the halter', 'round
• Robin' with such like unseemly terms." (4) The Creyfriars Chronicler
also records "many ballads made of divers parties against the blessed
sacrament, one against another." (5) Thomas Jolye, coming up to London
in January 1549 on business ?r the Earl of Cumberland, reported, "Here
be many lewd books made daily, and much disputation of the sacrament of
the altar". No broadside ballads on the 8ubject of the sacrament have
survived, but we do .
 have several extant ballads on the sacrament in the
•	 form of' pamphlets; the subject was clearly c.ne which required a more
•	 lengthy exposition than could be achieved on a broadside. Probably
several of the lamented sacreligious rhymes were in fact booklets like
(1) None of the type faces listed by Isaac as belonging to Singleton .
fits this bill. (F.s.Isaac,Printing Types,figs. 113-119.)
(2) The bill is printed in a textura 110-115 (variation caused by
irregular spacing) with a top serif a, v '
	
and y2 and with a
roman W.A texture ll3identical in every respect except the W was
•	 later used by Lent's collaborator Riddael. The Roman W was very
characteristic of Lant.
(3) mullerp.281.
(4) Ridley's account of his sermon on the sacrament, given in 1555
•	 •	 Foxe, tfol.Vll, p.S23.
(5) revPria,p.57.
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Punt's Ballads made against the pope and popery. This ballad, which
was described by Ames in his Typographical. Antiquities (1) was
probably the 8° pamphlet entitled A new dialoge called the endightment
agayr,ste mother masse, which was printed by W.Hill and W.Seres in
Decembr 1548. Punt was apparently quite a prolific poet, but most of'
his works probably appeared as pamphlets rather than broadsides.
Another sacramentary bill was Scoloker'8 translation of the Cerman
dialogue A goodly dysputacion betwene a christen Shomaker and a
Popyshe Parson which was printed by Scoloker and Seres in 1548.
Also printed at this time were thefirst examp1e8f "last word"
ballads which were •to become very popular under Elizabeth, in which the
sufferings and patience of protestant martyrs were celebrated. The
metynge of' Doctor Barons and doctor Powell at Paradise nate,- was not, as
the title suggests, a venomous attack on either Barnes or Powell, but a
brief lament for the sufferings of the gospellers under Henry. The
Anne Askew literature, and the Ballad of . Nicholas Baithorpe also fall
within this category.
Th8 low survival rate of bills and broadsides makes it diffIcult
to estimate exactly how many of' the printers dealt In such publications.
We know of ballads published by Banks, Lbit, William Hill, Singleton,
Day,Smith (?), Kale, 3ugge, Copland, Waley, Seres, marten, H.Sutton,
Criffith, W.Powell, and even Thomas Gaultier, King's printer in French.
Among surviving bills the names of Lant, Copland and Henry Sutton
appear most frequently, but john Day may well have been responsible for
several of the more radical bills which have not survived. In October
he was called before the Coc-cil, possibly in connection with the
publication of bills.
As one would expect, none of the wealthier, established printers
took part in the production of this street literature. Tattle was
exclusively occupied in the production of law books, and Whitchurch and
•	
Grafton were busy supplying the country with Prayer Books. The older
Henrician printers like Berthelet and Ifliddleton also seem to have held
aloof from such printing. But even so the list of printers known to
have been involved in this area of the market comes to the large total
of sixteen, and given a survival rate of well under 50%, suggests that
nearly all the printers, with the few exceptions mentioned above,
produced at least an occasional bill. Given the social nd religious
(1) 1819, Vol. lv, p.323n.
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upheavals of' the period, the spread of literacy among the common
people in the city, the fall in the price of books and bills and the
economic pressures driving the printers tb produce street literature,
the proliferation of such bills was to be expected. 8y now the London
populace had acquired the taste for penny bills, nd both demand and
supply continued unabated through Iflarys reign and into Elizabeth's,
when the genuine fairing ballad began to be printed.
3. Northumberland
The first three years of Edward's -reign saw an unusual degree
of tolerance extended towards those who criticised the policies of the
government in public. This tolerance had, its roots in certain political
end educational ideals shared by Somerset and his fellow humanists, and
could be expected to give way before the more pragmatic and realistic
rule of the Duke of Northumberland. Out in fact, several months before
Somerset fell from power, events had compelled him to take several steps
towards censorship. Among the dozens of tracts to come off' the presses
in 1648 were a considerable number containing detailed criticism of' thB.
government's social and economic policies. The most famous of these
-	
were the wots of' the social reformer, poet and notable Elizabethan
pacher, Robert Crowley. Crowley was at this time in business as a
stationer, and had access to a press, which he used to publish four
works in 1548, including An informacion and peticion agaynst the
oppressours of' the pore Commons. In these pamphlets Crowley gave vivid
expression to the grievances which had been besetting the common people
for several decades. (].) Other (dwardian reformers also addressed
themselves to these familiar complaints, producing pamphlets like
• Certayne causes gathered together wherein is shewed the decaye of
England onely by the great multitude of' sheepe, Brinkelow's
lamentacyon of a christen Agaynst the Cytye of London for certayne
greats vyces used therein, which was reprinted anonymously by Thomas
• Jaynalde, (2) and Nicolls' Godly newe storyof xii men that moyses
sent. To these protestant reformers the evils of the day were
(1) Jordan, The Young King, pp. 416 - 426.
(2) Presumably the city authorities did not share the government's
tolerance of criticism.
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/rendered doubly shocking by the fact that they were continuing under
a protestant government, which should have ushered in a reign of
Christian charity and purity of life. This was en open slander to the
gospel, and one which catholic polemicists like Hu9gard were quick.to
-pounce.ofl. Re Nicholls warned, "Take heed therefore, for a little sin
- in you (i.e. in men of power,) is much noted, of the commons. Thus
-' ' shell these backbiters have aiway an occasion to slander Christ's
gospel..' (and say) 'these gospellers be such whoremongers, such
• ewearers, such proud men, such covetous persons...The gospel, the
gospel, hoc eat illud, hinc illi clamores.' (1)
These moral tirades, in which both th9 private morals and the
public deeds of' eminent men were openly castigated, were deeply
resented by many of Somerset's fellow councillors, and we have seen
that it ws this aspect of free expressicn which most alarmed Paget;
"the governor not feared; the' noblemen contempteri; the gentlemen
despised." The case of Northampton's divorce was a particularly
unfortunate example, raising as itdid the problem -of the biblical
rule on divorce, remarriage and bigamy..' Pulpits throughout the realm
were soon humming with the controversy, to such an extent that the
government found it necessary to publish a proclamation in which the
principle of monogamy was specifically restated. (2) But references
to the case continued in the pamphlets.. Among warnings against pride
and avarice Nicolls includes a caveat against the , whiles of the Devil;
"If any of you be given to the lust of women,
he shall persuade you (by the scriptures ye
shell think) that you may take another beside
your u,fe. Or else put away your wife and
marry another for every fault, though you
yourself be the cause of her fall..." (3)
- • Such Open discussion of the frailties of leading men inevitably
weakened respect for the ruling classes, while at the same time the
open airing of social 'end economic grievances encouraged the commons
to think that some action was about to be taken to alleviate their lot.
When popular risings and unrest spread throughout the country in 1549.
Somerset's enemies in the Council could point with some Justification
(1) Nicolls, op. cit, Cii r.	 - '
rc. 3o3.
(2) Hughes'and Larkin ,Vol.l, p421. 24	 April. 1548.
I'
(3) Nicolls, op. cit., C i r & v..
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to,
 the Protector's tolerance of such public criticism as a factor in
creating a mood of discontent and disobedience.
The decision that such liberalism was no longer feasable seems
to have been reached early in August 1549. On the eleventh of that
month, cohn tflardeley, yeoman and pamphleteer, and Oliver Daubeny,
tallow chandler were summoned to the Council and bound over not to
print any unlicensed books or ballads. (1) The cause of this summons
could have been any of at least three books which Raynold had printed
for fflardeley during the year 1548/9, but the tract which had probably
caused most offence was the one which began Here beginneth a necessary
instruction for all Covetous rich men to behold and learn what peril
and dange-r they be brought into, if they have their conselation in...
Plammon. This was a stern rebuke to those who speak of the gospel but
live worse then when they had never heard it, and thereby "do crucify
the son of god making a mock of him". In particular it addressed
itself to haughty and avaricious noblemen, and it contained one or two
fairly clear references to Somerset. Quoting the Preacher, it warned
all those who saught worldly wealth and power of the futility of such
ambitions; "I made gorgeous fair works, builded my houses, orchards and
gardens of pleasure, I gathered silver and gold plenty, etc. And I
see all is vanity under the sun." (2)
This tract was clearly unpalatable to Somerset and his colleagues,
but it was no more offensive than many others on the market at this
tirne. But on the same day that mardeley was summoned, "an order was
taken that from henceforth no printer should print or put to vent any
English book but such as should first be examined by mr.Secretary
Petre, Iflr. Secretary Smith and mr.ceil, or the one of them, and
allowed by the same, under pain.." (3) The summons of iflardeley and
Daubeny was evidently intended as a warning to the printers that the
Council was serious in its intention to make the new censorship effect-
ive. The terms of their racognisance bound them to have all future
viorks "licensed to be set forth by my Lord Protector and the rest of the
King's fflajesty's Council, the same work or works to be first subscribed
with. the hand of William Cecil esquire."',
By the end of August Somerset's government had adopted a policy
of general censorship. Apart from setting up the board of censors, it
(1) A.P.C, Vol. 11, pp.. 311 and 2.
(2) Anecessary instruction for all Covetous rich men Au v, B iii r.




hedalso banned plays and interludes for the summer months, and made
the retailing-of rumours of military defeat punishable by the galleys.
The printing of papalist literature was still banned and so was the
publication of anything criticising the Book of Common Prayer. Such
a policy, while still a long way from the ferocity of the last years of
Henry's reign, was also a long way from the policy of tolerance which
P-hod characterised the first two years of Somerset's rule.
Northumberland, unlike Somerset, was never accused by hi8
contemporaries of harbouring dangerously liberal or popularist views,
and his rise to power, coming on top of' this extension of censorship by
Somerset, might have been expected to produce a general clamp down on
the press; The Duke was certainly very sensitive to criticism of his
sctions, and as the reign progressed, repeated proclamations against
seditious rumours, prophecies and bills reilected both Northumberland's
growing unpopularity, and his growing obsession with it. In 1550 the
Act outlawing prophecies complained that "divers evil-disposed persons,
minding to stir and move sedition, disobedience and rebellion, have of
•	
their perverse minds, feigned, imagined, invented, published and
practised diverse fantastical and fond Prophecies concerning the King's
majesty, di'erse honourable persons, gentlemen, and commons of this
Realm". (1) The following year a proclamation against seditious bills
spoke of the malicious and cankered affections of' lewd and seditious
persons who had made "many slanderous and wicked bills as well against
the-'King's majesty's most honourable council as against other noble
personages within this realm". The mounting irritation which found
expression in this Proclamation, was also evident in the one against
Vagabonds and social abuses of every kind which was issued in April.
Reciting the hopes with which the King had set out, that by a reform-
ation of religion and "thp administration of Justiand the observation
of the .laws and statutes of this realm indifferently amongst all his
subjects, he sKould not only discharge his duty to Cod, but also give
an occasion of perfect quietness, humble obedience, charitable concord,
great felicity and wealth to all his people, every man in his degree"
it goes on to vent the frustration and impatience of the Council upon
finding that many cor1 inue "to abuse daily by their vicious livings and
corrupt conversations that moat precious jewel, the word of Cod, and
(1) See Chapter 1. p.64.
i
by their licentious behaviour, lewd and seditious talks, boldly and
presumptuously without fear either of God's plague or the sword of their
prince, to break continually the laws and statutes of the realm to
dispute of his majesty's affairs, to sow, spread abroad, and tell, from
men to man, false lies, tales, rumours and seditious devices against
his majesty, his councillors, magistrates and justices.. N
 (1) In July
it was found necessary to issue another proclamation against rumours
(this time of devaluation of the currency,)and in the autumn the Lord
mayor was twice summoned to the Council and instructed to take action
against seditious persons and to conduct a search of the city. In
December further rumours were rife in the city that Dudley was minting
his own coin. For the rest of the reign the sessions of the Privy Council
became increasingly dominated by a stream of' seditious talkers, prophets
bill-writers, preachers and singers to be punished either in the pillory
or in the prisons. (2)
And yet the printers seem to have been almost untouched by this
frenetic activity to stamp out criticism. Critical bills, ballads and
pamphlets continued to pour off the presses and productivity went on
rising to reach its highest point in 1550. Numbers of seditious bills
were sent in to the Council and investigated, but works like Davy Dicar's
Dreame continued to circulate in the city without any intervention from
the Council. The only printer to be troubled for such pieces was William
marten, who was bound over in connection with John Lauston's ballad.
This inactivity of the Council in the face of a continuing stream
of critical tracts and bills is rendered still more inexplicable by the
fact that action was taken to extend the machinery of censorship. In
1552 for example a new Treasons Act brought back onto the statute book
the Henrician offence of Nwriting, printing, painting, carving or gravingw
anything suggesting that the King was wan Heretic, Schismatic, Tyrant,
Infidel or Usurper of the Crown. (3) This covered almost anything that
might appear in a truly seditious bill, but of course the Duke and
Councillors were not included in its terms. There was also a further
(1) Proclamation 28 April 1551, Hughes and Larkin ,voi.1,p. 5l4qYo.37I
(2) Proclamation 24 July ,Hughes and Larkin ) Vol.l, p. 528, nO. 37g.
Warnings to the Mayor, A.P.C, Vol. lll1 pp.256, 390 and 425.
Prosecutions A.P.C, Vol. 111, pp.375, 462.
(3) 5 and 6 Edward Vl, cap. 11, S.R. Vol. 1V, p.145.
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• development of the board of censors. The proclamation against various
abuses of April 1551 which contained the sharp rebuke to indisciplined
subjects quoted above, also carried a paragraph on the subject of
printing;
•	 'nd for because divers printers, booksellers and
players of interludes, without consideration or
regard to the quiet of th8 realm do print, sell and
play whatsoever any light and fantastical head
listeth to Invent and devise, .... from henceforth
no printer or other person do print nor sell within
•	 this realm or any other his majesty's dominions any
•	 matter in the English tongue, nor they nor any
other person do sell or otherwise dispose abroad
any matter printed in any foreign dominion in the
-	 English tongue, unless the same be first allowed
by his majesty or his Privy Council in writing
•	 signed •with hi8 majesty's most gracious hand or
• •	 the hands of six of his said Privy Council." (1)
It is impossible to tell now whether the continued appearance on the
streets of hostile, critical, tracts and ballads was due to an
inefficient enforcement of this censorship, or to a continuation among
many of those actually engaged in the licensing process, in particular
Cecil, of Somerset's broad tolerance of intellectual dissent.
One arBa, however, in which Northumberland's censorship was
extremely effective was that of the enforcement of religious uniformity.
The l549'Act of Uniformity had forbidden any interludes, plays, songs,
rhymes or any open words derogating,. depraving or despising the book of
Common Prayer, and the exclusive use of the book was enforced by an
increasing scale of fines and penalties. Acting upon this basis in law,
reforming bishops set about the task of protestantising their flock with
considerable vigour. Toleration of dissident views was obviously
incornpatable with such a policy of uniformity. The persecution of
Anabaptists continued, and in April 1549 Champneya, the author of the
tract The harvest is at hand, wherein the taras shall be bound and cast
into the fyre, was forced to bear a faggot. The following may Putto
was made to perform a double penance, because the authorities considered
that he had not shown genuine contrition on the first occasion. The
condemnation of Joan Bocher in J550 demonstrated once again the Intoler5nce
of the reformers towards the radicals, and in 1551 a Commission was
issued to thirty-one people to search out and subdue heresy, and
particularly anabaptism. It was this commission which la to the
-	
(1) Ref.No.l.	 p.167 above.
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execution . of Van Paris. Such a determination to enforce obedience
was understandable in an authoritarian such as Ridley, but Hooper was
equally enthusiastic for conformity, despite his own battles with
authority on matters of conscience. In january 1551 while he was in
controuersy with the bishops about his investitur!, he was placed under
- the custody of Cranmer because "it appeared both that he had not kept
• his house, and that he had also written and printed a book wherein
was contained matter that he should not have written: for the which,
and for that also he persevered in his former opinion of not wearing
• the Bishop's apparel", he was detained. (1) But Hooper's experiences
did not make him any the less eager to bring to order radicals like
Thomas Dobbe and Henry Harte once the protection of Somerset's
'patronage had been removed. Ridley himself fought hard to bring the
city and diocese of London to complete uniformity, carrying out a
vigorbus visitation. His irritation over the protection extended to
the members of the foreign congregation at Austin Friars, where
services other than those found in .the Book of Common Prayer could be
used with impunity, was undoubtedly aggravated by the appearance in
print of the ceremonies and catechism of that congregation, which
operated its own press under the management of Stephen Fflierdman.
But while the bishops showed little tolerance towards radical
protestants, it was to the extirpation of Catholic usages that they
gave most of their energies. The first suggestion that the old service
bobls should be destroyed arose as a result of the Western risings of
1549, in which hostility to the new service played a significant part.
Writing to Lord Russell on the 10	 August, the Council instructed
that inquiries be made in all places "as for papists, for mass books
of the old superstitious service, and cause them to be burnt, giving
order that people douse the service appointed..." (2) But this order
was limited to the area affected by the risings, and could have made
little impression upon the large number of old books still in general
circulation throughout the country. It was the survival of these books
which gave credibility to the rumours which followed Somerset's fall
in October 1549, rumours which Warwick had done little to discourage,
that a catholic reaction was im minent involving a return to the old
forms of worship. It was therefore, decided that to ensure the
( .1) A.P.C. Vol. ill, p. 191, The book here referred to was almost
certainly A godly Confession and Protestacion which was printed by
john Day on December 2C	 1550.
(2) Troubles Connected p.49. 	 •	 •
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permanence of the reformation all old service books would have to be
destroyed. -
On Christmas Day 1549 a proclamation was issued which complained
that despite the Act of Uniformity, "we are informed that divers
unquiet and evil disposed persons, since the apprehension of the Duke
of Somerset, have noised and bruited abroad that they should have again
their old Latin service, as though the setting forth of the said book
had been the only act of the aforenamed duke," It therefore ordered the
	 -
parson, vicar, curate and churchwardens of every parish, and the dean
and prebendaries of every cathedral, to hand over to the bishops "all
antiphonaries, missals, grails, procasslonals, manuals, legends, pyes,
porcastes, journals and ordinals after the use of Serum, Lincoln York,
Bangor, Hereford or any other private use, and all cther books of service,
the keeping thereof should be a let to the using of the said Book of '•
Common Prayer; and that you take the same books into your hands and them
so deface and abolish that they never hereafter may serve.." Searches
were to be made from time to time for any hidden books, but Henrician
Primers were allowed to continue in use, provided that they were
corrected in line with the various Henrician and Edwardian Injunctions
concerning the removal of popish teferences. (1) The terms of this
Proclamation were embodied in a-Statute, and it seems that they were
enforced with a reasonable degree of efficiency. We know, for example
that the church wardens of St.martin's in the Fields paid 8d. for the
"ca;riage of the old service books of the church to Westminster and to
the Sumner." (2)
Quite apart from any motives of reforming zeal, the campaign
against catholic books was furthered by the predatory inclinations of
the Northumberland regime. Richly jewelled and finely bound books were
looted of their riches on the excuse of stamping out superstition.
Even the King's Library did not escape, as a letter of February 1551
"for the purging of his Highness' library at Westminster of all
superstitious books, as mass books, legends and such like" pro yes.
The letter adds the direction "to deliver the garniture of the same
books being either of gold or silver, to Sir Anthon y Aucher." What
happendecj to the other riches pi1lage from this library can perhaps
be imagined. (3)
(1) Hughes and Larkin Vol. 1, p.485, ,.o.?52;
(2) J.V.Kitto, The Accounts of th Church wardens or St.fflartin in
the Fields, Q901,) p.133.
(3) AP.C, Vo'.11l,p.224.
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This combination of religious zeal and dissimulated greed must
/
have resulted in the destruction of a very large number of books' and
it is clear that by the time mary ascended the throne the nation's
8tock of Catholic service books was very low. (i) This was not
entire.y due to the Edwardian purge, for by the time the books were
celled in most of them were at least two decades old, and many much
--	 older. From the time of the dissolution of the monasteries and the
ban on the import of bound books of.
 1533 ',ery few liturgical works had
appeared in London bookahops to replace old or worn-out copies. ifiore-
over repeated campaigns of correction and erasure had left most of them
in an advanced state of delapidation. The last of these corrections
ha followed the Injunctions of 1547, which demanded the removal of all
popish references, but this followed a series of campaigns to remove
such superstitious and romanist elements as fabulous saints' tales,
references to the Pope and references to Thomas
	 Becket.
Nevertheless, despite the depradations of age and ill-usage,
•	 despite the purge of 1551 and the attention of treasure seekers, some
catholic books did survive into the reign of mary. Some were purchased
at the time of the book collection of 1551 by private individuals whose
Interest in them may have been either as collectors of and dealers in fine books,
or as devout catholics who wished to save them from destruction. Rn
interesting entry ,
 in the accounts of St.michael's Cornhill for 1550
records the sale of choir books to fflr Hynd's son-In-law, and of a
mae'ing book to mr.Hunt. The prices paid were forty shillings end five
shillings reepectively. The motive for these purchases may well have
been profit, for many of the church furnitures banned under Edward found
their way into private hands, and were eventually sold in France. It is
also jrobabie that some church-wardens preferred to sell their books
privately in order to get a fair price for richly furnished and valuable
books.• These books might then be resold, or looted of their riches by
the purchaser. It appears also that some were bought and hoarded
•	 secretly in the hopes and expectation that there would shortly be a
return to the old religion. They could then be either sold or given
back to the churches. Under mary, St.Iflichael's Cornhill, which was a
very protestant churc.,, had to buy a complete set of Catholic service
books, consisting of homilies, antiphoners, missals, hymnals,
processioners, psalters, grails, a manual and a venite book. (2)
(1) See below p.253.
	 . •
(2) Accounts of the Churchwardens, St.fflict',ael, Cornhillpp.80, 114,
115, 116, 123, 129,. 130, 135, and 140.
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Some of these were evidently Henrician survivals, for in 1554 there are
• two entries ahlch mention antiphoners, the first describing the purchase
of two antiphoners and a mass book, for which the painter Young was paid
L3.5s.8d., and the second for "a new antiphoner bought at Paul's"which
cost a ,mere ls.ld. Presumably the first entry refers to old, finely
bound books, possibly manu scripts, while'the second makes it clear that
it is speaking of a fliarian edition. The "processioner of parchment"
which the wardens acquired for lBd in 1556 may also have been an old
unbound copy, for when another was bought the following year the entry
emphasised that it was the "new book called a processloner". It cost
2s.2d. St.michael's was also paying for books to be rebound, which were
probably Henrician survivals, for new books should nt have needed mending
in so short a time. They sent a processioner and a Hymnal to the binder
in 1558. (i)
St martin's in the Fields, which also had to spend considerable sums
making good the deficiencies in it	 catholic service books, was fortun-
ate to receive a gift of two grails, one antiphoner, a processional and
a manual in parchmentfrom a mr.Best. Possibly mr.Best was a conservative
member of the parish who had hidden these books away when the churchwas
ordered to give them all up in 1551. (2) Other books undoubtedly
survived in catholic households, being hidden away in exactly the same
way as the protestants were later to hictheir literature, many of these
• books, especially Primers, were family heirooms, and were saved as much
oubof feeling of family tradition as from a sense of religious attach-
mont. Often they were also vehicles for the inheritance of wealth, being
richly bound in gold or silver. A will of 1540 describes this kind of
heirloom, in "a matins book, writ in vellum and lymned with yold and
pictures." and "a primer book with David psalter writ in vellum and
lymned with gold and bordered with a clasp of Lo-tten ." (3) The lengths
which cohn Foxe was later to go to to discredit the old Primer suggest
that affection for this most widely used devotional handbook died hard.(4)
As for the public service books, some survived, like the Rouen ffiissal of
1510 into which someone later put the broadside prayer for the safe
delivery of Queen mary. But most, including those acquired by the London
churches mentioned above,were in a poor state of repair. When Thomas
• (1) Ibid, p. 140. 	 •	 •
(2) .V.Kitto, op. .cit, p.158.
	 •
(3) The will of Thomas Crull 1540, details in H.R.Plomer, 'Book8
•	 mentioned in will' T..S. Vol. Vli,t9O2 - 4.)
(4) FoxeVol. Vllp.129.
(172)	 •	 •
ihackam of Reading desired to celebrate the return of the old religion
• by singing Latin evensong he had to fetch the scraps of the old books to
the church, presumably from his home where he had been hiding them, and
he and others. "did help to patch together the books". (1)
1t appears that the proclamation of December 25
	
1549 was
enforced with considerable energy, at least for a short while. Large
numbers of catholic service books must have been destroyed to create
the necessity for the printing and publication of replacements to be
carried out on such a large scale under ifiary. (2) The Council was
also extremely insistant that Gardiner should acknowledge publicly
that the King . had been Justified in calling in the old books. Among
a wide rnge of Articles put to the bishop was one "that for like
godly and good considerations, by the same authority of Parliament, all
mass-books, c3uchers, grails, and other books of the service n Latin,
heretofore used, should be abolished and defaced, as well for certain
superstitions in them contained, as also to avoid dissension; and that
the said service in the church should be, through the whole realm, in
one uniform conformity, and no occasion through those old books given
to the contrary." (3)
	 .
flut little was done to follow up this initial drive, and there
are very few references to the pobsession of old books leading to
prosecution. When Arundel's possessions, were searched in 1551, the die-
covery of"certain books of the old religior.' was used as a pretext for
ta1ing action against him, but it was not the cause of his difficulties,
	
'I
which arose from a power-struggle inside the Council. (4) In general,
the Edwardian government concentrated on the enforcement of the Prayer
Book service, and the education of the public in protestan f doctrine,
rather than exerting a lot of. energy in the entirely negative task of
searching out the tattered remnants of old books. On the other hand,
their appreciation of the role of education and propaganda caused them
to take a stern view of the publication of Catholic polemic, and those
engaged in such publication were proceeded against with some efficiency.
As we have seen, Somerset's government was generally tolerant of
the expression of catholic, thgugh not of papist views, provided that
they were not committed to print. Huggard and other .conservative
(1) N. of R.. p.178.
(2) See below,p. 253 ff..
•	 (3) . A.P.C, Vol.3p.75.	 .
•	 (4) Span. Cai Vol.Xp.425
•	 .	 Advices of Scheyfve. Dec. 27	 1551.
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• .- . pamphleteers continued to contribute to the religious debate which
raged in London during the first years of Edward's reign, their ballads
being circulated in manuscript, and drawing indignant replies from the
gospelleri. The sermon of Nicolls on the twelve, spies gives many
• indications of the line taken by the catholic writers. Bewailing the
evil lives of many who professed to be christians; which brought the
-gospel into disrepute, he adds that the apostates. say that the plagues
being currently visited upon England were not the result of unfaith-
• fulness, but a punishment for "these new found out heresies that be
now abroad." (1)
Apart from the ballads of Huggard, various other catholic
pamphlets circulated during the rule of Somerset. Some were produced
In connection with the Western rising, one example being the commons'
reply to the King, which was sufficiently popular to warrant a trana-
lation into French. (2) The circumstances in which this was written,
• rendered it a highly seditious document, and as such liable to arouse
the wrath of the Council. But not' all catholic polemic was seditious.
The many works which Cardiner produced during the period of his
•	 imprisonment were mainly concerned with the vexed question of the
sacrament. (3)	 It seems likely that some at least of these tracts
were circulated among scholars in manuscript, until the harsher regit
of Warwick made not only the publication but also the expression of
catholic views a dangerous matter.
The imposition of censorship in the summer of 1549, and the fall of
Somerset in the autumn of that year, did not, as we have seen, lead to
an immediate reduction in freedom of expression. In fact in the most
prolific year of 1550 a few catholic books wore even printed by London
printers, apparently without any retribution being visited upon them. (4)
But as the reign progressed the situation which had led to the setting
up under Henry of a hostile exile-press was gradually reproduced, though
(1) Nicolls, op. cit, B viir & v. 	 •
(2) Troubles Connected p. xviii.
(3) eg. Exetsis testimoniorum pups lYlartinus Bucerus ex Sanctis
Patribus non sancte edidit.
In Pe'trum Iflartyrem Florentinum. malae tractationis puerele
•	 -	 sanctissimae Eucharistiae nomine edita. authors Stephano Winton
• -
	
An Explication of the true Catholic FavtJ,
• Annatationes in DjaloQuin lohannis Oecolam padii..de mysterio
	
•	 jjçhar1stico Confutati p Cavillationum Quibus. Sacroianctum
	
•	 rucharistia Sacramentum ab imoiis Caoernaitis impeti solet.
•	 (4) Huggard 1 A new treatyse..the exce'lency of manes naturo,(R.Wyer.)
• Life of St.Catherine(3.Waley 1550.')
• Lytell boke that speketh of purgatorye. (Rwyer.)
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/
this time the exiles were catholic rather than protestant, and the
/	 literature with which they hoped to convert their countrymen was
romanist.
At the very beginning of Edward's reign, or possibly under Henry,
-- e number of monks from the Charter house had fled to Flanders, "where
they have again received their mor*c's habit and profession, and never-
--.theless procured with their friends here to have the payment of their
pensions... like as also certain other Englishmen, late religious
persons of their confederacy, were of late detected that they intended
shortly to have followed the former for the semblable purpose in case
they had not in the mean time been apprehended." Among these may well
have been those two who were engaged in smuggling out relics of the
Henrician martyrs. (i) To this group of jnonastic exiles were soon
added others whose missionary zeal and controversial frame of mind
echoed that of Bale and Hooper. Richard Smith, who was forced to retract
his Catholic writings in the spring of 1547, and whose retractations
had appeared in print, was imprisoned for a short tune ad then fled to
Scotland, From there he sent two letters to Cranmer, apologising for
past abuses and asking Cranmer to be a mean to obtain a King's pardon
for him. 1!z would then return and write De Sacerdotum Connubiis, "a
Latin book that should be a just satisfaction for anything that I have
written against the same." (2) This request for a pardon was presumably
not granted, for in 1550 Smith issued his Confutation of a certen booke
called a Defence of the doctrine of the sacramt...of Thomas,Abpp
 of	
I
Cant. This was printed in Paris by R.Chaudiere.
Also abroad at this time was maurice Chauney, an ex-Carthusian,
who published in 1550 his defence of the executed Carthusians, and of'
ifiore and Fisher, in a book by Vitus A Dulken entitled Historia martyrum
Angliae (3) These two were Joined by William Rastell, who left for the
continent some time before February 1550, when his goods, along with
	 -
those of Anthony Bonvise, Dr.Clement, and Balthasar were declared forfeit
-	 and seized for the King's use, "because they had fled the realm and
conveyed their chief substance and goods out of the realm, which persons
were rank pepists." (4)
(i) A.P.C, Vol.11 p.97.
(2) Foxs,VoLVI, p.469.
(3) Strype . j	 Iol.l, p.30?.
(4) Wriothesley, Vol. ll,p.34.
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RastIT1,ad long ceased to be active in the printing trade and was by
this date an eminent lawyer. As far as we know he did no printing
while he was abroad, though he may have obtained the advice of other
exiles such as Chauney on the edition of fttore's iuorks which he was
preparing, most of his time was taken up in the preparation of several
legal textbooks. (1)
The London printer Robert Caly, on the other hand, was evidently
heavily involved, boUt in the printing of catholic books for the
English market, and in smuggling them into the country. Caly must have
left for France some time before 1550 and seems to have settled at the
printing centre of Rouen, which had strong links with the London printing
community. Among contacts which Caly made there was probably the
wealthy.stationer Robert Valentine, who later published large numbers of
service books for the English market. Caly may have discussed with
Valentine the need for new catholic servicd books, for in 1551 the
Rouen printer issued two editionsof theSarum Primer, presumably for
the use of' the exiled community, though Caly may have been hoping to
smuggle these also into England. (2)
In Rouen Caly obtained access to a printing press, and was soon
• printing on his own account. One book we know for certain to have come
from this press was Gardiner's An explicati6 and assertion of' the true
catholigue fayth, touchyinQ the sacrament. This book, which he printed
•	 in 1551, was reissued on mary's accession with the interesting imprint
"Inprinted at Roan by Roberts Calye and are to be solde in Paul's
churchyard at the sign of' the Byshoppes head". The book carries the
recommendation "And now aucthorised by the Queen's highnesse Counsale."
Another of Caly's Roun publications appears to have been Thomas
martin's A traictise declaryng that the pretensed marriage of priestes
is no manage. This was one of a number of tracts concerning the
allowability on otherwise of clerical marriage which followed the
statute of P350 giving priests the right to take wives. It was re-
printed by Caly in 1554 and was one of the books involved in the
smuggling enterprise of 1550. The group of exiles involved in this
traffic included martin and Smith., who were the most eminent writers
among the catholic emigres, Caly, who was occupied in printing their
works and other texts,jike the Gardiner tracts which were smuggled
(i) A.W.Reed, 'The Editor of Sir Thomas more's English Works; W.Rastell'
•	 in The Library,4th series, Vo1.lV(1923),p.25.
(2) S.T.Cs. 16055 arid 16056.
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out of England, and William Seth, a servant of Bonner, who seems to
have managedthe shipping of the books. It appears that Caly printed them
and carried them to the coast of France, Seth shipped them across the
channel, and delivered them to sympathisers in London like Beard, the
catholic tailor, while John White, warden of Winchester directed the
whole operation from England.
This carefully built organisation had not been in operation long,
however, when the government intervened. The first of the group to be
apprehended was Seth, who "had brought over certain ill books made by
Dr.Smith in , France against the Op. of Canterbury's and Peter martyr's
books, forasmuch as he directed his said books to divers persons by
name, and also sent special letters which Seth delivered, being thought
a matter, necessary to be examined, it was.resolved that Dr.Ponet, now
named Bp. f Winchester, mr.cosnall and John Throckmorton, should havd
the examination of the matter." Seth had received the books from "one
Cayly a bookbonder" at Dieppe. (1) Three weeks after the Council
ordered these investigations John White, warden of Winchester, was
summoned to appear. White had already spent a term in prison for a
verse composition attacking Peter martyr, called Diacosio-martyrion,
which Caly printed in 1553. On this occasion he'con?essed to the
Council "that he had received divers books and letters from beyond the
sea, and' namely from one martin, a scholar there, who repugneth the
King's majesty's proceedings utterly; and tding manifest that he hath
conented 'to things of that sort, in such wise that greater practices
are thought to be in him that ways, he was committed to the Tower." (2)
The Lords presumably 8uepected White of organising the smuggling
enterprise. Upon White's arrest the publication of Diacos which had
been about to take place in Louvain, was suspended, and the manuscript
was returned to London on mary's accession and printed there. (3) The
reference to books attacking martyr must therefoibm to Cardiner's
tract In Petrum martyrem Florentinum, malas tractationis guerela
sanctissimae Eucharistiae, which could have been conveyed to Caly in
Rouen at the same time as hi8 Explicatio.	 -
These tracts were all intended for scholars, and were effective
enough at that level for the reformers to feel the need to reply to he-n 4-)
• -
	 (1) A.P.0 Uol.11l p.232	 '
(2) A.P.0 Vol.111 1 p.242	 '
-(3) Strype, E.M. Vol.11,part l,p.423.	 -
(4) When Ponet was in exile he published An apologia fully aunewering
by Scriptures a blasphernose book under the name of T.martin against
the godly mariadg of priests (1555 Zurich.)
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But the exiled community was too small and scholarly, and the propaganda
campaign was interrupted too early for any truly popular polemic to
emerge. As for Bonner, it seBms likely that he knew about the smuggling
enterprise. His servant Seth was involved, and so were two of his
Iarian 1 promoters, Caly,and Beard, a tailor of Fleet Street to whom Caly
had sent a remembrance to deliver a book to Raynolds a priest. Possibly
the bishop gave financial aid to 8uch publications as Valentine's
Primer. But it is unlikely that he was actively involved in the campaign,
which was inspired by catholics of a more theological turn of mind than
Bonner.
The break-up of this circle of book smugglers heralded the end of
any serious attempt b y
 the English Catholics to mount a campaign of
counter-propaganda. Indeed the evidence. of Elizabeth's reign suggests
that it was not until late in the century that English Catholicism
gainedsufficient confidence or missionary zeal to tackle the task of
reconversion seriously. By the l55Osthe catholic exiles were still too
small a body, and lacked both leadership and a coherant and persuasive
apologetic with which to counter the protestant gospel. Nevertheless
the Council in London remained on the alert to prevent any resurgence of
the catholic offensive. In 1551 they seruL to Cranmer for some "books
touching religion sent out of Ireland" (1) which had evidently fallen
into the Archbishop's hands. These books may well have come from France,
for with the detection of the cross channel route Caly and his colleagues
would have been looking for an alternative way to get their copies into
	
;
England, and Ireland might well have been used as a point of embarkation.
It is clear that a few books were still being printed on the continent
on behalf of the English Catlics, Cardiner's Confutatio Cavillationum
being published in Paris in 1552. But either through the vigilance of
the Council or the demoralisation of the conservative party in England,
no new organisation seems to have sprung up to take the place of the
circle broken in 1551.
At home also the expression of catholic views became increasingly
rare as Northumberland's reign of terror took hold. The exact nature
of the 8aditiOUs libels circulated by Hawkin 3 in 1552 cannot be known,
but the fact that he had counterfeited Cranmer's handwriting might
imply that they had some religious content. In any event the methods
by which Northumberland proceeded in this case give some .tndication why
catholic ballads ceased to appear. The Duke wrote to Cecil that Hawkins
(1) A.P.CI Vol. lll,p.444.
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should be forced to discover his accomplices, by fair means or foul.(l)
Later Cardiner was to testify that, during Edward's reign "all such
writers as did hold anything with the apostolic see were condemned and
forbidden to be read." Such a prohibition was in strict accori with.
the treason laws of both Edward and Henry, but Gardiner's complaint
&L1
suggests that the Edwardiari government took action to suppress the
works of the conservatives. (2)
But if the Northumberland regime operated an efficient and watchful
censorship of Catholic literature, protestant authors were also subject
to conciliar surveillance. Two interesting letters from Hooper to
Bullinger describe the difficulties raced by those who wished to print
critical, unacceptable or undiplomatic opinions. In a letter dated
27 march 1550 he writes,
"Touching the Interim (you know what I mean), I
have not hitherto been able by any entreaties
to obtain permission for committing it to the
press, but I shall probably in a few days meet
the King upon business, and I will give it to
him for his perusal."
The following year he wrote to Bullinger that he had been unable "to
procure the printing of those writings of yours, (you know what I mean)
which I brought away with me from Zurich." Theso two letters seem to
be referring to the same work, which was presumably a critique by
Bullinger of the Interim of Augsburg. Hooper addsreveallngly that every-
body approves it, but no-one will risk publishing it; "it has been
prevented by the calamity of the time, or rather by the timidity of man
who prefer their own counsel to the glory of Cod." (3)
If this work contained undiplomatic views of the Emperor the
refusal of the Privy Council to give it a license is understandable.
But as the aims and attitudes of the ruling group diverged increasingly
from those of the reforming bishops, the bishops found it increasingly
difficult to obtain co-operation for their efforts. In a letter to
Choke and Cecil dated September 1551, Cranmer writes that Reyner Wolf
has just finished printing his Answer to Cardinar,
"And forasmuch as both printing and selling of
any matters in the English tongue is prohibited
by a Proclamation set forth, unless the same
matter be first allowed by the King's majesty
(1) Cal.Dom, Edward Vl,Vol.XV, p.46. No.34.
(2) FoxeVol. Vl, p.577
(3) C.L., Iol.l,pp.82 & 92
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or vi of his fliajesty's Privy Council, as you shall
more plainly perceive by the Proclamation, which
herewith I send unto you; Therefore I heartily
pray you to be a suitor to the King's majesty, or
to the privy council, that mr, Rayner may have
license for the printing and selling of my said
book accordingly. And the same so obtained, to
send me with convenient speed. For in the beginning
of the term I think it were very necessary to be
set forth, for the contentation of many which
have had long expectation of the same."
Cranmer's impatience at the delay caused by the requirements of the
Proclamation was even more evident in a letter sent to Cecil the
following September; "I pray you, let me have your advice unto whom
I might best write concerning Reyner Wolf, for I wot not to whom I
might write but to my lord of Northumberland." Wolf finally got his
license to sell Cranmer's book, An Answer unto a crafty and
sophisticall cavillatlon.. by Step. Cardiner, on October 1st, a full
year after he had finished the printing. (1)
These letters of Cranmer and Hooper make it clear that licenses
were not given automatically, even to the protestant divines. Out if
by the end of the reign the rift between the bishops and the government
was becoming wide enough to cause difficulties, the first few months of
Northumberland's rule held out the promise of that more complete
reformation for which the gospellers had been clamouring. The publication
of protestant polemic, which had reached such dizzy heights during the
expansion of 5omrtg era, continued unabated, and we have surviving
copies of an amazing 260 publications dating from 1550.
As in 1548, a very large proporation of the books published in
London in 1550 were religious in content. Once again there were large
numbers of.biblica]. works, including seven editions of the New Testament
and a wide range of expositions and concordnces. (2) The total number
of scriptural books issued was over thirty. The works of Erasmus also
appoared in unusual numbers, two editions of the Enchiridion being
printed, by Robert Toy and Anthony Vale, and another seven copies of his
educational and religious writings being published.
(1) Strype, Creamer, vol. II,
	
no. LXII and LXV1
(2) A very fruitful exoosition u pon the XV. Psalme	 (3 Da
H000ar's Oversi ght on Jonas	 )
A briefs and compendiouse table in a maner of a concordance,(Lynne)
The Pith thy and most notable savin3s 1 (Paynell)(T. Caultier
The Exoosition of Daniel. (Day & Seres.)
many others.
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Hooper was also well represented, nine editions of his books being
issued in 1550, four of them copies of his Declaration of the ten holy
commandments. Quantities of sermons appeared, by Ochino, Ponat, Lever,
Latimer and others, and the usual number of tracts bearing exotic titles
like Crowley's two pamphlets, The bateria of the Pope's Botereulx and
The voyce of' the lasts Trumpet, or Solme's pseudonymous piece A treatys
callyde the Lordis flayle.
But in 1550 the popular element among the copies printed wa lees
exclusively religious than in 1548. Along side the controversial tracts
and devotional pamphlets the printers issued a large number of verse
romances, presumably to cater for their new-found customers. The
popularity of these romances suggests that may of the less serious-
minded Londoners, having been drawn into the market for printed books
by a love of controversy, soon palled of a diet made up entirely of
spiritual, exhortation and turned to lighter reading. While printers
still produced as many serious theological treatises as before, the more
popular tracts like A Caveat for Christians gave way to stories like
The Romance of King Alexander, Adambel Clym of the Clouh, Sir Dygore,
Chevalier su Cyone, Raynard the Fox, Sir Isenbras, lydgate's The churl
and the bride and several works On the battle of the sexes. (1)
1550 also saw the production of a remarkably large number of
educational and classical texts. To some extent this must have been a
response to the requirements of bishops like Hooper who were engaged in
building adequate libraries for their cathedrals. Hooper sent abroad
for many of the works he needed, negotiating with Froschauer to buy the
works of the continental reformers at wholesale prices. (2) Other texts
came into the country with Crarimer's scholarly guests. Apart from meeting
the entire cost of transporting the libraries of Peter martyr end Ochino,
the crown also gave Ochino £40 to spend on books at Basle, and forwarded
£13 to martyr to be spent on copies of the early fathers. This tendency
to look to the continental printing houses for serious works of scholar-
ship continued to characterise those English theologians who had spent
any time abroad. But the hectic activity of the London printers in 1550
showed that they were not prepared to leave the large market in scholarly
texts entirely to their continental competitors. Apart from theological
(1) eg. Barnsley, A tretyce shewing the cryde of women (T.Raynolde)
Cosynhill, The vertuous schoolhous of unQracious woman (Lynne 7)
(2) .Q..L. tIol.1, p.89. Hooper to Bullinger June 29 1550.
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texts, issues of Aesop, Cicero, Herodian, Isocrates, Tertullian end
Thucydides were printed in London, as well as the large amounts of
Erasmus mentioned above, two editions of Vives' Introduction to wisdom
and one of Taverner's Garden of Wisdom. Therewere also numbers of books
of linguistics and grammar, from Salesbury's Briefe and plane introd-
uction in the British tong and Thomas's Principal rules of the Italian
grammer, through Sherry's Treatise of schemes and tropes, to an edition
by ftlychell of Stenbridge's Accidentia. Add to this the text books on
Geography and History, and books on making IndenturBs, on Hawking,
medicine, law and surgery and it is clear that the drive in the printing
world had shifted slightly away from the evangelical and towards the
educational.
As in l548 the boom of 1550 was created by a printing community
swollen by numbers of foreign book workers. The year of the greatest
immigration was 1549, when we have records of. at least sixty foreigners
working in the London printing trade. many of these were members of
the Dutch Church, and several were attached to Mierdrnan, who was printer
to that community. ffiierdnan seems to have arrived in England in 1549,
and with him came Henry and Wyran Coke and Godfrey Hatsoo. These three
were joined the following year by Reinaerdt Vander As, Lambert Brey
and Cornelius van Cluseri. Other refugees found work with John Day, (1)
Hugh Singleton, (2) Anthony Scoloker, Gybkin, Lynne, Waley, Nicholas
Hill, Raynald, Katherine Herford, Thomas Purfoot, and many other Lcndon
stationers, particularly those of reforming sympathies. Whitchurch
and Crafton employed a number of migrant workers in their great lit-
urgical works. (3)	 most of these foreign bookmen came from northern
France and the Low Countries, but while the Dutch contingent were
mainly printers, the Frenchmen included several binders and even a
couple of typefounders.
But by 1550 the tide was beginning to turn against these foreign
workers. The London printers showed amazing generosity and hospitality
towards them, but the book trade was already suffering considerable
financial difficulties as a result of inflation arid over-production
(1)	 eg. Geyson Cysberd, John Hollinder, Henry Floteman and Jacob
Pieter.
(2) eg. Henry Arnoldt, Peter Chaunter, Zacharias Kempan.
(3) eg. Henry Soull, Jacob Tyse, Jacob a servant, Jacob iofasrt,
Jasper Ferrall, John Ferrom, Jchn fllagwyssher, Paul Seygar,
Jasper Hallyer.
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and stationers were not proof against the rising mood of xenophobia
with which Londoners habitually reacted to economic difficulties.
By 1551 3ehan Shey?ve was reporting an ugly situation to the Emperor.
"A rumour has recently been going the rounds here,
to the effect that in the last year or two, 40,000
or 50,000 foreigners have come to England, and that most
of them are living in London, which has caused the high
prices of food and lodgings. Evilly disposed persons
have taken advantage of this to assert that prices would
not go down unless all these foreigners were slaughtered;
and the people have rather welcomed the idea. The source
of this rumour is the German Church, where 1000 and more
persons have been seen together at one time, and the
enro1lnent of foreigners carried out here some time ago
also contributed, though in truth their number hardly
exceeds 4000 or 5000 heads in all."
	 (1)
Indeed, within a year of their arrival a significant number of the
refugee book workers had moved on to friendlier havens, and the number
recorded for 1550 was fifty thres,a considerable drop from the sixty four
the previous year. Of this fifty thres,nineteen were members of the
Dutch Church.
Tha hospitality extended by the protestant printers towards their
co-religionists evidently raised once again the anxiety of the station-,
ers about their monopoly rights. In 1550 Thomas Gaultier, a french
printer in favour at court, failed to gain entry to the Stationers,
that
despite his powerful connections. And it was at this tirneAtlie question
of applying for a charter was first discussed by the Company.
But in fact the pressure on the London stationers eased considerably
after 1550 and the number of foreign workers employed in the trade
fell steadily throughout the remainder of Edward's reign, dropping away
even fUrther under Iflary. It was not until the beginning of Elizabeth's
reign that a new flood of refugees, this time mainly from France, arrived
to swell the now depleted London community.
1550 proved to be the busiest year for London printers and book-
sellers, and the rest of the reign saw a steady decline in production.
By 1552 output was down to a known 105 editions, and that total inc-
ludes all the Camel-Churchyard ballads and ten editions of the second
prayer book. moreover, the proportion of this output given over to
works of religion was down from the eighty per cent and over of l548.
to a mere forty to forty-five per cent!. The rest of that year's pro-
duction consisted of year books, ballads and educational texts. This
shift in the stationers' choice of copies reflected a general turning
(1)	 Advices of Scheyfve, April 21	 1551. Cal. Span ,Vol.X., p.279.
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away from evangelical seriousness to wordly frivolity, which was much
lamented at the time. Disillusion with the reformed faith as practised
by Northuriberland and his friends,and an overdose of ra1igiou polemic
in the earlier part of the reign,combined to depress the demand for
tracts, and in fact the demand for books generally fell away.
•S.e...ee.. •..... .. ......
4. Religious commitment among the Printers. Protestant Printers
As 1553 progressed and the prospect of mary's accession became
imminent, the mood of controversy which had faded in the last years
of Edward's reign, returned and book production rose accordingly.
By the time ary was proclaimed Queen the religious situation in
London was finely balanced. For several years the citizens had been
subjected to an energetic campaign of protestant instruction, both from
the pulpit and from the press. The city's nationalist and anti-clerical
traditions, the independence of its merchants and the radicalism of its
workers all inclined it to receive the new doctrine more enthusiast-
ically than other parts of the realm. But London was also the stage
on which all the leading actors in the political drama performed, and
while in the days of Henry Vlll and Cromwell this may have benefited
the reformation, under Northumberland the hypocrisy, rapacity and
ambition of many who called themselves gospellers, spread disillusion
and cynicism faster in the capital than anywhere else. many L.ondoners
greeted the return to the mass with relief, and most churches needed
no urging to comply with the wishes of a Queen who had come to the
throne on a wave of ecstatic popularity, and clearly with the approval
of the Almighty. The protestant minority was both vociferous and
ardent, but many Henrician conservatives had come to the conclusion
by 1553 that the only way back to a devout, charitable and ordered
society lay in a return to the old faith, and if necessary, to the
old obedience. Between these two groups lay the majority of Londoners,
whose spiritual state, if we are to believe the reports in both relig-
ious camps, was one of apathy, secularism, cynicism and irreligion.
In this situation, with the allegiance of the majority of Londoners
still undecided, the religious opinions of the printers and station-
ers, if they can be proved to have affected the output of their presses,
were clearly of some importance. There can be no doubt, neither did
contemporary observers have any doubt, that the output of the presses
had a significant effect upon the religious climate and sympathies of
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the capital, and therefore of the country. Foxe was not the only one
to appreciate the power of this "singular organ of the Holy Ghost". (1)
Under Edward the potential of the printing pres for mass conversion
and education was wall understood, both by Somerset end by many of his
associates, such as Cecil and Ponet. The huge- volume of religious
prcpayanda produced by the printers during Edio-4's resn was not
fortuitous, but was the fruit of a deliberate campaign in which patents
and patronage wore used to ensure the widest possible dispersal of
godly and uplifting literature. (2) The accession of mary raised two
interesting questions; whether the catholic divines and pamphleteers
would prove as eager and prolific in their use of the press, and rec-
eive as much encouragement from their government as the Edwardian
writers had done, and whether the printers would prove as willing to
produce catholic propaganda as they had been to publi3h the gospel.
It is the second of these two questions which I hope to be able
to ansier, although the first will obviously occur at various points
in the argument. The stationer was first and foremost a tradesman,
and his first consideration when a copy was brought to him was whether
or not it would sell. The religious content of the proposed book might
or might not interest him as an individual, but as a stationer his
first question had to be whether or not the book was a good business
proposition. There is no obvious reason why a stationer should be any
more religiously sensitive than the great bulk of his fellow citizens,
who were apparently indiff9rent to things religious. That profit was
the central concern of the majority of printers was an allegation
frequently made by john Bale, an admittedly jaundiced observer, but
also assumed by successive governments. mary's proclamation of 18
August 1553 stated that the doctrinal treatises of the previous reign
had been "chiefly by the printers and stationers set out to sale to
her grace's subjects of an evil zeal for lucre and covetousness of
vile gain." The Elizabethian Injunctions of 1559 made the same claim
th8 t "there is a great abuse in the printers of books, which for
covetousness chiefly regard not what they print so they might have gain."(3)
(1) As early as 1532 more had lamented the power of printed books
which have "infected and killed, I fear me, more siiiy souls
than the famine of the dear years have destroyed bodies."
more,	 The c5Tutacyon of Tyndale s answere. (1532,).Aa ii r.
(2) See Chapter ill.
pie 33o
(3) Hughes & Larkin	 Vol.11, p.6. and p.129, Item 51, Cu.. 'o)
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a.
To some extent the bu8iness sense which is hare condemned as
venality was essential. to any stationer, for once he began to pick
and choo between copies to fir.J thosewhich exactly reflected his
own views, ha risked being left with nothing at all to print. This
was certainly the case in the reign of Edward, when the outlawing
of' catholic polemic left the printer with the choice of either print-
ing protestant literature or eschewing religious works altogether.
tic 'i/ot	 already had the monopoly in classics, and the King's
printer in all official publications, there was little else for our
conscientious stationer to print, unless he had the knowledge to
venture on legal or medical texts. He must either print protestant
tracts or go out of business.
But while the protestant tracts may have been a matter of
survival for the smaller and less affluent printer, for a wealthy,
energetic or enterprising stationer it could also be a source of
considerable profit. The scramble for patents and licences, part-.
icularly those which ensured monopoly rights in profItable corners
of the market, like Day's A.B.C. and Catechism patent, showed that
for the printers, religious printing was as much a matter of profit
and competition as any other area of the market. Anong printers who
acquired patents in religious books under Edward were Walter Lynne,
John Oswen, Whitchurch and Grafton, Humphrey Powell, Thomas Gaultier
and Richard Jugge. These patents were guarded jealously, and in 1552
a quarrel broke out between John Day and Reynar Wolf as to who should
have the right to print Ponat's catechism, Wolf holding the license
for the classical languages, and Day for catechismns. This dispute was
settled amicably enough, but it heralded the many patent battles which -
were to confuse the situation within the printing trade throughout the
reign of Elizabeth.
There was certainly a great deal of money to be made out of pro-
testant publications during Edward's reign. But before any generalis-
ation can be made about the stationers' motivation in printing reforming
literature, the religious opinions and output of each of the stationare
working in London at this time must be examined. There are seventy-four
Edwardian printers and publishers whose names appear on surviving editions
and several more who are known to have been active at the time but who,
for various reasons,have not left any identifiable copies. Of these
Thomas Powell, the nephew and foreman of Thomas Berthelet, michael
Lobley, and Henry Sutton were employed in London, while Robert Caly
and William Rastell were both abroad for the sake of' their consciences
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and Caly at least was functioning as a printer in exile.
Among the London stationers were several who had close links
with the court circle and the leading divines of Edward's reign, and
who clearly shared the reforming views of their patrons. Richard Grafton,
Edward's royal printer, was a Grocer and merchant Adventurer of Antwerp
who first became involved in printing in 1537 when he joined with
Whitchurch and liarler in publishing the matthew Bible. He was a man
of some influence in the city and was in fact a witness when Bonner
took his oath of Supremacy. He was also a warden of the Grocer's
Company 1555-1556 and in later life an antiquarian and official of
several London hospitals. Crafton had been drawn into the printing
trade by. his enthusiasm for the English Bible, sinking £500 of his own
capital in the 1537 matthew edition. He continued to spend large sums
of money, as well as time and energy, on Bible printing and undertook
the major part of the organisation of' Cromwell's Great Bible, which
was begun in Paris, but had to be transferred to London when it ran
foul of the French Inquisition. From then on Grafton became a full
time printer, setting up his presses in the dissolved house of the
Grey Friars, later Christ's Hospital, and sharing with Whitchurch the
Henrician patent for service books and Primers. The fall of' his patron
Cromwell landed him in some difficulties, especially as he ventured,
with some daring, though under false imprints, to publish the Thomas
Grey ballads in defence of the fallen minister. Imprisoned for this,
and for dealing in ftlelancthon's Letter against the Six articles, he was
also investigated under the articlos on suspicion of not being confessed.
But he did not lose his patent, and continued to print on a large scale
throughout Henry's reign, being nominated royal printer to Prince Edward
while Henry was still alive, and becoming King's printer on the old King's
death.
During Edward's reign the government employed Whitchurch and
Grafton to supply almost the whole nation with reformed Service books
and Crafton's presses at Grey Friars were kept at full stretch, being
worked by numbers of refugee workers as well as Grafton's English
assistants. This wrk left him little time to indulge in the printino of
polemic, but his identification with the Edwardian Council and it
liturgical reforms, and his known protestant views,placed him in a
(la?)
serious dilemma when jt became clear that Edward was close to death. (1)
Crafton's partner in most of his enterprises was Edward Whitchurch.
Whitchurch, like fliarler, was a member of the Company of Haberdashers,
and like Crafton he had been drawn into the book trade by.the enterprise
of the Bible. He was involved in the matthew Bible production of 153?,
and possibly went to Paris with Craf'ton arid Coverdale in 1538 to help
in the production of the Great Bible. Foxe's statement that the printers
of the Great Bible were "the aforesaid Richard Grafthn, and Whitchurch,
who bore the charges", suggests that t!Ihitchurch was not at this time
involved in printing, but was backing the project financially. (2) In
November 1539 he and Berthelet approached Cramer ab,ut the price to
be fixed for the Great Bible. Perthelet favoured l3s. 4d., but Craniner
deferred to Cromwell, who insisted on the lower price of 1Os.
(1) Patent Roll 37 Henry VIII, part 2, m16.
1 Edward UI, part 4, m.7.
2 Edward VI, part 7, m.9.
1 Edward VI, part 7, rn.l.
For the text of the lost patent in Primers, see Portiforium (1543/4)
Grafton and Whitchurch. S.T.C. 15835.
A.P.C. vol.1, pp. 107, 117, 120, 125; uol.IV, p.131.
Nicholas P.C.P., vol.VII, pp. 105 and 106.
Foxe, vol.V, pp.410 ff.(printing of th Great Bible), 824, 444-9;
vol.VIII, p.725.
Arber, Transcripts, vol.1, p.54.
Iflachyn, p.108.
John Stow,	 Survey of London, ed. C.L.Kingsford, (Oxford,1908).
(The introduction gives an account of the controversy over chroniclas
between Stow and Grafton.)
Duff, Century p. 59.
F.S. Isaac, English and Scottish Printing Types (1932), 29-39.
H.R. Plomer, 'New Docunans Relating to English Printers and
Publishers' in 1.8.5, vol.flJ, (1895-8),p. 153.
C.T. Sisson, 'Crafton and the London Croyfriars' in The Library,
forth seris, vol XI, p.121.
ornan, p.25.
S.. also b.1r j 224
(2) 1x., vol.V, p. 410.
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By 1541 Whitchurch had set up his own presses at the Old Jury
on the south side of Aldarmary Church, at an office known as the
Well and Two Buc !.ats. He moved from there four years later when he
acquired Byddall's old house, the Sun, which occupied a valuable site
in Fleet Street. He continued to issue books from these premises,
both on his own account and in partnership with Crafton, until 1553.
The imminent death of King Edward placed Whitchurch in a similar
position to Crefton. He had not indulged in the more raucous polemics
of Edward's reign, but his religious views were well known. Like
Crafton he had been investigated under the Six Articles for not being
confessed, and along with a number of other printers, these two hod
suffered a short term of imprisonment in 1543 for printing illegal
books. Crafton, Whitchurch and Petit had been held longer than the
other printers, though the reason for this is not clear. Whitchurch
was clearly not a fanatic, and on one occasion he had assisted Bonner
in his attempts to persuade a heretic called Wisdorne to recant.
Nevertheless, there was no doubting his protestantism, for not only was
he a friend of Cranmer, whose views he probably shared, but he had also
been the host of John Roers. The prospect of mary's accession must
have caused him some anxiety. (1)
The third printer involved with Cromwell in the printing of the
English Bible and still active under Edward uas Thomas Barthelet, printer
to Henry Viii. Barthalet had been working as a printer, publisher and
translator from his office at the 8lgn of the Lucretia Romana in Fleet
Street since the early 1520s and had run into trouble with the
(1)	 Patent'Rolls.	 37 Henry Viii., part 2, m.16. Roll
1 Edward Vi., part 4, m. 7. Roll 802
2 Edward Vl., part 7, m. 7. Roll 814
Will, P.C.CI. 31. Streat (November 1562) , A-,J,. 1/,4-5.
A.P.0	 1. pp. 107, 117, 120, 121, 125.
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ecclesiastical authorities in 1526 for not having his books approved
before publication. One of the books in question was The Treatise of
the Peter Noster, translated by margaret Roper from a work by Erasmus,
and the action against Berthelet may have arisen from the church's
ambivalent attitude toward8 Erasmus. Despite these difficulties, and
perhaps because of the patronage of more, Berthelet's career flourished.
In 1526 he obtained a general privilege for his books, which offered some
protection from harassment by the church, and in 1530 he succeeded Pynson
in the prestigious office of King's Printer. During the thirties
Berthelet was involved with Crafton and Whitchutch in the printing of
English Bibles, and in 1540 Cromwell allowed him to print a cheap
edition for private reading. As King's printer Berthelet was also
Cromwell's main agent in the propaganda campaign for the supremacy, and
apart from negotiating with authors on Cromwell's behalf he also
pffered his own patronage to men like Richard Iflorison.
By the time of Edward's succession Berthelet was an elderly man,
but he remained a stationer of great influence and distinction within the
trada. Despite losing the royal office to Grafton, he continued to use
the title of King's printer after the death of the old King, presumably
as a courtesy. (1) Under Henry he had employed some of the receipts of
his office, which had amounted in 1542 to £72 and in 1544 to £117, in the
purchase of several parcels of ex-monastic land, so that by Edward's
accession he had become landlord to a considerable number of Londoners,
and several of his own workers and bookbinders were also his tenants.
The printers often called him in to arbitrate between disputing
etationers, and generally treated him as something of an elder states-
man. Under Edward, Berthelet's office issued over fifty editions,
possibly under the direction of his nephew Thomas Powell. This output
includes some legal works, but the majority were humanist and classical
texts, with six editions of Erasmus, six of Elyot, including two copies
of his Dictionary, and works by Viuss, Cuevara, Isocrates, Xanophon and
Cicero. In general he avoided controversial publications, but he seems
to have been committed to the protestant cause, for his will, published
at the height of the marian reaction, contains the modest testimony,
"I bequeath my wretched and sinful soul to the merciful hands of
Almight Cod my only creator redeemer and saviour." No mention is made
of the heavenly company, or of provision for soul masses, the directions
for his funeral being simply that it be "done in such wise as for my
daqre€ shah, bethought meet." (2) His funeral was in
(1) Crafton was only granted his annuity of £4 on the death of Barthelet.
(2) P.C.C. 35 more. Sept. 1555. 	 1 V.
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fact a splendid affair, arid was attended by the whole
of the Stationers' Company, but machyn, who describes the ceremony,
and is usually so detailed in these affairs, makes no mention of masses.(l)
Apart from this will, evidence of Berthelet's religious pers-
uasions is lacking, but he seems to have progressed from the eirenic
humanism which he derived from Erasmus to a position close to that of
his patron and colleague, Thomas Cromwell. His involvement in Crom-
well's campaigns for the English Bible and the Royal Supremacy, appear
to have left him convinced of the Henrician position, though he could
certainly not be described as an evangelical. (2)
Another printer of known reforming views was also an old coll-
eague of Cromwell. H0 W85 Reyner Wolf, the German printer, who was
probably connected in some way to the Frankfort family of scholar-
printers, for his type faces are similar to the Frankfort Waifs'.
Wolf had gained entry to the Stationers' through the good offices of
Anne Boleyn, and he was used both by Cromwell and Cranmer as a courier
and unofficial envoy to the Germans on his trips to the Continental
fairs. In 1539 he received payment of £100 for his work in this
capacity, and it is clear that ho was on terms of considerable
intimacy with Cranmer, Bullinger, Bucer and other leading reformers.
Parker was later to refer to him affectionately as "our friend Reyner."
As a printer, Wolf enjoyed the particular patronage of Craruner and
later of Parker and Whitgift, and he was clearly a man of some educ-
ation, for he also held the Edwardian patent in books in Latin,
Greek and Hebrew. As "His majesty's bookseller and stationer" ho
0
received an annuity of 26s. Cd. and rnonpoly rights in all copies first
printed by himself. Like Grafton, Whitchurch and Barthelet, he held
(i)	 machyn,	 p. 95.
(2)	 L. & P. vol. XV., pp. 329, 514.
vol. Xviii., part 2, pp. 108, 125, 143.
vol. XIX.,	 part 1, pp. 241, 497.
vol. Xix.,	 part 2, pp. 191, 353.
vol. XX.,	 part 1,	 p. 307.
Foxa,	 vol. V., p. 826.
Arber, Tansscripts, vol. 1., pp. 33, 34, 35, 41, 70, etc.
Duff	 Century. p. 11.
F.Isaac, op. cit. 2-B
H.R.Plomer. 'New Documents on English Printers' in T.8.S.,
vol. iV.,(l896 - 8,! p. 153.
C. Say1e	 'Initial letters in Early English Printed Books'
in T.B.S., vol. Vll.,(1902 - 4, p. 15.
See also below page 239.
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aloof from the street controversies of Edward's reign, but his close
links with continental reformers and with leading protestant clerics
at home put him in some danger from a catholic reaction. (1)
A generation younger than Wolf, though like him a committed
Prbtestant was the prolific printer, John Day. Day began work some
time before 1546, and at about the beginning of Edward's reign he
entered into partnership with William Seres, the two of them running
two shops, both under the sign of the Resurrection, one by Holborn
conduit and the other by the little Conduit in Cheapside. rn 1549
Day left the Holborn premises to set up his office at Aldersgate,
which he built on the wall near the parish gate of St. Anne. By the
time he transferred from the Stringers to the Stationers in 1551, he
was quite a wealthy man, and it seems clear that he was also an ed-
ucated man. William Baldwin and John loxe were among his close friends
and under Elizabeth he was encouraged by Parker to produce works of
typographical excellence.
Day held two Edwardian patents, the first, acquired in 1552,
for English catechisms and A.B.Cs., and the second, granted on 25
ftlarch 1553, "to print a catechism which the King has set forth, and
all works of Ponet and Thomas Becon." (i) 	 This second license was
apparently a clarification of the first as a result of the rivalry
between Wolf, who held the classics patent, and Day, over the right
to print Ponst's catechism. Under Elizabeth he was again to demon-
strate his taste for monopolies.
Day was the most important of all the protestant printers of
Edward's reign, possessing both money and vigour (he had twenty-two
children) and also a taste for polemic which some of the older printers
lacked. He had a hand in over 140 productions in Edward's reign, almost
all of them works of protestant theology or controversy. This remark-
able output raises the question of Day's precise role in their prod-
uction. His partnership with Seres was evidently involved in commiss-
ioning works from other printers, meirdmanfor example printing several
works for them, but of the two, Day rather than Seres seen's to have
been the printing partner, Seres being,at least to begin with, a fin-
ancier and organiser.
By 1549, when Day moved into his Aldersgate offices, he was
evidently printing on a large scale, for ho was able to give employment
to a considerable. number of foreign refugees. Why Day should have proved
so hospitabla to the strangers is an interesting question. To some
(i)	 Patent Roll 7 Ed. Vi, part 111., Roll 853 m.23.
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extent it was probably out of sympathy with co-religionists, but Day
seems to have had unusually strong links with the city of Antwerp,
that home of religious polemic. As well as employing refugees from
that city, he also co-operated with Lynne and rnierdman, both of whom
cane from Pntwerp.
	 Day's commitment to the protestant religion was
was evident Prom the exclusively controversial output of his presses,
from his support for religious refugees, and from his friendship with
noted hot-gospeilers like Underhili, Bacon and Ponet. He was 1so
linked to the Edwardian regime by virtue of his patents, and must have
viewed the accession of tiary with concern.
	 (i)
Richard ugge must have Pelt similar misgivings as Edward's life
draw to a close. Like so many of these Edwardian stationers, he was
an educated man, having bean schooled at Eton and King's College,
Cambridge. Jugge was a generation older than Day and had been running
a bookehop since 1530, for in that year the petty canons of St.Paul's
leased him "their shop with a Chimney in it". (2)
	 This was probably
the premises which was later known as the Sign of the Bible, at the
north door of St. Paul's, from which Juge began. to operate as a
publisher at the beginning of Edward's reign. The sign was well
chosen to advertise the New Testamsnts in which Jugge specialised.
There is some doubt about whether Jugge actually printed on his own
account before 1551. (3)
	
Ha seems to have bean occupied during the
first years of Edward's reign in the publication and sale of the works
of printers like ffiierdman. A typical production to find its way into
his shop at this time would have been A declaration of the twelve
articles P the christen faythe, by Urbanus Regius, which was translated
(1) Dorn. Cal 1547-80 , Edward Vi, vol.XU (1552), No.3., p.44.
Span. Cal, vol.Xlli, p.62-3, 67.
A.P.C, vol.111, p.380.
Foxe, vol.Vl., p.610, Vol.Vl1l, Appendix No.V1.
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(2) Dam. Cal Eliz., vol. Xvi, p . 173, No.46.
(3) C.Ciair, 'On the Printing of Certain Reformation Books', in
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by Lynne, states that it was "Imprinted for C. Lynne, 1548, to be
sold...in the signs of the Bibel]. by R. Jugge" and was printed by
mierdman. (1)
	
However, by 1550 Jugge certainly had a press of
his own, for in that year he applied for and obtained a license to
print the New Testament in English, and began his career as a Bible
printer with a fine edition of Tyndale's translation. Jugge may have
learnt the craft of printing from mierdman, for his works show traces
of the Dutchman's influence. At least seventeen books were printed
at the sign of the Bible during Edward's reign,including seven ed..
itians of the New Testament and one complete Coverdale Bible. The
rest were mainly theological works including 	 productions of
Calvin Hooper, Turner and Parker, the only secular book to be issued
by ugga being Hooper's translation of the second book of Tertullian,
which was printed for him by Hill. He also sold Copland's edition of
Paynell's The piththy and macst notable sayinges of al Scripture.
There can be no doubt of Jugge's protestant convictions. His
will, dated August 1577, contains a statement of his faith:
"I bequeath my Soul and Spirit into the hands of
Almighty god my heavenly father, by whose special
grace I trust to be saved, and to enjoy eternal rest,
through the merits of my only Saviour and Redeemer
Jesus Christ, in whose precious bloodshedding I set
the whole and only hope of my salvation. And my wretched
body I commit to the earth in the hope àf a joyful
Resurrection."
Among many bequests, he left a copy of Estienne's 1550 Greek Testament
to his old college, King's. (2)
As a protestant, an associate of the exiled community, and an
Edwardian patent holder, Juçjge stood in some danger from a catholic
reaction. William Seres was in an even graver position, for his links
with the ruling group under Edward were closer than Jugge's. Seres
was a prctg of Cecil's, a young man of remarkable energy, and poss-
ibly of some wealth, who had a hand in at least one hundred publications
during Edward's reign, all but half a dozen of them being works of
protestant propaganda.
(i) S.T.C. 20843.
(2) Will, P.C.C. 40 Daughtrey, August l577.,4. II ) cq.
A.P.C 1 Vol. B.?., p.73.
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Seres did not own a press of his own, and operated from a
number of premises in a variety of partnerships and collaborations.
Of the many printers who worked with him the two most important ware
john Day and Anthony Scoloker, with whom he produced the bulk of his
books. Whether Seres's part in these various enterprises was as a
freelance printer, or as a financier,is difficult to decide, but his
later career in the Stationers' Company suggests that he was a
wealthy man, and the fact that he was connected in some way with
most of the printing houses producing protestant polemic indicates
that he may have been the organiser of the effort to educate and
convert the people through the press. Whether his patron Cecil was
aware of his role in the campaign is an interesting question, (1)
In 1553 Seras's ofice in St. Peter's College was taken over by the
Stationera when they made the college their Hall, and Seres moved
to the sign of' the Hedge Hog in St. Paul's churchyard. He probably
obtained a press at the same time, for with the help of Cecil, he
gained a patent in primers and books of' private devotion. This patent,
together with his hugh output of protestant pamphlets, his links with
the court, and his possible role as orchestrator of the protestant
campaign placed him in a dfuJt position in the summer of 1553. (2)
Anthony Scoloker, Sores's partner in many productions, was less
compromised professionally on the accession of mary, for he had no
connection with the court or church of Edward, and possessed no
patents. But Scoloker was clearly a committed protestant and had
probably spent the last years of Henry's reign on the continent.
He used the knowledge of German which ha had acquired in these years
to translate protestant tracts for the London printers in Edward's
reign, and his own press was dedicated exclusively to the cause of
reform. By 1548 his sympathies appear to have been with the Swiss
rather than the German protestants, for he referred to his premises
in the Savoy rents as'Geneva in Savoy'in the false Imprint to Roderyck
(1) See below page 323.
(2) Patent Roll, 7. Edward Vi., part 3, Roll 853 m. 35.
1. Elizabeth., part 4, Roll 941 m. 7.
Arber, Transcripts, Vol. 1., pp xxviii, 38, 42, 46,
50, 62, etc.
Isaac, op. cit. 95.
Duff, Century, p.145.
See also below page 226a.
1553. Seres moved to the sign of the Hedge Hog in St.Paul's churchyard.
The Hedge Hog was the emblem of the Sidney family.
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riors' Complaint. (1) There was a strong possibility that in the
event of a catholic reaction Scoloker would again rind it necessary
to seek refuge abroad. (2)
Scoloker had begun his work in Ipswich, and it was there that
John Oswen set up a press in 1548. It is possible that Uswen wes
abroad with Scoloker in the early forties, for two productions of
15:41, fllelancthon's Very Godly Defense, defending the manage of
Priastes and Sawtry's The defence of' the manage of priestes used
types later found in Oswen's possession, though the tracts themseivas
bear the imprints IJbrightHoffe, Leipsig, end Jan Troost, Auryk. (3)
In December 1546. Oswen moved to Worcester and set up his office
in the High Street, and the following month he obtained a license
for service books and prayer books, and "all manner of books cont-
aining any story or exposition of God's holy scripture...within our
Principality of Wales and marches of the same.! Since these prayer
books were not actually in Welsh, this would seem at first glanc to
be an infringement of the patent granted to Graftori and Whitchurch,(4)
but the London
	 partnership was working at full stretch, and
Dawen's two edItions of the 1549 book, and one of the 1552, ware prob-
ably greeted with some relief by the Londoners. Oswen stuck to the
terms of his patent, printing, among at least twenty seven Edwardian
productions, only one which was not "tendering the godly edifying and
ease of our loving subjects within our principality of Wales." This
was a copy of the Laws and Statutes, 7 Edward Vi which he printed
in 1553, perhaps on the strength of his quasi-official position as
printer for Wales. As well as his office in Worcester, Osweri had an
outlet for his publications in Shrewsbury. (5)
Dawen's patent, and the position which it gave him within the
government's campaign for the reformation of the whole realm, was
likely to be an embarrasment to him in the event of a return to the
old religion. Humphrey Powell was in a similar position. Humphrey was
(i) S.T.C. 3750.
(2) See below page 229.
UJorman, p. 59.
Duff, Century	 p.144.
Isaac, op. cit. 94.
(3) A Jscob Auryk had worked for the English market at Emden in the
30s. (Duff, P. 4.)(4) Patent Roll, 2 Ed. lV, part 1, Roll. 808 m. 14.
(5) Duff,Century, p. 116.
Isaac, op. cit. 110-111.
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related to the London printer William Powell. In 1551 he was granted
the title of King's printer in Dublin, and was given £20 to help
towards the setting up of an off'ice in Ireland. He issued one copy
of the Prayer Book in Dublin in 1551 and produced a certain amount
of jrotestant polemic. His appointment was clearly part of' the
evangelical campaign, end he was presumably known by the government as
a suitably committed protestant to whom to trust the education of the
Irish, but his religious sympathies are otherwise unknown. (1)
The position of Hugh Singleton in 1553 was less difficult than
that of Cewen or Powell in that he was not identified by patents with
the policy of Edward's Government. Rut Singleton, like Scoloker, was
a fervant gospeller, who had spent the last years of Henry's reign
learning printing and protestantisrn on the continent. Returning to
London in 1548 he set up shop at the sign of St.Augustine in Paul's
churchyard, where he printed a number of protestant tracts and
employed several exiled printers, though most of his work was
probably done at his second office at the Double Hood in Thames Street,
to which he moved sometime in Edward's reign. This was near to the
Steelyard, and offered the chance to maintain links with protestant
friends abroad. Singleton was still a young man and his opinions seem
to have been of an uncompromising turn, for according to Garrett he
was the "Shengloton" who was committed to the Marshalsea in May 1553
for slandering Northumberland. If so, he must have bean a fiery young
man, and his religious views, and friendship with John Foxa and other
reformers made it unlikely that he would prove conformable in the
event oP a Catholic reaction. He was also compromised by his close
links with mierdman, Lynne and the Dutch church. (2)
(1) A.P.C, Jo1. ill, p.84.
For Powell's position as King's Printer in Ireland sea colophon
of his Boke of Common Prayer S.T.C. 16277.
Arber, Transcripts Vol.1, p. xxviii.
Duff, Century, p.124.
Isaac, 112.
(2) See belcw p.229.
A.P.C, Vol. 1V, p.269.
Arber, Vol. 1, p.90.
Worman, pp. 62 & 53.
Duff., Century, p.148.
Isaac, op. cit., 113-119
C.Carrett, 'The resurreccion of the masse by Huqh Hilarie - or
John Bale (?)' in the Library,Vol. XX1, fourth series (1940-41)p.143
H.J.Byrom,'Edmund Spenser's first printer, Hugh Singleton' in
the Library Vol. X1V, fourth series,(1933-4,) p.121.
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Another outspoken protestant was the poet and social reformer
Robert Crowl.y. Another educated men, fellow of magdalsn College
a	Oxford, Crowl.y ran a book shop in the Ely Rants in Holborn for the
first part of Edward's reign. Among th. books which he published
there were his own tracts, including social and moral commentary as
in the Informecion and Peticion of 1548, and several pamphlets
warning of the Lest Judgment when all men's works would be w.ighsd.
(e.g. Pleasure and Payne, 1550) Apart from writing on behalf of the
religious and moral reformation for which he yearned, and apart from
crossing swords with the redoubtable champion of the catholic cause,
miles Huggard, Crowley also found time to edit old English texts, in
particular the Lollard Prolog to the Bible, and The vision of Pierce
Plowman, three editions of which appeared in 1550. Crowl.y also
collaborated with William Salisbury in an enlightened attempt to
bring the gospel to the Welsh in their own language. In order to do
this it was necessary to familiarise the public with printed Welsh,
and so Crowley and Salisbury produced a Welsh Crammar, following
this with en edition of the gospels in Welsh.
Between 1549 and 1551 at least twenty-one books appeared
with Crowley's name on them, though whether he was actually in-
volved in the printing of them is still open to question. They have
been assigned to Crafton and Jugge, but the evidence for this suggest-
ion seems thin, and there does not seem to be any conclusive proof
that Crowley was not running a press at the Ely rents in these years.
A venture such as the Welsh gospels would have been far more feasible
if Salisbury and Crowley were themselves in charge of the printing
operation. But if Crowley had worked as a printer, all such activity
ceased in 1551 when Ridley ordained him deacon and priest. He main-
tained close links with the Stationers for the rest of his life, and
under Elizabeth assisted them both as a censor of copies and a preacher
at their functions. He was even admitted a freeman of the Company in
1578, having resigned his living over the question of vestments. As a
Stationer, Crowley took apprentices, but does not seem to have pub-
lished any books, his main task being to deliver the annual sermon.
y this date he must have been quite an old man. During
EJward's reign Crowley had boon closuly connected with the
court, and with protestant aristocrats like Lady lane, whose psalms
he published in 1550. It was these connections, and his outspoken
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reforming views which placed him in a difficult position in 1553. (1)
William Baldwin was another poet with close connections with
the printing trade. Baldwin was evidently a protestant, for he was
leter ordained and preached at St. Paul's Cross in 1563 "wishing a
gallows set up in Smithfield and the old bishops and other papists
to be hanged thereon." (2)	 Under Edward, Baldwin was employed
at court as superintendent of plays, but he also worked as a corr-
ector in Whitchurch's office, and was a member of the Stationers'
Company. It is possible that he printed on his own account,for his
name appears on one book issued from the Whitchurch press, The
Canticles or Balades of Solomon, 1549. But it is more likely that
he supervised the production of the book, which was his own metrical
version of the Song of Solomon. Poetry seems to have been Baldwin's
main occupation and apart from the Canticles he also collaborated
with other poets on the mirror for magistrates, and A memorial of
suche Princes as..have been unfortunate. Neither of these appeared
before 1553, but Baldwin's Treatise of ifiorall Phylosophie was
printed by Whitchurch in 1547, and he also had some connection with
the light-hearted production, Beware the Cat. According to the poet
who replied to this, it was composed in John Day's office in Alderogate
in 1552 and published by Baldwin.
Baldwin's position in Whitchurch's office and his trenchantly
protestant views might have been expected to cause him some trouble
under mary, though his religious opinions may have developed later. His
own works under Edward display a predominate concern for social and
moral rather than religious reform. Nevertheless he was evidently a part-
isan of the fallen Somerset, and his friends were drawn mainly from
Somerset's circle. (3)
(1) Foxe, vol. tIll .-, P
.
 759.
Stow, op. cit. , vol.1., p.300;v01.11., p.339 n.
Arbor, Transcripts, vol.1., p xl, 514.
Duff,. Century, p. 35.
Isaac, op. cit, 125-130.
0.E.Illeton, R.Crowley; unpublished ER. thesis, London, 1953.
See also below page 237.
(2) Stow, op. cit., vol.1. P x.
(3) A.P.C, vol.ltl., p.210.
Arber, Transcripts.,yol.l., p.xxviii.
Stow 1
 vol.11, p. 275.
A Short Rnsware to the Poke called Beware the Cat, Society of
Antiquaries'Book of Broadsides, No.13.
Duff, Century., p. 6.
Isaac, op. cit. 124.
E.I.Feasey, 'The licensing of the "mirror for magistrates"', in the
Library, vol.111., fourth series,(l922,) p.177.
H.J.Byrom, 'John Wayland - Printer, Scrivoner and Litigant', in the
Library, vol.Xl, fourth series, (1930,)p. 312.
See also below, page 239. (199)
As 1553 progressed and Edward's health deteriorated, considerable
concern must have been felt by the many foreigners who had found refuge
from religious persecution in London. In particular there were five
printers of foreign origin who had been closely associated with the
work of the Edwardian government, and whose protestant faith was
widely known. Walter Lynne had come to England, probably from Antwerp,
in 1540, and by 1547 had become an influential publisher, working
from the premises of the Spread Eagle next to St.Paul's school.
Lynne was also a translator and was kept busy throughout Edward's
reign translating texts for the protestant printers, among them
Regius's, A declaration of the twelve articles of the christen feythe,
(mierdman for Jugge), Luther's A frutefull exposition of the kyngdom of
Christ, (Day ?) and Canon's Thre bokes of chronicles, (3.Day.).He
himself published or financed these books, and his business as a
publisher and bookseller evidently prospered, for he had capital to
invest and in 1549 acquired a license to import wine and dies.
Lynne was fortunate to enjoy the patronage of Cranmer, for whom he
published Justus Jonas's Catechism, the printing apparently being done
by another of the Dutch printers, Nicholas Hill. He also worked for
Somerset, and published for him the translation by Coverdale of
Werdmualler's Spyrytual and noost precycuse pearls, to which Somerset
had written a preface. On 1
	 December 1547 Lynne obtained a patent
to print "a book which is called in our vulgar tongue 'the begynyng
and eridyng of all popery or popish kingdom' and all other manner of
books consonant to godliness." His rights in his copies were guaranteed
for seven years, on pain of a £100 fine.
As a member of the Dutch Church at Austin Friars Lynne dedicated
his publishing business to the production of serious theological works
and scriptural aids, including his own Briefe collection of all such
texts. The printer of many of his ventures was his friend, and
possibly his guest at Somers Quay, Stephen mierdman. (1)
mierdman was also from Antwerp, and had learned his trade in the office
of ffiattheua Cram. Troubled for printing hostile literature in Ant-
werp, he fled to England in 1549 and settled in 8i1lirsgate with Lynne.
Even before he came to England, mierdman had been engaged in printing
protestant books for the English market, using false imprints in order
(1)	 Patent Rolls, 1 Ed.Vl., Part 111, Roll 801 m.25.
Foxe, Ulll., p. 57.
Worman, pp. 37 and 38.
Duff, Century, p. 95.
Isaac, op. cit. Appendix.
See also below, page239. (200)
to escape the detection of the Antwerp authorities. For example,
Coverdale's chorte Recapitulacion of Erasmus Enchiridion appeared
under the imprin. of Adam Anonimus of Ausborch. After Edward's
accession mierdman increased his output for the London stationers,
printing works for both Jugge and Lynne, and after he had settled
In Billingsgate he also printed for Abraham Vole, Crowley and Day.
But Lynne remained his main collaborator, and most of his productions
were sold in the bookshop of the Spread Eagle, which was run for
Lynne by John Gybkyn. like Lynne, rnierdman was a member of the
Dutch church, end did any printing which that community required, (1)
but he also printed considerable quantities of literature for the
English market, both secular and religious. As a member of the
Dutch church, a refuges from religious persecution, and employer of
other refugees, and as a printer of religious polemic, he was clearly
threatened by fliary's accession. He also held an Edwardiar patent,
having been granted in 1550, following his deniation, a license
for five years to print various books hitherto unprinted, and to
employ printers, Enolish and foreign. (2)
The French printer, Thomas Gaultier also held an Eduiardian
patent, this time for French service books, and also enjoyed the
title of King's printer in the French language. The place of this
patent in the general pclicy f the governant will be discussed
in Chapter 111; Gaultier presumably acquired it through the good
offices of his patron Somerset. It was Somerset who backed the
Frenchman in his attempt to gain access to the Stationer's Company,
but despite the fact that Caultiar was a denizori, had been in Eng-
land for many years and was married to an Englishwoman, the Stationers
refused to admit him. Evidently Gaultier lacked sufficient money
to buy his admission, for he appears to have worked mainly as a job-
bing printer for other stationers. As a result, his output was a
mixed bag, including a French Prayer Book, le livra des pri'>res
communes, do l'administraticn en I'eqlise d' Angieterre, and a French
tew Testament, but also a Sarum Priner, a copy of the Nave greats
abreciement for Kale, Sores and Powell, and Reynard the Fox.
(1) e.g. a Lasco's works Da catechismus (1551), Compendium doctrinae
(1551) and Brevis do sacramentis tractatio (1551 - 2)
S.T.Cs. 15260, 15263 15259.
(2) Uiorman, pp. 44 and 45 (gives details of his books).
Duff, Century, p. 105.
Isaac, op. cit. 133 - 136.
Cohn Clair, 'On the Printing of Certain Reformation Books', in the
Library, vol. XV1I1, fifth series,(1963,)p. 275
See also beiow,page 238.
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Between 1550 and 1553 Gaultier printed about a dozen books, mostly
for other stationars. His situation as a foreigner made it difficult
for him to trade in his own right unless he had a royal license,
and his license was limited to French service books. The list of
titles printed by him cannot therefore be reAd upon as an indication
of his own opinions, for he had to print whatever was commissioned,
but most of his output was protestant, and the patronage of Somerset,
nd tenure of an Edwardian license suggest that he was known to be
committed to reform. In any case, his position intheevent of a
catholic reaction was likely to be uricomfortable.(l)
Like Caultier, Nicholas Hill had been in Englind for many years,
having arrived in 1519 and taken letters of denization in 1544.
Like Gaultier again, he did not have his own bookshop, but printed
for a number of London stationers. Ha was very prolific and almost
every stationer appears to have used him at some time. Hill was a
senior of the Dutch Church in 1551, which must be evidence of' strong
protestant beliefs, for he had been in England for many years when
the congregation was formed, and it was not for him, as for newly
arrived refugees, the natural centre for his religious activities.
He presumably chose to join it because the form of worship end
church disciplins practised there was in accord with his own belief's.(2)
Ha employed several foreigners in his office, and sometimes worked for
Walter Lynne, but his closest friend among the exiles was Egidius
van der Erve, a Flemish printer who arrived in London in 1550 or
thereabouts , with his wife Inna, and joined Hill as en official of
the Dutch Church. Erve used various pseudonyms, including Gellium
Ctermatius and possibly Collinus Volkwinner, but he seems to have
produced little while he was in London, issuing only three Dutch hand-
books written by micron for the use of the Dutch Church. It was after
mary's accession and Erva's flight abroad that he began to directhis
printing to the English narket. (3)
(1) Pardon Roll mary 1 (Supplementary Patent Roll. 65) m.7.
Duff, Century, p. 53.
Isaac, op. cit. 131, 132.
	 See below page 228
(2) UJorman, pp. 30 - 31.	 -
Duff, Century, p. 72.
Isaac. op. cit. 88 - 91.	 See below page 238
(3) JJorman, pp. 18 - 21. (Gives details of his books)
Duff, Century, p . 44.
F. Isaac, 'Eqiduis vender Erve and his English Printed Books',
in the Library,fourth series, vol. Xll,(1931,)p. 336.
See also balow 1 pags 238.
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The printers listed above were all known protestants, and all had
some connection with the ruling circle of Edward's reign. They
represent a large section of the printing community, including
several of the wealthiest and most influential stationers in London.
But 'bePore we can make a final estimate of the strength of the reform-
ing camp among the printers, there are several more stationers who
deserve consideration. The first two are known protestants who were
active as booksellers under Edward but did little or no printing or
publishing and so left Pew books with their names on. John Turke had
been in trouble several times under Henry. He had abjured once before
1540, had published several of the Cromwell ballads in 1540 and spent
some time in prison in 1543 for publishing, ("sending to print") the
Postilla upon the Gospels. Turke began work at the sign of the Rose
in Paternoster Row, and later moved to the Cock in Paul's churchyard.
His contributions to the various collsctions made by the Stationars
show that he was not a rich man, but he was clearly well thought of
by the brotherhood, and his son followed him into the Company.
During Edward's reign he only ventured on half a dozen cheap
publications, including two a1manacksPedrci's The castell of love
and Bank's balled A lamentation of the death of' Henry the syght. On
the other hand he did have Lancaster's The ryght and trew understandynge
of the supper of' the Lord printed for him in 1550 (?) by Whitchurch,
and he also published a commentary on the 82nd Psalm. Duff lists a copy
of the King 's and Queene's Psalms as being published by him as wall.(l)
Another old protestant who had weathered several storms under
Henry was michael Lobley. We have no books from Edward's reign with
his name attached, but several references to him in the Stationer's
Company registers prove that he was still active in the book trade.
He was possibly prevented from embarking on any publications by
financial difficulties, for he had never been a wealthy man, and by
the time he died in 1567 he was in debt to the Company. His shop at
the sign of' St.michael was probably devoted entirely to bookbinding at
this time, for Lobley was primarily a binder by profession. Lobley and
(1) A.P.C. Vol.1. pp 120, 129.
Arber,Transcripts. Vol. 1. pp.xxviii, 33, 46, 50, 66, 86, 89 etc.
Duff, Century ,p.159
Isaac, English & Scottish Printing Types, Appendix.
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Turke appear to have taken little or no part in the propaganda boom
of Edward's reign, but as knoun protestants and old enemies of the
ecclesiastical authorities they were likely to run into difficulties
during a period of religious reaction. (1)
John Wight was a young man in Edward's reign and a member of' the
Draper's Company, but in common with several other drapers he worked
as a stationer throughout his life. His address, the Rose, Paul's
churchyard, may possibly have been the premises of' John Turke,
though Turke's was given as the Rose, Paternoster Row. Whether or
not he was working for Turke, Wight produced at least ten books during
Edward's reign, of which seven wore religious, including works by Bale,
Bradford, Coverdale and rnelancthon. His will, published decades later
in 1589, reads,
"first and principally I commend my soul into the
hands of almighty god my maker and creator, most
steadfastly believing and affirming myself to have
and enjoy life everlasting through the precious
blood of Christ. Jesus shed on the cross for the
remission of my sins".. (2)
He adds a number of' charitable bequests. The evidence of this will
cannot be called upon to prove that Wight was a protestant in 1553,
but in this case the evidence of his output does support such an
interpretation. (3)
As we have already seen the printing of' protestant polemic at
a time when such literature was In great demand cannot be used as
conclusive proof that the ' printer was a protestant. On the other
hand when a printer devoted his press exclusively to the production
of such tracts the possibility that he was committed to the cause has
to be allowed. William Copland did not give his press over entirely
to such productions, but he did produce at least twenty two reforming
tracts under Edward, including several scriptural, works and some
street literature, such as moone's A short treatyse of ... thinges abused,
1548 and The dysciosyng of' the canon of' the popysh masse, 1549.
Copland had inhcrited his father's shop, the Rose Garland in Fleet
Street, in 1548, and he printed steadily throughout Edward's reign.
He worked as a jobbing printer for a number of stationars, nearly
(i) Foxe, Vol.V, pp. 35, 386, 412.
Arbor, Transcripts, Vol. 1,, pp. xxviii, 46, 50,65,73,78, 86 etc.
Duff, Century 1 p.93.
(2) P.C.C. 63 Leicester.,	 JI,74.
(3) Arbor, Vol.1. pp. 94, 97, ill etc.
Duff, Century ,p.11O,
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everyone employing him at some time or another, and the list of his
titles reflects the varied nature of' his commissions. His own
preference was aparently for the old verse Romances, which he
produced in considerable numbers, possibly from old de Worde copie8.
Copland's religious affiliations can only be guessed at, but it is
at least worth glancing at his output under mary to see whether
those twenty two protestant tracts meant anything more than twenty
two commissions. There is also an interesting reference in Foxe (1)
to a master Copland who was a friend of the heretical merchant
Thomas Sommers. This could possibly be Robert Coplarid, William's
father, who was a well known figure in the city. If' so, then William
must have come under the influence of protestant views at some time
in his life. (2)
William Hill's output was far more uncompromising. From, his
premises at the Green Hill in Paul's churchyard, where he worked as a
printer and book binder, he issued, about twenty-five Edwardian
editions, every one of them devoted to the cause of reform. Hill only
printed during the boom years of 1548-1550, but he continued to bind
•	 apprentice stationers until his death in 1586, and his son was
free of the stationers. Possibly he was drawn into the printing
trade by the hope of making a quick profit, or possibly he was
enthusiastic for the evangelical cause. Whatever the reason, ho
ceased printing in 1550 and concentrated for the rest of his career
on binding. He was not a rich man, being assessed for the Bridewell
collection of 1556 at only 8d., and he may have been one of those small
scale printers who were driven out of the printing trade by the
combination of rising costs and falling prices. (3)
Another printer who devoted his press almost exclusively to
protestant literature was Thomas Raynalde. Raynalde had been John
Day's master before the young printer had set up his own business, and
during Edward's reign ho printed about forty books all but half a
dozen of them for the reformers. Among these productions were two
(1) Foxe 1 Vol. V, p.452.
(2) A.P.C, IJol.V, p.24?.
Arber,Vol.l, pp. xxviii, 47, 51, 79, 93, 96.
Duff, Century, p.32.
Isaac, op.cit. 104-108.
see below p. 241.
(3) Arber,Transcriots, Vol.l.p. 114.




complete editions of the matthew Bible, in 1549 and 1551, and a
translation of Roesslin's The Birth of mankynde,dedicated to Queen
Catherine Parr. Raynalde was an educated man, possibly a doctor, and
his connections with Day and with Catherine Parr bear out the evidence
of his output, that he was probably committed to reform. He was not a
poor man, and although he often worked in collaboration with other
stationers, and especially with William Hill, his choice of copies
was not dictated by commissions. (1)
Robert Stoughtori also produced a diet of almost unvaried
protestant polemic. rrom his office at the sign of the Bishop's
mitre in Ludgate he issued a total of seventeen Edwardian works,
fourteen of them being religious tracts. Whether Stoughton's output
was the result of conviction or of cornmerical nous is hard to say,
for he died before the catholic reaction had a chance to probe his
motivation. But his concentration on tracts concerning the sacr5nent
does seam to suggest some personal interest in this thorny
theological issue, and his collaboration with Robert Crowley also
indicates a protestant involvement. (2)
The inclusion of these stationers in the number of those
committed in some degree to the cause of reform gives us a total of
twenty-four stationars and printers out of a community which
numbered about eighty during Edward's reign. Attached in some degree
to this radical section of the trade uare several small scale printers
and book sellers. 3ohn Case, although a member of the Company, was
clearly a fairly humble artisan, being assessed at only 4d. in the
Bridawall collection. He printed four books under Edward in
conjunction with Nicholas Hill, Crowley and Seres. Dohn Gybkyn was
also a member of the Company, though he may have been of foreign origin.
He managed Walter Lynne's shop at the sign of the Spread Eagle and also
sold works by Jugge and other radical printers. William marten, who
printed Lawton's seditious ballad may wall have been linked to the
radical wing of the stetioners, and it seems that Richard Wyer, a
member of an otherwise secular-minded family, may have sympathised with
(1) LPC, Vol.2, pp. 311, 312 - Raynalde was Iardeley's printer.
Duff, Centur,p.l30
Isaac,op.cit. 55-57
Sir D'Arcy Power'The Birth of iankind or the Woman's Book, a
Bibliographical Study',in tha Library,fourth series, Vol.Vlll,
(1927,) p.]..
(2) Tracy. R, A bryef declaracyon what is a Sacrament.
Tyndale 11, A brief declaration of the sacraments.
Jermigli P, A discourse concerning the Sacrament.
Tilney, A song of the Lordes supper.
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the prote8tant cause. Other printers were drawn into the trade in
religious literature by the demands of the market, William Powell, for
example, producing eight religious tracts between 1547 end 1549, despite
the fact that he 'did not normally print religious works.
- One other stationer whom we know to have been an ardent protestant
does not appear to have printed anything under Edward, though he was
probably already in business. Edward Cqter was pilloried in 1555 for
"falsifying end razing of a Dispensation granted by the Cardinal".
Despite this disgrace, Cater was listed on the Stationers' Charter, as
free of the Company. (1) ,f provincial stationers were also to be takan
into account, this list would have to be extended to include, for example,
Garbrand Harkes at Oxford and Seygar Nicholson .t Cambridge, both noted
protestents.	
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0•
Catholic Printers.
In contrast to this group of protestant printers, containing
as it does men of the influence and wealth of Grafton, Whitchurch,
Wolf' and Bertholet, and energetic young entrepreneurs such as Day,
Seros and Singleton, there were few stationers who can be said with
any certainty to have been committed to the catholic cause. Thomas
Doctray, the first 1aster of the Incorporated Company, left an
ardently catholic will when he died in 1559;
"first I bequeath my soul to the Blessed Trinity, the
father, the son, and the holy ghost, and to the blessed
virgin Pary, mother of' our Saviour Christ Jesu, and to
all the celestial company of heaven..."
He included a bequest to the Fraternity of the blessed name of
Jesus, of St. Faith's church, "for the better maintenance of god's
Holy Service", and "to the intent to be prayed for every Sunday." (2)
As master of the Company, Dockwray must have had considerable in-
fluence with the stationers, but he was not himself a practitioner
of the craft, being a notary by profession. It is possible that he
owed his position as I1aster to the assistance which he had rendered
the ecclesiastical authorities over several decades in their fight
(1) Strype, E. fl. vol. 111, p. 219
(2) Arbor 1 Transcripts, vol. 1., p.xxxiv.
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against heretical literature. He had also acted on behalf of Cardiner
during his Edwardian trials. (i)
Among practising stationers the strongest catholic tradItion
centred on William Rastell and the group at Lincoln's Inn who in-
herited the traditions of Thomas More. Rastell, a member of Lincoln's
Inn, and by Edward's reign an eminent lawyer, had married Winifred,
the daughter of More's son-in-law, John Clements. He was no longer
active in the book trade, but he still had many friends among the
printers, and retained his interest in the book trade. (2)
The Rastella were linked in some way to the large printing house of
the Redmans, who specialised In the production of law books. Robert
Redman died in 1540 or thereabouts, but William (fliddletori succeeded
to the printing business and carried on the legal tradition of. the
Redmans. ifliddleton was active under Edward, producing law books from
his premises at the sign of the George next to St. Dunstan's Church
in Fle9t Street. He was very busy in 1547 and 1548, but he died
some time in 1548 and the premises, along with his widow, Elizabeth,
passed to William Powell. Niddleton apparently inherited the catholic
as wall as the legal bias of the Rastells and Redrrans, for he pub-
lished Smith's Defence of the blessed masse in 1547, and also pro-
duced The four PP. for Heywood in 1545. Heywood had been Rastell's
host under Henry, and after the accession of Elizaboth, ha joined
Rastell in exile. Jasper Heyusood later became a Jesuit. (3.)
(1) L. & P. , 15â5, vol. XX., part 1., p. 304
Foxe Vi., p. 125.
Duff., Cantury, p.. 40.
Arber 5
 Transcri p ts ) xxviii, 33, 49, 61, 66, 69, 86, etc.
(2) Duff, Century, p.130.
A.W.Reed, 'Tba Editor of Sir Thomas More's English Works:
tjilliam Rastell.' in The Library, fourth series,
vol. 1V,(l923,'p. 25.
(3) John Redman. DUff', Century, p.131, Isaac, op.cit. 53.
John Bale.
Robert Redrnan. Duff, Century, p.132, Isaac, vol.1, op. cit. 56-60.
Elizabeth Rodman/Pickering.
Duff, Century, p.121, Isaac 54.
William Middleton.
A.P.C, vol.1, pp. 107, 117, 120, 121.
Isaac,op. cit. 61.
Duff, Century, p.104.
H.J.Byrom, 'John Wayiand - Printer, Scrivoner and
Litigant', in The Library, vol.Xl, (1930 - 31,)
fourth series, p.312.
Arber, Lranscrit, vol.11, p.9, Middleton's will.
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I1lddleton's death in 1548 deprived the Catholic group of one
of it's few active printers. Nevertheless it must be noted that he
did print an edition of Tyndale's Obedience of a Christian man, and
the evidence for his religious sympathies is all circumstantial.
His successor, William Powell was certainly not in the Rastell
tradition, all the religious books he printed being Of the pro-
teatant persuasion. He was also connected fairly closely to the
Edwardian patentee Humphrey Powell. But Thomas Petit, another law
printer, does appear to have stood in the catholic tradition. Petit's
output was mainly of law books, but he did print a number of catholic
devotional works in the forties, including six Sarum Primers,
St. Bernard's A compdius troatyse of well livynge, two editions of
the Exhortation unto prayer and one of Savonarolas'.- Exposvcyon upon
the 11 psalme. Under both Henry and Edward he was involved in 9ib-
lical work, and a Tyndale Testament of 1548 is assigned tentatively
to hlm,(l) but the only controversial work he issued was Smith's
A briefe troatyse settynge forth divers truthes, 1547. Petit worked
at the sign of the maiden's Head in Paul's Churchyard, and he usually
worked in collaboration with other printers. (2)
By Edward's reign Petit was reachIng the end of his career, and
he died in 1556. Richard Tottel, on the other hand was at the begin-
ing of his. Tottel had been an apprentice with William middleton and
was probably made free by middleton's successor, Powell. He took over
Henry Smith's printing house at Temple Bar in 1550, was free of the
Stationers in 1552, and in 1553 acquired the Hand and Star between
the gates of the Temples in Fleet Street. All the major law printers,
Rastell, the Redmans, ffliddleton, Smith and Tottel, worked from Fleet
Street where they were on hand for the Inns of Court and law students.
This proximity with each other emphasised their position as a distinct
group within the body of printers, most of whom were situated in and
around Paul's Churchyard. The catholic and humanist traditions inherited
by these law printers were further strenghtened by the family and
business links which bound them together. Richard Tottel had learned
his trade in this environment, and was almost certainly Catholic in
sympathy during Edward's reign, though he was discreet about such
(1) S T C 2851.
(2) A.P.C., vol.1., pp. 107, 117, 120, 121.
Duff, Century, p. 120.
Isaac op. cit. 15 and 16.
H.R.,Plomer, 'Notices of English Stationers in the Archives
of the city of London', in T.B.S., vol. VI,
1900 - 1902, p. 18.
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matters and most of the evidence ('or his religious opinions derives
from a later date. (i)
In April he acquired a seven year patent in books of cimmon law;
evidence, this, both of his discretion and his wealth, which derived
from an affluent family background in Devonshire (his father was
mayor of' Exeter). The Stationer's Company also benefited from this
prosperity, for in 1552 Tottel joined Seres in defraying the costs
of the new Ordinances, and in 1556 he donated a new window to the Hall,
Under Edward, Tottel printed no re]gious books at all, partly because
he was occupied with his literary and legal works, but partly, no
doubt,because he was out of sympathy with the religious settlement.
He was one of Ofli a very few printers who held aloof from the
booming market in polemic. His religious views were almost certainly
known to his contemporaries , and as a wealthy, well —educated young
printer he occupied a key place in the catholic camp, for flhiddleton
was dead, Petit an old man and Rastell no longer active in print-
ing. (2)
Another young stationer of consideraole wealth and probable
catholic sympathies wasJohn Cawood. Cawood also had links with the
Lincoln's Inn group, and was later to become Royal printer to Queen
Mary, out in 1553 the evidence for his religious views was very thin.
Ha had set up his press in 1546 at the siqn of the Holy Ghost in
St.Paul's, after keeping shop with 	 hn Birckman for five years.
During Edward's reign he printed only half a dozen books, including
Osiandar's Conjectures of' the end of' the world, Werdmueller's
Spiritual Pearl and a Tyndale Testa-ant. He certainly printed large
numbers of' Catholic books under mary, and unlike other Marian printers
he did not revert instantly to protestant polemic on Elizabeth's
accession, but his views in 1553 were evidently moderate, and he may
have become more committed as Mary's reign progressed. Nevertheless
(1) H.J. yrom, 'Richard Tottell - His Life and York,' in the LIbrarY)
(1928), 4th Series, Vol.Vlll)p.l99.
(2) rber, Transcripts ,Vol.l pp xxviii, 36, 40, 44, 47, 48,50, 62,
Duff, Century. p.t57
	 70, 95, 96 etc.
Isaac, 137 - 143.
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his opinions must have been acceptable Par him to be chosen by mary as
her official stationer. (1)
Cawood was a man of some standing among his fellow stationers,
occu7ying the position of Warden of the Company for a large part of
mary's reign. Another printer who was to prove a catholic under mary
was of rather more dubious character. John Wayland, who was a member
of the Scriveners and had published half a dozen catholic tracts in
the thirties, printed little under Edward because he spent most of
the reign trying to extricate himself from debt. Wayland was quite a
wealthy man, but he had a taste for dubious commercial enterprises
which frequently landed him in trouble. In 1539 he had sold his rights
in Hilsey's Primer to 3ohn mayler, giving him to understand that the
Primer had been licensed by Cromwell. In later litigation it transpired
that the privilege was purely verbal, and not the written license that
the law required, and which fl7ayler apparently believed it to be. From
that date until mary's accession Wayland did little printing, spending
most of his time evading the law. He was imprisoned in 1547 after
losing three suits for debt at Common Pleas, and was again prosecuted
in 1548 and 1549, when he was reported to have gone into hiding in
Lincolnshire. At the same tine he was apparently engaged in money-
.	 lending, so he cannot have been quite without assets. In the 1550s
he ran into trouble over a haberdashery debt, and he was back in prison
in 1558. This was to be the pattern of the remainder of his lire.
Despite these difficulties, Wayland did take part in one or two
book ventures under Edward, being assigned three copies in S.T.C.,
an edition of Bieston's Bayte and snare of Fortune, c.1550, a copy of
The Surnme of the holy scrIpture, 1550, and a Sarum Primer, dated 1552.
This Primer supports the evidence of mary's reign that Wayland was a
devout catholic, but his will, published in 1572, is devoid of any -.
religious sentiment. And indeed , if the printing of protestant polemic
under Edward has to be viewed with care as evidence of protestant
convictions on the part of the printer, the printing of catholic
literature under mary, especially by such a sharp business man as
Wayland, has also to be looked at with some scepticism. All the same,
it does seem that Wayland was a convinced catholic, and he proved more
(1) Patent Rolls, I maryl, Dart 2, Roll 865 m.23.
Arber, Transcripts, Vol.1, pp xxviii, xxxvii, 33, 42, 43, 46, 49,





of an asset to the catholic cause than could have been guessed in 1553.(l)
Unlike Wayland, Robert Toy was clearly a highly respected, and
indeed a much liked man. Working from the sign of the Bell in Paul's
Churchyard next door to his coreligionist Thomas Petyt, he published
abdut twenty books between 1540 and 1546. These Included two Sarum
Primers, Smith's Rssertion and defence of tha sacrament, of the
aulter', Cardiner's Detecti
	
of the deuils sophistrie, and
declaration of such true articles, Peryn's III notable sermons of the
sacrament and Savonarola's Exposicyco.. upon the ii psalms.
Following Edward's accession, Toy continued to publish conservative
tracts, issuing Clerke's Opusculum plane divinurnin 1547 and another
edition of Peryn's III Notable sermons in 1548
	 Ho also issued a
Primer in 1550, and published several biblical works during these
years but he kept aloof from the religious controversy, turning
instead to romances and ballads to make up his stock. His widow
continued this trend after his death in 1556, entering thirty-two
ballads In the Stationer's Registers for the year 1557/8 in
partnership with John UJaley. To a large extent this must have been
an attempt by . mistress Toy to protect her rights in those ballads
which the Toys had already published, rather than notice that they
were about to publish thorn.
Toy was evidently a popular man, for he was given tuition of
Kele's daughter margaret when that printer died in 1552, and he was
also instrumental in making peace between John Holylend and Reyner
Wolf. When ha died in 1556 the Stationers attended his funeral. In
his will he made provision for the making up of tithes, and for
various charitable purposes, and left his soul to "almighty God my
maker and Redeemer and to all the holy company in heaven". (2)
(1) Will, P.C.C. 9. Peter
Isaac op.cit. 20-24.
Duff Century, p.167
H.J.Byrom, 'John Uiayland - Printer, Scrivener and Litigant'
in the Library Vol. Xi, fourth series,(1930-31)p.312.
See below p.245.
(2) Will. P.C.C. 41 1re. (Robart)L.Ii, 3
P.C.C. 24 Norrison (Elizabeth) 	 ii,




Toy worked mainly as a publisher, his works baing printed for bin
by other statloners in particular most of his Catholic copies ware
printed by John Herford. Herford nad begun his career at St.Albans
and worked as Abbey Printer until the Abbey was dissolved in 1539.
In that year he was involved in some printing which was considered
heretical enough for a deputation consisting of Pepwell, Bonham and
Tabbe to be sent to fetch him up to London for questioning. The
offending publication seams to have been A very declaration of the
bond and free will of man. Whatever the outcome of these investigat-
ions, Herford settled in London in Aldersgate Street and proceeded
to print about twenty-five Dooks most of which were strongly catholic
in tone.. He worked mainly for other stationers such as Toy, so that
his list of titles cannot be cited as final evidence of his own
position, but half of his output was devoted to the catholic cause,
and included four editions of Cardiner and three of Smith. On the
other hand, two violently protestant tracts also appeared with his
imprint, Joye's Refutation of' the bysnop of Uiinchesters derke
declara.tio, 1546, and The Beoinning and Endynge of all Popery or
Popishe Kyngdome 1548. Possibly Herford's interest in these books
was purely commercial, and he was indifferent to their doctrinal
content, ut this seems unlikely, for his output was exceptionally
committed to a catholic standpoint. The only other explanation is
that these .two copies were the work of his enterprising wife
Katherine, since she did print in her own right after John's death
in 1548, issuing Hooper's A lesson of the incarnation of Christe,
Augustine's Predestination, Erasmus's The Censure and judgement, and
a copy of Hunnis's metrical psalmes. These four copies and The
Beglnnina and Endynge of all Popery were printed for protestant
pub1shers like Lynrie and Stcughton. How Joye's Refutation came to
be printed is an interesting question, but it seems possible that
the premises at Aldersgate contained a divided household, with the
husband dedicated to the old religion and the wife to the new. (i)
Of all the printers of catholic persuasion, perhaps the most
fervent was Robert Caly. As we have seen, Caly spent Edward's reign
on the continent printing catholic literature and smuggling it into
England. On mary's accession he returned to London end took over the




premises at Creyfriars, now Christ's Hospital, following the imprison-
mant of Richard Crafton. Caly was to give further proof of his
commitment to catholicism under Elizabeth, when he was accused of
assembling people to hear mass, and once again sought refuge abroad.(l)
By 1553 John Herford was dead, as was middleton, and Petit and
Toy were both old men. In fact of the ten printers known to have
sympathised with the catholic point of view only Tottel, Cawood and
Caly promised any vigorous support for a catholic campaign; Rastall
was no longer active in the trade, Dockwray never had been, and Wayland
was busy evading the law. Beside the vigour and commitment of the
protestant section of the printing community, this little group of
conservatives offered little hope to those looking for a positive
counter-attack in the press.
Since the evidence of fliary's reign bears out the view that the
commitment of the reforming group among the printers was a genuine
rather than a purely commercial one, the question arises as to why
the printing community should have been so much more radical in
religious matters than the population at large, which was largely
apathetic or nostalgic.in its religious views. To some extent the
answer must lie in the nature of the press as a mass medium.
	 s
such it was bound to be used most vigorously by those with an urgent
message to impart, and a call Par reform or revolution is always more
urgent than a defence of the status quo. In the first half of the
sixteenth century the protestants were on the attack, with the result
that their literature was not only more vigorous, colourful and
persuasive than their opponents' but also there was a great deal
more of it. Catholic publishers in London who wished to further the
cause of orthodoxy were faced with a woeful lack of material, and
were forced back on constant repetitions of the works of Gardiner,
Smith and Sampson, this rather thin diet being enriched by editions
of Erasmus and Savonarola, neither of whom could really be considered
bastions of orthodoxy. The enormous energy with which Luther and his
followers wrote for the press was not merely a reflection of anti-
ecclesiastical indignation or of evangelical fervour but was also a
natural extension of their heightened appreciation of the sacrament-
ary nature of the tiord of Cod, both in its narrow scriptural sense
and in its wider expository aspect. The evangelical and pastoral
import with which the early reformers vested the printing press had
the effect of drawing into the trade men whose primary interest was
(i) Arber.Vol.l.pp. 70,94,316.
See also above p. 176.
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the utilisation of that trade for the furtherance of their religious
purposes. The addition of men like Grafton, Whitchurch, 1arler and
Crowley to a community which was essentially concorned with market
trading gave that community a complexion of religious earnestness
which was not the norm among trading companies. Another factor
working to the advantage of the protestant group within the book
trade ties the sheer volume of protestant polemic which the London
stationers were called upon to handle. The effect of constantly
working with such literature must have been to incline at least
some of them towards the views which it expressed.
Such an inclination would have been further reinforced by the
most informed and vigorous patrons of the press, who from 1533
until 1553 were almost all protestants. The assistance offered
first by Cromwell and later by Somerset to reforming authors and
printers took the practical form of the granting of patents and
privileges to worthy stationers anxious to use their trade to
further reform. (1) This help was even extended to alien bookmen,
most of them exiled protestants, who applied to them for help in
breaching the jealously guarded monopoly privileges of the London
stationers. In London, as on the continent, close and often per-
sonal links developed between reforming scholars and their printers.
1oreover the spread of protestant attitudes would have met
with less resistance among the printers than with most other
craftsmen. Like that other pillar of the reformation, the cloth
trade, the stationers had maintained close ties with the contin-
ental printing centres where many of them had learnt their craft.
This continental connection meant that despite their monopolistic
tendencies, the stationôrs remained more receptive to new ideas
coming from the continent, and indeed more hospitable to foreign
refugees, than the majority of Londoners. The refugees in turn
strengthened the protestant convictions of their hosts.
. ... . . .......... ...... . .. •1••••ö ••
The problems which the protestant complexion of the book
trade uas likely to pose for liary ware further complicated by the
fact that the stationers were in a better position than many
crafts to resist official pressure. The Company was still young,
(i)	 Soe CP'ap. 111.
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and had not yet gained exclusive control over all the printers and
publishers working in London. (1) is a result, it did not afford
the government rn efficient modium for discipline or control; even
a ! ter Incorporation many influential publishers continued to be
members of other trades. At the same time the printers proved
adept at siting their shops and offices in ecclesiastical liberties,
and areas outside the control of the city fathers.
By 1550 there appear to have been no stationers working in
Westminster or Southwark, though books were still sold in these
areas by hawkers. (2)
	
The vast majority of printers were to be
found in and around St. Paul's Churchyard. It was within this area
that the Stationer's church, St. Faith's was situated, and so was
St. Peter's College, which was acquired in 1554 by the Stationers
as their new Hall. The churchyard itself was crowded with bookshops
under signs such as the Bell, the White Horse, the maiden's Head,
the Bible, the Black Boy, the Brazen Serpent, the Bishop's Head,
the Green Hill, the Hedgehog and the Holy Ghost. Some of these
were large printing houses, such as Wolf's offices at the Brazen
Serpent, or Cawood's at tho Holy Ghost, some were small shops,
like the one which Day later acquired. In Creed Lane, Paternoster
Row and other alleys in the vicinity of St. Paul's, other stationers
and printers worked, and book shops end printing offices continued
down Ludgate Hill to Fleet Street, where the prestigious houses
of the Sun and the Lucretia stood beside the conduit at Shoe Lane.
The Sun had been Wynkyn do horde's premises and had subsequently
housed Robert Copland, John Bydell and Edward Whitchurch.
On mary's accession. the Powells tried to buy it, but they could
not raise the capital, and it went to John hayland. The Lucretia
belonged to Thomas Berthelet, who also owned a great deal of
property between Fleet Street and Holborn, which he used to house
his foreign wrkmon and binders. Several other printers had their
offices in Fleet Street, while at the far end, at Temple Bar, the
law printers mentioned above carried on their trade. (3)
(1) See below page 220.
(2) rlachyn describes the death in ecember. 1556 of a "big boy
that sold papers and printed books" in Westminster Hall.
p.121.Hawking was against the rules of the Company.
(3) Lant and Turke worked in Paterncser Row, King and Iarsh in
Creed Lane, Robert Stoughton on Ljate Hill, John Wyar, John
iyland, Griffith and the Cop land's in Fleet Street and
ilidrileton, Powell, Smith, marsh and Tottel at Temple Bar.
(216)
To the north of St. Paul's, printing shops could be found
scattered along St. matins le Grand to Aldersgate, where John Day
nd the Herfords carried on their business. In the same area was
one of the old ecclesiastical liberties at Grey Friars. It was
Dr. rJrian, a friend of Cromwell's, who first helped Grafton and
Whitchurch to set up the press at Grey Friars, and it may have
bean its status as a liberty which recommended it to the secretary.
If, as was later alleged, it was Cardiner who caused the break up
by the French Inquisition of the Paris Great Bible wcirks, indeed,
even if the bishop was not involved, the printers would certainly
have learned from the experience the value of setting the church
authorities at arms length. Those printers who sat up shop in
premises which be.onged to other, and hopefully distant bishops
were presumably working on. the same principle. (1)
To the East of St. Paul's, bookshops ran along Cheapside,
Poultry, where the famous long shop at the stocks housed successively
Banks, <ele, fllychell and llde, and Lombard Street. But it was to
the South oP the cathedral that most cf the foreign bookworkers
lived, taking advantage, like the more radical native bookinen of
civic or ecclesiastical fredomn. In lackfriars, and the Bridewell
dishct, and particularly along Shea Lane, could be found a colony
of frrairjn workman, mostly bookbincer, wh's numbers reeched
unprecodented heights under Edward, but who were a settled feature
of the London book trade under iary. Here, in Edward's reign,
Hubert Danvillior, Nowell Havey, ohn Pollard, Cues Lauret and
Jean le Roux occupied pre!eos along Shoe Lane, while Philipe
Cuttier, Thomas Gemini and John fiegussher lived in Blackfriars.
Another area favoured by foreign and radical printers was at the
far end of Thames Street and in Billingsgate Ward. Here Walter
Lynne lived and worked, and it was probably his hospitality,and the
employment he offered,that attracted several foreigners to the area
under Edward. Further west along the river, the Steel yard was the
neighbourhood chosen by Hugh Singleton and his foreign assistants.
It is possible that Singleton had had some dealings with the merchants
of the Steelyard during his years abroad. Whether the immunities
enjoyed by the merchants extended to the premises of the Double Hood
(1) e.g. Crowley worked in the Ely Rents in I4olborn and Scoloker
in the Saucy Rents it Temple Bar.
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I have not yet discovered.
A combination of financial difficulties, overcrowding and
monopoly practices (1) drove foreign workers to seek the outlying
areas of the city, and many of them had their premises outside the
city walls. Outside Alderegate the Herfords, who were themselves
foreigners, formed part of a community of foreign bookmen which
included the refugee assistants of John Day. Even more remote was
Nicholas Hill, who lived and worked in St.John's Street. Possibly,
foreign printers were first attracted to this area by the presence
of John Mayler, the radical printer who had his office during the
forties in Butoiph Lane without Aldersgate at the sign of the White
Bear. (2) That the siting of offices in the ancient ecclesiastical
liberties was effective in protecting printers from the discipline
of the bishops of London is d3monstrated by the frustration evinced
by both Ridley and Bonner at the existence within their diocese of
areas which were outside their discipline. In 1555 Bonner enquirad
'Uk onc
	
oi$ordep- g,	 ICuv of	 clI	 a,,0L !oadc/4
"Whether there hath been or now is any notable evil in the late cusio,.,
•f Mt
Minories, or at Bedlam, or at St.Martins le Grand, the late Black coJo1.c
Friars, the White Friars, the Grey Friars, Augustinian friars,
crutched Friars, St.Katherinos or other places in or about 	 the
city of London"1.Among the "notable evils" that Bonner had in mind
was undoubtedly the Dutch Church which had occupied premises in the
Austin Friars under Edward, but the authorities were clearly very
conscious of the printing refugees as well, for the proclamation of
February 1554 ordering the departures of aliens, specifically
mentioned printers.
The task of any agent charged with the censoring of books was
further complicated by the complexity and fluidity of business
relationships operating within the trade. Printing was still a
relatively new trade, and the clear division of function between
publisher, printer and bo3kseller which emerged during Elizabeth's
reign was not apparent under Edward or Diary. Some stationers did
confine their activities to one sphere, such as Nicholas Hill, who
(1) See above, p. 9.
(2) Among foreign workers listed in this area were Nicholas Bourman,
Jicholas Leblonde, James Woifrote, Michael vn Lendon, Romayn
Maynniour, Garret Harris and Tyllam van Hambough.
(3) Banner's Register fol. Ccclix (As a result of a mistake n agin-
ation there are two folios numbered CCCLIX. This reference is to
the second folio o that number.) g.ii.ti.,.jt ihro.r.Le,don.
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was only a printer, or Abraham Vele who was only a shopkeeper. But
men like Grefton, Berthelat or fflierdman acted now as printer, now as
publisher, sometimes as sponsor or financier of an enterprise sometimes
as bookseller. Berthelet did all his own binding, while Lynne,Copland
and Scoloker were among several printers who were also translators and
indeed authors in their own right. Crowlay's precise role cannot be
pinned down with any certainty. Certainly he was both author and
publisher, and possibly also printer. Baldwin was another literary
man whose precise connexion with the printing trade is hard to define.
And just as stationers appear in difference publications in a number
of different roles, so partnerships between them sprang up and were
dissolved within a very short space of time, often only functioning
for the production of one or two books. (1) Where a printing
venture was likely to be costly several stationers might agree to
share the capital outlay, as in the case of Rastell's edition of
more's English works, which was printed by Richard Tottle with
assistance from John Walley and John Cawood, who supplied some of the
type. The result of this collaboration was a very fine book. (2)
On other occasions large scale productions were shared out between
stationers on the basis not of each stationer fulfilling a separate.
function, but of each being fully responsible for financing and
printing one section of the work, the final production to be
uttered for sale by all the stationers involved. This appears to
have been the method adopted in the 1540 edition of the Great
Bible, which was printed in a three part folio by Petyt and Redman
for Barthelet, (3) and also in the sixteen part folio edition of the
Great Bake of statutes, issued by Redrnan, Ifliddleton and Berthelet
between 1538 and 1542. (4) In the case of the 1551 matthew Bible
Nicholas Hill printed four issues one each forToy, Bonham, Petyt
and Wight. (5) Once printed, a book might be sold either by the
printer or the publisher, or in the event of neither of them
operating a bookshop, a third stationer might put the book to sale.
(1) e.g. Robert Crowley worked in collaboration with fflierdman,
(sic 2725) Salesbury, (2983) Stoughton(Abridnement of Cod's
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This was the case with several of the books which mierdnan printed
for Lynne. As neither of them owned a shop, the books were sold by
John Cybkyn from the Spread Eagle. The difficulties which aliens
faced whBn it caneto dealing in retail, especially after the Act of
25 Hen. 8, cap.15, (1) increased this tendency to spread the
responsibility among a number of stationers.
It also increased the difficulty ol' pinning down the originator
of an offensive or heretical book. Even if the printer had complied
with the regulations regarding the information to be included in his
imprint (2) that infornøtion could be misleading, as the man
entitled "printer" could in fact be the publisher, or even, in some
cases, the author. (3) This also increases the difficulties faced
by the modern student when it comes to tracing a book's provenance.
Neither the imprint nor the type face can be relied upon, for it
appears to have been common practice for prInters to make up any
deficiences in their stock of types by borrowing odd letters from
their neighbours. Not only would this have been a natural means of
getting over a difficulty to the printers, many of whom were close
neighbours but it also offers the only sensible explanation for the
extremely complicated movement of types between printers.
Apart from this ever-shifting net of business relationships,
there were other ties between printers which encouraged a spirit of
community among them, and made it difficult for the Council to
obtain information about illegal printing. Craft links between
apprentice and master, and between printers who had served their
apprenticeship at the same printing house, were often the basis for
lasting friendships. It was comnicn for printers to leave property to
their apprentices in their wills; often an apprentice would inherit
types and copies from his master. (4) Even among those stationars who
were not members of the Company similar ties existed. These
stationers belonged chiefly to two Companies, the Drapers, of which
Anthony Kytson, John Ulight and Abraham Vale were all members, and
the Grocers. Vale WaS also a brother of the Stationers, but there
(i) See above p. 6.
(2) See above p . 16.
(3) e.g. John Bale appeared as bookseller on both Leytard's
Laboryouse Journey (Juqge 1549) and his own Actes of the
Englyshe voteries (Vealo 1551)
(4) e.o. In 1544 John Reynes left his stock of bonks to his
apprentices; John Kingston inherited stock from Graf'ton.
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appears to have been common feeling between the three Drapers. All,
it seems, were inclined to keep their shops open on feast days,
being fined for this offence by the Stetioners in July 1558. (1)
The first of the printing Grocers was John Mayler. fllayler may
have been one of the merchants involved in the illusive bible-studying
and book publishing society known as the Christian Brethren. (2)
His productions were all radical, and it may have been the needs of
the Brethren which first directed him to publication. He was
fc!lowc d into the trade by another evangelical Grocer, Richard
Grafton. Crafton was Warden of the Grocers in 1556 (3) and his
apprentice, John Kingston, worked with him and inherited several of
his copies. John Howes, another of Grafton's apprentices, also
became a printer. Kingston collaborated with another young Grocer
called Henry Bradshaw, who began work in the book trade in 1559,
Shortly after John Charlewood, also a member of the Grocers', went
into partnership with Tysdale, a Stationer, at the Saracen's Head.
Family links also existed between the printers, though sometimes
it is difficult to disentan1w them.	 il1iam Copland was almost
certainly Robert Copland's son, but the precise relationships
between the three Powells, Hunphrey, Thomas and William, or the
four Wyers, Robert, Richard, John and Nicholas, are more difficult
to pin down. IYarriages between printing families were also common.
For example, Luke Harrison married Edward Whitchurch's daughter by
his first marriage,and in 1550 Richard Tattle married Grafton's
daughter Joan. But the biggest prize for an ambitious young printer
was probably a printing wIdow. The book trade was one in which womsr*
played an important and often independant role. John Herford's widow
Katherine not only carried on the business after his death, but also,
possibly, initiated editions during his lifetime. Robert Toy's widow
continued his work after his death, playing a significant part in the
Company, as a benefactor and apprentice-master, and apparently
launching into the production of ballads, thirty two of which were
entered in the names of mistress Toy and John Walley in 1557/8. (4)
(1) rber Transcripts Vol.1, p.94
(2) For involvement of fay1er, and also possibly of Thomas Kele, see
J.F.Davis,'Heresy and Reformation in the South East of England
1520-59', Unpublished D.Phil thesis, Cxford,1968.
(3) machyn3p.108.
(4) See above p.212.
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Lucy Raynos followed the example of her husband's Dutch associate,
the widow of Christopher Rurernund, in taking an active part in the
printing business. She was obviously an influential figure among
the printers for she was godmother to John Cawood's daughter, and
arso a friend of Reyner Wolf's fanily. Wolf's child is mentioned
in her will.(l)	 Berthelet's widow, ,
 fliargery, also seems to have
retained cántrolof the p'rinting office for some time after
Thomas's death in 1555. She reimbursed the company for the magnificent
funeral which the members had attended, and gave his apprentices
their freedom. Thomas Powell was clearly the manager of the
printing house, but he continued to issue works under the name
of Berthelet until 1562. (2)
	 Anne Hester was another printing
widow who continued her husband's business after his death in 1557.
But the two most eligible widows in the printing trade were the
two Elizabeths, Elizabeth Redman and Elizabeth flhiddleton. Robert
Redran died late in 1539, his name being appropiated by Graf•ton
far some of his Cromwell ballads. Rodcrian's widow, Elizabeth,
continued to print books on some scale, issuing at least eight
copies, mainly of a legal nature, in 1540 and 1541. She then married
one of the Pickerings, possibly Williem, and the Redman business
was sold to William middleton. Nevertheless, she continued to print,
under the name of Elizabeth Pickering. fliddleton worked Rodman's
presses until his own death in 1547. Two months later his grieving
widow Elizabeth married William Powell, who acquired, along with a
wife, the Rednan premises of the George, his business and his app-
rentices, one of whom was Richard Tottle. meanwhile, IY!iddleton's
son Henry was learning the trade, and when William Powell died in
1557/8, Henry acquired the old fanily premises in partnership with
Thomas East. To increase the confusion, William Powell presented
in 1656, among four apprentices, one Richard Pickering.
P.part from these convoluted business and family relationships,
the stationers were also connected by ties of mutUal interests
and sympathies. Th Bible centred group of Whitchurch, Crafton,
Berthelet, fflarler, Nicholson and Jugge has already bean described.
Similar ties hound the group of' conservative law printers who lived
and worked around Tenpie Bar. (3)	 Eduardian patentees such as
Seres, Day and Lynne had in comnon not only their religious sym-
pathies but also the patronage of Edardian clerics and councillors
() P.C.C. 40 Populwe1l	 pril,'48,ev. 1,3a.
(2) early in l55 sh nrried again. (DuFf, Gcntry, p. 12.
(3) See above page 20g.
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like Parker, Somerset and Cecil.
A further comnon interest bound another group of stationers
in close, if often acrimonious relationships. This was the antiquar-
ian tradition, founded on '.Jolf and fostered by Parker. iJolf was a
gieat collector of manuscripts and, using materiel collected by
Leland and translated by Holinshed, he prepared the Chronicle
which forned the basis of Stow's work. This was corrected by
Baldwin for the printer Thomas 1arsh who continued to print for
Stow and also issued Crowley's 1559 edition of Lanquet's Chronicle.
meanwhile, Grafton had published several chronicles, including OflB
of his own, which was based on Hal!. This Chronicle was printed by
Crafton's son-in-law, Richard Tottle, and was the occasion of
frequent rows between the Stow faction and the Crafton faction.
In fact Stow, who syrnpathised tijith the old religion, was a very
quarrelsome man. An unfortunate third party in the chronicle saga
was hitchurch's agent, John mychell who printed and sold books
in Canterbury. fychell conpiled his own Breviat Chronicle from
P C ronicle of Yeres, 1543/4, but his plea to the London statioriers
that he might be allowed to reap the benefit of t'is labours fell
on deaf ears, and he was unable to prevent London printers from
pirating editions of his Chronicle in 1555, 1556 end 1561.
A shared enth'isiasm for antiquity nay have proved disruptive
at times, but in general the printing community in 1553 was a
closely knit body in which family and business relationships were
strengthened by shared religious viaus and by the experience of
taking part in the Edwardian campaign of evengalism and education.
The tendency of the stationers to close ranks was not affected by
their lack of an all powerful and all embracing trade Company.
On the other hand this weakness in th Stationers' Company was a
disadvantage to any governnent wishing to impose an autocratic
control over the book trade. Similarly, such control was complic-
ated by the fluid nature of the trade, by the large number of
educated men and men of conscience who had been drawn into the trade
over the last thirty years, most of whom were protestants, and by
the foreign connections which were still cultivated by stationers.
It was clear that Flary's government would have to move fairly
decisively if it uere to bring the book trade into line with a
catholic reaction.
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nary. 1. Th. Purge of Protestant Printers.
That mary's governnent was fully aware of the importance of bring-.
ing the book trade to order was demonstrated within weeks of her
accpssion. On the 18th. August, the proclamation Offering Freedom of
Co'cience uas published, in which "raise fond books, ballads, rhymes
and other lewd treatises in the English tongue concerning doctrine
in matters now in question and controversy touching the high points
and mysteries of Christian religion" were condemned. (1)
	 T7.
ott, igation resting on printers to have all books licensed before
printing was also reiterated . This proclamation would have bad
serious consequences for the protestant printers even if no direct
actIon had been taken against them, for a large proportion cfthe
stock of many London printers consisted of' just such false fond
books, ballads, rhymes and lewd treatises, and their business was
bound to be seriously affected by the fact that so much of their
stock was rendered unsellable by the proclanation.
But the government had a much more effective, and perfectly
legitir'ate tool with which to discipline the stationors. Nearly all
the most radical and energetic of th Edwardian printers had bean
holders of royal patents, from which patents they thrived much of
their prosperity. As the granting or rescinding of such patents
was entirely a matter for the royal prerogative, it was possible,
by withdrawing the patents of undesirable printers and granting
them to sympathetic stationers to chango the leadership and direction
of the printing trade almost overniht. It does appear that the
marian ouncii was aware of the part which these patents had played
in the Edwardian propaganda erort, for almost without exception,
the holders o such patents frund themselves pracaeded against.
Indcod, the cla-p down on all those printers who had been closely
connected with the	 jn rd!er regime was thorough erv ir'redlste.
For Richard Graf'ton, Eduard's royal printer, the accession of
rny as a serious blow. Directed by the Council to publish the pro-
clamatjon oP uaan Jane, eith the declaration that 11ary's claim was
for feit because of her illegitimate birth, he 'i'd little choice but
to do as he was told. The fate of the unfortunate Cilbard Pottor,
who lost both his ers for demurring at thw proclamation or Jane,
gives some indication of orthunbcrlar.d's attitude to those who
objected to his scheme. Bsidcs which Crafton as probably in sympathy
(1)	 See above page 81.
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with Jane and her supporters, for if she succeeded in making her
claim stick, the protestant settlement for which Grafton had worked
very hard, would be saved. It is even possible that Grafton would
have retained his post as royal printar under Queen Jane. But
whatevar Crafton's motives in proclaiming Queen Jane, the failure
of the device left him tainted with treason. He was deprived of
his position as King's Printer, losing with the title the £300
which the Crown still owed him, ('1) ani excepted from the coronation
pardon. I month after mary came to the throne, by which time the
first hostile bills were already on the streets, he was imprisoned.
But it must have been obvious to mary's council that he had not
been an entirely free agent, and he was released within a few weeks
with a pardon. For the rest of the reign he remained a prominent
London citizen but took little part in the printing trade. This
silence, which was to typify the Ediardian stationers under JTary,
raises the question of whether Grafton obtained his release from
prison in return for a promise to abstain from printing. The pattern
of an immediate clamp down, followed by tolerance on the part of
the Council and silance on the part oP the printer appears so fre-
quently that it seems very likely thit the government did exact some
sort of promise of good behaviour, or possibly total silence ) from
the printers.
Less justifiable than the imprisonment of Grafton was the
action taken against Edward Whitchurch. Whitchurch had been closely
involved with the reformers under Edward, and he had been responsible
with Crafton for the Edwardian Prayer Books, but he had eschewed strest
literature and was not particularly identified with the Northumberland
regime. On the other hand he does seem to have been a friend of
Cranmar, and that may have been the reason why he was excepted from
the coreration pardon. It is possible that he had gone abroad imm-
ediately after mary's accession; such a flight would also furnish
sufficient reason for his exception. There is no absolute evidence
that hitchurch was abroad at all under mary (2) but in 1553 he
he sold his premises at the Sun in Fleet Street first to Humphrey and
William Powell, and when they were unable to raise the noney, to
Ulayland. The haphazard nature of these transactions strongly suggests
(1) L	 vol. ill., p. 481.
(2) Garrett, p. 325.
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that they were done in haste. With the business went Baldwin, the
corrector, and much of Whitchurch's stock and copy. Where Whitchurch
went is still a matter of speculation, but in 1556 he may well have been
in Nuremberg, for in that year 'ie married Cranmer's widow, who was the
niece of the Nuremberg reformer Osiander, and had probably taken refuge
with her uncle.By 1557, however, WhitchUrch was definitely back in
London, for in that year he protested in court against being taxed at
St Anthony in the Ward on the grounds that he had already been taxed
- at his family home in Camberwell. •He won his case.(l) Like Grafton, Whit
church published nothing under mary, and this may have been the price ha
paid for the pardon which he must have redeived by 1557. when he
appeared in court. On Elizabeth's accession he returned briefly to his
old trade, issuing a copy of Coeurot's Regiment of Life in 1560, but tie
died in 1562, still a very wealthy man.
That Uihitchurch and Grafton, who had been instrumental in promulgating
the protestant liturgy, should s.uffer in the event of a Catholic reaction
was not ónnatural. The other Edawardian patentees fared little better.
Reyner Wolf was a personal friend of several of the leading reformers,
including Cranmer, and he was evidently"persona non grata" with the marian
government. (2) His Edwardian patent for classics could hardly be descr-
ibed as controversial, but he had printed some protestant works under
Edward. On mary's accession, Wolf's patent was granted to Cawood on
reversal, and Wolf virtually ceased printing, issuing only three books
h
in the whole of mary's reign. Once again this silence may have,its origin
in some ban imposed upon Wolf, for under Elizabeth he again printed on
some scale.
Richard Jugge held the Edwardian patent for New Testaments. Such
a privilege was worse than useless during mary's reign, and Jugge issued
only two books for the entire period. The Exhortation against Rebellion
whIch he printed in 1554 may have been an earnest of his loyalty, for it
is possible that he spent some part of mary's reign abroad. Under Edward
he had been a close associate of rflierdman and he may left with the
foreign corQreqItinn in September 1553. Garrett gives a Jugge on the
Enden list 0r preachers and su;9ots that he ray have been assisting
Van der Erve in 1557 on his edition of Cranner's Defensio. (3) On the
(1) See above, notel.to p.l89.
(2) After Cranner's death, Wolf succeeded in gaining part of the Arch-
bishop's estates for his widow and son.
Pamela m. Black, 'matthew Parker's search for Cranmer's "great




other hand, he was apparently in London sometime in both 1554 and 1555,
for books appeared bearing his name, and in 1556 ha acquired a seven year
patent in books of Common Law. In 1557 he was active in the affairs of the
Company, joining with Cawood, Smith and Seres to stomp out the illegal importi
of service books. By 1558 he was established in London on a sufficient scale
to be appoionted Royal punter to Elizabeth. This evidence of Jugge's
presence in-London suggests that the Jugge listed-by Garrett was not in
fact Richard, though it may well have been his soh John, who was also a
stationer. But if Jugge was in London under mary, ha printed veryilittla,
his silence being perhaps the price of his freedom, or, if he did go
abroad during the first, nervous months of mary's reign, of his return.
William Sexes had good reason to be nervous at mary's accession,for
under Edward he had been involvàd in more controversial publications than
any other printer. He held an Edwardian patent for primers (1) which he had
acquired through the patronage of Cecil, end his later patent of 1559,
which he also owed to Cecil, described how "in the time of our late dear
sister Queen mary (he) was not only defeated thereof to his great loss
but was also imprisoned long time and deprived of great multitude of the
said primers and also of great numbers of books which tended to his utter
uridoing."(2) Since nearly everything which ha had produced under Edward
was covered by the "false fond books" banned in mary's proclamation, it
may be unnecessary to look any further than this proclamation for an
explanation of the confiscation of Seres's stock. It is possible,
however, that the lengthy imprisonment of Seres, which contrasts sharply
with the brief spells to which the other printers were subjected,
resulted front questionable activities connected with the printing of anti-
marian literature. (3) Wa know that he continued to function as
a bookseller throughout mary's reign, as bills for a wide range of
books supplied by him to Cecil survive for the marian period. (4)
He also continued to be a generous benefactor of the Stationers'
Company. If, as the later patent asserts, the action taken against
hio by the Marian governnant left him in a state of near financial
ruin, it would seem that his generous patron, Cecil, must have
given him considerable assistance in overcornng his economIc
(1) Pat. Roll 853 m. 35.
(2) Pat. Roll 941 m. 7.
(3) See below, p.230.
(4) Conyers Read, Mr. Secretary Cecil and Queen Elizabeth_ (1955)
p.114.
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dif F iculties. On his release by the government, Seros abstained from
printing and worked as a bookseller, a more half-dozen books appear-
ing in his name. Under Elizabeth he returned to the craft, and was
soon printing on a large scale again.
The fate of' another Edwardian patentee, John Oswen, 19 unknown.
Osuien's patent was for the supply of service bcoks to Wales and the
marches and for'all manner of' books containing any story or exposi-
tion of' Cod's holy scripture or any p3rt thereof'. (i) The poss-
ession of such a patent was rendered nothing but an embarrasment by
IVTary's accession, and John Oswen ceased to print, his last two books
being Hooper's An Horielye to be read in tyrne of pestilence and a
copy of' the Laws and Statutes of' 7 Ed. Vl.(both 1553). Afer this,
we hear no more of' Oswen. It is possible that he went abroad,
for he may well have spent some time on the continent under Henry
Ulil, possibly in company with Anthony Scoloker and John Bale. On
the other hand, he may have died, or reverted to bookselling, or
another trade.
Humphrey Powell, who held a patent for Ireland similar to that
which Oswon held for UJales, also vanished from sight after the death
of Edward. In his account of the 1ichaol Wood press, Professor
Fairfield has postulated that 9ale, who was in Dublin for a few
weeks in September 1553, had prepared an edition of' Gardiner's
De were obedientia, which he then sent to Day. (2) If' this were so,
it is possible that Powell acted as a messenger, f'or he probably
came to London at about that time to help William Powell in the
negotiations to acquire the Sun. When this deal collapsed the
Powells were fined £250, plus costs, and by the end of October
Wayland had moved into the Sun. Humphrey presumably returned to
Dublin, but does not seem to have published anything morn until
the 60s, when broadsides appeared under his name. Possibly other
ephemera were printed by him under Ilary, or perhaps the financial
setback he suffered over the Sun negotiations left him in too
embarrassed a position to venture on any printing. Whatever the
case, his silence under tary closely reflects the situation of
the cther Edwardian patentees.
(i) Pat. Roll 800 m.14.
(2) L.P.Fairfield, 'The
 !'ysterious Press of'r!ichael q!ood',
1553-1554" in the Library, (1972) p. 220.
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Thomas Caultier, whose patron uJOS Sornrirset and whose patent
was for French service books, also vanished from view after 1553.
to more books arDpearod in his name, andis attenpt to obtain
membership of the Company had failed, despite the backing of
Somerset, hic "ari• does not appear jn
 any of their records. His
letters of denization of 1544 speak of his having been 'long in
England" so presumably e was an elcr1y man by 1553. It is possible
that his diseppearanc resulted from his death in or around 1553,
but. there is no evidence oith:r way.
The only other native p&-ontee Prom Edward's reign is John
DRY. Doy had hcen closely linked with the more radical reformers
under Eduiard,he held the patent for works by Ponet and Becon, and also
for A.B.Cs. and Catechisms. Under Edward he had produced a vast
output of protestant polemic and his position on rary's accession
was similar to that of his partner iil1iam Sores. It is likely
that he suffered a short term of inprisonoent following the failure
of the coup. but if so ha was clearly not held for as long as Seras,
for by the beginning of' October thc first of the Picheel Wood
productions was circulating In London.
The whereabouts of' John Day following Pr"s accession is still
son'ething of a mystery. Professor Fairfield had proved that the
attacks on Gardiner and other works issued under the ir.print of
michael Wood in 1553 and 1554 were In fact the uork of' Day, and it (1)
appears that they were being printed sonewhore in the Eastern
Counties. machyn tells us that when he was arrested in October 1554
he came "i"iding out of' Norfolk." (2)
	 The exact location of' the
michael Wood press cannot be traced, but Day had strong links with
East Anglia. His home town was Dunwich in Suffolk and he may have
returned to this area to set up his illicit press. (3) On the other
hand, Day's patron under Elizabeth was 'matthew Parker. Parker kept
a very low profile under mary, but we know that ho was living with
a friend near Norwich, engaged in antiquarian work. It is possible
that Day was in touch with Parker, and even that he received some
assistance from his patron in the finanoing of his campaign, but if
that was the case, no proof of such collaboration survives.
(1) L.P.Fairfiold,	 Article cited above.
(2) achyn, p. 72.
(3) Interestingly, John Oale also came From )unwich.
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It is fairly clear that Day's decision to continue the protest-
ant campaign after the death of Edward was taken in collaboration
with several other radical printers. While he set up his preos in
East Anglia, Hugh Singleton set off for Wesel, where he went into
partnership with Joos Lambrecht Lettersnyder and issued his famous
series of books with the imaginative imprints,'Rome before the
castle of S. Angel at the sign of S. Peter' and 'At the sign on
the golden Bible, Strasburgh'. In the meantime, a third printer,
the elusive Nicholas Dorcaster, began to Issue books, apparently from
Ant•werp. Dorcaster has been identified as John Day under yet another
guise, and Fairfield accepts this view, but John Day was working
from the Home Counties, and the Dorcaster books appear tohava come
from Antwerp. There seems to me to be little doubt that the Antwerp
printer was in fact Anthony Scoloker. Scoloker had spent some years
abroad under Henry, and while it has been generally assumed that he
was in Germany, there is no evidence of his whereabouts in those
years. The possibility exists that he was already acquainted with
the Antwerp printers, for it was with the Antwerp community that
English book men had their strongst links. Scoloker disappeared
from the London scene in 1553 and it is highly probable that he
returned to friends on the continent. The choice by Day of the
fflichael tiood imprint also sugjasts that both Scoloker and John Dale
were involved in the opposition press. This alias had first been
used under Henry on two of Osle's books, A brefe Chronycle concernynqa
...syr Ichan Oldecastell (i) and A !1ystorye of Inyguyte, (2) the
second of which was signed 'Geneva Nychael Woode' but both of which
were apparently printed by A. Coinus of Antsrp. (3)
fichaal Wood next turned up in London as 'IUchael Boys' or 'UI' boys'
on the editions of Henry Brinkelow's Complaint of Rodryck lYlors
published in 1548 and 1550 by Anthony Scoloker and William Seres.
But the clearest indication of' the identity of Nicholas
Dorcaster lies in his name. Nikolas Dorcaster is a very near
anagram of the name Antoni Scoloker, certainly near enough for
whoever it was adapted Brinkelow's name to pro1uce 'Roderick mars'.
That either Scoloker or Bale had a penchant for pseudonyms is
suggosted by another Soloker pror5uotion, Bale's Epistle exhortatorym
of 1543, which appeared under the nane of H. Stalbrydge.
(1) STC 1277, reprinted by Scoloker and Seres in c.1548.
(2) STC 1303.
(3) Sea note 8 of Fairfield's Article.
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In comparison to theso flights of fancy, the conversion of Scoloker
to Dorcaster seems only too obvious. This connection between Bale
and Scoloker may have begun under Henry, when both were involved
with printing abroad, and it is not impossible that Scolokar had
been involved in the michael Wood productions in their days in
ntwerp. There may also be an Ipswich connection between the two.
That some kind of a plan or arrangement existed between Day,
Singleton and Scoloker seems almost certain, for the productions
of the three presses show remarkable similarities. The production
of a protestant version of Gardiner's Do vera Obedientia, with the
anomalies of the bishop's position clearly pointed out, appealed
to all of them, and to ensure that such an edition would appear,
even If one of them hea to suspend operations, both Day and
Singeton printed the book, Day issuing two editions underthe
Fllichael Wood imprint., If, as Fairfield has suggestad,the Day
version was edited by Bale, it is pnssible that the irascible bishop
was again the moving spirit. (1) In a similar way, John Knox's
attack on the Spanish marriage appeared from two of thothresi].licit
presses, Dorcaster producing it under the title of An admonition
that the faithful Christis avoid God's vengeance, while Singleton
produced it under the title of A godly letter. The connection be-
twoen John Day and Hugh Singleton was a strong one. They were the
sane age, both in their early thirties and shared not only the same
religious beliefs, but also the same friends, among them John Foxe
and Coverdale. Later in their careers Singleton worked for Day, and
succeeded him in the office of city printer.
Thu connecting link between Scoloker and Day may have been John
Bale, from whom they both derived the pseudonym of michael Wood, or
it may have been William Seras, who had been the chief partner of
both Day arid Scoloker during the Edwardian campaign, and may in fact
have been the chief orchestrater of that campaign. The question now
arises of who else, apart from Day, Singleton and Scoloker was privy
to the decision to organise a campaign of hostile protestant lit-.
erature. It seems highly rrobable that William Seres was involved,
for not only had he had a hand in more books of protestant polemic
than any other printer, and worked in partnership with almost all
the protestant printers, but in particular he had been the chief
(i) The strong links between Ponet, Bale, Day, Sco!oker, Sares,
and Singleton would bear further examination.
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collaoorator of uoth Scoloker and Day during Edward's reign.
moreover, if Seres were involved with the illicit presses, presumably
as London agent for the distribution of illegal books, his lengthy
imprisonment anJ the confiscation of his stock would be explained.
The organisation, such as it was, seems to have operated some-
thing like this. John Bale, who may have been the moving spirit
behind the whole operation, acquired, edited or suggested suitable
texts, which ware then forwarded possibly first to Day and tnrough
him to the other two presses, or possibly to all three presses at
the same time. The books were printed, either in Antwerp, lllasel,
or Norfolk, or on more than one of the presses, and then smuggled
back into London. It seems likely that Day, from his base in East
Anglia, organised the smuggling, while once in London the boàks were
handled by Sares. Such an enterprise would clearly have required
financial backing, and here the trail ends in a series of question
marks. We have alredy mentioned the possibility, and it is no
more than a possibility, that ffiatthew Parker was aware of what his
protg was doing in an area so close to his residence. William
Cecil is another enigmatic presence lurking just beyond the reach of
suspicion. If Seres, who was Cecil's own stationer, ware acting as
en outlet for illegal literature, it is quite likely that his shrewd
patron was aware of the fact. And yet he not only continued to
support Seres, but must indeed have subsidisad him on a considerable
scale for him to have regained prosperity so soon after the near
ruin into which he had been plunged by the confiscation of his stock.
It is perhaps worth noting that the output of the michael Wood press
was determinedly pacifist in tone. Such pacifism was very much in
line with John Bale's own thinking, but it would also have met with
the approval of both Cecil and Parker. (i)
There is also a possibility that the whole enterprise was
master-minded by another eminent Edwardian, Cecil's father-in-law,
Sir Anthony Cooke. The state of the evidence seems to be as follows.
At the beginning, oF October 1554 machyn described how John Day the
printer, a servant, another printer and a priest came riding out of
Norfolk to the Tower for "printing of naughty books". This incident
was described by two foreign observers. Count Ciovan Tom'so,
Langosco di Stroppiano, wrote to the Bishop of Arras on 6th October;
(1) Another possible backer, John Ponet, was less squeamish about
such considerations.
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"By divine inspiration rather than through any human
artifice or device, a certain perverse heretic and
secret seducer of this people has been discovered.
He is the author of all the plots, writings and
books that have been published against our catholic
faith, which he caused to be printed, as I hear,
8ecretly at a certain place in Flanders and dissem-
inated among the people, causing great scandal and
still greater harm. They say that England held no
blacker criminal than ha in matters of religion;
he denounced many of his fellow conspirators and
accomplices who have been siezed too." (1)
Renard described the same event to the Emperor in a letter dated
October 13th "The man who used to compose and have printed, in an
Imperial town near Brabant, certain slanderous books, has been
found out and caught." (2) It is possible that these references
are to John Day himself, for ha was clearly heavily engaged in the
campaign, and was a man of some standing among the reformers. On
the other hand Renard states that the man he is referring to used
to compose the books and hava them printed, and Stroppiano
describes him as the author ofplots writings and books, who then
had them published. (3) A possible candidate for the honour is
Sir Anthony Cooke's son William. Sir Anthony was probably one of
the authors of the Humble and unfeined confession of the belief
of certain poor banished men which was printed by Dorcaster
apparently in September. (4) This my have been the book referred
to by Foxe when he spoke of books which "nipped a great number so
near" that the government was goaded into action. Possibly Foxe's
allusion is to all the books which were coming off the three presses.
Sir Anthony certainly fits Stroppiano's description of the master
mind. However, Sir Anthony was apparently not arrested, while we
know that his son William "not only sustained trouble, but was also
committed to vile prison for that he suffered this our printer
(i.e.John Day) to print the book of Wint. De Vera Obed." (5)
(1) Span. Cal ' Vol.13,1554-1558. p. 62-3
(2) Span. Cal ' Vol.13,p.6?. Inc town referred to was presumably
Rntwerp.
(3) Among the reformers, William Barlow is the most likely
candidate. He tried to escape to the Continent in November
1554, Dut was recaptured. In January 1555 he recanted before
Cardiner. His past involvement in plots and Dooks make him





The reference is clearly to the michael Wood edition of Da Vera,
and William Cooke figures here as publisher, or organiser. With
Sir Anthony occupying a dominant role among the exiles it is
possible that his son William, who was just eighteen at the time,
was acting as a courier between his father and the supporters of
the exiles at home (one of who whom was almost certainly Cecil).
In the course of these activities William may have become involved
in the Day enterprises either on his father's behalf or off his
own bat. That young William may have been the captive alluded to
may also be indicated by the fact that the unfortunate prisoner,
whoever ha was, was quickly induced to give the government all the
information it required. As a result of his disclosures Foxe
related that in the month of October almost three score Londor,ers
of all classes were apprehended and committed to sundry prisons for
"having and selling of certain 000ks which were sent into England
by the preachers that fled into Germany and other countries". (1)
The arrest of sixty Londoners certainly suggests that the anti-marian
campaign had considerable support in the capital end that it was
being run by a large organisation. Among those apprehendad was one
stationBr, Randall Tyrer.
As for Scoloker, Singleton and Day, the government action
spelled the end of their particular enterprise, though not the end
of anti-Iflarien propaganda, which continued to be printed on the
continent under the aegis of wealthy and scholarly exiles. Day was
sent to the Tower, as was another stationer, who may have Dean
either Singleton,or Scoloker, who disappears completely from view
with the last of the Dorcaster books. The identity of the priest
and the servant who accompanied the two stationers is unknown, but
the servant could have been one of Day's foreign assistantDay
certainly spent the winter of 1554 in the Tower, and was released in
January 1555. Just before his release a conversation took place
between him and the martyr John Rogers whiches been immortalised
in the account of John Foxe. According to Foxe, Rogers entrusted
Day, who had been laid up "for like cause of religion", with a
message to his brethren in exile, urging them to train protestant
ministers to take over when the gospel was once again free, and
outlining a form of church discipline for their consideration.(2)
(1) FoxeVo1. V]. 1 p.561.	 Another possible identification of this
W. Cook. is with the stationer
(2) FoxeVo1. VI., p.610.	 of this nam..(Duff, p.31)
<3) John Hollinder r.m.ined (233)
with Day throughout this
period.
The passage implies that Day's departure was expected, and tends to
undermine the suggestion that he escaped. (1) Following his release
from the Tower, Day fled abroad, taking the message entrusted to him
by Rogers to the exiles. He prooably travelled via Antwerp where he
may have met Scoloker, if the Ipawich printer was still there. It
is also possible that he saw in Antwerp the new Italic fonts oeing
cut oy Hubert Coltz and Christopher Plantin. UJren he came to cut
his own Italics in 1572 he produced a font very reminiscent of these
Dutch types. Once again there is a suggestion that Day fled
connections in Antwerp and it may be significant that one of his
colleagues at the beginning of Elizabeth's reign, Nicholas England
was a regular visitor in Plantin's office. From Antwarp, Day
traveilod on to trasbourg to deliver Rogers' message to Ponet.(2)
It seems likely that by 1556 Day was back in London, living
quietly and apparently in straightened circumstances. He spent the
rest of mary's reign learning the engraving skills which he had seen
at work in Antwerp, and which he was later to use to produce his oin
types. The edition of Digges's Tectonicon which was issued by Thomas
Gemini in 1556, perhaps as an adverisemant for Gemini's instrumenta,
was apparently the work of Day, though it does not carry his imprint.
In the same year Day paid 2s 6d. towards the Ste tioners' Company
benevolence. His inclusion on the list of stationars cannot be taken
as proof positive that he was in London at the time, but is a further
indication that he was probably home by then. The low sum allotted
to him suggests that he was in some financial difficulties at this
time. (3) A few books appeared with his imprint in these years
including two editions of Elyot's ankette of sapience and a Sarum
missal. It is highly unlikely that this missal was printed by Day,
despite the fact that it carries his device. This consisted of a
coat of arms with the initials I.D., and was used by Day in 1549, and
again in 1551. In the 1557 Iflissal the E. of Edward's initials has
been scrubbed out and replaced with an fl. of another fnt. The
original date has been erased. Day used it again in Foxe's Acts
and monuments, once more in an altered state.
The use of this device on the Sarum fflissal suggests that it may
(1) Garrett )
 P.142.
(2) Ponet was a patron of Day. For Day's patent see above p.192.
(3) Arber, TranscriptsVol.1, p.50.
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well have been printed by John Wayland. Wayland had inherited a good
deal of Day's stock following the accession of mary, and he is known
to have owned another Day compartment. (1) He also held the marian
patent for service books, and he or his assigns were responsible for
a large proportion of tflarian liturgical works.(2) Another
possibility is that this missal was one of Valentine's service books
which were banned in 1557 as infringement on the monopoly established
under the act 25 Hen. Ulli, cap.15. Valentine must have been left
with a large stock of unsaleable books on his hands, including many
inissals, for the English printera still tended to leave the printing
of these costly books to the expertise of the French stationere.
The application of an English imprint to a French service book in
order to evade the trade embargo is well within the bounds of
possibility. There must also be some doubt about the editions of
Elyot, since the type used was not used by Day on any other dated
books of the period, and it seems that Wayland may once again have
been using Day's materials. Whether the use of the Day compartment
was deliberate, possibly in reply to the use of Cawood'a name by
protestant propagandists, or whether it was an oversight is
impossible to determine. It may perhaps be significant that Caly
continued to use Crafton's monogram after he took over at Greyfriars.
Stationers of the mid sixteenth century seem to have viewed imprints
less as accurate statements of a books provenance than as commercial
puff. It was more important for a title page to look impressive
than for it tà be accurate. (3) I suggest then that Day did not
return to printing until the accession of Elizabeth brought his
patron Parker to pre-eminence as Archbishop of Canterbury. With
Parker's assistance, Day then returned to the printing trade,
operating now on a much more lavish scale than under Edward as both
printer, engraver and bookbinder.
As far as Singleton is concerned, if he was the man who shared
Day's imprisonment in the Tower he must have been released at about
the same time and gone abroad immediately. He may have reached
Strasbirg in time to be involved in the printing of The Resurrection
(1) fficKerrow, Devices No.116. The Revlss S.T.C. attributes this missal
(2) See below P. 258. 	 to Kingston and Sutton, who
wars probably Ulayland'. assigns.
(3) R.o.mcKerrow, Printers' and Publishers' Devices in England
and Scotland 1485 - 1640,(Oxford l9l3,No.115, and C.E.Sayla,
Early English printed books in the University Library,
Cambridge, (Cambridge l9OO,.No.776.
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of the mass and other illegal books. This would explain why the city
refused to grant him minor citizenship in 1557. On the other hand
his previous imprisonment in London would have furnished sufficient
reason for refusing his request. By 3une 1558 he was in Basis, and
on Elizabeth's accession he returned to London and began work again
as a printer and binder. (1)
So much then for the native patentees. many suffered an
initial period of imprisonment as a result of their close association
with the Edwardian regime. Several spent part of Mary's reign abroad
and Day, Seres and possibly others became involved in the campaign
of hostile propaganda. Rut after the initial clamp down the Merian
government displayed very little vindictiveness towards them ,
 and
those who remained in London ware not subjected to any undue
harassment, although they do seem to have been working under some
kind of restraint which prevented them from operating as printers.
That they were watched closely is proven y the fact that whatever
restraint had been put upon them remained effective right through
to 1558. But Grafton continued to occupy an honoured place among the
Grocers, sat as member of Parliament for the city, and retained hig
posts as administrator of several London charities. Whitchurch and
Wolf continued to prosper, as did Sores, who evidently operated a
thriving book shop and took a leading role in the Stationers' Company.
Jugge even acquired a patent in law books during Mary's lire time.
This lenience on the part of the government, and the return to the
London book trade by men like Day and Jugge suggests that the
traditional view of stationers as craftsmen who could not be held
completely responsible for the content of the books they uttered was
still operative. After their initial flIght, stationers like
Whitchurch realised that their fear of reprisals, at least in the
printing world, had been exaggerated, and that the government was
directing its vendetta mainly towards scholars and divines ¶hey
therefore returned to London and lived quietly waiting for better
things to come. Of Thomas Caultier and John Oswen however, no more
was heard.
Apart from patentees like Day, Wflitchurch, Jugge and Oswen,
(1) Garrett, p.288. For Singleton's later career as a puritan
printer see H.J.Byrom ,'Edmund Spenser's first printer, Hugh
Singleton',in the Library 3 4th series, Uol.X1V,(1933-34,) p.121
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other Edwardian printers also chose exile rather than conformity.
As we have seen Hugh Singleton and Anthony Scoloker went to Wesel
arid Antwerp respectively and from there operated the continental part
of the Michael Wood campaign. Robert Crowley, no longer en active
printer since his ordination but still closely associated with the
book trade, fled to Frankfort, where he lived in poverty with his
wife and child. On Elizabeth's accession he returned to England
and made a name for himself as a radical preacher, ending his life
as a member of the Stationers' Company, and first choice among
stationers for funeral orations. John Banks, son of Banks the
printer, accompanied his patron Christopher Haddon abroad after the
execution of Lady Jane Grey, taking with him the accounts tf Jane's
death the publication of which was prevented y Bu1liger's tactful
intervention. (1) John Bodley, a wealthy Devonian, appears to have
had no connection with the printing trade before his exile in 1554,
but once abroad he became interested in the entBrprise of printing
a new translation of the Bible, and gave financial backing to
Rowland Hall's press at Geneva, from which the Geneva Bible was
issued. On his return to London, Bodley obtained a seven year patent
for this translation. Hall was a member of the Stationers' Company ,
and had presumably worked in the London book trade before he left
for the continent. However, there are no records of his activity
before the Incorporation, and he may have been quite a young man.
After the publication of the Geneva Bible, Hall returned to London.
and issued a considerable number of Calvinist texts before his death
in September 1563. Another young stationer abroad at this time was
Nicholas Purfoot, who seems to have been the son of Thomas Purfoot,
and spent Mary!s reign at Strasbourg and Frankfurt, presumably as a
student. (2) Day' old master,Thomas Gibson,was also at Strasbourg.(3)
The London printing community, already depleted by the flight of
numbers of native printers, was further diminish8d by the return to
the continent of printers who had come to England under Edward in
sesrch of a refuge from persecution. On 15th September 1553
John Lasco led the congregation of exiles in London in a voluntary
withdrawal to the continent. These seasoned religious refugees had
developed a sharp nose for persecution in the offing, and Look
(1) See letter of James Haddon to Bullinger, Strasburg, August 31,




immediate advantage of the opportunities offered by the government
to remove themselves to safer havens. With the community went
Egidius van der (rye and Stephen miardman, both of whom eventually
settled at Enden, and a number of journeymen-stationers such as
Ur6anus van Cuelen and Jacob Michaels; the returns of 1550 had
listed ninetOen refugee stationers as members of the Dutch church,
and many of these must have been among the emmigrant community in
September 1553.
The willingness of mary's government to allow these refugees
to move on unmolested was undoubtedly civilised and humane, but in
the event it proved a costly mistake. At Emden, van der Erve set
up an exile press on which he printed at least a dozen hostile
pamphlets, which were then smuggled into England. His output
included works by Knox, Olda, Ridley, Scory, Turner, Crarnner and
Philpot, as well as the continental reformers. (1) After the
collapse of the Singleton/Scoloker/Day enterprise, the Emden
press became the chief source of the underground propaganda which
dogged mary throughout her reign. But whereas in England iflierdman
had been the more prolific of the two, at Emden Van dor (r ye took
over his role and printed nearly all of the Emden books which were
aimed at the English market. The similarity of the material which
he printedwith that produced by mlerdman while in London suggests
that the two were working together, but the only work printed by
mierdman with an English connection after he settled at Emden was
the Dutch pamphlet (en nieuu tiidinhe, hoc dat die Prince van
Spaengien triumphelick aengecomen is in Enghalandt. (2)
There is a strong possibility that Nicholas Hill also
accompanied van der (r ye to Emden. Hill had been away from the Low
Countries for over thirty years, but as an advanced protestant he
may have chosen to return to his country of origin rather than to
conform to a catholic reaction. As an elder of the foreign
congregation in London the chances are that Hill decided to accompany
that community, which contained many of his friends such as van der
(rue, into exile. At all events, Hill disappeared from the London
scene in 1553, his name appearing on no more books, and the next
London reference to him is in an entry in the registers of the Dutch
(1) e.g. S.T.C. 15069, 18797, 18798, 21046, 21854, 24361, 5999 etc.
(2) S.T.C. 19835.
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Church for 1560, when a widow Elizabeth and her children ar. listed.
In 1557 Lxv. apparently sustained a serious lose in the death of
Nicholas. Worman suggests that the man hero referred to was Nicholas
van Oldenbuch, but it seems likely that this was in fact Nicholas
Hill, for Hill appears to have died at about this time, and his death
would have been a personal, and possibly also a professional bloc to
van der Erve. (1)
Walter' Lynne has left no trace of his activities following the
accession of mary in 1553. As Mierdman's associate and a member of
the Dutch Church he may have gone abroad with the congregation, but
there seems to be no trace of him on the continent. The next
reference we have to him is in 1567, when he was living in London
and said to have been there for 30 years. (2) Possibly, as one of
th. wealthiest and most influential of the refugees, he accompanied
the Dutch Church abroad and assisted them in settling down in new
havens, returning home once the community was settled.
With the disappearance of Lynna we have disposed of the last
of the patent holders, and only two of Edward's leading protestant
printers remain unaccounted for. Thomas Berthelet, who was an old
man by 1553, died in 1555. From the time of Mary's accession his
presses came under th. management of Thomas Powell, and the works
issuing from them were almost certainly chosen by Powell. In 1554
he issued two works by the catholic apologist, Caynneth,
A declaration of heretikes and the Detection of the falsehed of
Frith'e bake under Berthelet's name, but the 1557 issue of Cwynneth's
A playne demonstration of .Frithes lack of' witte carried Powell's
own imprint. In the same way, the 1.555 edition of Heywood's Three
hvndred epigrams appeared under Berthelet's imprint, but later
issues of Heywood's works, in 1556, 1557 and 1560 carried Powell's
name. But if the works issuing from the Berthelet press began to
reflect Powell's catholic sympathies after 1553, the humanist
traditions of the old master were carried on, end editions of Elyot
appeared with both imprints, after the death of Bsrthel.t.
William Baldwin was unaffected by th. disgrace of his master




colleagues into exile in the summer of 1553, and continued to work
as corrector at the Sun, which passed via the Powells to John Wayland.
He also retained his post as superintendent of plays at court. The
question arises as to whether this social end religious reformer
conformed to the catholic reaction in order to protect his career.
The retention of a post at court does not necessarily argue for
conformity, for if Underhill is to be believed, there were many known
gospellers who continued to serve at court. (i) more inexplicable is
the continued employment of Baldwin by Wayland, who held the marian
patent for service books, and was enthusiastic enough about
orthodoxy to report his apprentice Thomas Green for handling the
boo' antichrist. (2) Even if he did not know about Baldwin's
protestant views in 1553, the intervention by Cardiner to prevent
Wayland from printing the mirror for magistrates in 1554 must have
opened his eyes to the poet's views. Wayland had inherited this copy
from Whitchurch, along with Baldwin's edition of Lydgate's Fall of
Princes, and was probably unaware of the fact that It contained a
defence of Somerset and a thinly disguised attack on Cardiner. But
the bishop's intervention can have left him in no doubt that Baldwin
was radical enough to lead him into trouble with the authorities,
which was the last thing he wanted. Why he continued to employ the
poet after this discovery is something of a mystery, especially in
the light of his harsh attitude towards Green. The only solution
seems to be that Baldwin's services were indispensable to the printer
if he were to carry on the.scholarly and literary traditions, of the
Sun, and his connections at court were useful to the commercially-
minded Wayland. Baldwin remained in London throughout mary's reign,
working apparently without the restraints which had been imposed
upon most of the Edwardian printers. Whether he conformed is open
to question (3) but on Elizabeth's accession he was ordained and held
several livings before dying prematurely in 1563 of the plague.
Of the first group of Edwardian printers considered above, that
is, those of known protestant views, Baldwin was the only one who
continued to function throughout mary's reign. When we come to
consider the lesser figures who had played a part in the protestant
(1) Underhill claimed that there was "no better place to shift the
Easter time in than Queen mary's court" N. of R. p.149.
(2) Foxe,Vol. Vlll,pp.521-524.
(3) See below p. 298.
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campaign, a similar pattern of suspension and semi-retirement
emerges.. Turks printed nothing at all between 1553 and 1558/9, when
he entered Catherine Parr's Prayers or meditations in the Stationers'
book. This entry and the nomination of him as Warden of the Company
in .1558 suggest that he was still active in the book trade, and)
though poor, was respected within the community. (1) Lobley was
another active member of the Stationers', though like Turke, he was
short of money. Nevertheless he entered three copies in the
Stationers' registers in 1557/8, one of which, Savonarola's
meditation on the fifty-first psalm, entered as The spalme of miseri,
was printed for him in 1558 by Thomas Marsh. Lobley died in 1567,
in deot to the Company, which he had served twice in the capacity of
Upper Warden. (2) He appears to have avoided religious controversy
under mary, and was presumably earning his living as a bookbinder.(3)
William Copland, whose Edwardian output had consisted half of
protestant polemics and hslf of old romances, ceased to produce any
religious works, with the result that his output dropped considerably.
Under Mary ha concentrated almost entirely on literary texts, though
in 1556 he did venture to print an edition of Catherine Parr's
Prayers or Meditations for Anthon y Kitson. In 1556 Copland ran into
trouble with the authorities, when, along with several other printers,
tie rushed out an unofficial version of Cranmer's Recantation. Ha was
ordered to hand all his copies over to Cawood to be burned. This
recantation was probably produced as a news sheet rather than as a
piece of religious propaganda, and it is uncertain now in what way it
gave offence. Possibly Cawood saw it as offence against his patent
in official documents. Possibly the copies were withdrawn because
they raised the embarrassing question of whether the Queen was about
to burn a penitent. Possibly the Council was anxious that Cranmer's
recantation should only appear in an officially vetted version, which
would carry the additional weight of having been issued by the
authorities and printed by the royal printer.(4) With the accession
of Elizabeth, Copland began to issue religious publications once
(1) Arber Transcript ,Vol.l, pp.89 and 95
(2) 1559/60, 62/63.
(3) Arber, Transcript ,Vol.l, pp.78, 117, 195.
(4) For a discussion of the problem, see D.M.Loades, The Oxford
Martyrs (1970,) pp.234-236.
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again, with copies of Bradford's Sermon of Repentnce and A godlyo
medytacyon, and an edition of the Psalms or Prayers, which he
printed for William Seres. By 1560 his output was up to nine copies,
and the old balance between romances and polemic had reappeared.
But in the èixties Copand fell on hard times. He died in 1569, his
funeral expenses being met by the company. (1)
William Hill, who had been responsible for an output of
undiluted polemic under Edward, printed nothing at all under mary,
or indeed Elizabeth. But he remained an active and generous, though
not wealthy, member of the Stationers' Company, took several
apprentices and saw his son admitted as a freeman. We have no
Information as to why he ceased to print, but presumably he followed
a similar career to that of Lobley, avoiding religious controversy
and occupying himself in bookbinding.
Thomas Raynalde, who had also printed on some scale for the
protestant cause, seems to have retired in 1553. In that year Roger
madeley moved into his offices at the Star, and shortly after this
retirement, Rayrialde died. There is little liklihood that the Serum
Processional which appeared in 1555 with the imprint T.R. was
Raynalde's work, though it may have been printed by his successor.
Robert Stoughton also died at the beginning of fiery's reign, his last
known production being the Abridgement of Cod's statutes, which was
apparently printed for him by Crowley.
The fate df Richard Wyer is intriguing. No books appeared from
his press arter 1550, but In November 1553 a Richard Wyer was bound
over in £40 to appear before the Privy Council when called, and to
abide its further order. This Wyer, along with Thomas Wood, Thomas
Griffith, William Blunt and Edmund Coles, all mercers, and a grocer
called Geffrey Newton, had been involved in "lewd reports touching
that the lataKing should be yet on live." (2) The trade of Wyar is
not given, but our stationer had been involved before In tavern
brawls, and appears to have had a rather light character. If this
reference is to the stationer, the possibility exists that this
"lewd report" had been prepared for the press. (3)
Of John Case we know nothing after he ceased printing in 1551,
(1) Arber % Transcript ) Vol.1. p.392.
(2) A.P.C 1 Vol.1V ) pp. 363 and 364.
(3) H.R.Plomer, 'Notices of English Stationers in the archives of
the City of London' in	 Vol.Vl.('l900.)
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except that he was a member of the Stationers' Company, and had no
money. John Cybkyn, who held an Edwardian privilege for Turner's
Herbal, was also a member of the Company. (1) If he accompanied
mierdman and Lynn. overseas he must have returned in time for the
Incorporation of the Company, for his name appears on the Charter.
But the last book to carry his name was issued in 1551. Like Case
and Cybkyn, William Iflarten's name appears on the Stationers' Charter,
but he does not appear to have published anything under mary. In
1560 he was licensed to publish the Hurt of Hering mass, which was
subsequently printed for him by Copland, and two years later he
was fined for selling Nostradamus, but apart from these two copies
he seems to have published little. As the only Edwardian publication
we knoij of by martin was Lawton's seditious ballad, it is likely that
he was little more than a journeyman; as he shared Henry Sutton's
premises he may have been employed under mary on the service books
in which Sutton and Kingston specialised. If he continued to indulge
a taste for dissent, or to work for religious or political malcontents,
we have no proof of it.
John Wight was another printer whose output under Edward had
shown a sympathy with reforming views. In 1553 Wight went into semi-
retirement, and printed nothing but a York Primer until 1559, when he
returned to printing on a scale similar to his Edwardian output.
Wight is the last of those printers assigned earlier to the protestant
camp. Of these thirty odd stationers, the main contributors to the
boom in protestant propaganda in 1548-1550, all but Baldwin either
fled, suspended their printing activities completely, or drastically
curtailed their putput. There were other printers also who stopped.
printing, or worked on a much reduced scale while mary was on the
throne. Thomas Purfoot, who had issued Hooper's Funeral Oration
from the sign of the Lucretia in 1549, seems to have printed nothing
at all under mary. If the Nicholas Purfoot listed among the exiles
was in fact his son, this would argue for protestant opinions within
the Purfoot family, but as Purfoot printed little during the whole
of the period under consideration, the absence of any books in his
name between 1553 and 1558 cannot be considered as significant.
William Powell, who had produced some fifty Edwardian copies,
could manage only nine books for the uhole of the marian period.
(1) Strype. E.fl. Uol.11 part 1. p.552.
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The decline in his fortune was probably the result of the fine Df
£250, plus costs, which ha incurred when his bid for the Sun fell
through. Nevertheless he did not go coc'!pletely out of business,
which may hava been the fate of three small scale Edwardian
	
•r
statiqners who seem not to have functioned at all under rnary,william
Awan, Edmund Campion and Roger Car, all three, possibly, the victims
of economic pressures.	 -
With the community of native printers already di4inished by the exile
or.retirement of so many Edwardian printers, the flight of therefugees
caused a further serious shrinkage. We have no figures for Iflary's
reign which are comparable with the returns of 1544; 1547, 1549 and
1550, but other sources, such as the Stationers' Registers, supply
the names of only fourteen alien bookworkers active in London between
1553 and 1558. If we make the not altogether safe assumption that
printers found in London before 1553 and present onca again under
Elizabeth had stayed in London under ifiary, we can add a further twenty-
four names to this total, bringing it to thirty-eioht. In fact, several
of these stationers probably spent at least part of mary's reign abroad.
It is true that th9 foreign community was on the decline towards the end
of Edward's reign, but the effect of mary's accession was to further that
decline, and as we taue seen specific legislation was introduced to
encourage any remaining emigres printers to leave. Significantly, the
number of foreign stationars recorded in London had risen again to forty-
four in 1560, and was further swollen by the immigration of 1562. (1)
Death also took its toll of the printers, the mortality rate appering
to be unusually high in the middle decade of the century. John Hart'ord
and Richard Kele both died in Edward's reign, and they were followed by
Robert Stoughton in 1553, Barthelet and Rayçiald in 1555, and Petit and
Toy in 1556. Andrew Hester, the bookseller, died in 1557, and Nicholas
Hill almost certainly died aboad, possibly also in l557.The disappearance
of other Edwardian printers may also have resulted from their death;
Robert Wyar, for example, probably died in 1556 when he ceased printing,
But the significant feature of these mortalities was the failure of
younger printers to coma Forward and take up th3, vacant places left by
them. Of the many young men made free of the stationers during mary's
reign, only seven actually launched into print. (2)
(1) See Appendix II.
(2) W. Criffith,.J. Charlewood, Luke Harrléon, John King, Roger madeley,
Owen Rogers and W. Pickering.
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On the other hand the first three years of Elizabeth's reign saw a
further eleven young men taking part in printing and publishing
enterprises. (1) This reluctance of young stationers to set up
business while ifiary was on the throne must have owed much to the
shiinkage caused by the removal from the book shops of the controversial
tracts which had accounted for more than half of the output of the
Edwardian press. Since this kind of production was also least
dependent upon a large capital outlay, it was the most favourable
area of the market for a young man to launch his business. It is
likely also that the cauth3n displayed by the young stationers while
mary was alive owed much to the close surveillance under which the
established stationers were clearly operating, and to the examples of
searching and imprisoning among the older printers.
In fact, the total effect of mary's accession on the London
printing trade was drastic. From the eighty or so stationers known
to have been active in the publishing trade under Edward, the
community shrank to a mere forty one stationers whose names appear
on any surviving books. (2) We also know of three other bookmen who.
were active under mary, Edward Cater, a stationer who was set in the
pillory in 1555 "for falsifying and razing of a dispensation granted
by the Cardinal','3)Richard Harvey, who obtained a license in 1557/8 to
print Devout Prayers, and Robert Fryer, bookseller, who was engaged
in supplying catholic service books to the churches.
And with this shrinkage in the printing community, a complimentary
reduction took place in the number of books published in London during
this period. The total marian output was only about half of that
reached during Edward's reign, (4) the difference being almost
entirely the result of the disappearance from the bookshops of
controversial, catechetic and theological works. But within the limits
of this somewhat truncated book trade, printers continued to flourish.
The retirement of men like C.2afton, Whitchurch and Wolf could not fail
to be of advantage to other London printers, who gained not only their
customers but also their stock, and in some cases their premises.
Richard lottie was among the small group of printers who flourished
(1) AIde, Awdeley, Bradshaw, Caldocke, England, Hacket, Hall, J.Harrison
Judson, Lobley, Newbery.
(2) See Appendix III for ysar by year fluctuations.
(3) Duff, Century p.22
(4) See Appendix iii.
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under mary. Working on the basis of his law patent, Tottle pushed
his output up from eleven copies in 1553 to a remarkable total of over
fifty productions in 1556, the great bulk of these issues being year
books. Apart from his legal work, Tottie concentrated mainly on
	 r
clssical and literary texts, and did little in the way of religious
printing. In 1553 he printed more's Dialoge of comfort, and the
following year, when catholic morale was at its highest he issued
Smith's Bouclier of the catholike fayth and a work of Vincent of
Lericis. But for the rest of the reign he produced no religious
books, the sole exception being Rastell's edition of more's English
works, which he published in 1557 in co-operation with Cawood and
Wale y..
lottie was a wealthy man before mary came to the throne, and
his prosperity during her reign owed more to the law patent which he
had acquired under Edward than to his catholic sympathies. Never-
theless his close association with William Rastell, who returned from
exile and rose to eminence on the bench under mary, must have advanced
his fortunes, and ha did inherit some of the stock of the retired and
exiled printers. John Wayland owed the whole of his prosperity to
the disgrace of the protestant printers. Having spent the greater
part of Edward's reign evading the law, Waylandsaized the opportunity
of mary's accession to return to his old trade of' printing, using the
stock and expertise of the disgraced stationers. When the Powells
bid to acquire the offices at the Sun, vacated by lllhitchurch, failed,
Wayland was able to buy the premises, gaining along with the house,
the stock and the personel. The disgrace of William Seres gave him
a chance to acquire the patent for service books which he had nearly
obtained from Cromwell fifteen years before, and on the 24th October
1553 he was granted a patent for "all and every such usual primers
or manuals of prayers...euthorisad." (1) Under the terms of this
patent, Wayland printed about ten marian editions of the Primer,
most of these being Serum primers, and one Sarurn manual. In 1556
he got his patent renewed for seven years, but Wayland was not a
member of the Stationers'Corapany, and he seems to have had
considerable difficulty enforcing his monopoly. Apart from Kingston
and Sutton, who may well have produced their large numbers of prayer
books under contract to Wayland, prayer books were also printed by
Waley, Caly, Petit, Toy and King. Uiayland's output was not confined
(1) Pat. Roll. 874 m.14.
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to prayer books; indeed he seems to have handed over the bulk of
such work to Kingston and Sutton, while he himself continued to print
literary works in the tradition of the Sun. many of these were
probably already in production when he took over the presses. Little
inthe nature of religious controversy was issued from the Sun during
Wayland's tenure, the only work printed by him which could be
described as polemical being Cancellar's The pathe of obedience.
Apart from hi8 premises, his patent, and his corrector, Wayland
also gained some of the type materials which had belonged to the
exiled or disgraced printers. Type pieces which had belonged to
Grafton and to the Day and Sores partnership appeared in his work as
well as Whitchurch's materials. He was perhaps the only ifiarian printer
whose prosperity was based entirely upon the eclipse of the Edwardian
stationers.
Henry Sutton, who was a member of the Stationers' company, worked
at the Black Boy in Paul's Churchyard, but he had printed little before
mary's accession, apart from the Camel-Churchyard ballads. (1) In
1553 he issued two editions of Sternhold's Psalms, but following the
death of the King he went into partnership with Kingston for the
production of Catholic service books. His output during mary's reign
consisted almost exclusively of liturgical works, printing only one
book on his own account, an edition in 1557 of Erasmus's Epitome
Colloguiorum. After 1558 Sutton began to print protestant tracts,
which might indicate that his interest in the catholic reaction was
commercial. rather than personal. 	 -
John Kingston was one of several printers who were members of
the Grocers'Company. He had bean apprenticed to Richard Crafton, and
inherited several of his copies ) including two books by Wilson, lbs Art
of Rhetoric and the Rule of Reason. LikB Sutton, Kingston seems to
have viewed his production of catholic service books as a purely
business proposition. What indications we have of his own religious
views would tend towards protestant rather than catholic sympathies.
His training under Crafton, his production under Edward of Lever's
meditacion up6 the lordes oraier and of Sternhold's psalms, and
his publication following the death of mary of the violent little
tract A speciall grace...upon the good nues all hint at a protestant
inclinatIon. He followed the Special Grace with Brice's A compendious
Register, and may in fact have had some connection with illegal books
(1) Sea above p. 153.
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during mary's lifetime. (1) But whatever the religious persuasions
of Kingston and Sutton, if indeed they had any, they were clearly aware
of the huge market for liturgical works which the return of catholic
ritual after thirty years of destruction and neglect had crested. 	 I
Together they produced Processionals, manuals, Breviaries, Psalters,
(flissals, Hymnals and one Primer, mostly of Serum use, but also a few
for York, and their total output of service books ran to at least
seventeen issues. Their neglect of the large market for Primers seems
to have been part of their arrangement with Wayland, for Primers
constituted Wayland's chief contribution to the supply of service
books. Like Sutton, Kingston continued to issue occasional books by
himself, but he rarely sold his own works; his edition of Withals'
A shorte dictionarie, 1556, was sold by Waley and Vale, and when his
partnership with Sutton ended in 1558, he began to work for
stationars like Jugge and England. Little in the way of catholic
polemic was issued by Kingston or Sutton during mary's reign, apart
from an edition of Boernus's Fardle of facions for 1555, and a copy of
Watson's I4olsome and catholyke doctryne which was commissioned by Caly
in 1558.
John Walley appears not to have benefited directly from the
retirement of the Protestants, but he continued to print throughout
mary's reign on the same scale as under Edward, and may at this time
have approved of the return to the old faith. It is true that he had
printed several scriptural works under Edward, and also the anti-
Cardiner tract, A caveat for the Christians. But under mary he seems
to have formed a connection with the Rastell group, for he joined with
Cawood and Tottle in the production of Rastell's edition of more's
English works, which was dedicated to the Queen, and hB continued to
print Rastel]'s Table of the yeares after Elizabeth came to the
throne. (2) Walley's partnership with the widow of the catholic
printer Robert Toy also suggests a catholic inclination, and the
probability is that he was in sympathy with the marian settlement.
This is particularly interesting in the light of his will, which is
dated 1586 end shows that by this time Wa]ley was an ardent protestant.
In it, he leaves his soul "unto the mercy of Almighty Cod my creator,
the father of heaven, which only of his mere mercy through the blood
and merits of his only begotten son Jesus Christ who hath redeemed
(i) See below P.298.
(2) S.T.C. 20733 - 20739.
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me and made me heir of his everlasting and blessed Kingdom. This
certainly I am assured by his holy spirit." He leaves several
charitablebequests, and directs that his funeral sermon be preached
by "Mr Crowley, a godly minister of Christ his church." (i) Under
Mary, Walley rose to prominence in the Stationers' Company, being
evidently a young man of substance, and we].]. respected in the Company,
which he served as Warden in 1557. His output at this time consisted
of a mixture of classical texts, romances and instructional handbooks,
his earlier law productions being barred by lottie's patent. Few of
his books were polemical, the only religious works to come from his
press being the Rastell more, a Sarum Primer (1555), The life of the
glorious and blessed martyr St.katheryre (1555), and Peryn's
Spirituall exercyses (1557).
It is only when we come to John Cawood, Printer to the Queen,
that we find fliarian propaganda being produced on any scale. Cawood
was responsible for printing all official documents, both secular,
such as Acts and Proclamations, and ecclesiastical, such as Articles,,
Injunctions or Homilies. Various prayers and sermons concerned with
the marriage, reconciliation and supposed pregnancy also came from
his press, as did two editions of the Pope's Plenary Bull. Apart
from these overtly official productions he also printed a number of
propaganda tracts by supporters of the government, among them Dudley's
Saying uppon the scaffolde (1553), Christopherson's Exhortation
against rebellion (1553 and '54), A CenealoQical table of the King
and Queen (1554), and Cranmer's Submyssyons and Recantatioris (1S56).
Cawood's religious output consisted of a number of Latin sermons by
contemporary divines like Harpsfield, and Weston, some English sermons
by Watson, Tunstall and Pollard, and patristic works by Basil, Ambrose
and Augustine. He also printed a few controversial tracts such as
Barlow's Dyaloge descrybyng the Lutheran faccyons (1553), Bush's
Exhortation to margaret Surges (1555 and '56), and Churchson's
Brefe trealyse where the Churche is (1556). There.seems little doubt
that the Queen's printer was a committed catholic, but it is unlikely
that he was missionary-minded about his faith, despite the production
by him of controversial tracts. For Elizabeth to consider him a
suitable partner for the more radical Jugge he must have shown a
degree of moderation in religious matters. His attitude towards the
trade in bound service books demonstrated that he put trade
(1) P.C.C. 21 Windsor April 1586. 	 1),
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considerations above missionary activities, (1) and it is even
possible that he had information concerning the activities of the
exiles which he was withholding from the authorities.(2)
Cawood benefited considerably from the disgrace of the protestant
printers, acquiring Grafton's post as Royal Printer, Wolf's classics
patent on reversal, and stock from several Edwardian printers, but
ha, like lottie, was already a wealthy man in 1553. Robert Caly,
on the other hand, returned from exile in 1553 to enjoy his only
period of real prosperity, Of all the Marian printers, Caly was the
only one who saw his press as an instrument to further his religious
ideals. On his return, ha moved into Grafton's old premises at
Greyfriars, now Christ's Hospital, and began trading at th Bishop's
Head, in Paul's Churchyard with the remaining copies of Gardiner's
Explication of the true catholigue fayth, printed two years before at
Rouen, "And now authorised by the Queen's hignesse Counsale." There
seam to be no references to books printed by Caly before his exile,
and Seth referred to him as a bookbinder; it is possible that he
learned printing in Rouan, possibly under Valentine, possibly with
the specific aim of countering the protestant propaganda. On his
return to London he launched into print on a large scale, issuing at
least forty-five marian books, all of which, with the possible
exception of Proctor's Historie of Wyates rebellion, could be classed
as catholic propaganda. In addition to half a dozen liturgical works,
he printed sermons by Brooks, Fisher, Glasier, Harpsfield, Edgeworth
and Feckenham, six books b Huggard (3) and a number of other
controversial tracts, such as the Treatise declaring how Christ was
banished, Watson's Holsome and catholyke doctryne and Redman's The
coj!plsint of Grace. He also issued several books which had been
circulating surreptitiously under Edward, such as White's
Diacosiomartyrion, and martin's Traictise the Marriage of priestes,
and he printed Smith's famous defence of orthodoxy the Bouclier of
fayth.
Caly's ardour for the catholic cause appears to have gone beyond
the printing of catholic literature. He was very probably the Robin
Caly, "otherwise called Robin Papist", who figures in Foxe as a
promotor, or persecutor of heretics. Among other "promotors"
(i) See bolow p . 2..5.
(2) See below p.IO.
(3) S.T.Cs 13556, - 9, 13561, and a version of the 129th Psalm.
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mentioned in Foxe was the tailor Beard, who had been associated with
Caly in the Edwardian book-smuggling enterprise, and Wayland was also
involved in informing on heretics, including his own apprentice,
I	
I.
Thomas Green. According to Foxe both Richard Gibson and Alexander
Wimshurst were arrested by Robin Caly, and he also had a hand in the
arrest of Gee and Waterson. (1) Caly stopped printing on the
accession of Elizabeth, and in 1566 Parker mentions that he had been
accused of assembling people to hear mass, and subsequently fled
abroad. He did not join the Stationers' Company until 1559, at which
date he had already stopped printing, and he paid the unusually high
price of Be 4d for the privilege. The Company registers make few
references to him.
Caly's appreciation of the missionary value of the controversial
tract was remarkable in that of all the marian printers he was the
only one who shared this understanding with the campaigning protestant
stationers of the previous reign. There were other Iflarian printers
who issued occasional works of religious polemic, but Caly was the
only one to dedicate his press entirely to such productions. Cawood,
as we have seen, produced some works of religious controversy, but
they made up a relatively small proportion of his output. lottie,
Wayland, Walley, Kingston and Sutton produced little in the way of
polemic. 3ohn King who started printing in 1554 and issued two
marian Psalters printed nothing else of a religious complexion.
Thomas marsh also started work in 1554 and produced a Sarum
Processional ano a Sarum Psalter in 1555,but he only printed a couple
of tracts of a controversial nature. (2) marsh appears to
have been a friend of William Baldwin, and his was the house
that was searched with Kingston's in 1558. Thomas Powell, the con-
servativa printer in charge of Berthelet's presses, issued a sermon
by Chrysostom and three pamphlets by Cwynneth (3) but the bulk of
his output consisted of literary and humanist texts.
But if, with the exception of Caly, there was very little being
printed in the way of religious propaganda, loyalist literature
continued to flourish; in fact, it was produced under mary on a
larger scale than ever before. The growth in the popularity of the
loyal ballad was in part a reflection of the circumstances of mary's
(1) Foxe,. vol. Il11, p. 438, 551, and 724.
(2) Standish,. The triall of the supremacy, 1556.
Fisher, This treatise concernynge the fruytfull saynges of
Davyd. 1555.
(3) See above page 239.
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accession, and of the popular esteem she enjoyed at lea8t during the
first half of her reign. It was also, no doubt, in part compensation
for the street literatureon religious topics which had been avail-
able under Edward to amuse the city populace. The trend towards such
declarations of loyalty continued under Elizabeth, when the Queen
became one of the most popular subjects of balladeers. There seems
to be in this phenomenon some response to the sex of these two
monarchs; it is doubtful that Kings would have drawn forth quite such
warm and personal tributes from their subjects as these two Queens.
But for whatever reason, a number of such ballads made their appear-
ance during mary's reign. Two were printed by Richard Lant, who
specialised in the production of broadsides, (Forrest's A new ballads
of the marigolde (1553) and An Ave ifiaria in commendation of our most
virtuous gueene (1554)) and others came from the presses of Thomas
Powell, (1) and two small scale printers, William Riddael and William
Griffith. (2)	 Riddael, Griffith and Lant were all enthusiastic
for the catholic cause, and printed, as well as loyal addresses, the
occasional religious tract. (3)
Loyalist sentiments seem to have been stronger among Londonera at
this time than doctrinal fervour. The majority seem to have been
catholic because they were ifiarian rather than the other way round.
Writers of popular tracts urged obedience to the religious sett1eient
from the Henrician point of view that obedience was the duty of all
subjects, rather than because the settlement was theologically
superior. The reformers were attacked not in the main for being wrong,
()
but for being arrogant, divisive and socially subversive. In one
of the most persuasive catholic pamphlets to appear under mary, miles
Huggard goes to some pains to refute the main points of the pro-
testant platform. But, even so, his concern is still predominately
with the anti-authoritarian and subversive nature of the reform
movement. So his discussion of the rights and wrongs of clerical
(1) Junius, Phillipeis seu in nuptias Philippi,, 1554.
Brief Balet touching the traytorous. Takynge of Scarboroui
Castle, 1557.
(2) Riddael; Heywood, Balada of the narriage f 1554 and Now singe,
now springe, 1554.
Griffith; Beard, A godly psalme of Marye Queene 1553.
(3) Griffith; Pollard, Fyve homiles and the Detection of malice in
heresy.
Lünt,An exclarati upd the erronious sprite of heresy,(1555 ?)
Riddael. Erasmus Two Epistles wherein is declared the brainsicke
head ines of the Lutherans. 1553.
(A-s	 J'). 'Pb.,,,hIet* o /J/c, 's-	 &.t(eby 0P /
f,-sh&j of t-t g 5torico.L RQsecchI(.41I9?cjp,.
marriage ends with the complaint,
"In this sort these credible gentlemen handled this
place, to discredit the catholic church and to allure
all men with their pleasant outcries to cast off
liberty, to offend God, to offend the magistrates, to
break all laws, to undo commoriwealthes, to make dearth
and scarcity, finally, to do what they like."	 (1)
Huggard's complaint was not that the reformers had come to the wrong
conclusions, but that they had no authority to discuss doctrinal
problems in the first place.
"What overwheening spirit
Doth puff you in such pride
To think yourselves more godly wise
Than all the world beside?"	 (2)
.. . ....................... . . . . . . . . . . S. S •• S S • S S
2. Liturgical Productions.
A similar return to pre-Edwardian attitudes is found in the
government's approach to the service book problem. The effect of
thirty years of neglect, followed by the Edwardian confiscation of
catholic service books, had produced a lamentable shortage of lit-
urgical aids, a wide variety of which would be required if the whole
panop ly of catholic ritual was to be revised. The problem was
aggravated y the fact that the churches had only recently bean put
to considerable expense acquiring Bibles, Prayer Books, Paraphrases,
and the other works required by the Edwardian settlement. This con-
sideration, however, was not one which cut any ice with mary's
govarnmant, and the Queen was determined to enforce a return to the
full catholic ritual. In February 1554 priests and churchwárden5
were ordered to certify b A pril 6'	 whether they had their altars
set up, chalice, books, vestments and all things necessary for mass
and the administration of the sacrament and sacramentals, with pro-
cessions and all other divine services prepared. If anything was
missing, they were to supply it, and signify by whose fault and neg-
liqence Lhe same want or fault h3th proceeded. (3) In 1554
Bishop Bonrer required all his churches to have "a legend, an
antiphr2nr, a ç3rail,
	 psalter, an ordinal to say or solemnise
divine offic3, a missal, a manual and a processional. " (i)
(1) Huggard, The displaying of the Protestantes. R.Caly,1556.p.22 r & v.
(2) Ibid p. 2. r.
(3) Foxe., vol. Ui 1 Appendix No.2. Bp. Bonner's Regist.r, CCCXLI, r & v.
(4) An account of these measures is given in S. moLon's strongly
biased work, English Prayer Books, (Cambridge, 1945.)
Bp. Bonner's Register, (253)
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There ware repeated attempts to ensure that those who could read
were supplied with a Primer, and those who could not, had a pair
o? beads. (1) In 1557 the articles issued by Pole again insisted
tht churches should be equipped with all the necessary books;
defaced or corrected books were not acceptable. (2)
The kind of expense which faced the churches if they were to
meet these requirements can be seen in the accounts of the three
London churches mentioned above, St. michael's, Cornhill, St.
lYlartin's in the Fields, and st. mary Woo1nothnc	 Iicv LJ00(h, 	 Ha
St. michael's, which had already spent a total of £6. 11. 5d.
equipping itself with Edwardian books, had to find a further
£7. 10. 5d. under mary to pay for three antiphoners, two mass books,
four hymnals, two grails, a psalter, a manual, a venite book and
five processionals. The accounts suggest that a check had been
made on books, for in 1554 they record the purchase of "a venite
book which did lack in the church." (3) Such a comprehensive
list of purchases indicates that St. michael's had f3u, if any,
I4enrician survivals. (4)
St. mru,i	 in the Fields, which has only scanty records of
it's Edwardian purchases, amounting to l4s.8d., may also have only
partial accounts of it's marian acquisitions. st. martin's was
fortunate to have among it's parishioners 3 certain mr. Best, who
donated to the church several service books which had probably been
saved from destruction under Edward; his gift included two grails,
an antiphonal, a manual and a processional. But it was still
necessary for the churchwardens to buy a mass book and cross, a
manual, a portuas, a processional, the homilies and a psalter, and
to pay for the mending of a grail. The total cost of the return to
catholic ritual, if in fact these accounts are complete, was
£1. 9s. lid. (5)
(1) Greyfriars, p. 97.
(2) Foxe, vol. Viii, pp. 298 and 299.
(3) Accounts of the Churchwardens, St. flichael. Cornhill, p.116.
(4) Ibid. pp. 114, 115, 123, 129, 130, 135, 140.
(5) St. lilartin's in the Fields, The fYccounts of the Churchwardens,
1525 - 1503, pp. 150, 157, 158, 173, 177.
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The parish of St.mary Woolnoth and St.mary Woolchurch Haw seems
to have bean less fortunate than St.ftlartin's when it came to wealthy
benefactors. The total bill for service books which the wardens of
this church had to meet under mary was £10 16s 8d. This large sum
was handed over to the stationer Robert Fryer for two antiphoners,
two grails, two mass books, one legend, one manual, one venite book,
three processionals and one dirige book. (i) Some of these books
must undoubtedly have been survivals from the reign of Henry Ill1
since there are no records of fliarian editions of, For example,
legends.
There must have been many parishes where the cost of meeting
the requirements of mary's government was lightened by the survival,
either ii the church or in the homes of devout clergy or layrn8n,of
Henrician service books. There also appear to have bean a fair
number of such survivals in the hands of' London stationersc ) out the
vast bulk of the service books supplied to the churches under mary
had to be printed anew. The printing and supply of' these books, and
of' the Primers which were still in popular demand ) and the use of
which the government was encouraging, was approached In an Henrician
way which was in marked contrast to the government sponsored printing
campaign of Edward's reign. No attempt was made by the government of
mary to ensure that the books which it insisted on the churches
possessing were in fact available. Instead it was left entirely to
the operation of market forces to supply the need. Instead of'
directing the printers to print the necessary books, the marian
government directed the churches to acquire them, relying on the
demand thus created to ensure en answering supply from the printers.
There is, in fact, little evidence that the government even considered
the prablem of service book supply. The patent which it. granted to
Wayland for the production of' service books in 1553 has none of the
evangelical overtones of the Edwardian patents, and was clearly
viewed both by Wayland and by the government as a purely commerôial
transaction. (2)
In the event, this reliance upon market forces to supply the
necessary books proved sound. With the largest section of' the market,
(1) Trancriot of' the Registers of St.fflarv Woolnoth, P X1X
(2) See Chapter 111	 (3) We hear,f'or example, of Henry Fleteman
buying old service books in 1552.
( Worman, p. 22. )
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the trade in popular tracts, forbidden to them, London printers tackled
the Job of supplying this new demand with enthusiasm. The most urgent
need was for manuals, since the possession of a manual allowed a priest
to carry out all his essential i'unctions while the full liturgy was
	
r
being restored. In 1554 at least five separate editions of the manual
were printed for the English market, three being issued by Kingston
and Sutton, one by Wayland and one by Caly. But the London printers
were not .
 alone in appreciating the size of the new market; in Paris
and Rouen, printing houses which had supplied England with a large
proportion of her service books before the ban of 1534 hurried back
into business. In 1554 Regnault, the Parisian printer whose trade
had been seriously damaged in 1534, produced a Sarum Breviary, end
in 1555 he followed it with a second edition.
Another Parisian, rner1inproduced a fine flhissal in 1555,
printed by Amazeur, and the following year he too issued a Breviary.
But it was from Rouen, from the presses of Robert Valentine, that the
vast bulk of English service books were imported. As we have seen,
Valentine had produced a Sarum Primer as early as 1551, perhaps on
the suggestion of Robert Caly. (1) And it may have been Caly who
alerted Valentine to the need for English service books following
mary's accession. Caly was not at this time a member of the
Stationers Company and was apparently indifferent to the monopoly
interests of that Company. But whether prompted by Caly, or by his
own business acumen, Valentine was soon pouring out a veritable
torrent of service books. Between 1554 and 1557 he published two
editions of the manual, three of the ,uissal, nine of the primer, one
processional and two breviaries. To begin with the London printers
showed little concern at the import of these Rouen books; the
market was large enough to absorb books from every source. In 1555
alone at least twenty seven different editions of liturgical works
were printed in London, and published by a total of thirteen
different stationers.
But by 1556 the demand was beginning to fall off. The hoped
for monastic revival had not materialised, and with its failure the
potential market for liturgical works shrank dramatically. Works such
as Breviaries, which were produced in large numbers at the beginning
of the reign, ceased to appear from the London presses after 1556,
and the whole range of service books was affected to some degree by
the failure of the monastic section of the market. Without this
(i) See 3bove p. 176.
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demand from monastic customers, the call for liturgical aids was
limited to the needs of seculèr clergy, which with the abolition of
chantries, meant mainly the needs of parish priests. By 1556 it
would seem that these needs had been largely met, and the only market
left for the printers was the private sector, which called mainly
for the production of primers rather than manuals, processionals
and breviaries. This satisfaction of the demand from the parishes
for books of public worship does not mean that every church was
supplied with all the legally required aids. This was clearly
impossible. Even those service books which were produced in the
greatest numbers, such as processionals, which ran to ten (flarian
editions, or manuals, eleven editions of which appeared, fell far
short for the coverage achieved by the Edwardian Prayer Books. In
two years fourteen large editions of the second prayer book had been
printed.
Obviously, more Eflarian editions were printed than have survived.
Some editions of the Antiphoner must have appeared, probably from
France, for we have records of copies being purchased. There were
almost certainly also small editions of the hymnal, legenda and
gradual, for the churches were legally obliged to obtain copies, and
seem to have succeeded. But these more specialised books did not
usually appear in large editions, and ware commonly printed in France,
especially if they involved musical notation. When the free trade
in French service books was stopped at the beginning oF 1557 any
editions in course of production or half sold would have been
abandoned, so that they were probably quite scarce even in marya
reign. The long and hostile reign of Elizabeth has succeeded in
removing any survivals of such editions. But even if we admit the
existence of' several editions of catholic service books which have
left no survivors, and even if we include in our calculations
survivals frou the reign of Henry Ulli, it is evident that the output
of service books between 1553 and 1556 was not sufficient to supply
every parish church in the realm with all the books required (1) by
law.
Why, then, the fall in demand ? Presumably those churches
which were not fully equipped by 1556 were either too poor or
too obscure to make good their deficiences. The London
(i) Se Appendix Iv.
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churches and other city parishes which were under close surveillance
were obliged to acquire an adequate range of books, and by 1556 they,
and other wealthy end enthusiastic parishes had done so. In the remoter
country areas parishes were too poor to lay out such large amounts of
money, and by 1556 the failure of mary's pregnancy was calling into
question the permanence of the catholic reaction. No church which had
not bought its books was going to relish the thought of paying for
books which might only be needed for a few years, after which another
reversal in policy would entail yet another round of book buying.
As the falling demand for service books began to threaten their
trade, the old resentment of the London printers towards their
competitors re-emerged. The stationer who suffered most from the
activities of the French printers was Wayland, for he had purchased
a patent which was meant to guarantee him a monopoly in the supply of
such books. In 1555 Wayland published his Liniforme and Catholyke
Primer, which he was at pains to point out was "newly set forth by
certain of the clergy with the assent of the most reverend father in
Cod the Lord Cardinal Pole his grace; to be only used (all other set
apart) of all the King and Queen's majesties' loving subjects througF-
out all their realms and dominións according to the Queen's Highness'
letters patent in that behalf given." (1) This lengthy preamble was
presumably aimed both at foreign competito 	 and at London printers
like Caly who had been issuing primers in defiance of Wayland's
license. But Wayland was not a member of the Company and received
little support from the Stationers; Primers continued to be issued
both by the Rouen printers and by London stationers like King and
Caly.
It was not until the beginning of 1557, when the demand for
service books was falling sharply and the livelihoods of its members
were threatened, that the Company took action. In January of that
year a deputation from the Company, led by its Warden, John Cawood,
and consisting of Anthony Smith, Richard Jugge and William Seres,
men of widely varying religious views, none of whom was heavily
involved in the service book trade, laid information that Francis
Sparye of the parish of St.michaal, Wood Street, had offended against
25 Hen %Jlll, cap. 15, in that he had purchased 178 books printed
abroad and had imported them from Rouan already bound, intending to
resell them in London. Sparye admitted the offence, and said that he
(i) SIC 16060
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had bought the books from Valentine; the shipment in question u.as
probably made up of a Breviary, pars estivalis, and a flhissal, which
Valentine had printed for the English market in this year. (1),
The action egainst Sparye had the effect of blocking once again
the import trade in service books, the only other foreign edition to
appear in (nary's reign being a Sarum Processional printed by Endovian
in Antwerp, (presumably he was careful to comply with the conditions
of the 1534 act.) This act had given as the reason for closing the
door to foreign editions, the newly found skills of the London printers,
which, the Act declared, were sufficient to cope with all the demands
of the English market. (2) This claim was never really justified, and
by the beginning of mary's reign, what skill the London printers had
possessed in this area had been lost. It may have been an awareness
of this inadequacy that encouraged the Stationers to permit the import
of French books during the first years of (n3ry's reign. London printers
meanwhile familiarised themselves with liturgical printing by producing
editions which were based closely on old continental copies. For
example, the Sarum Hymnal which Kingston and Sutton produced in 1555(3)
is an exact replica, down to the gathering signatures, of' an edition
printed at Antwerp in 1541. (4) Evidently Kingston and Sutton were
working from a damaged copy, for their reproduction lacks about a
quarter of the book, but with this flaw, and with text divided into
phrases instead of words, it is an exact copy of the earlier edition.
Similarly the Processional issued from Raynald's press in 1555 (5) is
identical in content and strongly reminiscent in layout to the Raynes-
Ruremund edition of 1544, (6) though the typographical standard was well
below that of the original and the later printer could not cope with the
complicated diagrams. In fact despite working from earlier continental
copi' , the London printers were unableto rival the French in either
price or quality. Nothing produced in London reached the standard of,
for examle, the Sarum Missal printed in Paris for Guillaulme merlin,iss.(7)
(1) H.3.Byrom,'Some Exchequer Cases involving members of the Book
Tradeg 1534 - 1558', in the Library, Vol.XV1,4th Series,(l935 p. 402.







With the banning of' French books, many of the more complex liturgical
works, which London printers were still reluctant to attempt, disappeared
from the bookshops. (1)
By the time the London printers took this action against foreign
competitors demand had already fallen so low that there was little
market left to protect. The only fflarian service books to be ubjl
in London after the Stationers' action at the beginning of 1557 were
the Antwerp Processional mentioned above and a missal, assigned to Day
but probably printed by Wayland. (2) On the other hand Primers
continued to appear in considerable quantities, at least seven more
editions being issued under mary. The popularity of the Primer is an
interesting phenomenon, tending to disprove the idea that private
catholic devätion was on the wane in the last years of mary's reign.
It is clear that the long standing affection with which Englishmen
regarded the Primer, and which John Foxe worked so hard to undermine,
was not affected by changes in the forms of public worship, or by
preaching campaigns aimed at focusing the layman's religious enthusiasm
onto the Bible. But the continued production of Primers owed something,
also, to the campaign of the government to ensure that all literate
laymen possessed a copy, illiterates to be equipped with some beads.
Even so, the production of Primers was not unaffected by the fall in
demand which was so ncticeable in other areas of service book production.
From the thirteen editions of Hours and Primers which were issued in
1555, and the eight editions of 1556, output fell to three editions in
1557 and four in 1558. (3)
But despite the falling off' in the production of service booke
at the end of mary's reign, her overall strategy of demanding the use
of traditional liturgical aids, and leaving the supply of those aids
to the normal market forces, seems to have succeeded. Vast numbers of
service books were printed in London end Rouen between 1554 and 1556,
and the range and quantity of such books must have gone a long way
towards restoring the situation of' thirty years before, with most
parish churches in the realm in possession of at least some liturgical
books.
(1) A similar dearth of the more complex liturgical aids followed the
ban of 1534, see above P.6.
(2) See above p . 235.
(3) See Appendix iv.
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Edwardian Service Books
The success or failure of fliary's attempt to restore catholic
liturgy throughout the land depended to a large extent on her success
in eradicating all traces of Edwardian usages • And while large
sections of the public appear to have regarded the reformed service
with apathy, and many welcomed the return to old forms of worship,
there was a minority which was stubborn'ly and vociferously committed
to the maintenance of the Edwardian forms of worship. Against this
minority the marian government acted with some vigour, and the use of
Edwardian rites was one of the most common causes for prosecution on
the grounds of heresy. Foxe records many instances of individuals
and communities being charged with the use of these services, and the
increasing stress laid on this offence as the reign wore an suggests
both that the government viewed the offence very seriously, and that
it was having some trouble stamping it out. The group from
Brighthelmstone, Sussex. caught in the act of "saying the service in
English set forth in the time of King Edward the Sixth", was charged,
among other things, "that ye and every of you have earnestly laboured
and travailed to the best and uttermost of your power, to have up
again the English service and the communion in all points, as was used
in the latter days of King Edward the Sixth." (i)
Nor was it Just the Edwardian services which were banned. The
use of the English Litany, which was the oldest and perhaps the best
loved of the vernacular devotions, could also lead to prosecution.
Dirick Carver was one of those charged with having the English
procession said in his houses	 Alcock, who died in Newgate, had
avoided the offence of a private reading, private services having been
long recognised as an offence against public uniformity. He had
recited the Litany daily in the parish church at Hadleigh and for this
offence was imprisoned in Newgate, where he was joined by another
priest who had been performing a similar service in the parish church
at Charing Cross. (2) But ) as one might expect, it was the use of the
Edwardian communion service which gave most offence. The undBrground
protestant congregations of mary's reign appear to have remained loyal
to the usages of the second Edwardian service book throughout mary's
reign, and many of those tried for heresy defended the godliness of
(1) Foxa ) Vol. Vll,pp. 322 - 324.
(2) N. of R, p.288. June 1555.
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this later book, which they saw as a purified and refined version of
the first book. The use of this 1552 communion service was met with
rigorous punishment, and this rigour extended .not only to the
•	 celebrant but to all.those who took part in such services. In 1554	 r
margaret Ellis was prosecuted for reo€ving the sacrament from her
vicar according to the Edwardian rite, (1) and Cuthbert Synson was
charged with assembling the congregation for an Edwardian celebration.
Among other charges faced by Bartlet Green was attendance at such
•	 services, which had apparently been conducted byohn Pulleyne at
- Corn Hill on two.successive Easter. Sundays. When the congregations
at Bow and Islington were interrupted in the performance of the 1552
rite all those present ware placed under arrest, though some later
escaped.
The charges later laid against John Rough, the pastor of the
Islington church, included the following two;
"that thou, since thy last coming into England
out of the parts beyond the sea, hast perniciously
allured and comforted divers of the subjects of
thi8 realm, both young men, old men and women,
to have and use the Book of Communion set forth
in this realm in the latter days of King Edward
the Sixth, and hast also thyself read and set
forth the same, causing others to do the like.
that thou hast, in sundry places within this
realm since the Queen's reign, ministered and
received the communion as it was in the late
days of King Edward the sixth, and that thou
knowest or credibly hast heard of divers that
yet do keep books of the said communion, and
use the same in private houses out of the church." (2)
This last sentence is particularly significant, for one of the reasons
why mary's government found it so difficult to stamp out Edwaxdian usages
was the relative ease with which they could be performed in private
houses, the amount of consecrated equIpment required for the reformed
liturgy being considerably less than that required by orthodox rituals.
It was clearly intolerable that subjects shoud absent themselves from
public worship in favour of a private, secret and indeed illegal
celebration of the sacraments.
In the prisons, on the other hand, the govenment was faced with the
open, and indeed public, celebration of Edwardlan services. In the King's
(1) Foxe, vol. VIII, p. 142.
(2) ibid. vol. VIII, p. 446
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Bench John Bradford preached regularly twice a day, and ministered the
Edwardian communion to large congregations. The Keeper who had allowed
him to exercise his ministry in this open way was later in trouble
with Dr. Story for his laxity, but Bradford continued to minister
publicly even after he had been tranferred to the Compter. Ralph
Allerton, imprisoned for maintaining that "the book of Common Prayer
set forth in the reign of King Edward the sixth was in all points
good and godly", compounded his offence by using he book in prison
in company with his fellow prisoners. Reformed services were also held
in the lollards' Tower and the Iflarshalsea, where two religious prisoners,
marsh and Warburton, were even reading the morning arid evening
servicss for the benefit of' passers by in the street outside.
	
When
Dr. Sands wished to celebrate the reformed communion in the Tower
he was assisted by the gaoler, who provided him with a service book (1).
For these prisoners there was little to be lost and much to be
gained in the open use and acknowledgement of' the reformed liturgy,
but for the community outside the prisons adherence to the Edwardian
services was a dangerous matter. The use of these services had been
banned in December 1553, and in.June 1555 the law was tightened still
further by the Proclamation forbidding anyone to write, print, utter,
sell, read or keep any of the Edwardian service books, and ordering
all such books to be handed in to the ordinary within fifteen days
to be burned. Failure to comply carried the penalties of heresy (2).
It is true that possession of' Edwardian books was not in practice treated
as a burning issue unless it was accompanied by some other misdemeanour.
Only towards the end of the reign when the government was becoming
frustrated at the failure of its efforts to stamp out reformed usages,
and when the persecution of heretics was being conducted mainly by the
fanatical Dr. Story, did mere possession lead to rigorous punishment.
The case of William Gie, who was flogged for buying a Prayer book, was
unusual in that Cia was not, apparently, charged with participating
in the services ccritained in the book. Even so, Cia, and Waterson, the
stationer who suffered with him, had engaged in buying and selling the
illegal book after the proclamation of June 1555, and their offence was
clearly more serious than the retention of a book acquired before 1553.
(1) Foxe, vol. VII, pp . 145, 262, 46, 47; vol. VIII, pp. 411, 593.
(2) See above, p . 81
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li ver4it seems that the protestants were not molested for the
mere possession of Edwardian books, or indeed for the private use of
them. Rowland Taylor continued to use his litany while he was in
prison, and when his family gathsrad for a farewell supper they all.
	 r
knelt down and recited it together. Taylor then "gave to his wife a
book of the church service set out by King Edward, which he, in the
time of his imprisonment, daily used." (i) The. distinction which
was drawn between the possession and the public use of these books
was underlined in the case of Edmund Allin, who was arrested in 1557
with his wife on suspicion of "exhorting and reading the Scriptures
to the people". His house was searched, and "certein books, as
Psalters, Bibles and other writings" were found. But Allin waá
examined on his right to preach, and on the sacrament, his possess
ion of illegal books not even being mentioned. morBover, .on the
accession of Elizabeth, Aiim sued for the return of these books,
which should have been burned or defaced, and they were returned to-
him unharmed. (2)
But if possession of Edwardian books did not of itself provoke
the full rigour of the law, it remained a very dangerous matter,for it
constituted grounds for suspicion of heresy, upon which a man could
be examined concerning his beliefs on such dangerous subjects as the
eucharist.Jilliam Elienby, for example, was subjected to ecclesiastical
examination when he was found in possession of an English Psalter and
the Institution of a Christian man. The skill with which the examiners
-	 could turn the subject towards sacramental orthodoxy provoked a protest
from more than one prisoner. (3)
In the battle to suppress the use and possession of Edwardian books,
as in so many aspects	 of her religious policy, the turning point
for mary's government came in 1556. Before that critical year some
progress had been made in suppressing public performances of Edwardian
services, and recalcitrant clergymen like Alcock and mowntayne had been
punished. There had also been a number of arrests of groups of people
accused of joining together to perform Prayer Book services in
(1) Foxe, vol.Vl, p. 692.
(2) ibid., vol. Ulil, p. 522.
(3) )ohn Rogers accused Gardiner of examining him under a law which
had not existed at the time of Rogers' inprisonment, with the
intention of condemning him to death. Cardiner was shocked
at the suggestion, but could not deny its validity.
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private housce. But from 1556 onwards the authorities suffered a
reversal in their policy, as more end mcre people began to attend
the services given by the underground protestant congregations.
The alarm felt oy the government at this resurgence of protestant
worship was reflected in an increasingly harsh attitude towards
those found in possession of illegal prayer book8. The tnterrcg-
atones to Churchwardens issued in 1558 again inquired into the use
of the Edwardian services; "whether there be within your Parish any
that doth favour or is suspected to receive any naughty personor
persons especially to read the English service used in the time of
King Edward the Sixth or the book of' Communion, or any book
rohibitod to be read or tought. " (1) John Foxe later
clained Lhit	 s the Leign drew to a close the mere
possession of a prayer book became increasingly a matter for
persecution. The cases of' Gee and Waterson reflected this new and
harder line on the part of the authorities. (2)
The reason for this continued and increasing use of Edwardian
services may lie in the realisation in 1.556 that Mary would not
produce an heir, and that the catholic reaction was unlikely to be
permanent. But the role of the prison congregations as centres both
of worship and of instruction must also have been significant. More-
over, while the leaders of the London congregations gave proof of their
integrity in the fires of Smithfield, other pastors continually
stepped forward to take their place, so that the community was never
left without a leader. This succession of dedicated leaders ensured
that the London community remained theologically and liturgically
firmly based on the traditions of Edwardian protestantism.
When it came to the Bible the government was in something of' a
quandary. The Henrician situation, restored when Edward's Repealer
was repealed, permitted, and indeed encouraged, the use of the Great
Bible, and technically this appears to have been the position through-
out Mary's reign. Sofor example, when Philpot, at his trial,
demanded the return of' his Bible, he associated it with other "lawful"
books. (3) Bonnet refused his request, out offered to let nim have
another. But the authorities, without actually banning the Biole
(1) Interroqatories upon which churchwerdens... 1558 (Caly)Aiii r& v.
(2) See p. 309.
(3) foxe, Vol. Vii i p.666/7
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altogether, discouraged the reading of it as much as possible. The
famous story of the painter threatened by Gardiner with imprisonment
in the Fleet for painting Henry Viii with a Bible in his band end the
words Verbum Dei inscribed on it, demonstrates their view precisely.
"It is" declared Gardiner, "egainat the queen's catholic proceedings."
(i.) In the same vein, Cardiner's almoner, Brooks, declared that the
scriptural texts painted on the walls of the Iflarshalsea were a
"piece of' heresy", and he ordered their removal. (2) Gardiner seems
to have been particularly anxious to stamp out the reading of
vernacular scriptures, and Stephen Cratwick complained that he was
confiscating prisoners' books and "permitting them not so much as a
Testament to look upon for their soul's comfort." (3)
Nevertheless, the Great Bible remained legal throughout mary's
reion, although the Interrogatories of 1558 reiterated the bpn on
false translations, a ban which in itself implied the existence of' a
true translation. Possession of the Great Bible might be dangerous
as an implication of possible heretical tendencies, but it was not in
itself en offence. So when Roger Holland was examined i'or heresy in
1558 he was permitted to use his New Testament of the Great. Bible
translation. On the other hand possession of other translations
.could be dangerous if' coupled with other offences. When Jeffrey
Hurst's house was searched end a New Testament and two parts of thø
Old according to Tyndale's translation were found, one of the
searchers declared "then are all their goods lost to the queen, and
their bodies to prison." (4) William living, arrested in 1558 for
possessing a book of astronomy, was deprived of "my purse, my girdle,
and my Psalter and a New Testament of Geneva." (5) This policy of
discriminating between copies of' the Great Bible, possession of which
was legal, and illegal versions, caused some problems to the of ficiela.
For example, when the Keeper of Newgate discovered Edward Benet trying
to smuggle a Bible in to a prisoner named Tingle disguised as powdered
beef, he was unable to decide whether the book was permissable or not.
He took Benet and the book to Sir Roger Cholmeley for a decision. Sir
Roger declared that the Bible, which was a Coverdele version., was
(1) Chronicle of' queen Jane and Queen mary, p.78.
(2) N. of R, p.185
(3) Foxe, Vol. Vlll. p.319.
(4)Ibid., Vol. Vlli p.563.
(5) Ibid., Uol.Vlll, p.529.
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illegal, and sent Benet to the Compter. (1) This uncertainty about the
ellowability or otherwise of vernacular scriptures seems to have driven
many educated protestants to return to their Erasmian Testaments.
Philpot based his defence upon this translation, and John Bland also
had his Latin Testament in court. Clover, who was denied all books in
prison, including the Prayer Book which he nevertheless smuggled in,
was allowed to keep his Latin Testament 1
 (2)
Given the overtly Lutheran nature of Tyndale's translation, and
indeed the protestant bias of all the vernacular translations, it is
not surprising that the government looked askance upon the reading of
such translations. But' unless the possession of English scriptures was
accompanied by some other offence, it was rarely considered sufficient
cause in itself for prosecution. William Living's offence was not the
possession of a Cenevan Bible, but of a book of conjuration. And in
general it was only when the owner of an English Bible committed the
offence of reading it aloud to an assembled congregation that dire
consequences followed. The search of Aiim's house was precipitated
by reports that he had been reading and interpreting the Bible in
public, and Ralph Allerton was enother accused of this offence. He
had been reading the New Testament to congregations, so that "a great
sort of the parish will be gathered one day to one place, and another
cay to another place, to hear him," instead of attending mass at the
parish church. Dirick Carver was another enthusiastic Bible reader.
Having been imprisoned in Newgate for ,
 reading the Psalter and the
Bible to congregations in his own home, he continued the practice in
prison until, the keeper confiscated his books. James Irevisam also
ran into trouble for this offence, though in his case the congregation
was hardly more than his family, consisting of himself, the reader,
who was his servant John Smel, his wife, and three other persons.(3)
The reluctance of the government to hold an all out campaign
against the possession of illegal Bibles is understandable, in the
light of the fact that by 1557 there were thirty editions of the whole
Bible in circulation, and a further fifty of the New Testament alone.(4)
To confiscate and destroy such a vast number of books would have taken
the whole energies of the gcvernment over several years, and would have
(1) Foxe, Uol.Vlll, p.561.
(2) Ibid. Vol.Vll, p.296, 396.
(3) Ibid. Vol.Vlli,p.4O9, Vol. %Ill. P.323, 287.
(4) H.5.Benneft, Enolish Books end Readers 1475 - l557kCembridge 1952.)
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met with resistance from many Englishmen who were in no way committed
protestants but who valued their vernacular books simply because they
were in the vernacular. For mary's government, while the reading of
	 $
English Bibles represented an aberration to be discouraged, the most
pressing problem was the confiscation of' the large numbers of
Edwardian Prayer Books still in circulation.
Thi8 task was in itself daunting enough. There had been at
least twenty seven complete editions of the Prayer Books issued
during Edward's reign, not counting issues of sections of the liturgy.
Putting these editions at the low figure of 700 copies each, and they
were more likely to have been in the order of 1500 copies, we still
arrive at a total of 18,900 copies in circulation in 1553. Moreover
these books were all new and in good condition, and sonie effort had
been made to ensure that they were distributed throughout the realm.
Nevertheless, the government was determined to stamp out the use arid
possession of these books, and possession of them was clearly more
dangerous than owning an English Bible. Hurst, who had allowed the
searchers to find his Tyndale scriptures, had previously hidden his
communion book which had been declared illegal on several occasions.
The Proclamation of 1554 announcing the Injunctions, urged the bishops
to "travail for the condemning and repressing of corrupt and naughty
opinions, unlawful booka" etc. In June 1555 another proclamation
ordered the surrender and destruction of all, heretical books and
dwardian service books and laid down that after fifteen days a search
should be made of the "houses, closets and secret places of every
person of whatsoever degree being negligent in this behalf and
auspected to keep any such books." (1) The Commission of 1556 to
search out heresies bestowed on the commissioners wide powers of search
arid interrogation, and especially mentioned printer's houses or shops.
But it was not possible to searcheveryone's house, and the authorities
had to confine their attention to the homes of those already suspected
of holding protestant views. In 1558 the Interrogatories to Church-
wardens enquired whether th9 wardens knew or had heard of anyone that
kept "any hereticall, naughty, or seditious erronious book or books,
especially English testaments or Bibles falsely translated". The
wardens were also asked about the performance of the Edwardian liturgy
by members or their parish. But once again the authorities had to rely
(1) See above p. 263.
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on suspicions end hearsay to give them some excuse for a search. The
impossibility of a house to house search guaranteed the survival of a
large number of Edu.ardian service books and Henrician and Ewardian
Bibles into the next reign.
Those beoks which were gathered in from the houses of suspected
heretics and from the stocks of printers like Seres, were burned with
as much publicity as possible. It was common for offensive books to
be burned with their heretic owners, and Foxe gives many accounts of
martyrs gaining strength from the Testament or Prayer Book which was
to share their fate. On one occasion the martyr Dirick Carver tried
to throw his Prayer Book clear of the fire, but the sheriff wee
determined that it should burn with its owner. Apart from their own
books, heretics were often accompanied to the flames b the latest
haul cf confiscated literature. When William Wolsey and Pygot were
burned "cometh one to the fire with a great sheet knit full of books
to burn, like as they had been New Testaments." The two martyrs
were allowed to hold one each at the stake. (2) A similar incident
took place at the burning of Hullier in 1556. foxe describes how
"there was acbmpany of books which were cast into the fire; and
by chance a communion-book fell between his hands, who receiving it
joyfully opened it end read." (3)
To avoid discovery the protestants thought of some ingenious
hiding places for their books. fflistress Anne Lacy buried her Bible
and other books in a dung hill (4) while Underhill arranged to have
his bricked up in a fire place. This method was so effective that he
was able to retrieve his books unharmed when Elizabeth succeeded her
sister on the throne. (5) Even in prison hiding places could be
found, Ralph Allerton leaving two books and two epistles between the
post and the wall of his cell for. the comfort of its next OCCUpeflt,.
with instructions that he in turn should pass them on tohie
successor. (6)
Apart from the books which were preserved by these imaginative
shifts, many more Edwardian service books survived into Elizabeth's
reign in the homes of those who were not suspected of heretical views
(1)
(2) Foxe, tlol.Vll, p.405.
(3) Ibid. Uol.Vlll, p.379.
(4) Ibid. Vol.Vlll, p.556.
(5) N. of R 1 p.171.
(6) Foxe, Vol.tllll, p.415.
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and therefore not 8earched. Others went abroad with the exiles, most
of whom continued to use the 1552 liturgy despite some arguments about
the possibility of further reform. As John Rough testified in 1557,
while denying that he knew anyone in England who possessed a Prayer
Book, "on the other side he knew many that had those books." (1)
That a large number survived the efforts of marys government to
destroy them is proved by the speed wlt which the English ritual
reappeared on mary's death. In December 1558 Xl Schifanoys reported
to his Venetian correspondent that the Edwardian litany was being
used, and Surian wrote in the following January that "many persons
are celebrating according to the manner observed under King
Edward." (2) As the first Elizabethan Prayer Books were not
published until 1559 these services must have relied on Edwardian
survivals. We hear of such survivals in the accounts of the church-
wardens. At St.martin's in the Fields en item is entered in 1560
"for new binding of the old Communion book in boards." (3) This book
was almost certainly an Edwardian Prayer book, since an Elizabethan
one would be scarcely a year old, and certainly not in need of re-
binding. At.St.ftlicheel's Cornhill they had an old copy of the
Paraphrases. This had been bought in 1548 for five shillings,
together with a chain, but in 1560, Bd was laid out for a new chain.
No mention is made of a new copy of the book, but it is highly probable
that the book had become separated from its chain during f9ary's reign.(4)
It is difficult to make any comparison of the survival rates of
books under Edward and rnary. Both governments seem to have made some
attempt to supress the rival liturgy, but mary's had the extra bite
of the Heresy Laws with their penalty of burning for the possession of
heretical books. The strongest parallel seems to have between the
strong attachment of the protestant layman for his Prayer Book, (5)
which contained many devotions which could be performed privately
without the help of the priest, and the lasting affection of the
catholic layman for his Primer, which again represented his private
and personal devotions. (6)
(1) Ibid. Vol. tllll, p.446.
(2) Ven. Cal.,Vol.Vl1, pp.1 & 8.
(3) St.Martins. The Accounts of the Churchwardens, p.177
(4) St.rnichael, Accounts of the Churchwardens. p.153
(5) and increasingly for the metrical Psalms.
(6) or Ridley's attempt to stamp out the use of illegal Primers, see
Iiidley's Articles, Foxe, Vol.Vl. App.1.
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.i.'hi,-tli,e Proiestant liturgy gained over the catholic in times of
oppression was that in the survival of the Prayer Book the rituals
for public prayer were also preserved, whereas the liturgical aids
required for the mess did not survive in such numbers, being more
complex and of a more purely public nature. The wide distribution
of Prayer Cooks under tflary enabled the underground congregations to
maintain both a public and a private form of worship so that when
Iflary died the outline of the Elizabethan liturgy was already present
in the living tradition of the 1552 book.
3. Seditious literature
One of the most constant elements in mary's approach to the
problem of offensive literature was the confusion of heretical with
seditious opinions. (1) This confusion found expression in
legislation concerning the publication of books, and as a result of
mary's attitude the belief that heresy necessarily 1e: to sedition
became something Of a self-fulfilling prophecy. And yet for at
least the first half of mary's reign this belier had little foundation.
With the failure of Northumberland's coup, protestant writers hastened
to dissociate themselves from such treacherous proceedings, arid early
publications by religious dissenters were overwhelmingly loyal. In
fact the most famous of these early pamphlets was apparently written
before the failure of the coup became apparent. " The Copie of a
pistel or letter sent to Cilberd Potter in the tyme when he was in
prison for speakinge on our most true quenes part the lady mary," was
apparently written by'Poore Pratte' to his friend Potter during
Northumberland's brief rule and was later committed to print. As the
author explains,
"I have (faithful Gilbard) scattered abroad
three of these books more, and two also have
I sent into the ragged bear's camp; Keep
that close which thou hast; the world is
dangerous; the great devil Dudley ruleth...
I have proved if I could get a m of them
inprinted in some strange letter, and so
a number of them to be dispersed abroad...."(2)
(i) See above p•. 55 ff.
(2) A vii v.
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He was apparently successful, for the pamphlet was issued in printed
form on the 1st August by Hugh Singleton. Potter had been pilloried
and had lost both ears for dissenting to the proclamation of Queen
Jane. Both he and his correspondent were ardent loyalists and ardent
protestants, and indeed one of the divine punishments which Pratte
feared if the people forgot their loyalty was that tyranny would
replace legal kingship, and "the Gospel shall be plucked away, the
right heir shall be disposessed, and all for our unthenkfulness." (1)
The writer of this pamphlet could hardly have been unaware of mary's
religious views, but he does not seem to have realised that the new
Queen was determined to enforce a catholic reaction throughout the
country. His concern was purely with the upholding of the legitimate
succession, "And would to god that I might live (if it so pleased her
grace) to have another vertuous Edward; and God make her grace fruit-
ful and send her fruit to inherit the Kingdom after her," (2) In fact
this pamphlet might be seen as the last of the anti-Northumberland
bills as much as the first of the loyalist bills of flary's reign. As
we have seen, (3) Northumberland faced a rising tide of criticism
during his ascendancy, and it seems likely that had his coup succeeded,
hostile bills would have appeared on the streets in ever increasing
numbers. Indeed, Pratte, who seems to have expected a prolonged
struggle, promised to send Potter further letters to entertain him in
prison. t3ut if the coup had succeeded it is doubtful whether any of
these bills would have reached a press.
Another printed bill which appeared in July and which seems to
have been the work of a protestant loyalist, is the ballad An Invectyve
agaynst Treason, by T.W., printed y Roger ifiadeley and sold from the
Star in Paul's churchyard. (4) This poem, which is exactly what its
title proclaims, denounces Northumberland in incredibly bad verse, and
likens him to traitors from the past. It contains nothing of a
religious tone, but the description of Edward as the righteous one
"which saught and minded god!s glory, intending virtuous ways,"
suggests that the author may have been a protestant. This broadside
was issued after the succession was assured, but it appears that there
were manuscript bills circulating in the city while the question hung
(i) A iiii v.
(2) A viii r.
(3) See above p. 166.
(4) The Star was the office of the protestant printer T.Raynald.
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in the balance. Apart from the original of the Pratte bill, there was
a placard supporting mary's claims which was pinned to the church
well in Qusenhithe. (1) Underhill also joined in the battle, though
whether his ballad, which drew on arguments from Tyndale to support
mary's claim, appeared before or after the issue had bean decided, is
unclear. (2) It must have been printed fairly early in mary's reign,
for it was almost certainly printed by the hot gospeller's friend
end previous publisher, John Day, and Day fled within weeks of mary's
accession. Possibly dating from the same period is Nicholas
Throckmorton's famous apologetic; he certainly stood in some need at'
clearing his name, having played a highly questionable role in the
episode of Queen Jane. But if the first version of the ballad dated
from this period, it was probably not the version which we now know.(3)
One other printed bill seems to have been circulating in the
first weeks of Mary's reign, and that was the ballad A lamentation
that Lady Jane made, saying for my father's proclamation Now ffiust I
lose my hoed. This was entered to Sampson in 1560, (4) but clearly
dates from the early days of the reign, before it became clear that
Jane was to be spared, at least for the time being.
This first batch of street literature to appear in mary's reign
was concerned solely with the dynastic struggle, and appears to have
been the work of the same protestant psmphleteers that had been active
under Edward. And yet within weeks these loyalist gospellers were
silenced by the dilemma posed by a rightful heir who was clearly
determined on a catholic reaction. (5) The Queen's inability to see
that religious dissent was not necessarily malicious aggravated the
problem. As Foxe complained, in the early months of her reign many
godly protestants 'delivered her books and supplication. made out of
the Scripture, to exhort her to continue in the true doctrine then
established, and for their good will wer, sent to prison.' (6)
(1) Strype, E.M., Vol.111, part 1, p.?.
(2) N. of R, p.134, 139.
(3) Printed in the Chronicle of Queen Jane and Queen Mary.
(4) Arber, Transcripts, Vol.1. p.152.
(5) By the end of August, mass had been restored in some London
parishes (fflachyn p.41,42) The beginning of September saw the
imprisonment of leading Protestants.




In these circumstances the loyalty of the gospellera began to be
little strained. One ballad, which was apparently laid in the Queen's
closet on her desk, to be found by her when she came to her prayers,
began in the strain of loyal ballads like the Ballad of the marigolde,
or An Ave maria in commendation of our most vertuous Queene
"0 lovesome rose, most redolent,
Of fading flowers most fresh,
In England pleasant is 4 thy scent,
For now thou art peerless... 	 (1)
But after a few verses of this it turns into a violent denunciation of
mary for resurrecting the idolatrous mass, for imprisoning and
persecuting Cod's ministers without legal pretext, for silencing good
preachers, and for turning to Cardiner
"who did your blood most stain
That he may suck the righteous blood
As he was wont again." 	 (2)
The poet then likens mary to Jezebel and warns her of divine
intervention on behalf of Christ's flock. This ballad demonstrates
how heretical dissent over the restoration of the mass could lead to
attitudes to the aueen which, while not openly violent or seditious,
(the outcome is left to divine intervontior' ) were certainly not
shining examples of loyalty and devotion. The ballad is printed by
Foxe, which suggests that it was circulated in manuscript, cr if
printed was not issued in large numbers, for Foxe rarely prints anything
which was already available to his ccntemporaries. In fact, while the
earliest batch of bills, Poore Pratte ) the Invective, the Lady Jane
ballad and Linderhill's bill, were probably all printed, by the time
the catholic restoration was under way most of the protestant printers,
including Day and Singleton, had fled, and later bills appear to have
been mainly manuscript.
Another manuscript bill in circulation at this time was
Cranmer's Purgation. This document, which Cranmer had intended to
post upon the doors of city churches, got into the hands of John
Scory, who had it copied, and by the second week of September london
was full of it. No printed copy was Issued, presumably because most
of the sympathetic printers had already fled, but every scrivener's
shop was apparently busy copying it, and it appeared in as many
(1) Foxe, Vol.Vlll, p.?l? - 7l9.Inms 1 - 4,
(2) jg%•3 94 - 6.
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• copies as if it had been printed. (1) Once again, this Purgation was
not exactly seditious, but it was strongly enough worded to justify
the Council's complaint that it moved "tumults to the disquetness of
the present state." (2) It was besides an act of public defiance and
dissent, end as such could with some excuse be described as seditious.
But if the gospellers were having difficulty maintaining their
loyalty in the face of government hostility, there were others who had
apparently not given up hope of fuelling a successful coup with the
fires of gospel enthusissm. On August 16
	 the Imperial Ambassadors
sent the Emperor an example of a "defamatory leaflet" which had been
scattered around the streets of London. This bill urged protestant
noblemen and gentlemen to raise their power to exterminate the
papists who had Just been appointed to the Council. "Winchester, the
great devil, must be exorcised and exterminated with his disciples
named above, before he can poison the psople and wax strong in his
religion. Draw near to the Cospeli and your guerdon shall be the
crown of glory." (3) In reply the Emperor urged that the author
should be rooted out, but he made no mention of a printer, and it is
extremely unlikely that anything so openly treasonable would have
appeared in print.
This little missive was probably the work of young hotheads
around the court; it was clearly not the authentic voice of the
protestant comrnunity. This voice, following the publication of
Cranmer's Purgation, fell largely silent at home with the printers and
many of the protestant writers of the previous reign in exile. But
within weeks a stream of pamphlets began to appear from the presses of
Singleton, Dorcaster and Wood (4) in which the leaders of the protestant
community, men like Knox, Bale and Hocper, exhorted their congregations
to endure to the end. The tone of these pamphlets was determinedly
pacifist, the only relief from melancholy resignation being the
expectation of Divine Retribution upon those who persecute the gospel.
As the author of A letter sent from a banished Minister of Jesus
Christ unto the faithful Christian flocke in England (5) declares;
(1) Span. Cal 4
 Vo].Xl, p.240.
(2) R.P.C. Vol.JV, p.34?.
(3) Span. Cal, Vol.Xl, p.173-4.
(4) See above p. 98.
(5) 'Pryntod at Roane by Michael Wodde'4
	 Jan. 1554.
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"This is the only way, brethren, that the church
of god obtaineth victory by, not as wordly princes
do, by subduino, but by suffering; not by drawing
out the sword with Peter, but by having our heads
stricken off with the same; not by imprisoning
and binding of other, but by being imprisoned and
bound ourselves....Let us be contented withal,
and above all things let us avoid murmurations
against the higher powers, who are Cod's instruments
to work his will, whether it be life or death,
good or evil." (i)
In a similar vein, though directed to a humbler audience, was
a little tract called A Dialoaue or familiar talke betwene two
neighbours, cocernyntj the chyefest ceremonyes set up aayne (2)
This rehearses the basic tenets of the protestant gospel, particularly
its sacramental theology, and appecrs to be by a pastor to his
congregation. Once again the point is stressed that
"our Lord Jesus Christ will come shortly, and with
the breath of his mouth destroy that adversary.
He shall not be destroyed by sword, nor strength
of man's power, but by the power of' god and by
the sword of his word." (3)
During the first year of !flarys reign twenty or so of these non
violent protestant tracts were issued from the underground presses at
Antwerp, Wesel end East Anglia. The stress they laid on the illegality
of resistance suggests that the protestant establishnent was having
some difficulty persuading all the gospellers that silent suffering
was the only allowable path. 9ut even if these publications avoided
open treason, the government could with some justification condemn
them as seditious. As a public expression of dissent they were an
open encouragement to others to disobey, albeit passively, and it
could not be the part of a loyal subject to call upon God to overthrow
the magistrate as an agent of the devil. One of' the Singleton tracts,
An humble supplicacion unto Cod for the restoringe of' bye holye
woorde (4) describes how, as a punishment for England's sins, God has
taken away Edward, and has set in his place "en woman whom nature
hath formed to be in subjection unto man, and whom thou by thine holy
Apostle commandeth to keep silence, and not to speak in the
congregation." He adds that most women rulers have been "wicked,
(1) A liii v. & A v.r.
(2) 'From Roane, by michael Wodde 20 Feb. 1554.
(3) E iiii r.
(4) "Imprynted at Strasburh in Uses at the signs of' the gold&
Bibell. August 1554."
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ungodly, superstitious and given to idolatry and to filthy abomination."
The author suggests that brimstone will be the most effective answer,
but he comes close to denying the legitimacy of mary's rule on the
grounds of sex, if not of tyranny. (1)
	 r
The discussion of books printed outside the country would not
normally fall, within the scope of this thesis, but this first batch
of dissenting tracts are of interest in connection with the London
printers, both because they were printed by exiled London stationers,
and because they give some suggestion of a London based campaign of
propaganda. (2) But whatevar organisation lay behind the Wood!
Dorcaster/Singleton books the arrest of Day and of dozens of
sympathetic Londoners in the autumn oP 1554 put an end to it. From
now on the propaganda of religious disRent was organised by the
exiles and printed abroad, though the financing of the campaign
and help with smuggling and distribution chime from friends at home.
For the rest of mary's reign the main stream of refbrming literature
to be produced in London consisted of the prison letters, written by
protestant clergymen, and other prisoners, for the encouragement of
their brethren, and widely circulated in manuscript. The imprisoned
gospellers clearly saw the writing of such epistles as one of their
most important tasks, and from their confessional tone there can be
no doubt that the majority of them were intended from the start for
public consumption. They were assiduously collected and preserved by
sympathisars, and a number found their way abroad, particularly to
John Foxe, who was presumably known to be collecting records of the
sufferings of the brethren. Even so, few were printed during mary's
reign, though, as Strype says, "transcriptions and copies thereof
were taken, and so dispersed for the use of good men." (3) The
Fipact of these epistles, many of which were written fri a fine
Pauline style, (4) upon the general public was apparently considerable,
for the writing of such letters came to bs considered an offence in
itself. One of the articles objected against Bradford was that he
wrote seditious letters peruerting the people and upholding the
(1) A vii r, E ii r.
(2) See above p.231.
(3) Strype E.1 Vol.3, part 1, p.586.
(4) e.g. Hoopar's consolatory letter to imprisoned proressorso'f ti. ç,d.
Strype, E.M, Vol.111, part 11 p.273.
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Edwardian settlement. Bradford was certainly one of the most
prolific letter writers of all the prisoners, addressing letters not
only to the cities of London and Cambridge but also to George Eaton,
Lady Vane, Augustine Bernher, Lord Russell, Iflistress Wilkinson,
Dr.Hill, the Warcups, and others. (1) But however, numerous and
however moving, these letters were never seditious or rabble-rousing.
Indeed, apart from the violeht little missive discussed above, (2)
the unveiling of mary's catholic policy produced little that was
positively treasonable.
It was with the first mention of the Spanish marriage, in the
autumn of 1553 that the first really hostile bills began to appear in
London. When the possibility of such a marriage was first discussed
a number of bills appeared on the streets listing arguments against
such en alliance which closely echoed the views of the French
Ambassador. An interesting example is described in a letter from the
Imperial ambassadors to the Emperor, dated September i g	1553.
"A personage of this place, adviser of Courtenay
and the lady Elizabeth, caine to see us at our
lodgings to communicate the writing whereof we
send a copy with this letter, and rind out if
we were of opinion that the coronation should
precede Parliament...The publication of such
leaflets, intended to bring about the Parliament
before the coronation, is no doubt made with the
object of' traversing the queen's affairs." (3)
The leaflet in question apparently suggested that, as mary was likely
to contravene the wishes of Parliament, her position should be
established in Parliament before she was crowned. It is possible that
this bill was printed, and so may have been another pamphlet circulating
at this time, The discourse of an English Gentleman. It seems certain
that some bills were in print. They were aimed at Parliament, hoping
to sway the members egainst the Queen's policy, and also perhaps
expressing the discontent of some of the members themselves. For the
rest of mary's reign, every session of Parliament was to produce a
crop of bills and pamphlets, and the possibility exists that a few
discontented members had access to a press.
As the months passed towards Philip's arrival in England, the
hostility which had greeted the first suggestion of the match did not
(1) FoxeVol.Vll 1 pp. 196 - 268.
(2) p.275.
(3) Span. Cal., Vol.Xl, p.241.
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subside. Further bills and ballads appeared, end in December
Richard and Thomas Trendell were committed to the Marshalsea for
framing a "lewd Bill." (1) When Wyat's rebellion finally broke out
it was accompanied by another flurry of bills, the most interesting
of which were the official publications of the opposing camps, in
which the battle for public support ended with a victory for the
Queen. Wyat was the first to make his bid for popularity, issuing
a Proclamation calling upon the gantry and commons to raise a power
to defend the country from strangers, and declaring the loyalty of
the rebels. (2) This was countered by a series of proclamations in
which, by declaring Wyat a traitor and offering pardon to the rebels,
and by distributing copies of the marriage treaty, which absolutely
bristled with safeguards, the Queen effectively cut the ground from
under Wyat's feet. (3)
The most famous piece of literature to come out of the
rebellion of 1554 was John Proctor's The historie of Wyatea rebellion
(R.Cay, 1554) which blamed thi insurrection on the gospellers, and
made the time-honoured equation between heresy and sedition;
"That most vile and devilish rabble of Antichrist's
ministers by their pestilent books teach you in
corners, as that by god's lawye may rebel against
your head." (4)
In fact, Wyat and his followers were clearly moved by political
rather than religious dissent, though what religious sentiment there
was in the affair was undoubtedly protestant rather than catholic.
But for the rest of mary's reign such dissent as found expression in
street literature was almost devoid of religious interest. It
reflected rather the wounded national pride of patriotic, xenophobic
and anticlerical Englishmen, and normally appeared at the time of a
Parliamentary session. So, in the April following the suppression of
Wyat, as flhP.s were assembling in London for the Easter session,
another rash of bills appeared on the streets.
Qn 7th April, the Renard advised the Emperor that a letter had
been scattered about the streets, as seditious as possible, and in
favour of the Lady Elizabeth. He also wrote of another bill, similarly
dispersed, which bora nothing but the words "Stand firm and gather
(1) A.P.Ct/ol.lV, p.380. This may have been the "slanderous placard"
against the Queen's marriage which Renard described on Jan.7th
Span. Cal., Vol.Xll p.1?.
(2) Proctor, A viii v.
(3) See below P. 326.
(4) J.Proctor, ThB historie of Wyates rebellion m viii, v.
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together, and we will keep the Prince of Spain from entering the
kingdom." (1) Also on the 7th, John Nutley, who had been found in
possession of a seditious bill, was sent by the Council to th
marshalsea, to be followed later in the month by "one Neale of the
Temple", who was committed on account of a lewd book which was found
in his chamber and presumed to be his own work. (2) On the 8th, a
certain fflatravera was committed to the Sheriffs of the city for
spreading abroad a seditious bill. ' (3)
It seems likely that the first of these bills, described by
Renard as "in favour of the Lady Elizabeth" was the printed libel
against mary and Philip which had been published in Danzig by William
Hotson. Enquiries by the Danzig authorities unearthed the information
that Hotson had set the work to print in Danzig on behalf of a London
sailor named Harry Broder ) who gave him some examples, and a "learned
person." (4) These two had asked Hotson for such a sort of writings
to be "thrown in the streets and highways that people might read
them." Hotson said that he had received the manuscripts from an
Englishman named Thomas Cothfort. (5)
A probable identification of this pamphlet is that it was the
highly seditious little tract Certayrie Questions Demaunded and asked
by the Noble Realms of Englande, of her true naturall chyidren and
Subjectes of the same.. Thi3 carries the iror,ic imprint, "Imprinted at
London at the earnwste requeste and sute of ycura graces trewe and
faythfull servaunt fllyles Hogharde." It consisted of a list of
rhetorical questions, for example;
"whether there be two kinds of treasons, one to the
King's person and another to the body of the realm.
Whether a Prince can betray his own realm, or not and
whether the prince cannot deliver up unto another
foreign Prince, the right, title tuition and defence
of his realm without the consent of his lawful heir
or heirs apparent and faithful subjects unto any
stranger without their lawful and expressed consent
of them both.
Whether subjects ought to look to their own safety
and to the safety of the realm and to join them .-
selves wholly together to put down such a Prince
as seeketh all means possible to deliver thorn,
their lands, 'their goods, their wives, their
children and the whole realm into the hands of
Spaniards who be most justly hated like dogs all
the world over.
(1) Spn. Cal., Vol.Xll, p.213.
(2).P.c, Vol.V, pp 8,14.
(3) Ibid., Vol.V,p.9,
(4) A possible identification of this learned parson might be John Ponat.
(5) Foreign Cal. mary, p.105.
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Whether the commons may not lawfully by the laws
of god and nature stand against a Prince, to
depose her.
Whether the Pope be God or God the Pope.' (1)
Itis highly improbable that such virulent stuff was printed in
London, and internal evidence suggests that it appeared at the same
time as the Danzig pamphlet and the "seditious bill in favour of
Elizabeth." The text refers to the imprisonment of Elizabeth, the
attempt to pack Parliament, and to the death of Lady Jane Grey.
mention of the condemnation of Crammer is clearly to his condemnation
for treason, while angry remarks about the confiscation of the goods
of those who have fled the realm presumably refer to the Western
rebels rather than to religious exiles.
This pamphlet may represent the final fling of the Wyat
conspirators, but it also coincided with an acrimonious debate in
Parliament as to whether the Queen could designate her own successors
and thus exclude Elizabeth from the succession. The author of Certeyne
Questions complained that Mary was breaking the terms of her father's
will; it also complained that she had not kept her promise of relig-
ious tolerance, which must surely be a reference to Gardiner's attempt
in this session to revive the Heresy Laws. But apart from a bitter
complaint against the blasphemy of asserting that the Bible is a
source of heresy, it had little in the way of religious comment.
It seems highly likely that while this pamphlet was printed
abroad, it was organised and financed from London, in all probability
by Bartlet Green. Green had sent a letter to Christopher Goodman, an
old Oxford friend, telling him about "certain demands or questions
which were cast abroad in London". He was arrested when his letter,
which included the loaded information "the Queen is not yet dead",
was intercepted. In a letter to Philpot,Creen wrote that he was
suspected of being privy to the devising and publishing of these
demands, and that this was the original reason for his imprisonment
in the Fleet. He reported that he believed they could have no true
witness to support this accusation, but added that he would refuse
"no punishment, if they 1 or their consciences would judge n's privy
to the devising, printing and puolishing of those Questions.' (2)
(1) Aiir, Aiiiv, Pvr, Avir.
(2) Foxe, vol. Vii, pp. 734, 735. At about this tim., Gomsn,
who ha been with Green at Easter Tim., sent a list of very
similar questions to	 (281)	 Calvin ml Bullinger.
I.
Three days after the ambassadors reported the dissemination
of the seditious bill in favour of Elizabeth to the Emperor, a
Proclamation was issued, restating the law on slander (1) and urging
paople to "beware and forsake this vile and uncharitable manner".
But despite the proclamation, the bill writers continued upon their
uncharitable way. In [1ay the Admiral was ordered to compare the
handwriting of soldiers in an attempt to discover the author of a
seditious bill, and in July Richard Smith, Yeoman of the guard,
was sent to the Marshalsea for spreading abroad lewd and seditious
books. (2)
By now the fliarshalsea was becoming something of a literary club.
There, Smith would have met Thomas flloisntayne, who was accused at about
this time of compcsing a libel which may have been the vary book which
Smith had been dispersing. fllowntayne tells the story:
"King Philip being come in to England, a certain description
was made of his person, queen mary being joined in the
same, and something said of her, as well as of' the
Soaniards, and because I had a copy of the same, it was
laid to my charge that I did make it."	 (3)
four mei were tried for this offence, P1ointyne, Jemes Proctor, Edmond
Lawrence and Thonas Stonynge. Asked hcw he had come by his copy,
mourtayna said he had it from Walter, Curate of St. Bride's, Fleet
Street. Thomas Stonynge admitted copying it out.
The third of ifiary's Parliaments, November 1554 - January 1555,
preceded as it was by ths arrival of Pole suitably equipped with a
popal dispensation for the holders of' ecclesiastical property, Was
characterised by a mood of' pious reconciliation. But that did not stop
the usual batch of' seditious bills froo eppearing on the streets. In
November, the Earl of' Derby was out. walking when a letter "was thrown
down so adroitly in front of' him that he could not help picking it up.
The gist of it was that if he attended Parliament he would lose his
head, and to advise him to bsware of makir.g any concessions to the
Spaniards, whose object was to seize the kingdom by forco, and re-
mambor that the uesn had usurped a crown to which she had no right." (4)
Reporting this inciderit 1 to the Emprer, the Spanish ambas3ador auded
(1) See abou P.42.
(2) AP.C., vol.'iI., p. 52.
(3) N. of R., p. 187.
(4) Span. Cal., vcl.Xlli, p 102.
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that "this so greatly irritated Parliament that measures are being
takon for the punishment of slanderers".
The session passed reasonably quietly, but many nenbers were
worried about the possibility of England being drawn into war with
France, a danger which the coronation of Philip might aggravate. In
the middle of January,
	 number of IY1.Ps. who were dissatisfied wlth
the answers they had been given on this question, quit the session
early and returned home. Two days later, William Aston, late parson
of Lee in Essex, was sent to the Tower for spreading abroad a sland-
erous bill against the King and Queen. (1) Possibly the bill which
caused Aston's imprisonnmnt was a comment upon the retirement of the
dissenting members. Possibly, on the other hand, he was the author
of the "writings found in several public ploces praying God to deliver
Elizabeth soon from her captivity" which Renard reported to the Emperor
on January 17th. (2)
With the dissolution of' Parliament, there was a lull in the
activities of' the street writers. 1ary's lying-in was expected in
April and criticism was for once silenced in favour of loyal bal1ad
which looked foruiard with confider.ce to the birth of an heir. (3)
But by may joyful expectation wa giving way to uncertainty and
insecurity. Various rumours circulated the city - that mary had died
in childbed, that a suPPositious,% was about to be fcisted on the realm,
that King Edward was still alive. Several of these rumours found their
way into street bills. Some time during the summer, bills were on the
streets claiming that Edward was alive (4) and in all probability these
bills were circulating in 1ay wtien the imposter Edward Featherstone
was making his bid for acceptance. In the same month, the Doge and
Senate were informed that many libols were being scattered around
London to the dishonour of the King aid of the Queen, "for the purpose
of making the people rebel against their majesties". So dangerous were
these libels, that a special post hac been despatched to the Emperor to
inform him of them. (5) The book which caused so much alarm was prob-
ably the Dia1ou-, which !iichie1 described in a letter dated 13 	 may.
The bcok, michiel wrot9, is written and printed in English,
(i)	 A..C., vo!.V.,	 p.8g.
(2) Sman. Cal., vol.Xlll., p. 135.
(3) e.g. Nowe singe, nw springe cure care is exil'd.
w Ryddaell, 1534.
(4) !.P.C., VOl. V., pp. 221, 225, 228.
(5) Van. Cal., vol. Vi., part 1, p.73.
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"full of seditious and scandalous things against the
Council, the Parliament, and chiefly against their
Iajesties' persons; and although all diligence has been
used for the discovery of the authors, no light on the
subject has yet been obtained, save that an Italian
has been put in the Tower, he being a master for
teaching the Italian tongue to milady Elizabeth, some
suspicion having been apparently entertained of hiiyi.
The edition of the Dialogue was so copious, that a
thousand copies have been taken to the fliayor,who,
by order of their Najesties, commanded all those who
had any of them to bring them to him under heavy
penalties."	 (i)
The Italian master here referred to was probably Battista
Castiglione, who was in prison again in June. 1556, (2) and who
was then said to have beer, twice before imprisoned on behalf of
Elizabeth. If so, then it seems likely that the Dialogue was another
pamphlet upholding the dynastic claims of Elizabeth. The amb3ssador
reported that the t1ayor had gathered in 1000 copies, a number which
could haie ben used merely to indicate the large numbers involved,
or which may imply that the mayor moved swiftly enough to confiscate
a complete edition of 1OUO copies before they ware diiersed.(3) But we
hear nothing of any printer being tried for these Dialogues. Was
this another instance of retribution by-passing the printer on it's
way to the author? Or was the mayor unable, or unwIlling, to prosecute
the printer? Possibly powerful interests protected whoever was in-
volved. If the book had been printed by anyone connected with Seres's
business, the weighty fri1ship of Cecil ay have afforded protection.
Uhile it seems unlikely that Cecil would have approved of anything
so provocative and illegal as hostile bills, he was unique in having
links both with the household of Eiizabeth and with the London printers.
The Dialogue may have been the work of apprentices and journeymen,
whom th mayor did not feel it necessary to track down, but an edition
of 1000 copies was an ambitious enterprise, and it is hard to imagine
that it could have been completed in absolute secrecy. Once again
the printer sasms to have escaped unscathed from a very dangerous
involvement.
Throughout the sthmar of 1555 lewd manuscripts appeared around
the country, probably speculating about the non appearance of iary's
baby. On 2Oth.Juna, Sir Ceorge Harper and another gentleman were
(1) ibid., vol. Vi., part .1, p. 70.
(2) Ven. Cal., vol. Vi., part 1, p. 475.
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sent to the Tower for airing their views or' the subject in a less
than decorous way.(l)	 But the only printed work to appear in the
months following the Dialogue seems to have come into the country
either from Scotland or through Newcastle. On June 29th , the Councti
sent thanks to the Bishop of Durham for letting them know about Wa
seditious book of questions in print' 1 and for issuing a special
proclamation to deal with it. (2) maybe this was a second edition
of the Cortayne Questions described above; that copies should have
reached Newcastle from Danzig seems not unlikely. 1aybe copies of the
original version, which had bean suppressed but poasibly not destroyed,
had finally been released. If not Certayne Questions, the offensive
book of June 1565 was probably along similar lines.
With the approach of the autumn session of Parliament, street
bills once again proliferated. The main topics under discussion by
dissid8nts, both inside and outside Parliament, in the autumn of 1555,
were the mounting pressure to have Philip crowned, the threat that
monastic property might be expropriated, and the possibility o?
religious exiles being penalised by the confiscation of their property.
Shortly after his election in Thy, the new Pope, Paul 1V, had issued
a denunciation of the alieriaticn of ecclesiesticel property. This
spread considerable alarm among the English gentry, alarm which was
diligently fostered by the government's opponents. On September 16th
!lichiel reported to the Dge and Senate that "certain Englishmen in
Italy have sent the bull concerning the alienation of the Church
revenues and property, in order to alarm the people,...some of the
most disaffected having disseminated it to ... create as much dis-
turbance as possible, so to prevent the matter from going farther, it
has been necessary to imprison some of' them. (3)	 This bull must have
reached London some time in August, though the news of it's publication
would have preceded the arrival of copies. In an attempt to smooth down
the ruf f led feathers of the English landowners, Pole obtained fron
the new 2ope a confirmation of the dispensation granted by his
prdeces3or, Julius, to the Erglish holders of church property.
ThIs was read from St. Paul's Cross on September 1st and copies in
both English and Latin uere put to print. But Pole's conciliatory
action did nct banish the fears aroused by the Pope's provocative Bull.
(i)	 k/en. Cal., vol. Vl., part 1, p. 120.
(2) A.P..C., vol. V., pp. l3/4.
(3) Von. Cal., vol. Vi., part 1, p.169.
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Sometime in October, another pamphlet was circulating in
London. In its later edition, it goes under the title of A Speciall
race, appointed to havo boen said after a banket at Yorke, up the
good neues and Proclamaóion thear, of the entraunca of Elizabeth
(kingston for England,1558)
This later edition adds a preface (1) and a final thanksgiving (2)
to a tirade which apparently dates from late 1555. The dating of the
original is complicated by the addition of 1558 remarks within the
text of the 1555 tract, so, for example,there is a complaint about
the burning of Cranmer after he had recanted, and an ironic lament
that Gardirier was not still alive, $3 as to have the opportunity
to rBcant again. But the main thrust of the bill is an attack upon
Cardiner, and other prelates who had reversed their opinions on the
supremacy. "They have not stuck to enforce and procure us to a
greater obediwnce unto a foreign Bishop (whom once yet they them-
selves exploded, preached, and sware out of doors)..." Since
Cardiner is the main target of the author, and since he is spoken of
as if he were still alive, the tract appears to have been written
before November 13th ,on which day Cardiner died.
It also refers to the papal bulls mentioned above ("this
seditious Paul 1U that now is hath sent hither his hulls and his
thunderbolts"), to the Fears of the gentry that property would have
to be restored, to sermons in which "they have not spared openly in
their sermons to slander and rail at their own late natural Princes,
that noble King Henry and that vertucus Kina Edward", and to Bonner's
Homilies, which were apparently available in the book shops at the time
that this bill was composed. ("Buy them, buy those precious pamphlets
I pray, they are worth the money and it usre but to look on and laugh
at their foolish glosses and detestable devises.")
	 (3)
Another clue to the origin of this bill is given by Pole in
a letter to Philip dated November 23rd. He complains that since the
death of the Chancellor, or from the time th3t his malady increased,
the reprobates had become more audacious,"and the bant of nan of this
sort and their opinions are suf'firiently indicated by that notorious
libel privily published by them here of later This suggests that the
(i)	 air - aiiiir.
(2) dvir - to the end.
(3) c v r, cliv, bvv, biv v, dliv.	 I
Banner's Homilies were dated 1
	 July 1555.
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libel appeared between the Chancellor falling il1,arid his death in
the second week of Novenber. It also hints that it might have been
secretly printed. If so, the 1558 printer John Kingston may have
been involved. He was investigatad in 1558 for illegal printing,
and as a Grocer may have had friends in Parliament, (1) The tone of
the piece is entirely secular, patriotic and anticlerical, and was
clearly aimed at Parliament, even if it did not emanate from
Parliament.
Also connected with this session, and almost certainly
produced with the encouragement of the French Ambassador, was a
spate of bills warning of the horrors which would overtake England
if she were foolish enough to allow Philip to be crowned. There were
evidently several of these, for John Bradforth, the pamphleteer,
referred some months later to "the Lamentation of Naples, the mourning
of milan, and such other which have showed you the tyranny the
Spaniards have used in other countries." (2) The first of these
tracts may well have beer A LUarning for England, conteyni.rig the
horrible practises of the King of' Spain in the Kyngdoni of Naples
This is a highly seditious and very persuasive little bill, much
better written than the Speciall grace, which appears to have been
composed in strasSLirg, almost certainly by some member of the Cooke
household. Cooks had returned to StrasL?urg from Italy in the late
summer of 1555, and in September he petitioned the Council for civic
rights. The council, however, took nearly a month to agree to his
request. ffliss Garrett suggests that, while we can on1y guess at the
reason for the Council's cautbn, it was probably beacuse of Cooke's
position as Cecil's agent and as a link with Calvin's Geneva. (3)
A Warning for England gives a clue to the Council's anxiety.
Whoever wrote the bill had evidently been recently in Italy, for
he mentions that in Italy odds .are being offered on the liklihood
of Philip quitting England for good once he had succeeded in being
crowned. And according to michiel, the book was believed to have
coma from Strest9jrg. As Cooke had just arrived in Strasrg from
Italy it seams highly likely that this tract was the work of one of
the more secular-minded and hot headad members of .hj,household,
(1) Grafton, his old master, was fll.P. for the city.
(2) The Copyc of a lettar, sent by John Bradforth F i r
(3) Garrett, p.125.
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and that it was addressed to the reassembling memberS of Parliament,
among whom the Cookes had many associates. The production of such a
provocative bill, by one of his family would have given the Strasburg
councillors ample reason to pause over Sir Anthony's application for
rihts. (1)
Provocative the bill certainly was, warning Englishmen that
once Philip was crowned he would exercise over them the kind of
tyranny he already enjoyed over the citizens of Naples. Urging his
countrymen to join "not only in prayer but also in policy and pcwer"
to resist Spain, the author of the bill. warned them not to be tempted by
the promises or thoir enemies to hand over "a knife to cut your own
throats and dishorit your children for ever, and bring England unauares to a
most shameful and perpetual captivity. W This bill also issued some sinister
warnings of retribution on collaborators; "Eyes see well enough,
though they speak not, so that the quest shall lack no information
when traitors shall be exa'nined." The final shot is a warning that
the Papal Bull against the alienation of Church property was aimed
specifically at England, and that disobedience will soon carry the
same punishment as heresy; "The fagjots be already prepared in that
they all stand already by the Pope's sentence excommunicate and
accursed. Nothing wanteth but a day to kindle the fire." (2)
This last threat nay indicate that the Englishmen who had a few months
earlier sent the Bull to England from Italy were the very sans
Englishmen who had this little missive printed in Strasburg and
smujtjled into England, presumably along the same route as the Bull
had travelled. It seems to have tak3n some time to reach England
for on December 3rd
	
michiel reported its distribution in London
to the Doge and Senate.
"Of late a great quantity of books printed in English
have been distributed clandestinely throughout London,
concerning the King individually and his mode of
government, vituperating the acts of axtortion and
oppression exercised in his realms, principally in
the Kingdom of Naples and the IHlanese...the author
warning the English, to whom the bock is dedicated,
that the like will befall them also, and that they
must therefbre look to it whilst there is yet time.
Yesterday, on account of this book, all the city
companies by order of the Lord 1tayor, met separately
in their res pective halls to nake diligent inquisition
as to the place from c'hich this book can have come,
(1) Cooke's sc.r Richard later sat in Elizabdth's first Parliament.
He also had in his service a Thomas Baxter, bookbinder.
Garrett, p. 82.
(2) Au r & v, A vii r, Aviii r.
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for the purpose, if possible, of discovering its
author; and orders were given for all persons
hauing copies of the book to take then to the
Lord layor, who will report to the Court what he
shall have ascartaied about it; but the book is
supposed to coma from Strasburg, from the English
who are there, and endeavour by all means to make
the people here rebel against the present government." (1)
7c600kcko,4 gave great offence, which is not surprising since
it threw unpalatable doubts on the marital offections of Philip for
one who " can have no issue." "Who seeth not that if he be once
crowned and have his will in England he will rather dispatch her and
take a younger of whom he nry have children than suffer any man or
woman that is not of his house and kindred to reign after him?" (2)
To reward the French for their encouragenent of such literature,
arrangements were made for the French King's correspondence with the
Turk to be published, but it was harder to track down those respon-
sible in London. For such a large import of' books to be distributed
around the city, evaral people must have been involved, but Badoer
reported on the 6th. 4,, that "both the Lords and Conrnon have displayed
the worst possible will in printed books, greatly to the dishonour
of the King and of the Spanish nation, which causes general dis-
pleasure here." (3) Sympathy in Parliamont for a book coming
from 5trastirg is not unexpected, especially in this session which
saw organised opposition to the governrmnt, and the brief emergence
of Cecil as a focus for this opposition.
During the winter of 1555/6 another batch of bills appeared,
this time in connection with the Dudley conspiracy which was ripen-
ing during those winter months. The first of these may have been the
"heretical and seditious writing" which caused the imprisonment of
Paul Backton in the Fleet on December 17th. (4) 	 But the sudden
recurrence, in January of 1556, of bills claiming that Kin; Edward
was still alive u5 certainly connected with the activities of
Dudley. These bills included the interesting information that the
King was in France awaiting some s.gn from the English to come
over. (5) Sometime in the following month the first edition of
(1) Ven. Cal. vol. Vi., part 1, pp. 269 and 270.
(2) A Warni.	 A vii r.
(3) !Jen. Cal. vol. Vl., pert 1, p. 272.(7 7' i)ArSe- a,j4Jdb&tJz,tI
,4 soe'tt 3 iv. qeitrI ,-dev-
(4) A.P.C.., vol.V., p . 204.	 a	 PI
(5) Van. Cal, vol. Vi., part 1, p. 324.	 iZ.LntiZ, •nfsrp4oi
lt'.ij
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John Bradforth's Letter appeared. This latter was addressed to the
Earls of Arundel, Derby, Shrewsbury and Pembroke, and it has been
8uggested that it dates from may rather than February/march, since
in may there was a rumour that these Earls were being canvassed
fr their agreement to Philip's coronation. 	 But thesa four
noblemen formed the nucle's of the imperialist-patriotic party
which centred on Pegot, and it does not seem to be necessary to
suppose such a specific cause for this dedication of a pamphlet
whlch.was in fact an attack on tha whole imperialist-patriotic
position, especially when other evidence points to an earlier data.
Bradford was heavily involved in the Dudley conspiracy and there
are several suggestions in the tract that it was written on the
eve of the expected insurrection. (1) It is, in effect, an open
incitement to violence against the Spaniard, urging all Enolishmen
to unite to expel them from England. t the same time it insists
that no harm should come to the Queen, and voices useful legal
argument in case of failure and retribution;
"fflany of my friends have given me counsel to
write my letter but not my name, for fear your
Lordships wOuld punish ne with imprisonment,
racking, Hanging, drawing and quartering,
for speaking against the King's coronation,
which I think ye cannot do lawfully, for so
long as he is not crowned, that r.ian is no
traitor that speaketh against his coronation." (2)
If this edition of Bradford's Letter did appear in February!
march, it may be the book which was being pursued by the Council
in the first week of march. On the 1st they sent a letter to
George Seintpoll, "praying him to make search for one Ritheby,
who hath spread abroad a seditious book", and on the 8th they sent
thanks to the Lord Chamberlain and to Lord Montague for their efforts
in searching out of the authors of certain seditious bills lately
being cast abroad in suncr'j parts of the courty of Sussex; desiring
them to continue their diligence in that behalf. (3)
With the failure of the Dud1y conspiracy, seditious bill-
writing subsided in Lo9don, and later fulminations by the governant,
such as the Proclamation of . 	 June 158, were directed against
(i)	 Bradford had been a servant of' Sir Thomas Skipwith, father-
in-law of Sir Peter Carew.
(2) C vii v.
(3) .P.C., vol. U, pp. 243, 245.
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the increasingly radical tracts being put out by the protestant
exiles abroad. But march 1557 saw a flurry of activity to great the
arrival of Philip, who was expected any day. On 8th. lrarch, Gilbert
Gennyns of Ware wzs exeminej concerning a lewd seditious book which
he confessed to have written. He was sent to the fliarshalsea and
within a few days his comrades in the enterprise had been rounded
up. Thomas Penny, servant to Sir Walter lflildmay, was arrested
for spreading the book arcund London, and ftlildmay was directed to
"search in his chamber, chests and other places for such books,
letters and writings as ha shall find which concern not his account
or service, and to send the same also hither." Penny, Gennyns,
Copstock and Burton were all accused of writing books, and it seems
that they had been engaged in copying out a revised edition of Brad-
ford's letter to the Earls, which they issued under the title
The copie of John Brodfords letter to the Queene and to
the Lorde	 and estates of the realms of En1and. (i)
Copstock was indicted for the offence, but the other three were bound
in £40-LlOO to keep the peace arid to .appaar when called. However, at
some time they nust have bean imprisoned (perhaps they could not find
the bail) for on 16	 December. 1558 we hear of Burton and Gennyns
"remaining in the Counters for the like cause that the other two do".
They were roleased upon sureties.(2)
The four wh were engaged in writing out this updated letter
of Bradford's were all fervent protestants, and were later connected
with the puritan movement. The edition of Bradford's letter which
they produced was a protestant version, Bradford himself having been
at pains in the first edition to establish his doctrinal orthodoxy
and to distinguish between his patriotic complaint and the religious
compiatnts of earlier pamphieteers. It may be, therefore, that
Bradford was unaware of the new version of his tract being planned by
Gennyns and company. On the other hand, Bradford was at this time
involved in the conspiracy to seize Scarborough Castle, which came
to a head on 1%pril 27th 	 and resulted in his execution. It is
possible that Bradford was in touch with the London copiers and knew
of their activities, even that he himself asked them to bring out
hi book again as a suitable rallying call with which to launch
anL)thar rebellion, his initial attempt with the Dudley slot having
(1) L).F.1.Loaths, The Authorship and Publication of "The Ccpye
of a letter...." in T.C.B.5., vo1.11l.,(L959-63 p. 1555.
(2) A..C., vol. Vl., pp. 62, 63, 76, vol. VII., p. 20.
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failed. The interest which the Council showed in Penny's corres-
pondence suggests that there Was more to this episode than just
seditious bill writing. If Bradford was behind this edition of
	 r
his letter it is possible that he did not know of the protestant
gloss his work was being given. But it may be that he was indifferent
to such nicetias, as long as the work proved an effective piece of
propagonda against the Spaniards. No attempt seems to have been made
to have this second version oP Bradford'd bill printed, which may
reflect a tightening of' government surveillance over the printers.
Certainly those connected with the Company would have been treading
carefully during the months when their application for a charter was
being considered. (1) Apart from the Gennyns group, a further
fourteen Londoners were investigated at this time for distributing
illegal literature, arid it may be that the gcvernment had made some
inroads into the network which had distributed the bills of the past
six months around London.
With the government's hold over the London book trade becoming
even tighter and with penElties for seditious writings groLting even
fiercer, those with anti-establishment views to express turned
increasingly to the stage. As early as April 1555 players in the
service of Sir Francis Leake wore travellin3 about the North playing
"naughty and seditious interludes" in which unsympathetic views wore
expressed about the King, the Queen, and the Church. (2)
	
T7't
year the satirical play A Sacke full of Newes was
circulating the country, eluding the attempts of the authorities to
suppress it. The sumner of 1557 produced a crcp of naughty plays,
one being reported in the city in June with a religious theme, and a
similar production turning up in Canterbury at the end of the month.
The Council snt for the "lewd play book" used by the Canterbury
players and decided that it was bad enou gh for the players to be
proceeded against. On 11th. July, plays were forbidden altogether
but in September A Sacka full of Wewes was performed in London at
the Boar's Flead without Aidgate, and the fayor Was ordere.J to stop
tI-e roductjon and conf,.jscate the book. Once again the performance
of plays was banned.	 (3)
(1) The Charter was granted on the 4th i1ay.
(2) Strypa, E.(!., vol. 111, part 1, p. 468.
(3) A.P.C,, vol. Vi., pp. 119, 14E, 149, 168.
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Most of the illegal plays and ballads circulating under Mary,
like most of the illegal bills, were essentially secular in their
dissent, even if protestant elements and anti-clerical sentiments
were sometimes expressed alongside the xenophobia which was the
precminant mood of the time. But there were some religious bills
produced under mary, some of which probably appeared in print,
despite the fact that following the revival of the heresy laws, the
hndling of' heretical books became a burning offence. One of the
first such bills to ppear after Cranmer's Purgation, which as we
have said marked the end of public protest in London by the Edwardian
divinas, was a "railing rhyme against Dr. Stokes and the Blessed
Sacrament" made by John Huntingdori on November 20 	 1553.
Kuntingdon was the author of the Genealogy of Heresy which he had
issued in 1540 and which Bale had replied to at tedious length. If
this rhyme on the sacrament by the now converted Huntingdon was as
witty as his earlier verses, the council's indignation is under-
standable. Huntingdon appeared before the Council on December 3rd.
and made a hunbie submission, promising to amend "as well in doctrine
as in living". He then departed for the continent, finding refuge
in Strasbirg. Ci)
In l55 a dissident pinned a bill against the mass on a church
door at Reading, but upon examination, he confessed and recented.(2)
More heretical bills appeared at the execution of the criminal Tooley.
As he stood upon the scaffold, Tooley entertained the assembled crowd
by reading out several protestant 9tatements; one was a prayer, and
another was a bill written by a fellow prisoner named Thomas Harold,
called Bew3re of Antichrist. Apparently this reading created a
considerable impression, for Bonner immediately issued a proclamation
listing Today's off'ences and condemning his final acts. Those
involved in the drama were pursued with some determination, but before
the Bishop could catch up with them, Tooley's bills had been read by
numbers of people, including Bromley, John Burton, Humphrey Hord,
Sergeant Smith, and the whole of Sheriff Chester's kitchen staff.
By the time	 it reachqd the kitchen, the title and name had been
removed for safety's sake. (3)
(3.)	 Garrett, p. lc4.
	
Foxe, vol. Vi., p. 412.
(2) Ibid., vol. Vi, p. 575.
(3) Ibid., vol. VII, pp. 91-c?.
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Another bill writer to figure in the pages of foxe is ichard
tcodran. Ioodrr,en was apparently a dab hand at writin lcttars "that
you let fall abroad, 30re a one place and some at anoLhor." He was
finally arrested for pinning a letter of' protest to the church door
when he found tt his baby bed been forcibly baptised in his absencei)
Ralph 1lerton had touched on oven more sensitive topics in Ms bill,
for he had denied transubstantiation. He was also charged with setting
up on the constable's door "certain seditious letters moving and
persuading thereby the people to follow his malicious discbaiience;
and that these his persuasions had taken effcct in rany." (2)
icst of these bills wzre circulated in manuscript, but it seems
that william Sparrow àS a hawker, pcssibiy of' printed ballads. Having
made one submission he had then "willingl y
 gone about divers places
within he diucws of London, and sown divers heretical, erronious
and blasphemous ballets and east apprehended and taken with tho said
ballets" on his person. He admitted that he sold such bellads, and
said that the4y contained Gad's word. Sparrow seems to have been a
cross between a missionary and a street trader, and his wares may well
have been printed sonrs, possibly inciLding !ews out of London, a
ballad "which tended against the mass and against the queen's mis-
proceedings".	 This anti-establishment piece was sung at a wedding
by the apprentice minstrel John Conet when asked to sing "some songs
of' scripture". Comet was imprisoned and whipped for this performance,
but lived to siny again. (3)
In the field of poetry, however, the dissidents did not have it
all their oiin way. Among the rhymos to be produced by the catholics
in dcfnce of' orthodoxy was a provocative piece by John Feckenham on
the subject of manastic property entitled Caveat emptor. This may have
been printed, and was quoted in A Warning for England, (4) so presum-
ably it wos an effective piece of propaganda. Various epitaphs on the
death of Stephen Gardiner were also printed, including Epitaphium
Gard5neri which Caly printed in the month of the bishop's death.
This was probably the epitaph by Peter rorwyng to which the martyr
Julins Palmer replied. Palmer's reply never reached the press, thcugh
(1) Ibid., vol. Vill, p.354.
(2) Ibid., vol. Vlll, pp. 412-3.
(3) Ibid., vol. Viii, pp. 435, 578.
(4) A vii v.
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it was probably intended for print. Of Morwyng's verses, Foxa wrote
bitterly that they were a "frivolous epitaph which was made of his
death devised of a papist for a popish bishop." (i) Huggard continued
to champion the catholic cause, and although most of his works now
appeared in print, it is likely that he also engaged in ballad monger-
ing. In return the protestants sang the lampoon, probably dating from
Edward's day, which maintained that Huggard:
"can better skill to eat pudding and make a hose
than in Scripture either to answer or to oppose." (2)
Other literature which continued to alarm the government was
concerned with magic and prophecy. Books of this kind were taken very
seriously, both because of' the effect they could have on the public
during a crises, nd for the real harm which even the most sophis-
ticated still believed could be worked. by magic. The arrest of John
Des and his associates was in con'ction with the plot to kill f1ary,
(Qee was a friend of Bartlet Craen), and it was garerally belioved
that it was possible to bring about the ueen's death by conjuration.
When William Living was searched, the promoter, Ccx, found a book of
astronomy described as "The work of Johannus de Sacro Bosco 'de
Sphaera' with figures, some round, some triangle, some quadrate".
Hurrying into the street with his discovery, Cox proclaimed, "1 have
fund hi et length. It is no marvel though the Queen be . sick seeing
there be such conjurers in so privy corners." (3)
The last year of lary's reign was one in which the government
achieved almost total success in suppressing printed or written
opposition at home, while at the seoa time meeting with frustrating
difficulties in preventing the import of hostile bocks from abroad.
A flurry of protest followed the loss of Calais and Guisnes, and one
dissenter, called Robert Cockerell was executed by martial Law .  (4)
Several people were prosecuted for seditious words, and as the year
adl:anced, prophecies of' the Queen's death became a cause of some
concern.(5) But the proclamation of June which placed possessors of
aeditious bojks under 1lartial Law was aimed at the trade in radical
tracts by Knox, Goodman, Ponet and other exiles.
(1) Foxe, VOl. Vii, p. 593.
(2) Ibid., vol. Vii, p. 111.
(3) Ibid., vol. 'Jill, p. 523.
(4) Don. Cal, mary, vol. Xii, nos. 32 and 46.
(5) See above paoe 62.
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In the whole of this account of seditious literature under flary
the London stationers have fiured only oc-casiorlly, and then in a
suppositious role. There is little evidence that ny of' the riejor
London printers took part in any illegal printing during these years.
rid yet, both the governrient and the city esem to haje shared a belief
that the stationers were in Fact involved, if not in printing then in
financing or distributing hcstile books. In fact, somecne in the
London printing trade must have been printing hostile lIterature, for
at least two of the bills discussed above were definitely printed in
London, the Dialogue of' Iay 1555 which was issued in an edition of'
IOOC, probably from a known printing office, for the I1ayor had no
difficulty confiscating the edition entire, and the first edition of
Bradforth's letter, fron the Spring of 1556. This is a rough piece
of' work, and it has been suggested that it was probably the work of
appronticos.(1) Apart from these hostile tracts it is
almost certain that the fist edition of the Grace to be said was print-
ed in Londorf, end John Kingston may have been responsible. He printed
the second version, and was up to some illegal practices in the lest
years of fYlary's reign.'
rrnn,tIofi) thO Qh printed abroad, appears to have been
produced in close cooperation with friends at home. The Lord mayor
clearly thought that someone in the city had knowledge of' the affair,
for he conducted vigorous enquiries, and the flienbars of' Parliament
were apparently singularly unhelpful when it came to tracking down
the culprits. And as we hav seen, Certayne Qemticns,though printed
at Danzig, .uas commissioned by a London sailor and a "learned gentle-
men" from Enoland, and possibly written by ert1et Green. There seems
little doubt that some of the slighter bills and broadsides, ballads
and news letters,were printed, though copies have not survived.
Unfortunately, ccntemporary references to these bills rarely mention
whether or not they were printed. Wyat's proclamation, for example,
was widely distributed, and for the sake of the aura of authorIty
which the printed word gave, the conspirators would probably have
liked to see it iii print, but whether any printed version did appear,
we do not know.
(1)	 D.m.Loades. art. cit.
A slight doubt is cast on the suggestion that Bradford's letter
was produced in LonJon by a remark of the author that "the
natural love which I bear to wy n3tive country compelled me to
send over this rude letter lest I should have come too lte.
( A.V. r & v ) 3ut his anxiety ovor whether to affix his name
suggests that though ha wroto it abroad, he was probably in
London when it was printed.
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R rea.4s.4cS 4,Aare described as t'avinc been "scattered abrnd" are
also herd to p1ce. If the till. was f ony lonçth end eppcarei in
lar9e numbers, cne right presure that it was printed. 8ut some bills
were very brief, such as those th1ch circulated when the subject of
the Spanish natch first arose (i) and these nay have been hand written.
The non survival of such bills dows not necesserHy arnue for their
never havirg been printed, for the laws 1
 were very clear that those
finding such literature rust imnediately destroy it. Indeed, follc&ing
the f'artial L3w measure of 1558, failure to do so was punishable by
death. In these circunstar.ces it is rerarkable that any bills have
survived.
Whether the London printers were engaged in seditious printing
or not, the government consistently looked upon the printing comm-
unity as a radical and potentially seditious body. In her famous
proclamation of Auoust 18
	 1553, thc Queen cor,plained at' false
fond books, ballads, rhymes, and lewd treatises "which are chiefly
by the printers and statior.ers set out for sale of an evil zeal for
lucre and covetousness of vhs gain". The following year the proclam-
atio, which ordered the departure of seditious (i.e. heretical) aliens,
specifically mentioned preachers, printers and booksellers as the
most cor.non professions found among such aliens. The furious Act
against slanderers of 1555 imposed the loss of the right hand as
punishment for those who devised, wrote, printed or set forth any
matter slanderous to the Kinq or Queen, or provoking rebellion, end
added that the same punishment would be merited by anyone "procuring
such literature to be printed or set forth." In the same session, the
treason act made writing or printing against the title of the King
or Queen high treason. The following year the Commission to search out
heresies suggested that the commissioners search in printers houses
or shops for heretical books. The Charter granted to the Company in
1557 declared that its main object was to deal with the seditious,
heretical books, rhymes and treatises daily published by malicious
persons. As the Charter had no authority outside the country,the
government must have believed that these disorders had their roats
among London stationers. In 1558 the Interrogatories to churchwardens
enquired "whether ye know or have heard of any printers or booksellers
within your parish that hath sold or now doth sell or keep any the
said heretical, naughty or seditious book, books, letters or writings."(2)
(i) See above page 278.
(2) Interrogatories, A liii r.
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The Partial Law proclamation went even further, speaking not only
of books prirteci abroad and soucgled intc the country, but 	 so of
sone "covertly printed within this realm and cast abroad in sundry
parts thereof."
Given this assuopticn that the printers were involveJ in
seditious publishing, it is not surprising that the government ex-
ercised a very tight surveillance over ,them, and that evidence of
illegal activities is alnost non-existent even where strong susp
icions exist. We have already discussed the pijrging of' the Edwardian
patentees, nd the condition of silonce which seems to have teen ic-
posed upon those who reneind in the book trade. Following this
initial purge, and the exile or voluntary retirenert of many of the
other non-patented Edwardiari prir.ter5, there was a lull in the
governoent's offensive against the printers. Then, in.1554, Cardiner
took action to prevent the ublicaticn of' Baldwin's Mirror for
raqistratee, which contained a thirly disguised attack upon himself.
This was abo'ut to issue frcm the press of John Weyland, but it is
doubtful whether Uayland was auare of' its contents. Baldwin, on the
other herd, wh made no cecet of' his rthorship of this provocative
piece, was clearly sailing close ta the wind. Pald'iin is ore of those
Londc.n station'-rs whom one suspects ? illegal activities under Mary,
but who successfully eludes detection. An ardent protestnt end
friend of John Day's, hs presence in riorian London is unexpected;
one would have expected to find him among the exiles. That he was
still involved im propaganda is ru;en by his rear success in bring-
ing out the Mirror, and later in his career he was closely associatmd
with Thonas Marsh, who printed a shortened version of the Mirror in
1559. (1)	 If, as seems possible, on illegal press was operating in
London in the last years of Mary's reign, Baldwin and ffarsh may well
have been involved in IL. Cn 13	 July 1558, the Privy Council sent
a letter to the Lord Mayor "to cause in as secret manner as he can
forthwith, the houses of John Kingston and Thomas Marsh of London,
printers, to he searched, and as well
	
all such books corruptly
set forth under the name of' the Bishop of Lincoln as all others as
shall impugn the Catholic faith, to be seized and sent hither and
to commend them in the King andQueen's majesties' naaes to be here
tcmcrrow morning before the Lords." 	 Following this summons, Marsh
(l) In 1563, Marsh commissiened a revised Chronicle frcm Stow,
and appointed Baldwin as corrector. Baldwin died before he
could start.
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was bound in £100 not tc print or cause to be printed any unlicensed
book, and to dppeer the first da y
 of thc next term in the Star Chan-
bar " to answer Ic that shall be objected açairst him, tcuching the
printing end selling of a book .oftl-e Bishop of Lincoln." (1)
The fo1owing year, the Loid Char.cEfl.or gave juueent against both
larsh end Kingston, so it seems likely that one or other of them
had printed the orfending bock and that' both had been involved in
its publication. What the bock was we have no way of knowing,
since it was confiscated by the 1ayor, and probably came to the seira
end as the Dialogue. As it was described as be!ng set forth "under
the name" of Bishop White, it seetrs probable that it was one of those
.iarian productions which sought to avoid detection by the use of
playful imprints. We have already mentioned Cwrtayne Questions,
which was ircnically ascribed to miles Huçyard, a device uhich
Huggard indignantly described in his Displaying of the Protestants.
Another false ascription occurred in 1555 when the Supplicetyon to
the Quenes maiestie appeared with Cawood's colophon, although it was
in fact printed either at Strasbirg or Zurich.
Tho judgement cf the Lord Chancellor appears to prove that F!arsh
end Kingston were engaged in illegal printing at the £nd of lYry's
reign. They may have bean those responsible for the books "covertly
?rinted within this realm" which prompted the Proclamation of 6th.
june. If so, I would sugost that Ocldwin probably made a third.
Another possible in our sc•arch for seditious stationers is mentioned
by Harbison as "a French bookseller who was close to Renard's housa-
hold" and who was one of Noaillws's inforners. (2)
This could have been Thomas Caultier, the Edwardian patentee
who stcpped printing on the accession of P.icry, though there is no
evidence to prove it. It is likely that Noaliles had nora than one
associate among the stationers. Lack of money or influence orced the
French ambassador to resort to uarlous underground methods, and he
certainly appreciated and encouraged hostile çropaganda. One of his
associates was Sir Peter Carew, who had himself been in trouble under
Henry, apparently for resorting to seditious bills to further his
political aims. (3) It waa anger at Nosilles's involvement in
(1) A.P.C., vol. Vi., p. 346.
(2) E.H.Harbison, 'French Intrique at the Court of queen rnary' in
Anerican Historical Review, vol.XLV, (1940,) p.533.
(3) Sec also Careu's links with Brad forth, above pagego.
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S p dlLiOu5 propaganda which icc' the governrnnt to çub1ish his master's
dealings with the Turk.
Apart from the activities of this small randful of printers,
the threat to the covernnent from hoce printed tracts was relatively
slight. But as Irary's reign progressed, the govrnrrent became
incrcasirigly involved in the sesrringly impossible task of sterming
the tide of hostile literature which was pouring into the cintry
from abroad.
4• Bock Srnucoling
it was unfortunate for flary that among those who took the
opportunity offereo them to leave the country for conscience's sake
wore printers like Singleton, Scoicker, van der Erve ond flhierdman.
They were soon joined on tha continent by many of the most able
protestant controversialists, including Ponet, Turner, Bale,
Goodman and Knox. Strype describes how "many of these being thus
safely settled abroad in Protestant towns and cities in Germany,
Switzerland or else where, did spend their time in writing of books
and letters, to the use and benefit of those good people that they
had left behind, to exhort them to steadfastness and patience. t' (1)
Soon, from the offices of Cporirius at Bade, of van der [r ye at
[milan, of E3adius, Crespin Poullairi and Rebul at Geneva, of Wend1in
Rihel at Strasb%rg and Christopher Froschauer at Zurich, in short
from every city that gave a welcome to English refugees, as well as
from the old centres of English propaganda at Antwerp and Wesel,
books began to pour into England. They covered the whole range of
religious literature which had been published in London under
Edward and was now prohibited. Continental reformers like Luther,
ffelncthon, Zwingli, Calvin and Osiander were published in English
alongside Tyndale, Roy, Joy, Scory, Olds, Ridley, Hooper, Philpat,
Coodman, Gilby, Cranmer, Cecon, Turner, Treheron, Knox, end,
inevitably, Bale. The writings of the exiles for the English market
were swollen by texts written by the prisoners in England for the
encouragement of their flock, and to clarify points of theology which
had come under fire from their catholic cpponents. Denied access to
the pulpit or to public debate by their imprisonment, Hooper, Ridley
(1) Strype, E.., Vol.111, Part 1, p.233.
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and Cranmer devoted the whole of their enercies in prison ti writing
on behalf of the gospel. Various methods rere then used to get their
manuscripts out of the country. Some were sent individually, with
travellers known to sympEthise with the cause; on DecEmber 11th 1554,
for example, Hooper sent t.jo bocks to Rullinger with en unnamed
messenger, and asked that they be printed either by Frcschaer or by
Oporinus. (1) One o' thsc two nay have been en English vrsien z,f
his De vera ratione inveniridae et fugiendae falsac cioctrine, breve
syntagma. This reached 8sle, u.here it came into the hands of Foxe,
but it seems that it never reached the press. (2) Rradford'a prison
).etters also reached Foxe, being sent cn to him by Grindal, but again
they did not achieve a printed edition under Pary, though nany of these
prison letters which had been so assiduously collected and preserved
were printed by Coverdale in the follcwin rcigr.
Apart from private travellers who undertook to carry the prisoners '
documents to cities of refuge in perwon, there also appears to have
been an orgenisation for exporting such texts. Stephen ldrris gave
evidence in 1557 that Ii1liom Punt, batchelor, "is and hath been a
great writer of devilish and erroneous bonks of certrin men's doings;
and doth convey them over and causeth them there to be imprinted, to
the greet hurt of the ignorart people." On Palm Sunday, Punt had been
seen in possession of a bock against the Anabaptists, which he had
with him on the Thamus at Grays, ujhcre he had shipped a whole barre1
full of books, with the help of' Robert Coles and John Ledley. (3)
eanwhi1e, on the continent, the exiles were ciso occupied with
the production of letters of encouragement, theological texts and
political tracts for export to England often in reply to specific
requests from the congregations at home. In January 1555 lever told
Bullinger that he had been employing much of his time "in the
production of a little book in Our vernacular English; it is now in
the press, and Cod willing, will shortly be sent to England." The
book in question was Lever's Right way from danger of' sin and vengeance
in this wicked world unto godly wealth and salvation in Christ, Geneva,
1555. 1nother book which was occupying the exiles the following year
was the English translation of Gualter's Antichrist. Sampson informed
(1) O.L. Vol. 1. p.105
(2) Strype, E.fll. Vol.111, part 1, p.283.
(3) Foxo, Vol.Vlll, p.384.
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Bullinger that he was busy translating this book, "that the English
may see an epitome of that book saluting the Pope in English," and
asked if Bullinger had any other tracts which he could include in the
book. (1) But on April 6 . 1556, he wrote that as he was preparing to
translate the book he had heard that "some other Englishman had nct
only undertaken the same task, but had also completed it. I think
therefore that it is now either in the press or already printed."
A translation appeared in print shortly after this letter, under the
title A true report that Antichrist is come, where he was born, of
his person, miracles, what tooles he uiorketh withall, and what shall
be his end, translated out of Latin into English by 3.0. This was
printed at (mden by van der Erve, under the inventive imprint,
"imprinted in Southwelk by Christopher Truthall, cum.priv.rog.l556."
3.0. was presumably John Ckle who was probably at (mden- at this time
assisting in the propaganda campaign. (2) That this book was
successfully smuggled into England is evident from the fact that
Thomas Green, Wayland's apprentice was found in possession of a copy.
He was handed over to Dr.Story by his master, who had a patent to
protect, and was severely manhandled and whipped. His arrest led to
a round up of book smugglers. (3)
Apart from theological works and controversial tracts, Biblical
works were also printed by the Exiles, the most notable being the
Genevan Bible which was being prepared during the latter half of
mary's reign, and with the financial backing of John Bodley, began to
come off the press in 1557. This found its way into England very
quickly, and we have already described how William Living was Found
in possession of a New Testament in 1558.
The financial assistance given by John Bodley to this large
undertaking must have been very welcome. In other cases it is
difficult to see how the printers can have been reimbursed for thóir
efforts. Certainly they can not have expected to make any money from
tracts printed for secret distribution. Those who could efford to
might pay for their copies, but many of those for whom the pamphlets
were intended had little money, and it was impossible to treat such
an enterprise as a commercial proposition. Thomas Green told Dr.Story
that he had given the Frenchman who had sold him Antichrist "but four
(1) 0.1. Vol.1. p.176
(2) Garrett, p.241.
(3) See below P.308.
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pence;but I promised him that at our next meeting I would give
twelve pence more". (1) As both Green end the Frenchvran were arrested,
it seems unlikely that the price of Green's Antichrist was ever paid.
True, many of the printers who were engaged in the English propaganda
campaign were wealthy and influential protestants, who g3adly lent
their presses to the exiled divines, but even so they must have
received some recompense, if only for i1he paper. In fact it appears
that ) as with the exiled press under Henry, the 'arian campaign was
being financed by wealthy merchants; nares such as Burcher, Chambers,
Abel, Bodley, and Hilles constantly recur in the letters of the exiles,
in the capacity both as financiers and as couriers, foreign reformers
like Bullinger helped all they could, and the exiles channelled ary
resources they had into the war of words. The interesting question
of John Ponet's episcopal treasure, which appears to have gone with
him into exile, only to be lost in a fire at his home in Strastrg,
may offer another clue, to the financing of the campaign. Ponet was
one of the most able of protestant controversiali.sts, he had taken
his hoard to Strasbirg, which was the centre of the more radical
political wave of propqanda, and in his house at StresbDrg at the
time of the fire was that other veteran of the political tract war,
Sir Peter Carew. (2)
To what extent the Sustainers, that group of wealthy noble-
men and merchants who protected the interests, financial and other-
wise 1
 of the prisoners and exiled protestants, were directly involved
in the printing campaign is hard to ascertain. Their main concern
appears to have been the day to day support of the exiles end the
education of the students, but it is likely that some of their money
went towards the publication of protestant books. Some of these
merchants, notably Chambers and Burcher, had personal links with
continental printing houses. In general,it seems that the pamphlet
campaign was financed on an ad hoc basis; for example, the money
which was backing the Strasb.irg tracts was probably from a different
source from that which was funding van der Erve's press in Emden.
That does not mean that the two were wcrking in complete isolation,
but that they tended to draw on different groups of exiles and
friends for support. The root of mary's problem lay in the fact that
(1) Foxe, vol. Vill., p. 522.
(2) Garrett, p. 256.
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so many of the exiles had a keen appreciation of the value of printed
propaganda, and had wide experience beth under Henry and Edward in
the writing and distributing of such propaganda. In England the old
network of Lollard colporteurs and Lutheran merchants still existed
for the channelling of books and money to end from the continent, but
the trade did not hang on one organisation, one method of financing,
or one smuggling route. Unlike the Caly, enterprise under Edward, there
was no single conspiracy at which the authorities could strike, thus
ending the trade for good. Rather, there was a general purpose among
the exiled divines, their hosts, printers and backers, to do all
within their power to ensure that their flocks in England were not
deprived of spiritual food and direction, and that they were properly
warned of the dangers of popery.
But if the reformers tended to rely on sympathetic merchants
end aristocrats to finance their ventures, it was to the other end
of the social scale that they turned when it caine to smuggling the
books back into England. Few of those listed by Foxe as having been
arrested for book smuggling h . d distinguished themselves in any other
sphere. Chosen for their obscurity, many of them must have functioned
undetected throughout mary's reign, and have left no record of their
activities. Nevertheless, mary's government did have a number of
successes inth	 war against the smugglers, and when works of a
particularly offensive political tone appeared, it
	
could move with
considerable efficiency against those responsible. The first success
of the authorities was the round up in 1554 of the Day - Singleton -
Scoloker organisation. (1) Spurred on by books which "nipped .a
great number so near", the Council apprehended Day and his associates
somewhere in Norfolk, and followed this with a round up of up to sixty
Londoners, "as well householders as servants and apprentices".
Among those arrested were several merchants, whose role in the enter-
prise must have been the traditional one of financing the presses and
offering to those engaged in the trade the facilities and protection
of their trading arrangements. We hear at' ifiaster Brown, a goldsmith,
master Spark, a draper, master Beston, a merchant.Arrests continued
for a fortnight, and as late as the 25th November, the Council was
investigating five suspects concerning the conveying of' lewd books. (2)
The central role played by the Council in rounding up this organisation
(1) See above page 232.
(2) A.P.C., vol. U., pp. 84/5.
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suggests that the printing of the pamphlets was being treated as a
political offence rather than as a manifestation of heretical opinions.
It was certainly a very successful operation, and the Council may have
hoped that it had put 8fl end to the import of dissenting literature.
Another method of dealing with the pamphieteers was to cut off
their funds from home, and this was a policy which commended itsclf
as strongly to the government as it a]erned the exiles. When tl'e
printer's son John Banks wrote suggesting the publication of Lady
Jane Grey's last statements, literature which offered ideal prooaganda
material but which would certainly have been deemed seditious by the
authorities in view of the circumstances of Lady Jane's death, Heddon
warned Bullinger that the publication of the documents would greatly
increase the risk the exiles already ran of the confiscation of all
their property, "to say nothing of the certain risk end peril which
would hnn ever others". Banks himself agreed that it-was the pro-
ductionof certair.parnphlets that had prompted efforts being made at
home to deprive the exiles of "the liberality of those from .uhom we
were expecting the necessary means of subsistence." (1)
The following year the question of confiscation again arose, and the
opposition within Parliament to any such move centred around the
enigmatic figure of Cecil, who was so intimately concerned in the
matt2r that a meeting of those members who opposed the measure took
place in his own house. (2)
The concern felt by Haddon over the publication of the Lady
Jane documents is interesting, for he clearly expected it to cause
a much harsher reaction at home then the many religious and theo-
logical tracts which were being sent into England. And he was evident-
ly right in fearing that the government would view such a production
as further proof that protestants were by their very nature seditious.
If David Whitehead is to be believed, it was the production of just
such a book, Knox's Doctrine of the mass, which precipitated the first
executions in London. Writing to Calvin in Frankfort on September -
20th 1555, eight months after the burning of Rogers, Whitehead
explained why Knox had been expelled from the city.
(1)	 0.L., vol. 1., p. 292, p.306, Bank's letter was dated
Dacember 1554.
(2)	 C. R.04, frr creIr, Cecil o.rd Oee,, 6!, J,eiI (4cs)pp)O7-1/3
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"Knox had published a certain book, which they
perceived would supply their enemies with just
ground for overturning the whole church. For
there were interspersed in this publication,
atrocious and horrible calumnies against the
queen of England, whom Knox called at one time
the Wicked mary, at another time a monster.
And he exasperated King Philip also by language
not much less violent... When the magistrate
was made acquainted with the case, and had also
discovered that the emperor uas defamed in that
pamphlet (ha ordered Knox to leave). This we
can assure you that the outrageous pamphlet of
Knox's added much oil to the flame of persecution
in England. For before the publication of that
book, not one of our brethren had suffered
death, but as soon as it came forth, we doubt
not but that you are well aware of the number
of excellent men who have perished in the
flames, to say nothing of how many other godly
men besides have been exposed to the risk of
all their property and even life itself, upon
the sole ground of either having had this hook
in their possession or having read it." (I)
Another political pamphlet which received the blame for a
good deal of persecution was the Warning for England,described above.
Complaining about the effects of the Proclamation against heretical
books of 1555 "whereby not only much godly edification was hind-
ered, but also great peril grew among the people", (2) Foxe put
the blame on the Warning. It seems certain that he was mistaken in
this, for the Warning appears not to have come out until November,
and the proclamation appeared in the previous June. Even if November
is too late a date for the publication of the Warning (3) it seems
impossible that it can have been on the streets in time to precip-
itate the Proclamation. By the time the pamphlet was written it was
evident to the author that mary could have no children, and yet while
sceptics certainly raised their eyebrows at the delay in mary's
delivery, the hope of issue had certainly not been abandoned by June.
Indeed preparations for the birth were not finally shelved until the
beginning of August. Foxe was undoubtedly correct in believing that
the Proclamation was prompted by a particularly unpalatable tract, but
a more probable candidate for this honour is the Dialogue, which
appeared. in ffiay and contained "seditious and scandalous things against
the Council, the Parliament and chiefly against their majesties
persons." If not the Dialo que, then several foreign productIons
(1) O.L., Vol.1, p.760.
(2) Foxe, Vol.Vll., p.12?
(3) See above p. 288.
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suggest themselves as possible goads; indeed, the enquiries of' the
mayor hint that the offending publication may have been one of the
inported books. Summoning the wardens of every Company, he cenanded
whether they had seen or heard of any such books, if so, where, "whom
they know to have lately come from beyond the sea, especially from
Zurich, Strasbrg, Frankfort, Wesel, Enden and Duisberg, whom they
know or vehemently suspect to be common carriers of letters or
money thither from hence" ) and they were ordered to hand in to the
mayor all seditious (i.e. seditious or heretical) books that came their
way.	 Among books coming into London in the late Spring of 1555 were
Turner's New bocike of spirituall physik, printed by van der Erve In
march and probably in London by may, and The Suppllcecyo to the
Quenes fflaiestie, playfully ascribed to Cawood, and issued by RIhel
in Strast?urg at about the same time as Turner's work. Either of
these could have roused the government sufficiently to claim res-
ponsibility for the June proclamation. As for the Warning, it may
well have been responsible for another piece of hostile legislation,
the Statute 2 and 3 Philip and ifiary continuing,among other things,
the provision of 1 and 2 Philip and mary cap. 3, that those who wrote
seditious words should lose their right hand.
Despite the harsh penalties laid down for seditious and here- 	 -
tical writing in treason and heresy laws, tracts continued to pour
into England. iorse, the political content of those tracts becne
increasingly radical. The publication at Stresb'urg in 1556 of John
Ponet's Short Treatise of Politic Pooer heralded a new development
in the long, association between heresy and sedition. Developing
ideas found in the works of' Pole and Starkey, Ponet put forward the
idea of justifiable tyrannicide. Ponet himself had been implicated
in the Dudley conspiracy and his work represents as much a justific-
ation for past actions as an incitement to future violence. But the
fact that he was prepared to dabble in practical as well as theoret-
ical treason made his words doubly dangerous. His book, which was not
the first fliarian tract to advocate violence, was a threat to the
fliarian government because it was a serious attempt to justify such
action. It was followed by How Superior Powers ought to be obeyed
of their subjects by Christopher Coodman, the correspondent to whom
Bartlet Green had written that the Queen was not yet dead, and by
Knox's Appellation both of which developed the idea of the obligation
which rested upon the nobles and even the commons to rebel against
an ungodly prince.
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In en attempt to put a stop to the traffic in such books, the
authorities, both lay and ecclesiastical rounded up every possible
suspect. Foxe tells us of the adventures of Thomas Horton, Robert
Gales, John Ledley, William Barreçje, Thomas Sprat, Richard Hedley,
who had links with Ipswich, an cld centre of protestant polemic, end
Thomas Bryce, who escaped with a bag of books. In 15S7, a considerable
success was scored when Banner arrested a young nan for importing
books bought from John Rawlins in Antwerp. Rawlins was also arrested
and Antwerp closed to the smuoglers. This was an important break-
through aè Antwerp was the major staging post for all cargoes cowing
into England from the continent. (1)
	 This success was achieved by
the church authorities, but the prosecution of George "Trudge-over-the-
world" Eagles was on the basis of seditious activities, end he was
eventually executed for treason. Whether he had been involved in the
book trade or not, we do not know; it seems more likely that his
offence was assenbiing crowds of' people in remote rural spots, rather
along the lines of John the Baptist. Such assemblies were always
viewed with intense suspicion by governments on the look out for
uprisings.
Another success for the ecclesiastical authoUties occurred in
1556, when Thomas Green fell into the hands of Dr. Story on account
or his book Antichrist. (2) A Frenchman, from whom Green had ob-
tamed the book.was also apprehended, and between them they gave the
authorities enough information to cause the arrest of Elizabeth Young.
This arrest led in turn to the discovery of a sack full of books at
the house of' an old man celled Dixon living in Birchin Lane.
Elizabeth was interrogated at length and threatened with torture in
the hopes of' getting more information from her, but despite the
discovery of this smuggling ring, books still found their way into
the country. In 1558, William Living, who dwelt in Shoe Lena in the
heart of the community of foreign book workers,'was found in possession
of' a Geneva New Testament, and his neighbour John Lithall had a book
"against the regiment of women" which the Chancellor said could have
hanged him. (3) Significantly, Lithall's neighbours intervened to
prevent him being harrassed further. It ie clear that one of the
major factors preventing the government from getting to grips with
(1) A.P.C., vol. Vl., pp. 124/5.
(2) Foxe, vol. 'Jill., p. 521, 536
(3) Foxe, vol. 'Jill., p. 534.
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the problem of illicit books was the lack of sympathy with which
the public regarded their policies by 1558. fly 1558, it seems that
Bonner at le8st was becoming increasingly weary of the battle against
the hydra of imported propaganda. He left the investigation into
Elizabeth Young and her friends to his energetic colleague, Dr. Story,
end seems to have been less and less inclined to act against colport-
eurs. A similar weariness can be detect,ed behind the brief and
ferocious Proclamation of 1558, making'pcssession of heretical or
seditious books punishable under fartial Law as acts of rebellion.
As with the printing of seditious tracts, certain London
stationers were suspected of being involved in the trade in imported
polemic. As we have seen, the heresy commissioners were advised to
search their premises for heretical and seditious books and writings,
and in 1558, the Interrogatories to Church 'ardens aoain suggested
that printers and booksellers might be selling or keeping illegal
books. The suspicions of the government were probably well founded.
The London printing community still had within its ranks many exper-
ienced and enthusiastic propagandists. By the end of the reign, Seres,
Baldwin, Juoge, Crafton, Day, SingleLon, Uihitchurch and Wolf were all
living in London and working in the book trade in various non-printing
capacities. Several of these printers had been abroad themselves and
had visited the centres where the exile propaganda was being produced.
Others, who had not themselves been over the sea,. had partners or even
relatives abroad. Nicholas Purfoot, John Banks and John Jugge were all
on the continent at this time. There can have been few London station-
ers who did not nueber among the exiles a partner, neighbour, relative,
friend, or patron, and exiles like Bale, Ponet end Cheke must have left
friends behind in the printing community. But however strong the gov-
ernment's suspicions of the stationers, they were unable to find any
evidence of misdoings. Even after the Incorporation of the Stationers'
Company had invested the master and wardens with powers of search and
arrest, no information concerning the handlIng of illegal book8 was
forthcoming from the stationers. After the arrest of Day, Singleton
and Tirer in 1554 no stationer was arrested for dealing in such lit-
erature, with the exception of the two apprentices, Thomas Green and
John Beans, troubled over the book Antichrist, and Richard Waterson,
a stationer in Thomas Duxwell's office, who was arrested for supplying
a Bible and service book to William Gie. Ulaterson and Cie were whipped
upon the cross at Bridewell, after Waterson had refused to pay a fine,
and the bookbinder Spilman, who had bound the book, was sent to the
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Lollards' Tower, but escaped. (1) The only other printer to come
under suspicion was apparently the Queen's otn printer, John Cawood.
On 12 September 1557 the Council sent a letter to fflr.Hussey and
ffir.Argall "to repair to the house of John Cawood the printer in
London and to make search for all manner of writings evidences etc."
(2) The mention of "writings and evidences" rather than books
suggests that the Council was looking for letters, possibly from the
exiles. Possibly Cawood was suspected of knowing something about
the smuggling trade, and there seems no doubt that while the import
of books was not carried out by members of the book trade 1 several of
them must have known something of the activities of the colporteurs.
eut whatever information they had they were prevented fro passing on
to the government, either by religious sympathy with those involved,
or out of sentiments of trade solidarity. If the London stationers had
been fully behind the government in its campaign against bock smuggling
it must have improved its chances at least of preventing the
distribution of these books once they reached London.
Here once again the unpopularity of mary's policies, and the
growing realisation that her regime was not to be permanent, under-
mined the otherwise efficient campaign to stamp cut illegal literature.
mary's ministers were not ignorant of the dangers of hostile propaganda,
nor were they inactive in tracking down those responsible for it. But
the establishment on the continent of such a large bocy of exiles,
containing so many practised pamphieteers, doomed any attempt to stamp
out imported polemics to failure. It is not necessary to postulate any
master-mind at work behind this campaign of protestant literature; indeed
it was the very disparate nature of the business that made it impossible
to stem the tide, however many arrests isremade. But if mary was unable
to solve the problem of imported literature, a failure which had already
met her father's efforts and was later to anger her sister in the face
of catholic propaganda, she was certainly successful in controlling the
press at home. Very little in the way of hostile literature was
printed in London during her reign, and if little appeared on the streets
in support of her policies at least the street literature of the previous
reign was largely silenced, meanwhile the stationers hd their peace
and waited for better times to come. The restraints of mary's reign
(1) Foxe 1Vol.Vlll, p.724.
(2) A.P.C. Vol.Vl p.1?2.
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put a temporary curb on their activities, but they 8u1'fered no long
term damage. The accession of Elizabeth was greeted by an immediate
return to protestant literature and to the levels of activity
experienced under Edward. (1) Under mary, 88 far as we can tell,
they eschewed all religious productions, and kept what information
came their way strictly to themselve3. Their silence and apparent
good behaviour is the extent, and also the limit of mary's success.




The first generation to face the challenge which the printing press
offered to the established leaders of' society was the generation of	 r
fore, Tunstall and Fisher. Inheriting the humanist enthusiasm for the
press which had produced in Lady margaret Beaufort and her friends the
most significant patrons of' the early printers, more and his associates
were quick to appreciate and exploit the evagellcl end educational
potential of printing. (i) But with the influx of' Lutheran literature
in the twenties, it became clear to more and Tunstall that a popular
discussion of' theological questions which spread beyond the confine3 of
that group of educated and identif able laymeh and clerics which had
traditionally guided the intellectual life of the nation, held serious
dangers. The advent of printed controversial tracts, and even more of
overtly Lutheran translations of the Scriptures,held the threat of a
spiritual democracy which, by undermining the role of the church as
the channel of grace and guardian of truth, threatened both ecclesiastical
authority and doctrinal purity. In the defence of' orthodoxy, more and
Tunstall became both patrons and censors of' the press. The decisive
weapon in this battle was no longer authority, but persuasion, and this
-	 was.a development which was welcomed by the majority of humanists, more
and Fisher, urged on by Tunstall, entered the lists as the champions of
orthodoxy, and employed the best of' their persuasive powers to convince
the reading public of the rightncss of' their cause. But while more the
propagandist kept the presses of' Berthidet and Rastell busy with his
work, as censors he and Tunstall were doing their utmost the prevent
the works of their Lutheran adversaries from reaching that same public.
The tension between the optimistic view of the effects of printing
adopted by most of those who shared the evangelical lay piety and educ-
ational enthusiasm of' Erasmus and his group, and the pessimistic
attitudes of those whose main concern was the maintenance of a doctrinal
orthodoxy grounded in ecclesiastical authority, a tension which more
hinseif exemplified, was to produce under mary and Edward the most vivid
contrast in the attitudes of the establishment towards the printers.
The challenge to its leadership which the indiscriminate dissemin-
ation of books pr9sented to the church might have bean equally dr'gerous
to the crown had it not been for the brilliant rianaowment of Thomas
(1) J.K. mcConica, Er'iolish Humanists eric! Reformation Politics,
Cxford, 1965, gives a detailed account of the
publications of humanist scholars an patrons.
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Cromwell. Cromwell was quick to appreciate that the leadership of
society had fallen to those with the pouer to persuae, and saw to it
that such men were recruited to the King's service. In the course of
his campaign, first over the Divorce and later fo the Royal Supremacy,
	 r
he became the most Important patron the printing community had yet had,
the stationers who benefited from his patronage including Berthelet,
Grafton, thitchurch, Regnault, Nicholson, Codfray
	 arler and marshall.
Apart from direct commissions, and the financial aid which we know that
he gave to the Bible printers, Cromwell also made extensive use of -
licenses and patents in his dealings with the printers. Bible licenses
were given to Nicholson, Berthelet, marler, Craftori and Whitchurch,
and unofficial license was also granted to both liarshall and t!ayland
for their issues of the Primer. Such licenses were particularly useful,
for they offered financial protection to trusted printers to produce
works which Cromwell wished to encourage. The exclusive nature of the
patents also made them valuable tools in the construction of religious
uniformity. (1)
It was in his ettitude towards the printing of the Great Bible that
Cromwell showed most clearly his optimistic outlook on the effects of
a spread of literacy and books among th general public. Like Crammer,
he appsars to have been convincei that the wider reacing of the Bible
could not fail to have a benafiàial effect upon both the spiritual and
political climate of the realm. An open Bible policy led naturally to
a degree of tolerance being extended touards a range of scriptural aids
and commentaries which would not have bean acceptable to those whose
primary concern was with doctrinal purity. Uihile Cromwell governed
the printers were not subjected to a strict censorship of religious books;
on the contrary, Cromwell was actively encouraging several of the most
vehement protestant propaandists.
But if the secretary did nothing to protect the ecciesiatical auth-
orities from the challenge of the press, challenges to the King, or
printed criticisms of his actions, were not to be tolerated. In the
secular sphere Cromwell brought his influence to bear upon the printers
as a censor as well as a patron. On the one hand he employed both
printers and scholars sympathetic to the King's cause in his propaganda
campaign. On the other he exercised a strict control over the publication
of any hostile or critical books or bills. The efficency of his
(1) See above, pp.l05-lC8.
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censorship must have owed much to his close personal links with the
printers, and his understanding of the workings of th press. But the
main thrust of his policy towards books lay in the direction of enc-
ouraging the production of royalist and reforming literature, suppression
	
r
of hostith publications being an auxiliary to this central tactic.
With the fall of Cromwell the .
 leading role in the patronage of letters
fell once again to the royal ladies. (i) In particular, Queen Catherine
Parr not only collected a number of brilliant scholars together to
Etaff the royal nursery, but also extended her patronage to the printing
trade. She herself published two devotional treatises, Prayers or
medytacions, wherein the mynd is stirred, paciently to suffre all
afflictions here, which was printed in two editions in 1545 by Berthalet,
and The lamentacion of a sinner, which Whitchurch issued in 1547. (2)
Apart from Berthelet, the King's printer, end tlJhitchurch, who had close
links with Queen Catherine's court and was closely associated in the
translation of' Erasmus's Paraphrases which the Queen undertook, (3) we
know of at least one other printer who enjoyed Catherine's patronage.
In 1545 Thomas Raynald issued a revised and illustrated version of Roesslin's
De partu hominis, which had been translated a few years earlier, probably
at Raynald's request, and first published by him in 1540. Raynald was an
educated man, possibly himself a doctor, and he dedicated his new edition,.
entitled The byrth of mankynde, the Wornans booke, to the Queen. (4)
Raynald appears to have held reforming views, and nay have had personal
connections with the court. Until 1540 his apprentice had been John Day,
and it is possible that Day's association with reforming scholars began
while he was in Raynald's household. (5)
Among the scholars assembled at the court by Queen Catherine it seems
clear that an optimistic view of the effects of theological debate
prevailed, and books of doubtful orthodoxy were circulated and discussed
in her household. The King,on the other hand, despite his espousal
under the persuasions of Cromwell and Crammer of an open Bible policy,
remained deeply suspicious of the ef 1 ects of popular controversy, and
resentful of any discussion which hinted at imperfections in the religious
settlement which he had established. For Henry, doctrinal truth proceeded
(1) McConica has pointd out the tendency of Erasmian humanism to be
adopted by feminine circbs. (op. cit. pp.7-9) In England Lady
margaret's role as patron of pietistic humanism was inherited both
by Catherine of Aragon and the Princess f1ary, and by Anne Boleyn,
whose youth had been spent in the circles of margaret of avarre.
(see above, p. 105.)
(2) mcConica, op. cit., pp. 228,229.	 -
(3) see below, p.325.
(4) S.T.C. 21154
(5) Sir D'Arcy Power, 'The Birth of mankind or the t)onan's Book,a
Bibliographical Study', in The Library, 4th series, vol.VIII (1927)
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not from scholarly debate but from Royal Pronouncement, and this
authoritarian view of orthodoxy was reflected in the King's tendency
to revert to strict censorship and the suppression of debate whenever
the diplomatic scene made it safe to do so. This difference in attitude
caused near disaster for the Queen in 1545.
Against this tendency, and in defence of the vernacular Bible, stood
Cranmer. However much the Archbishop's discretion may have served to
cloak his activities in the persuit of Reform, there seems little doubt
that the prese,ation of the open Bible in the years following Cromwell's
fall was due to Cranrner's influence. And besides ensuring that London
stationers could continue to print and sell English Bibles, he also
carried art Cromwell's method of using printing patents and licenses to
enforce uniformity and reform. The 1544 patent granting a monopoly in
the production of Prayer Books to Grafton and Whitchurch states clearly
that it is granted for purposes other than the protection of the printers'
inuestment.(l Apart from the additional commercial aim of securing for
English tradesmen an area of the market habitually monopolised by
foreigners, the patent gives as its purpose the prevention of Papalist
propaganda, which would otherwise continue to appear in Prayer Books.
The 1545 patent giving Grafton sole rights in the Hanrician Primer also
expressd specific, non-commercial aims, the purposes cited this time
being the establishment of uniformity and the avoidance of dissention.
There is no direct evidence that these patnts usra Crammer's creations,
but the Archbishop's close association with Jhitchurch, his preoccupation
with liturgical reform, and the fact that this evangelical use of patents
was also to characterise his great liturgical endeavours under Edward, all
point to Crenmer as the probable originator of these Henrician licenses.
The optimistic and scholarly approach which characterised Cranner's
attitude towards the press (2) prevented him from operating with any
enthusiam or consistency as a censor of books printed or published in
England, and no printer seems to have suffered from his intervention.
Cranner's first response to works which he considered to be in error was
not to suppress them but to reply to them. And this scholarly attitude
was one of the strongest ties biniing together that group of clerics
and courtiers which came to pouer at the death of Henry VIII. 1ost
notably during Somerset's tern in power, but also to some extent under
Northumberland, the humanist attitude towards debate prevailed over the
(i)	 See above, pp . 7, 8.
(2)	 See above, p.138.
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demands of orthodoxy. Given the uncertain nature of orthodoxy during
Edward's reign, such liberality was perhaps inevitable, but Edward's
Council differed from Henry's not just in its tolerance of public
religious debate, but even more in its deliberate use of printers and the
press to further the reforming, evangelical and educational aims of
Edward's court.
During Edward's reign patents were granted to as many as thirteen
printers, and covered a variety of productions, most of them liturgical
or devoticnal. The most important of these patents were those which
were concerned with the supply of reformed Prayer Books, suf'fieient
numbers of which had to be produced to make it feasable for the govern-
ment to impose a legal requirement upon the churches. The choice of
Grafton and Ulhitchurch to print these books was a natural one, since
they alteady held the patent for Henrician Prayer Books and were both
known to be sympathetic to the protestant views of which the Edwardian
.iturgies were the expression. As in the case of the earlier licenses
it is clear that the privileges granted to this partnership were not
essentially commercial patents, but rather commissions issued to the
printers to act as crown agents for the production and supply of as
many service books as might be needed by the govarnrnent. An interesting
license issued to Crafton and Uihitchurch on the 18th December 1548
shows that the difficulties of supplying tha nation had been discussed
with the printers, and that it was understood to be a task outside the
sphere of normal printing activities;
"Edward the sixth, to all I1ayors, sherriffs, bailiffs, etc.
know ye that we have authorised and appointed our well
beloved subject Edward Whitchurch,printer,and his deputy and
eputies bearers hereof in his name,not only to take up and
provide from time to tine during the space of one twelve
month next ensuing the date hereof, for us and in our name
in all places within this our Realm of England as well within
the liberties and franchises as without, such and as many
printers, compositors and founders, as well householders as
prentices 4 journeymen as others whatsoever they be, as our
said Edward shall think mete to serve for the speedy furtherance
ófour works only nd no others in his office. But also to
take up and provide for us end in our name such and as much
paper, ink, presses and matrices and all other manner of things
as shall be requisite and necessary for the same office,
yielding and paying immediately for the same after our reas-
onable rates and prices, with also carriage sufficient for te
same as wall by sa as land or fresh waters."
(1)
All readers of the license are urged to help in the furtherdnco of the
King's works on pain of displeasjre.
(1) Patent Roll 814, m.7. (2 Ed. UI, part vii)
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This license gave practical effect to the monopoly in Prayer Book
production which had already been granted to Crfton and Whitchurch in
April 1547, and for the rest of Edward's reign th6 printers were in
effect employees of the government, producing b '. tueen them nine editions
of the Prayer Book of 1549 and fifteen of the 1552 revision. And yet the
number of Prayer Books required if the whole country wetto ha supplied
with at least one and preferably two copies for nine thousand patih (1)
enabled the Council to grant further licenses to cover specific areas
of service book production without drawing protests from the London
partnership. John Oswen, whose office was conveniently situated in
Worcester, was licensed to supply Prayer Books fur Wales and the marches.
This arrangement helped to cut down the difficulties involved in the
transport and distribution of very large numbers of books. Humphrey Powell,
who had been assisted to set up business as King's printer in Dublin, was
permitted, presumably for the sane reasons, to print Prayer Books for
sale in Ireland. The Channel Islands and French possessions were
covered by a license granted to Thomas Caultier, King's printer for the
French language, to print French service books, the French being granted
the privilege denied to the Ielsh and Irish of having their Prayer Books




The patents granted to these printars display the same conbination
of religious, political and commercial considerations as those Henrician
licenses which were granted under th patronage of Cromwell and Crancier.
Clearly religious and no].jtical aims were paramount in the granting of
the Prayer Book licenses, the main intention of which was to ensure that
a sufficient number of Reformed Prayer Books were printed, by competant
and sympathetic printers, at a reasonable price, and that no other
liturgical works appeared. Liturgical ref'oriv and uniformity could thus
both be ensured by the one device. Commercially, it was essential. to
grant the printers engaged on this important work some degree of prot-
ection, since thair profit margin wa already limited by the statutary
price laid down for the sale of Prayer Books, which was deliberately set
at as low a figure as possible, so that "the people shall not be at so
great charge for books as in time past they have been." 'Jhitchurch's first
edition of the '49 book stipulated a price of not above two shillings
unbound or 3s.4d. bound. This was raised slightly in the Proclamation
to 2s. 2d. unbound, and a variety of prices bound, rising to 4s. for a
paste or hide binding. But the 1552 book was again pric€d at 2s, unbound,
(1) This is the figure given by P. Heath in The Parish Clergy in
England, 1450-1550, unpublished .A. thesis, London, 1961,p.1.
For the number of books printed, see above, P. 288,
Tht 6r1lviA ecIrscI( C(Crc o Me	 c'f' ô4	 Orptooi	 (ic).
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or 2s. 61. with the Ordinal, a reduction which, reflected the geciera].
fall in the price of books. There was particular value in a royal licence
to printers like Oswan and Caultier in that it gave them the commercially
valuable title of King's printer, but even so it was necessary for their
investment in the costly and time consuming business of Prayer Bock
printing to be protected. This combination of aims is particularly
clearly expressed in the patent which was granted to Oswen in January
1549;
"Edward VI, to all manner of printers, booksellers, etc. We let you
wit that of our especial grace, we, tendering the godly edifying
and ease of our loving subjects within our principality of W3les
and marches of the same by the advice and consent of our most
dear uncle Edward, Duke of Somerset, have granted privilege and
license unto our well beloved subject John Oswen of our city of
Worcester printer and to his factors and assigns to print, rep-
rint, utter and sell or cause to be printed, reprinted, uttered
and sold so many of any kind of book or books which have or shall
be set forth by us by the advice aforesaid for services to be
used in our churches, ministration of sacraments and instruction
of our said subjects as shall only suffice for the churches and
our said subjects within our said principality and marches, any
other licences or privileges to the contrary notwithstanding.
And also...to print, utter and sell to all person and persons
of whatsoever estate, degree or condition they be, (i) all
manner of books containing any story or exposition of Cod's holy
scripture or of any part thereof being not contrary or against
the sane, which at any time heretofore hava been or hereafter
shall be made, translated or compiled by the said John Qswen or
by his means and instigation, industry or procurement, and at his
cost and charge...so that the true copies of any such books be
first diligently seen, perused and allowed by such person or per-
sons as we shall from time to time thereunto assign before they
be put to any sale or utterance."
(2)
The patent goes on to grant Oswen a seven year monopoly in such books,
"so that the same John, his factors arid assigns, shall and may have the
profit and advantage coming and growing cf the printing and reprinting of
such books in recompense and alleviation of his industry, pains and
charges in that behalf to be sustained." The additional benefit to the
government in issuing such patents, which is mentioned in this license,
lay in the ease with which books issued under such privileges could be
censored. As we have seen, by 1549 pressure was mounting for the
reir'ip'sition of tighter controls over the productions of the presses,
and the clause in Oswen's patent stipulating that his work must be
perused by any authority to be appointwd before being uttered suggests
that the board of censors finally 3et up in the summer of 1549 was
alrealy under consideration in January of that year. (3)
(1) The wording of this clause must have been intened to set at rest
rears of prosecution under the 1543 Act limiting the reading of
the Scriptures. (34 & 5, Henry Ulli, cap.l)
(2) Pat.Roll 808,m.14.	 (318) (3) See above, p.165.
77iet.,hssonoPOswan's privilege to scriptural exposition places it
within the wider scheme of Edwardian privileges which covered the whole
range of devotional aids. Given the spontaneous and unsollicited prod-
uction in the first years of Edward's reign of vast quantities of
religious literature it might seem that it was unnecessary for the
Council to concern itself with the spiritual needs of the Edwardian
church beyond the requirements of public worship. But Crammer and his
colleagues were not content to leave the supply of books to market
forces. They were concerned to ensure that all. the spiritual needs of
the people were met, and that a reasonable standard of uniformity,
scholarship and doctrinal consent shculd obtain, atleast in important
areas of the market such as Bible printing. The patent for New
Testaments issued to Richard Jugge in January 1550 explained that
"forasnuch as heretofore by the reason of the diversity
in printing of the New Testament in English out of the
Realm by strangers not having the knowledge of the language
and orthography thereof divers great errors and faults have
escaped, as well varying from the true and sincere trans-
lation that ought to be, as also in the words and orthography
thereof, whereby great discommodity and variance hath and
doth rise amongst our subjects to the hindrance of the
good proceeding in the knowledge of the Gospel.." (i)
A steady supply of accurate New Testaments was an obvious need for a
protestant church, and this patent of Jugge's was intended to supply that
need. Jugne was a conscientious printer, and a scholarly nan, capable
of producing accurate,beautifully printed Bibles, and the Council
further ensured in an order of 10 	 June 1552, that his productions
should be sold at the reasonable price of 22 d. each. The patent
granted to William Seras on 6 	 March 1553 was also created to meet
a need, this time for Primers. The Henrician patent for Primers had
been held by Richard Grafton, but as King's printer and part of the
Prayer Book partnership Crafton •had little time under Edward for printing
Primers. To some extent the Prayer Books t'emse1ves took the place of
Primers, for they contained nany of th9 devotions which had previously
been incorporated into the Primer. But it seems that many of the
simpler members of the public found the Prayer Book hard to use and
hankered after their Primers. There is certainly.much evidence that
catholic Primers usre preserved and read thrcughout Edward's reign, and
there was widespread loyalty to the devotions found in them. The
problem is outlined in the patent granted to Seres for printing the
reformed primer:
(i)	 Patent Roll 828, n.l2.
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"Edward the six etc. unto all printers, stationers and
booksellers. We do you to understañd,because it is raquis-.
ito to have some form of daily prayers to be used as well
by children as others privately which cannot so corns-
eniently use the whole order prescribed in our book of
common prayers to the which is ever requisite the whole book
of the bible, and that our well beloved subject William Seres,
of our city of London stationer and bookseller, hath prepared
himself, to his great charges,to. print certain sorts of a
primer extracted out of our said book of Common Prayer fit
to be used privately as children and divers others our
subjects being not the- ministers or curates of churches
shall have from time to time occasion to occupy...
(there follows a grant of' a six year monopoly in such primers
to Seres and a strict prohibition on the printing or pub-
lishing of any other version,) ...	 -
Provided always that the said William Seres shall, before they
begin to print any of the said books, present a copy thereof
to be allowed and approved either by the Lords and others of
our Privy Council or by the Lord Chancellor for the time
being, or by our four ordinary chaplains, or any two of them.
(1)
The patent goes on to stipulate that the price to be charged for these
Primers shall be fixed "either by the said lords and others of our Privy
Council, or by the Lord Chancellor, or with the advice had of the Wardens
of the said occupation."
This patent of Seres's gave the government control over the content,
supply and price of Primers, and for Seres it guarenteed a monopoly over
a very lucrative area of publishing. John Day's patent for A.B.C.s and
Catachisms was equally valuable, and provoked the tussle between Day and
Wolf over the rights for the Latin versions of th catechism. In fact the
patents in Primers, Catechisms and New Testanents were highly prized
monopolies, and it is perhaps naive to look beyond conwiercial motivation
to explain the. staticners application for such licenses. But this is not
to discount the presence of evangelical aims alongside the financial
ambitions, for there is little dàubt that Day, Seres and Juggo were
all genuinely comnitted to the protestant cause.
For the goverr.mont thesethree patents completed a deliberate policy
by which Cranmer and his colleagues provided the Edwardian church with
the entire range of aids; Prayer Books for public worship, Primers for
private devotion, A.B.C.s and Catechisms for the education of children,
and Bibles, together with works of scriptural exposition to rainforce
the work of the Homilies in building a sound doctrinal foundation. 8y
enlisting the aid of the protestant printers the Council was able to
ensure that only those in sympathy with the government's policy were
(1) Patent Roll 853, m. 35. (7 Ed. UI, part III)
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able to operate in the sensitive area of liturgical publication.
The purposeful nature of these eight patents suggests that they
formed part of a coherant plan, and it is probable that th author of
this plan was Archbishop Crammer. Cranmer was also involved in the
granting of' three more Edwardian patents which were created to meet a
rather different need. Among the protestant refugees who flooded into
London in Edward's reign were numbers of bookmen who, despite the
hospitality of Us London stationers, were hampered in the practice of
their crafts by the monopoly privileges of the London community. To
overcome this difficulty patents were issued to three of the most
influential foreign bookmen which enabled them to carry on their business
and to give employment to other refugees. Walter Lynne, who was not a
refugee himself, but who was an important figure in the foreign
community in London and numbered many friends among the Edwardian
immigrants, was granted a license in December 1547 for The Beginning
and ending ofall Popery, and 'all other manner of books consonant to
godliness, labours and expenses made or to be made in the said books
by the said Walter Lynne." The seven year monopoly granted in this lic-
ence was defended with a fine of £100. Lynne was not a denizen, nor did
he have any connection with the Stationers' Company, so that this
-	
licence was vital if he wished to employ foreign workers or to sell his
books direct to the public.(l) 90th Crammer and Somerset were patrons
of Lynne, but the moving spirit behind the granting of licences to the
foreigners seams to have been Somerset. Thomas Caultier, the King's
printer in French, was a frechman, and Somerset sponsored his attempt
to gain entry to the Stationers. This concern with the well being and
economic security of the re*ugaes was characteristic of Somerset,
and it may have been his influence which gained a trading licence for
Stephen flierdman and membership of the Stationers' Company for Lynne's
bookseller, John Cybkyn. As a result of these patents, Lynne, Mierdman
and Cybkyn were able to carry on a flourishing trade in London with
Lyrma functioning as translator and publisher, rlierdman as printer and
Gybkyn as bookseller. 9etwnen them they gave enployn3nt to a number of
refugee journey man. (2)
Somerset's assistance to tha immigrant stationers may have sprung
chiefly from a charitable interest in their wellbeing, but it is clear
that the Duke also had a vivid inderst2lndirg of the power cf printed
propaganda. He had shoun his appreciation of the weapons of persu3sioni
(1) Patent Roll 0l, m. 25. For the restrictions on for3ign 	 -
tradesmen, see above, p.5
(2) See Appendix I!.
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during the Scottish campaign, when he wrote to Henry suggesting the
distribution, in the wake of English devastation, of bills "purporting
in the same they might thank their cardinal therefor." He enclosed a
draft of his own for the King's approval.(l) The same campaign saw the
deliberate introduction of large numbers of English Bibles into the
Scottish Lowlands in an attempt to. persuade the Scots to forsake the
Pope in favour of Henry and the Gospel. During the Western Rising of
1549 Somerset was again active in encouraging the distribution of bills
and Proclamations aimed at undermining the rebels, (2) and the crisis
of October saw him once a2ain appealing to the commons in bills scattered
throughout London (3). This appreciation of the power of propaganda
even led the Duke to i appear in print himself. In 1543 his Exhortacio
to unitie and peace was published in English by Grafton and in Latin
by Wolf, end in 1550 he supplied an introduction to Coverdale's
translation of Ulerdnueller's Spirituall and most precious perle.(4)
Somerset's patronage of the foreign printers and his reluctance to
impose a significant degree of censorship upon the radical pamphiateers
seem to have sprung as much from a '
 deliberate wish to encourage protes-
tant propaganda as from a humanist conviction of the benefits of sincere
debate. The inclusion among his proteges of radical poets like 3aldwin
and George Ferrers is further evidence of this positive attitudo towards
religious and social controversy. That a man so sympathetic to the
reforming campaign was. in a position of such influence must go a long
way towards explaining the great flood of' protestant tracts which came
off the presses in the first years of Edward's reign.
But Crar,rier and Somerset were not the only members of Edward's
court to give encouragement to the protestant printers. John Ponet,
who had been Crantnwr's chaplain, became towards the end of Edward's
reign, the patron of that most prolific , of reforming printers,
John Day. When Day and Wolf were at loggerheads over the rights in the
Latin catechism, Ponet, who uas mainly responsible for the reformed
catechism, b 3 cked Day. (5) It was perhaps a a result of this
quarrel, which took place in Sept'mber 1552, that Day obtained his
patent in rrarch, 1553. The wording of this licence suggests that
(1.)	 "to the intent that your nost sage and wise heid may diminish,
augment or annihilate the some as to your accustomed wisdom
shall seem good and cowenient."
(2)	 Troubles Connected, pp.16,l9,23,24,41,42,etc.
()	 See Appendix 1, and above,p.15R.(4) In 1544 Seymour had published The late expodicion in Scotlande
(R. Wolfe, S.T.C. 22270) in an attempt to justify the campaign.
(5) Don. Cal., vol. XV, no.3, p.44.
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Day hod himself petitioned for it as a purely commercial venture.
"Edusard the sixth etc. to all manner of printers, booksellers and
other our officers etc..We do you to understand that of our
grace especial We have granted and given privilege and licence
to our well beloved subject, John Day, of our city or London
printer, unto his factors and assigns, to print or cause to be
printed aa well a catechism in English which we have caused to
be set forth for the better instruction of youth to be tought in
English schools, having thereunto annexed the A B C with the
brief catechism already printed, any other privilege and license
to the contrary in any wise notwithstanding, and also we give
like privilege and license to the said John Day, his factors
and assigns, to have the printing and reprinting of all such
works and books devised and compiled by the right reverend
father in Cod, John, now bishop of Ulinton, o.r by Thomas Becon,
professor of divinity, as herearter shall be at his costs and
charges and by his procurement set forth and made, so that no
such books nor any part oC them be in any wise repugnant to the
holy scriptures, our proceedings in religion, ano the laws of
our Realm." (1)
The patent carries a strict prohibition on dealing in any other edition,
and carries a fine of 40s. per book. The stress laid on the requirement
that the books pzinted under this patent should be lawful may indicate
that the Council was aware of Ponet's revolutionary tendencies. It
certainly seems likely that Ponet knew about Day's activities during the
first years of liary's reign, for when John Rogers entrusted Day with
his message to the exiles he presumed that Day was in touch uith Ponot
and the other leading emigroes. And in fact' Day does seem to ha ys taken
Rogers'message to Ponet in Strsbourg. Both Ponet and flecon were able
controversialists, and Becon, in particular, ws a central figure in
the protestant campaign. Closely associated with them was the author
and translator John tilde, who, like Becon, was a pupil of Latimer.
tilde wea a protege of the Duchess of Somrset and was employed by
Whitchurch on the translation of Erasmus' Paraphrases. Becon, tilde
and Ponet, together with Bale, whose connections with Day and Scoloker
are discussed above, Hooper and Lever, were at the heart ohrotestant
propaganda drive, having close links both with Cranmer and the court
and with radical printers like Day, Scoloker, Whitchurch and Seres.
William Seres was perhps even more fortunate in his patrons.
At sone time in Edward's reign he became bookseller to William
Cecil, and he continued to work for him throughout mary's reign and
into Elizabeth's. As we have nentioned above, (2) it is probable that
Seres occupied a key position arlong the radical printers, and that he
	 *
(1 .) Patent Roll 854, m. 23.
(2) see above, p.195.
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was involved in the distribution of illegal books under Mary. He may
have come to the attention of Cecil via the patronage of the Sidney
family, for when he moved into new premesis in Paul's Churchyard in
1553 he adopted the sign of the Hedgehog, which was the emblem of the
Sidneys. (1) But whether or not the Sidneys played some part'in securing
Seres' fortune, in William Cecil he had a most influential patron. As
Edward's reign progressed, Cecil became increasingly involved, both 85
patron and censor, in the activities of the London stationers. As
one of the humanist scholars associated with the court of Catherine Parr,
he sponsored an edition of her Lamentacion of a sinner which was
published by Whitchurch in 1547, and in 1551 he recived the dedication
of Ralph Robinson's translation of Utopia. In his dedicatory letter
Robinson says that he has offered the work to Cecil, "knowing him to be
a man not only profoundly learned and well affected towards all such as
either can or will take pains in th9 well bestowing of that poor talent
which God hath endued them with". He also hoped that Cecil's position
would protect his work from "envious and malicious tongues"; after
all More had been executed for refusing to obey the lUng, a circumstance
for which Robinsz,n apclogises.(2)
As one of the leading advocateS of the humanist cause et court,
Cecil was carfu1ly cultivated by scholars like Robinson, and Ascham.(3)
Among the printers he was influontial b3th as a patron, Seres in part-
icular benefiting from his continuing support, and indeed from his
passion for buying books, and as a censor. The board of censors set up
by the Council in August 1549 consisted of all three secretaries, Cecil,
Petre and Smith, but in practice the task ssems to have fallen mainly to
Cecil.(3) As censor, Cecil must have had occasion to disallow books, but
no instance is recorded of him acting to suppress dissident publications.
On the contrary, it may well h:va been his humanist approach which
protected the printers from suffering any ill effects from the increased
censorship of dward's last years.(4) The exact nature of Cecil's mu-
olvernent in the Parian propaganda campaign has been the subjct of some
speculation. tlhile it certainly seems that Miss Garrett's view of hin
as the arch-conspirator in a carefully planned scheme of emigration,
education and propaganda, lacks evidence (5), to dismiss entirely the
idea that ha was involved in assisting thn 1arian exiles is to go against
(1) Under Elizabeth the radical pamphleter, Christopher Goodnan,
became chaplain to the Sidneys.
(2) Utopia, intro. l-LG.Jel1s, (1908), p.S.
(3) McConica, op.cit., pp 260, 261.
(3) (4) see above, pp.165-167.
(5) Garrett, The Ilarian Exiles , p.16.
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the strong w	 ht of probability. (1) If, as seems likely, the Cooke
family was engaged in printing and publishing hcstile propaganda, and
if Seres was involved in distributing it, it seems impossible that ecil
was ignorant of the fact. As the son-in-law of Cooke, patron of Seres,
brother-in-law of Cheke, friend and patron of protestant divines and
scholars , Edwardian licensor of the press ird focus for the exiles'
friends in P,rliament, Cecil was elnost certainly well informed about
the trade in illicit books. He may not have synpathised with all that
was printed, but he continued to support Seres, and was looked upon as
a friend and ally by his exiled correspondents.
One of these correspondents was Catherine, the DL'chess of Suffolk
who had also been under Edward an important patron of the printers.
The Duchess appears to have acted as an intermediary between the
printing community and ueen Catherine Parr, and she was active in
furthering the Queen's favourite project of the Paraphrases. She had
also been associated with Cecil in spor.soring the 1547 edition of
Queen Catherine's Lmentacion, which.was printed"at the instant
desire of th right gracious lady Catherine, Duchess of Suffolk." At
the end of Henry's reion the Duchess had been one o the ladies named
in connection with the prosecution of Anne askew, who was accesed of
distributing protestant tracts at court.
But if the Lady Catherine was closely concerned in the publication
of the English Paraphrases , the main impetus behind the preparation
of the second volume appears to have come fiom the printer himself, (2)
Edward Ulhitchurch. Like Grafton, Ulhitchurch was in origin a wealthy
merchant, drawn into printing through a desire to further the cause of
reform. He was on terms of some intimacy with scholars and churchmen
like Cranmer,and Olde, whom he commissioned to translate the major
pert of the paraphrases upon the epistles ,end was himself en important
patron of letters, offering employment to William Baldwin in his print-
ing office, and to Thomas Sternhold, whose metrical psalms he published.
In fact the city continued to be an important source of patronage to
writers and translators, the printers themselues playing an important
role in cormissioning new works and translations and other merchants
offering their assistance to needy scholars.(3)
TM&&id,cs.ii patrons of the press shared a common background of
(1) Conyers Read, rnr. Secretary Cecil and Queen Qlizabeth (1955) ,seems
to have been deluded by Cecil's discretion into underestimating the
strength of his protestant conviction at this time.
(2) rncConica, op.cit., pp. 246,247.
(3) eg; George Taplowe, citizen of London, commissioned Robison's Utopia,
and "the right worshipful flaster William Webb, merchant of Salisbury'
sponsored John riardeley's efforts.
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Erasmian piety end humanism. This Erasmian tradition is not sufficient
in itself to account for the deliberate use made of the printers by
Edward's government to supply the English church with its devotional
tool3. That achievement owed more to the evangelical and liturgical
purposes of the Archbishop than to the influence of humanism. But the
liberal and scholarly outlook of Edward's court, and of these patrons
of the press,undoubtedly contributed tdwardian boom in protestant
literature. Their enthusiasm for the press as a medium for public ed-
ucation and reform, arid their willingness to tolerate unpalatable
publications in the interests of the campaign as a whole, created under
Edward an atmosphere in which the press became a medium for genuine
public debate. (i) This atmosphere, and the partnership forged between
the government and th3 patented printers, differentiated most sharply
the climate in which the stationers worked before 1553 with the
harsher circumstances of Mary's reign.
The accession of Pary saw a return to an orthodox, authoritarian
attitude towards the printers, with the emphasis on censnrship rather
than patronage. Even in the secular sphere little in the nature of
government sponsored propaganda appeared. This was not because Mary
was inept at nanipulatir-g public opinion; on the contrary, her handling
of the Wyat rebellion showed that she had inherited her father's flair
for publicity. The eloquent Cuildhall speech, the decision to stay in
London, the stream of proclamations denouncing Wyat and his accomplices
as traitors and heretics, offering pardon to those who surrendered,
and warning of' inevitable defeat and summary execution for those who
persisted, theTse steps all helped to prevent the rebellion from
spreading, and in particular to keep it out of London. At the same
time the wide distribution of' copies of the marriage articles served to
scotch some of the wilder rumour of Spanish intentions, while in
London the cultivation of anxieties about rebel discipline and the
possibility of' looting should Ulyat he let in enccuraged the citizons
to close their gates to the ir.surgnts. (2)
TheJlyat rebellion produced one of the few pieces of' government'
propaganda to appear in [rary's reign, John Proctor's Historie of' Wyates
ebellion. This tract placed the blame for the rising at the door of
(1) The question of the sacrament of the altar, in particular, was
treated in a number of' tracts and pamphlets, and the debate was
further enlarged by the appearance of foreign liturgies
For Robert Stouchton's publications in this field, see aboiie,p.206.
no.'q-4o3,(2) Hug'es and Larkin, Vol 11A•26-30; Queen Jane and Queen T?larv,
pp.40,41; Dorn.Cal. Mary, vol II, no.5,6,7,8,9,27; Span.Cal.,
vol. XII, p.55 Ambassadors in England to the Emperor, 29th Jan.
(6)
the heretics, and although it was printed by Robert Caly and not by thu
Queen's printer, Cawood, it appears to be a work of official
apologetic. Two other treatises on the Henrician theme 0r the duty of
obedience appeared at the beginning of mary's rei : n, Cancellor's
Pathe of obedience and Christopherson's Exhortation to take hede of'
rebellion. The former o these two came Prom the press of John Wayland,
the latter being printed by Cawood. They obviously fall into the category
of government propaganda, though it is unlikely that they ware the
result of direct commissions of tt-e Cromwellian type. Like most Rarian
propaganda, they probably represent the independent offerings of
individual supporters of the government. In the case of another tract
printed by Wayland in 1555 it is perhaps possible to detect a government
s ponsored campaign of propaganda. The copie of a letter sent in tc
Scatlande of the arivall and landynga and nests noble rnarryage of the
noste illustre pryrice Philippe...Whereunto is added a brefe overture
of the legacion of Lorde cardianall Poole, was written by John Elder,
a Scotsman in the service of the government. This Elder, who was known as
"Redshank Scot", had sent a long account of the 5cottish wars to Paget
in 1545, preumably with the intent that it should be printed, if Paget
considered it desirable. This earlier letter may well have been commis-
sioned y the government to replace inaccurate accounts which had just
been called in. (1) We know that he continued in government service after
the death of Henry, for he received a payment of £5 Prom the Privy Council
in 1547, and his duties evidently included pamphleteering and public
relations on behalf of the crown. His Iarian letter is an effective
piece of propaganda, lauding the benefits which England will receive, both
Prom the marriage and from the reconciliation, and alluding also to
mary's pregnancy. But the fact that it was printe: by Wayland and not
Cawood may indicate that this tract also was the result of indivual
zeal rather than government prompting. (2)
As we have already noted, the first two years of mary's reign saw
a flurry of loyal bills and ballads which gave voice to the popular
sympathy and affection towards 1ary. The first of these, which appeared
shortly after mary's accession, was William Forrest's new Ballade of
(1) L. & P.,vol.XX,part 2 no. 533, p.245.
vol.X1X, part 1, no.278, grant no.71
see above, p.61.
(2) S.T..7552. This letter is printed as Appendix X to the Canden
Society edition of the Chronicle 0? ueen Jane and Queen flary.
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the Piariciolda. In this, the poet celebrates mary's victories over her
enemies and likens her to the Blessed Uirgin. (1) This comparison was
taken up again in a ballad by Leonard Stopes, An Ave maria in commendat-
ion of our most vertuous Queene Once again, this was printed by Lent,
probably in late 1553 or early 1554, for although it makes no mention of
Philip, it was evidently written at a time of some unrest;
"Art thou not ashamed, thou caitiff unkind,
To whisper, to whimper, with traitorous tene,
To mutter, to murmer, with mischievous mind
Against thy so loving and gracious a queen ?" (2)
Of these two ballads, it seems likely that at least the Forrest verses
were spontaneous compositions, but the broadside productions which greeted
the Spanish Marriage appear to have been sponsored by the government. One
of these was the Genealogical Table issued by Cawood in 1554, and the
other consisted of some celebratory verses by Jasper Heywood. Heywood's
Catholic convictions make his enthusiasm for the marriage credible, but
his Balade specifienge partly the rianer, partly the matter, in the most
excellent meetyjg_and lyke marriage has more the character of a propag-
anda piece than of' a spontaneous celebration. Heywood was employed at
court in the production of plays, a post which he had also held under
Edward, and the appearance in 15 57 of another propaganda ballad, on the
•	 defeat of' the Scarborough rebels, suggests that he may have been acting
as court poet. But if his ballads were produced in an official capacity,
neither of them were printed by Cawood, the 1554 bill coming from the press
of William Riddael,and the Scarborough ballad from Thomas Powell's. (3)
The Queen's pregnancy produced a number of broadsides, most of then
consisting of urgent prayers for her safe delivery. Sev9ral of' these were
printed by Cawood,(4) but the good news did evoke at least one spontaneous
celebration in the Ballad of Joy, upon the publication of Queen mary
Wife of King Philip, her being with child, which was printed by Riddael.
With the failure of the pregnancy, loyal hills ceased to appear,
the only other ballad to survIve from Mary's lifetime being Heywood's
verses on the Scarborough episode. There was, houever, one last expres-
sion of' the good will arid af'f'tction which had greeted mary at her acces-
sion. In 1558 Lent printed the elegiac Epitaphs upon the death of the
uene Pane, which cost him	 spell i, ward, and which he hastily reissued
with the addition of verses in praise of Elizabeth.
(3)
(1) Society of Antiquaries First Book of Proarisi'liis,no.36.
(2) Ibid., no.35.
(3) Ibid.,nos.37, 40.
(4) eg; Bonner's Letter to the Council. Cawood.
A Godly and devout prayer for the Quenes deliveraunce Cawood.
A devout praier for the prosperous state of our saveraiQn 11r,rd
and lady, A short oraver for Queen Man, by Thames Srnith,_L
Prayer made b y D. Westan. (Cawood ?)
In its fai].ura to generate a campaign of' loyalist propaganda, rrary's
government differed little from that of Edward; indeed, the total
amount of political apologetic produced by Edward's council was
probably even smaller than that for which th Marian regime can take
credit. It was in the field of religious propaganda that the two regimes
differed most significantly. In this respect, as in so mclny areas of
policy,the year 1555 marks a watershed in mary's reign. In ' the first two
years following her accession Cawood's press issued a steady flow of
catholic texts, and although these were not echoed by much in ths way
of unofficial or popular propaganda, they showed a determination on the
part of the governmdnt to use whatever came to , hand in support of the
catholic reaction.(l) This output of government sponsored polemic
may
declined sharply from the end of 1555, and this decline, while ithave
owed something to the failure of the pregnancy, was probably in the main
the result of' the death in November 1555 of Stephen Gardiner.
Of all 1ary's advisers, Gardiner stands out as the only one withany
real grasp of the power of printed c'ropaganda. His own lengthy career as
a controversialist, both in the cause of doctrinal orthodoxy, against
George Joye, Bucer and Turner, and as an advocate of the Royal Supremacy,
had produced every kind of' polemic, from scholarly treatises to vernacular
tracts, from sermons to ballads. Like Croiwe11, he had appreciated early
the importance of recruiting eloquent scholars into the King's service,
and Aschani's description of him as a "unique patron of letters" cannot
have been entirely sycophantic. He had also proved in his capacity as
ambassador that he was an able manipulator of information for diplomatic
purposes, and that he was sensitive to the need to protect the King's
honour from slanders circulating abroad.(2) Indeed, Gardiner was except-
ionally sensitive to public opinion, and greatly resented the popular
portrayal of himself as a proud, sophistical and vengeful persecutor.
This lively awareness of popular controversies and attitudes
conbind in him with a lawyers fear of change, and of the overthrow of
the established order, to produce a mind at once acutely interested in
ard acutely suspicious of the workings of' th populer press. Far from
believing, with his Erasmian contemporaries, that- public debate would
(1) see above, p.249.
(2) For example, during hi5 lacy at ttrecht, hc wrote home des-
ribing hcw h had received a report of' a battle between ngland
and France, and hd spent two hours editing it "to set the matter
in order to be read abroad; and :e have made the title Vraye Rea7orte"
("uller,o.228) On another occasion, he reacted indignantly to"a
French losel, written forth in fair language of Latin, sost foul
matter, mixed with abominable lies of our realrn."(Muller,p.240)
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advance the truth, Gardiner feared that such contoversy would lead to
political and socil chaos, and result in the loss even of that measure
of truth already established, Nore, perhaps,than his contemporaries, he
appreciated and feared the democratic tendencies of protestantism, and it
was this fear which lay behind his opposition to the Vernacular Scriptures.
He was keenly aware that te dispersal of the Scriptures among the laiety
must undermine the spiritual and intellectual leadership of the clergy,
and he did not believe that it was either necessary or desirable for the
ordinary layman to read.the Bible. For Cardiner the study of the .
 Bible
was not the universal gateway to salvation which Crannor believed it to
be, but an intellectual pursuit which "requireth Cod's further gifts of
erudition and learning." (1) Those who attempted it without such learning
ran the risk of falling into grave error. As he told Stephen Gratwick,
in reply to the accusation that he was denying prisoners access to the
New Testanant, "we will use you as we will use the child: for if the
child will hurt hinself with the knife, we will keep the knife from him.
So, because you will damn your souls with the word, therefoc you shall
not have it." (2)
In the field of censorship, we know for certain of only one occasion
when Gardiner took action to suppress a book, and that was a case which
concerned his own reputation. (3) He was certainly feard and hated by
the protestant pamphleteers as the instigator of the policy of persec-
ution, and as a wily and experienced propagandist. But when it cane to
the suppression of' heretical books he seems to have contented himself.
with informing the Council of any undesirable publications which ceme
his way. This attitude was in accordance with the Henrician policy which
had vested powers of censorship in the Privy Council, nd although
under mary his ecclesiastical duties included investigating heretics
found in possession of illegal books,he dies less active than Banner
in suppressing the circulation of such books.
Cardiner's own contribution to the religious controversy of Nary's
reign was confined mainly to the pulpit and to Parl.Lment, but there is
little doubt that he was the moving spirit behind much of the catholic
polemic to appear in London between 1553 and 1555. For example, it was
Cardinwr who forced Barlow "not only barely to recant, hut to compose
(1) Iuller, Ltters, p.164.
(2) Foxe, vol VIII, p.319.




a book of recdntation, which he did for fear of his life, and afterwards,
when he had fled, Cardiner, or some other, published his book to be read 	 -
by all." (1)	 As a controversialist hinseif, the bishop was quick to
recognise the propaganda value of such a recantation. A letter written
by Cardinal Pole to the Archbishop Of Conza in October 1555 shows
Gardiner concerning himself with the catholic campaign in the press, even
during his last illness. Pole asks the Archbishop's opinion of his letter
to Cranr-.er, to help him to make up his mind whether or not to allow it to
circulate. He adds that the Chancellor, who was now on his death bed, had
given orders for it to be translated into English and published. (2)
Further evidence of Gardiner's responsibility fdr the Catholic camp-
aign is found in the steep decline in the publication of polemical tracts
which followed his death. This is particularly noticeable in the output
of John Cawood's press, which had been responsible for at least thirteen
propaganda works in 1554 and fifteen in 1555.(3) In 1556 Cawood's
controversial issues numbered only five, and in the following years they
dropped to four and two respectively. Even Robert Caly's output was
affected by the change in climate whi± followed Cardiner's death arid the
realisation that nary was unlikely •to have an heir. From about fourteen
tracts to come off his press in 1555 his production fell to nina ir 1556
and four in 1557 and 1558. In all, the number of religious books to
be printed by the London printers, including liturgical productions,
fell from about seventy-five in 1555 to about thirty-six in 1556, and
the campaign never recovered from this s o tback. Had the bishop lived, it
is likely that the attack would have beencarried to the reformers far
more energetically, some answer would have been found to the revulsion
caused by the martyrdoms, and Cranmer's Recantation and death would
hove been handled with greater pclitical finesse. His death deprived the
ftlarian governmant of its only effective propagandist.
Apart from C3rdiner the only marion clerichorea1ly understood
the London populace, with its love of controversy and of colourful
personalities, was Bonner. Early in his career, before such enthusiasms
became unhealthy, Bonner had bean a friend of Crafton and Coveriale, arid
an enthusiastic supporter of the vernacular Bibla.(4) With the reaction
of 1540 he sct about the suppression of heretical literature with
(1) Strype, E.M., vol. III. pt .I,p.241. The book in u•3stion was
8arlou's Dialoge descrybyng the oryrjynall ground or these Lutheran
faccyons, Cowood, 1553, STC 1461.
(2) Uen.Cal., vol. VI, part 1, p.224.
(3) This number includes six editions of Bonner's Hc,iilies.
(4) Foxe, vol V, p,4ll.
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considerable energy, one of his most successful prosecutIons being
that of William Tclwyn. Tolwyn's recantation, which contained dnunciations
of the heretical books found in his possession, was printed in several
editions, and was popular enough to merit a reply from Bale. From this
time onwards, Donner's household seems to have become the hub of catholic
controversy in London, and much of' the more effective religious propag-
anda issued from his circle. For example, Strype describes how miles
Huggard, the most prolific and persuasive of the catholic pamphieteers,
was "set on and encouraged by priests and massmongers, with whom he
much consorted, and was sometimes with them at Bishop Bonner's house." (1)
And under rrary the Bishop's publications for his diocese, which
included Procla riations, Articles and Homilies, were the focus of' con-
siderable controversy, and drew bitter replies from the gospellers, and
especially from Bonner's old adversary, John Bale. (2)
Bonner's situation, as Bishop of the diocese most infected with
heresy and herotical books, obliged him to become involved in the
suppression of the illicit book trade. And yet, he seems to have been a
reluctant persecutor, willing to use any methcd, including physical
violence, to obtain a recantation rather than send a man to the stake.
The frustration he felt at the stubborness of' the heretics, and at the
impossibility of stenming thcj tide of illegal books, led increasingly
to outbursts of rage, and touiards the end of' mary's reign he seems to
havewearied of' the task of' hunting for heretical books, and to have been
more and more inclined to leave it to his subordinates, and particul-
arly to Dr. Story. The hostility expressed by the gospellers towards
Bonner is perhaps some measure both of his popularity and of his energy
in suppressing unorthodox literature.
But although Cardiner and Bonner were both active in encouraging
the publication of catholic apologetics under mary, there was no general,
government sponsored drive to counter the protestant propaganda of the
previous reign with a programme of' catholic reeducation. This inactivity,
which contrasts so sharply with the policy of Edward's Council, is
reflecti in the patents granted to printers undr mary. Only one Marian
patent was concerned with the production of' religious books, and that
was John Wayland's license for Primers and prayer books, issued in
October 1553 following the disgrace of Seres and the acquisition by
(1) Strype, E.!., vol. Ill, part 1, p.442.
(2) eg. 3. Bale, A declaration of Edmonds Bonners articles concerning
the cleargye of Lodon dyocese whereby that excerable Antychriste
is in his righte colours reveled. Basle 1554, reprinted, Tysdale,'l
See also remarks about the Homilies in A Special Grace, above, p.286.
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iayland of Uhitchurch's preriesis at the Sun. Wayland's patent contains
none of the specific directions or intantions found in Edwardian licences.
Its wording implies a strictly commercial transaction, in which Wayland
bought a monopoly of Primer production from the governnent;
"Mary...To all printers of books,(grants) full power,licence
authority and privilege unto our well beloved subject John
Wayland, citizen and Scrivener of London. That: he and his
assigns only, and none other person oi persons, shall
from henceforth have authority and liberty to print all and
every such usual Primer or manual of Prayers, by whatsoever
other title the same shall or maybe called, which by us
shall be authorised."	 (i)	 -
The letters patent granted Wayland a monopoly of such books for seven
years, and forbad any other printer to print or publish any book first
issued by Wayland. Thsre are no references to the hsirability of stan-
dardising prayer books, or to th9 need to protect the printer's investment,
and in fact Wayland's monopoly was frequently infringed.(2) In 1555
Waylanci printed his Uniforme srid Catholyks Pryrner, which carried the full
text of his patent, and purported to be the Primer that was to oe "only
used, (all other set apart) of all the King and Queen's majesties'
loving subjects throughout all their realms and dominions". But no extra
protection was offered to this Primer, and others continued to appear.
The Stationers' Company nade no effort to support Wayland, and despite
the care which Wayland took to show his sympathy with th3 religious
policy of the government, the Council was eq ually indi F ferent to the
enforcement of this monopoly, even after its renewal in 1556.
Further evidence of the government's lack of interest in the press
is to be found in the car 9er of Robert Caly. By 1553 Caly had emerged
as the one printer to see his press as a vehicle for catholic propag-
anda. (3) ir mary's government seriously intended to launch a campaign
of Catholic reeducation on a scale large enough to cancel out the effects
of six years of protestant polemic, it would find the services of a
printer such as Caly indispen3able. And yet, while the ecclesiastical
authcrities made good use of him in the pursuit of heretical londoners,
neither the church nor the stte made any affort.to sponsor C3ly's
printing activities. Ha received no patent of any kind, and was not
even a nr.ber of the Statio-iers' Conpany, no patron coining forward to
assist him in an application far membership. When he finally became
free of the Statianers in 1550/9 it was in return ror the large fee
(1) Uniforme and Catholyke Pryner, J. Wayland, 1555.
(2) See above,p.258.
(3) see above, p. 250.
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of 8s. 4d. It is possible that Caly may have receive:i some encouragement
from Aonnr, .though no evidence survives of it, but the government's
indifference to his activities is in marked contrast to the help given
to the protestant printers under Edward.
The only direct link between the stationers and the court under mary
was William Rastell, and it may be that Rastell's influence and patronage
was responsible for several of the devotional works issued by Cawood,
Caly, lottie and others. The reappeararce of works by Vives, Tunstall,
more, Erasmus, Thomas a Kampis and John Fisher shows the influence of
the more tradition of Catholic humanism, a tradition which, as we have
seen, was strong among the law printers of the Teriple area. The failure
of any new champion of orthodoxy of the stature of more or Fisher to
appear increased the tendency among this group to rely upon the
arguments of an earlier generation. This attitude bore fruit in Rastell's
edition of more's English Works, but it was an essentially scholarly
tradition, ill equipped for street controversies. An increase in the
proportion of controversial works to be published in Latin also reflected
a return to the scholarly attitudes of an earlier age, and the influence
of Pole worked against the survival of a vernacular, popular debate.(l)
In neglecting the field of popular polemic mary's government dernonst-
rated that it. had not understood, as more had a generation earlier,
that the church could no longer demand obedience solely on the strength
of ecclesiastical authority; persuasion and evangelism were also necessary.
mary's failure to use the printing press for popular reeducation in
catholic doctrine was the chief weakness of her policy towards the
booktrade. Her control over the London printers was effective, and
hardly anything in the way of protestant propaganda was printed in
London during her reign. Some illicit tracts were got out, but the
printers who had been responsible for so much polemic under Edward
were almost comp.letdly silent during her reign. The difficulties she
faced over the control of imported literature were not unique; the same
problem was encountered under both Henry and Elizabeth whenever the
community of religious exiles on the continent reached a certain size.
Even the failure to fill the vacuum left by the outlawing of reforming
Iracts with catholic literature was not entirely the government's fault.
In the absence of enthusiastic propagandists of the stamp of Bale or
Becon, and with a large section of the printing trade unsympathetic to
its aims, riary's government would have needed to adopt an even more
(1) Pole's experiences in Italy had made him increasingly cautious
about the effects of popular controversy. For this attitude, see
Dermot Fenlon, Weresy an-i obedience in Tridentine Italy: Cardinal
Pole and the Counter Refornation(Cambridge, 1972,) Chapter 15.
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active policy than that pursued by Edward's Council to mount an effective
campaign of orthodox polemic. That the Mariari regime was not in fact
enthusiastic about popular porsuasion was hardly surprising in view of
the increasing evidence of the seditious and disruptive potential of
of the popular press, and of public debate of religious questions. Mary
was not alone in viewing popular controversy with suspicion; Henry VIII
had been equally dubious, and Elizabeth was to show no inclination to
return to an Edwardian policy of free expression. Under her)printing
patents moved even further from their Edwardian interpretation, and
became increasingly, indeed notoriously, a purely commercial and fiscal
matter. Ufl-at is remarkable is not the abstention of mary's government
from popular polemic, but the involvement of Edward's in a deliberate
policy of education and persuasiin. In the furtherance of this policy,
Somerset and Cranmer forged a unique partnership with a large and
energetic section of the printing community which resulted in a torrent
of devotionel, liturgical and biblical works which left an indelible
mark upon the religious life of the nation.
(5)
Appendix I
Bills in favour of the Duke of Somerset, scattered in London at the
beginning of October, 1549, from copies surviving in the State Papers.
most loving and true englishmen which love God and your King, (unto
such do I write,) remember with yourselves your loyal obedience and
be ye not caned away with the painted eloquence of a sort of
crafty traitors which draw at one mark and shoot at another. Weigh
their devilish policy first wheras they have like bribers undone
and murdered the King's true subjects, and now, fearing that the
Lord Protector,according to his promise, would have redressed
things in the court of Parliament, which he shortly intends to
have sit, to the intent that the poor commons might be godly saved
and things well redressed, to defeat him of his said good purpose
they now of mere (malice) have conspired his death, which done, they
will find the means shortly after to dispatch your most noble liege
lord, partly for their insatiate covertise and ambition, and
partly to plant again the doctrine of the devil and antichrist of
Rome. Wherefore,let not their persuasions nor their proud proc -
lamations move your hearts anything at all, but think and know
this for a surety, that in case the Lord Protector have done any
thing contrary to truth and justice, without all doubt they were
partakers and of counsel in the same, although now they would pluck
their heads out of the rollers, and put him headlong into the briars.
But if' ye will diligently ponder and weigh what they be and what
their accustomed conditions be also, ye shall easily perceive what
they intend. And hsre also note how they be come up but late from
the dunghill, a sort of them more mete to keep swine than to occupy
the offices which they do occupy and now serve, to the utter
impoverishing and undoing of all the commons of this realm. Wherefore
I desire you for the tender mercy of God, give not hasty credit unto
their doIngs or sayings, but stick fast unto your most godly and
christian Prince and King, for though they traitorously call them
the body of' the Council yet tney lack the head, then may ye call it
a monstrous Council, for truly any body is nothing without the head,
but the Lord shall destroy such a body at his pleasure. And as for
London, called Troy Untrue, merlin saith that xxiij Aldermen of hers
shall lose their heads on one day, which Cod grant to be shortly,
Amen.
By the King's true and loving subject, to his poor, Henry A.
This bill is addressed "Read it and give it forth" and carries a note on the
back, "A seditious bill found in London in Edward 6 time."
Good pacple, in the name of' Cod and King Edward, let us rise with
all our power to defend him and the lord Protector against certain
Lords and gentlemen and chief masters, which would depose the Lord
Protector, and so endanger the King's royal person, because we, the
poor commons, being injured by the extortious gentlemen, had our
pardcn this year by the mercy of the King, and the gocdness of the
Lord Protectcr, for whom let us fight, for he loveth all just and
true gentlenen, who do no extortion, and also us, the poor commonality
of England.
God save the King and my Lord Protector, and all true Lords and
gentlemen, and us, the poor commonality.
This bill carries a note on the back, "The Copie of a bill sowed aniongst
the commons.
S.P. Edward VI, 10/9, fols. 11 & 12.
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-	 D.	 d	 -	 -
R.A.








Chronological table of.foreign bookworkers in London, 1541-1560, based
on the information given in E.J. Worman, Alien members of the Book-Trade
during the Tudor . Period, 1906.
Abbreviations; d. denization; D. Dutch Church Register; b. admitted
brother of the Stationers' Conpany; R.. Returns of Aliens;	 * presumed
present;	 p. present according to later assertion.
1541 1544 1547 1549 1550 1551 1553-8 155960_b
Adrian, Leonard.	 in Eng.
Dutch bookbinder.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 '56	 (63b.)
Re, Reinaerdt vender	 R.A.
Dutch, with Mierdman. - 	 -	 -	
-	 D.	 -	 ---	 -
Arnoldt, Henry
	 48,	 d? D.





with 1. Raynald.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -
Birckman,Arno].d. 	 b.by
stationer of Antwerp R.A.	 .A.	 *	 R.A.	 *	 * I '56	 (64)
Birckman,John.	 d
with 3. Cawood,'41	
R.A. R.A. R.R. R.A.	 -	 -	
-	 I	 -with A. Hester,'4Y.
Blond, Iicho1as.	 I	 in Eng.
French bookbinder. 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 c.'52	 '59,b.
Bole, William .
bookbinder	 I	 I
with W. Tylly.	 -	 R.A.? *	 R.A.	 -	
- i	 -	 -
Brey, Lambertus.	 0.




bookbinder	 -	 -	 -	 R.A. D.?	 -	 -	 -
with John Crowte
Burges, Isaac de.	 in Erig	 Fr-cA.
bookoinder from	 !c.'43 p.	 p.	 d.? d.? f . p.	 p.	 (62)
Rouen
Nycodenus
with John Byddoll	 R..	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 -












with fl. Story ?
—	 I





*	 *	 '56 b.




















—	 R.A.	 —	 —	 —	 —
Hatsoo, printer.
Wyman Coke,
•,,fh M,y..-4m,.r,'L	 -	 —	 PD..	 —	 —	 —	 —WS ......— S. a sju,, I I	 -	 -	 . -
Hatsoo, printer.
Crinitus, Joannes,
merchant,	 —	 R.A. R.A	 R.A.	 —	 —
(printer of Antwerj ?
Cuelen, Urbanus vai ,	 R.A.
printer.	 —	 —	 —	 —	 D.
Cupare,Peter de,
van Ipre,printer
with N. Hill.	 —	 —	 —
Cuttier, Philippe,
French bookbinder, 	 —	 —	 —	 —
with 1. Purfoot.	 -
Darwillier, Hubert,




	 —	 —	 —	 —
Dalaver, Roger,
(de Launders)	 R.A. R.A. R.A. R.A.
French.
Detter ,martin,





	 —	 —	 —
with Jahn mayler?
...92' Cyles,	 d.
with M. Datter.	 —	 R.A.	 —	 —
Erve, Egidlus van
der, Dutch printer. —	 —	 —	 —
Ferrall Jasper,
printer, with	 —	 —	 —	 R.A.
Jhitchurch.
Ferrom , John
with Whitchurch.	 —	 —	 —	 R.A.
Fletenan, Henry,
with 3. Day.	 —	 —	 —	 R.A.
Forture, Richard,
with R. Dalaver.	 R.il.	 *	 *	 R.A.
Fox ,James,




1541 1544 1547 1549 1550 1551 1553-8	 559-60
Fylde, David,
within 3.Ben8on.	 R.A. R.A.	 *	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -
Gastus,Henry,.
with R. Wolf.	 -	 -	 -.	 R.A.	 -	 -
Ga yer, James,
stationer, d.
	 R.A. R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -
with Byddell.
Geyson , Cysberd,
with 3. Day.	 -	 -	 -	 R.A.	 0 ?	 -	 -
Cadet, Cues,-
	 in En.	 ('62




d.	 '55 b.	 Fr.ch.)
Grey, Thomas
with T. Petit.	 R. A.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Crate, Nicolas,
with R. Dalaver?	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Crowte, John, d.
Norman bookbinder.	 R.A. R.A.	 *	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -
Gybkyn, John,
with 3. Fox.	 R.A. R.A. R.A. R,A.
	 p.	 p.	 -
Hacket, John,
French bookbinder,	 in Eng.
with F. Caldock.	 -	 -	 . '47	 p.	 p.	 p.	 p.	 ('65 b.)
Hacket, Thomas,
French bookbinder	 R.A. R.A. R.. R.A.
	 p.	 p.	 p.	 ('62
from Normandy	 d.	 Fr.ch.)
Harnbourgh,Tyllam vai
with the Printer,	 -	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
(3. Herford ?)
Harnan, Harry,
A. Birckrian's	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
factor. d.?
Harrys,Crret,
with K. Herford.	 -	 -	 -	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -
Hatsoo, Godfrey
with 5. r1ierdman.	 -	 -	 -	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -
Havy, Nowell,	 R.A.
french bookbinder.	 d.	 R.A.	 *	 R.A.	 -	 -
Hernryk Hans van	 '40	 0.
R.A.	 *	 *	 *	 R.A.	 *	 *	 ('62 b.)
Herford, John.
printer.	 R.A. R.A.	 *	 widow	 -	 -	 -
Hill, Nicholas,	 n Eng. d.	 0.	 D.	 D.
dutch printer.	 '20	 RA.	 *	 R.A. R.P. R.A. abroad?	 widow
Hollinder ,John,
with.J. Day.
	 -	 -	 -	 R.A.	 *	 *	 abroad? -('61 s.c)
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____________________ 1541 1544 1547 1549 1550 1551 1553-8 1559-60
Hollyard,Jasper,	 in En
with E. Ulhitchurch c.'4	 p.	 p.	 '.A.	 p.	 p.	 p.	 ('67d.)
Fronch bookbinder.
with Grafton,	 -	 -	 -	 -.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -
Jacques, John.
	
in En • d.	 *	 *	 *	 159 S.C.	 -
c.'3	 Warden
Kempen, Zacharias






-	 R.A.	 *	 *	 *	 ('65b.french.
Lauret Giles,
	 d.?




'27 R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
within 9erthelet
Lendon, mychell,
van, with 3. Day.
	 -	 -	 -	 RA.	 -	 -
Le Roux, Jean,
Norman printer	 R.A. R.A.	 *	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -
Loye, John,
with 1. Purfoot'47	 -	 -	 R.A. R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -
with A. Hester '49
Lyghtes,Oliver,
with 1. Hacket.	 -	 -	 -	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -
Lynne,Uialter,	 0.





with N. Hill	 -	 -	 -	 R.A.	 *	 *	 *?	 ('61 D.)
Lyvedalle, Derick,	 in En'
Flemish stationer.	 -	 -	 c.'47 p.	 p.	 p.	 p.	 (63 b.)
!flegussher, John,




	 -	 -	 -	 -	
R.A.	 -	 -	 -
ffleteren, Jacob van
	 in En d5
dutch stationer.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 '50	 p.	 *	 (64)
fleteren, Emanuel
	
in En d5	 p.56	 (61)
van, Dutch stationi 1 r. -	 -	 -	 -	 ' 50	 0.
michael, van Antweip,




merchant.	 -	 -	 -	 R.A. R.4	 -	 -
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1541 1544 1547 1549 1550 1551 1553-58 1558-60
mierdman, Stephen,	 d.
Printer from	 0.	 D.
Antwerp.	 -	 -	 -	 R.A	 R.A. R.A	 -	 -
molyar, Conrad,
with 3.. Gybkyn.	 •--	 -	 -	 R.A	 *	 *	 b.by'56	 (64)
morel ,Bastion,
printer of Paris.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 Frch.
Orns,John;with
3ohn Waley.	 -	 -	 -	 R.A	 -	 -	 -
Penneue,3ohn,	 c.'40	 -




Antwerp,with	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
John Day.
Pollard, John,
bookbinder.	 R.A. R.A	 *	 R.	 -	 -	 -	 -
Prynter, Water.	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Ram, Jois de,	 R.A.




	 R.. R.A	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Roche forth Henry
al. Starkerfelser,
stationer.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 b.'57	 R.A.
Rotteforde, Poll,
dutch typefaunder,	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 in Eng.
bra. of above.	 '57	 (71)
Rowe, John,
with H. Harman,	 R.h.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
French bookbinder.
Roye, Cybryke van,
Factor of N.Devalt	 -	 -	 -	 R.A	 *	 *	 b. by'56 (64)
of Antwerp.
Ruremund,Hans Van,
al. Holibusche.	 in Eng *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 (61)
(father &son?)	 d.'35
Rycrd, Hans,
with 4. Scoloker.	 -	 -	 -	 R;A	 -	 -	 -	 -
Salt, Henry,
dutch bookbinder]	 -	 -	 p.	 p.	 p.	 p.	 (64)
printer.(see Soull
Scapulys,Philip,
from Trier.	 R.A. R.A	 R.A. R.A	 R.A.	 *	 b.by'56	 *
Senior, Lewis,	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 in Eng.
French bookbinder. 	 c.'60
(341)
b.by'56
p.	 R.A.	 d.	 p.	 (71)
OM
-	 l. •
	 -	 -	 -	 - -
-	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -
D.
-	 R.''. R.A.	 -	 -	 -
-	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -	 -
-	
-	 R.A.	 -	 -	 -
inEnt
-	 -	
-	 c'5	 p.	 (d.'62)
-	 R.A	 *	 *	 *	 (d.'62)
Ln Eic	 D.









__________________ - 1541 15441547 1549 1550 1551 1553-8 1558-60
Seres, Cues,	 •'55
french bookbinder.	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 n Eng. (d. 62)
Seygar, Paul,	 V	 d.
with Whitchurch,'49 - 	 -	 -	 R.A.	 D.	 D.	 -	 V -
with N. Hill,.'50-1..	 V
Sheres, James,


































The following graphs are offered as a rough guide to the size and
output of the book community during the period under consideration.
The problem of unequal survival prevents too exact an interpretation
of the figures, but survival rates do not seem to have been
significantly different fror one reign to another. The figures
have been compiled on the basis of the information given in the
Short Title Catalogue, including the 1976 revision of the second
half of the Catalogue. When the complete revision is available
the numbers quoted below,books & printers,will almost certainly
have to be raised very slightly.
Figs. 1 and 3, showing books produced in London, and those printed
abroad for the English market, also include books which have not
survived but are known from contemporary sourcesto have been printed,
Fig. 2, showing the number of sttioners operating in Loncion for
each of the given years, includes all printers, publishers and book-
sellers known to have bean involved in printing one or more books
in a particular year. Obviously, for each year there were many other
stationars still in business, despite the fact that no surviving
books carry their name. This graph is not intended to. show the
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Service Books produced in England and abroad before 1558.
The figures quoted below are based on the number of sperete editions
listed in the revised Short Title Catalogue. As they represent only
survivals, they can be used only as a rough guide to the number of
editions actually printed, but such large variations as the steep
decline in production following the Act of 1534, and the shift in
market domination from French to English publications, are not inval-




-1534	 Printed in England - Printed abroad 	 2
	
1534-1553	 Printed in England - Printed abroad 	 -
	
1553-1558	 Printed in England
	
-	 Printed abroad	 -
Breviaries; York..
- 1535	 Printed in England	 -	 Printed abroad	 4
1535-1553	 Printed in England	 -	 Printed abroad	 -
1553-1558	 Printed in England	 -	 Printed abroad	 1
Serum 3nd others
-1535	 Printed in England
1535-1553	 Printed in England
1553-1558	 Printed in England
Officia Nova
-1535	 Printed in England
1535-1553	 Printed in England
1553-1556	 Printucl in England
Diurnals










	 Printed in England
(without music)
1534-1553	 Printed in England
1553-1558
	
	 Printed in En1and
(with nusic)
Leqnda




-1534	 Printed in England
1534-1553	 Printed in Eng1..nd
1553-1558	 Printed in England
Sarum and others







































-1534	 Printed in England
(i.e. published)
1534-1553	 Printed in England
1553-1553	 Printed in England
Ordinals
-1534	 Printed in England 2
1534-1553
	
	 Printed in England -
(not including those
appended to the Bk.
of Common Prayer)
Printed in England	 -
Processiona].s
-1534	 Printed in England	 2
1534-1553	 "	 "	 "	 4





-1534	 Printed in England	 10 Printed abroad
	
8
1534-1553	 "	 "	 "	 -
I,
Prirners* York









* Psalters; These figures refer only to the traditional, Serum
Psalter. There were many other col1ection, some metrical
some partial, some including material other than the
Psalms, which were referred to as Psalters, but which
are not included in these figures, eg. Berthelet's
colinction known as the King's Psalms, and the pointed
and mtrical editions iSSu8d under Edward.
* Primers; Under "Sarum and reformed" I lave included the reformed
versions of William marshall and John Hussy, the




In the Public Ricord Office:
State Papers; S.P. 1/118, fol. 231. Depositions concerning
John Domerigrt and Pastor Fredewell, 1537.
S.P. 10/9, fols.11 and 12. Bills supporting
the Duke of Somerset, October 1549.
s.P. 1/210, fcl.22. Gardiner to Paget, 1545.
King's Bench; Placita Corari Rege, 27/1184r. Rex 12d. Oldenall,
1557.










April 1548, Lucy Reynes.
Sept. 1555, 1. Berthe1et.I%j,.a.37.
February 1556, R. Toy. A-01,.,g. 3?.
ou. 1562, E. Whitchurch.R,.I1.4.S.
march 1565, Widoui Toy. P,-ci. II. 4.
march 1572, 3. Wayland.
	
ii. SS.
January 1574, R. Wolf. /?,b.1,.S.
August 1577, R. Jugge. P.1i.ij. £9
April 1586, 3. Walley. 	 69.
may 1589, 3. Wight. /?,,h. ii. 74.
Patent Rolls; 727, m.35, frarbecka's pardon.
81J1,.m.25, December 1547, W. Lynne.
802, m.7, April 1547, Crafton and Ulhirchurch.
805, m.1, April 1547, Wolf.
808, m.14, December 1548, Cswen.
814, mci. 7 & 9, December 1548, Crafton and
Uihitchurch.
853, m.23, Piarch 1553, Day..
853, m.35, r!arch 1553, Seres.
865, m.23, December 1553, Cawood.
874, m.l4, October 1573, Wayland.
897,mm. 20 and 21 d, Commission to search out
Heresies, 1556.
941, Em,?, July 1559, Seres.
In the Cuildhall Library:	 The Bishop of London's Register, 1S 9531/12.
In the British 1useum	 Harl. ifiS 421, fol. 35r, Deposition ofJohfl
Tyball, 1527.




Articles to be enquired of in the Kynges iaiesties Visitacion, (R.Grafton,
1547)
Baldwin, William;	 A Myrroure for Magistrates, (i. tflarsh,559).
Baldwin, William;	 A Mirour for Magistrates, (1578)
Bale, John;	 A declaration of Edmonde 3onners articles concern-
ing the cleargye of London iyocese, ( Tysdale,1550).
Bale, John;	 A nysterye of inyguyte contayned within the
heretycall Genealogy of Ponce Pantolabus, (1545)
Bonner, Edmonde;	 Articles to be enquired of in the generall visit-
ation, (J. Cawood, 1554).
Bradforth, John;	 The Copye of a letter to the right honorable Lordes
the Erles of Arundel, Derbie, Shrewsburye and Penbroke,
(1556).
A Brife and Faythfull declaration of the true fayth of Christ, made by
certeyne men susspected of heresye in these articles,
(1547, originally 1543 ?).
Catechismus, That is to say, a shorte Instruction into Christian Religion,
( (U. Lynne, 1548).
A Caveat for the Christians agaynst the Archpapist,(J.Waley, 1548.).
Certayne Questions Dernaunded and asked by the Noble Ralma of Cnglande, of
her true naturall chyldren,("fy1es Hogherda",1554).
Crowley, Robert;
Crciwlay, Robert;
The confutation of the mishapen Aunswer called the
Abuse of the blessed sacrament, (J.Day & (U. SerBs,
1548).
An infornacion and peticion enaynat the oppressours
of the pore Commons, (. Day, 1548).
A Dialogue or familiar talke betuiene two neighbours, concernyng the
chyefest ceremonyss, that were suppressed in Englande
and nowe for our unuorthines, set up 	 ayne,
("rfl Wodde, Rbane" , 1554)
Gardiner, Stephen;	 De Vera Obediencia, ("in. Wood, Roane" 1553).
A goodly dysputacion betwer'ë a Christen Shomaker and a Popyshe Parson,





Yet a Course at the Romyshe foxe,(Zurik,
C. Jacobson, 1543).
Certayne Sernons or homilies 3ppoynted by the
KyngesFlaiestie, to be declared and redde,
(. Crafton, 1547).
A godly Confe3sion and Protestacion of the Christian
fayth,(3. Day, 1551).
The displaying of the Protestantes, (R. Caly, 1556)
An humble supplicacier' unto Gcd for the restorine of hys holye woorde,
("strasburgh in Elsas, at the signe of the golden
Bibell", 1554) .	 -
(350)
Bib1iograpy
Iniunccions geven by the moste excellente PrInce, Edwarde the VI,
(R. Grafton, 1547).
Interrogatories upon which and everye part of the sane the Church
Wardens shalbe charged, (R. Caly,1558).
Knox, John;	 A Faythfull Adnonition made by John Knox unto the
proffosors of God's truth in England,
("Kalykow",l554).
A Letter sent from a benished r7inistar OP lesus Christ unto the faithfull
Christian flocke in Eng1ind, ("ii. Wood, Roane",1554).
f1ardeley, 3;
	
Here beginneth a necessary instruction for all
Covetous rich men,(T.Raynald, i549.
The metyngeof Doctor Barons and doctor Powell at Paradise gate,
(Us. Hill, 1548).
more, Sir Thomas;	 The confutacyon of Tyndales answere, (UI. Rastell,
1532).
Nicolls, P.	 Here begynneth a godly newe story of xii men that
moyses sent, (w. Hill, 154a).
Order of the Hospital of St. Bartholonews in West Smithfield,
(R. Crafton, 1553).
Our saviour Jesus Christ hath not overcharged his chirche with many
ceremonies, ("Zijrik", 1543).
Philpot, John;.	 Vera Expositia Disputationis Institutae mandato
D. Fflariae Reginac in Synodo Ecciesiastica,
("Romae Coran castro S. Angel! ad signum S. Petri,
1554).
"Poore Pratte";	 The Copie of a pistel or letter sent to Gilbard
Potter, (Hugh Singleton, 1553).
A Perfyte Pronostycacion Perpetuall, (R. Wyer, 1555 ?).
Proctor, John;	 The historie of Wyates rebellion (R.Caly, 1554).
Questions worthy to be consulted on for the weale publyque,
(H. Smith ? 1549.?).
A Speciall grace appointed to have been said after a banl<et at Yorke,
upon the good neuss and Proclanacion thear of
Elizabeth, (J. Kingston f.N. England, 1558).
A supplication of the poore Commons, (r'.p. 1546).
A UIrning for England, Conteyning the horrible practises of the King
of Spain in the Kygdcm of Naples, (1555).
Watertoune, T.t;
	
An invectyve agaynst Treason, CR. r!ladeley, 1553).
Westerne Wyll Upon the debate botwyxte hurchyarda and Camall,
('ii. Powell, 1552).
Ballads and Broadsides collected in the Socity of Antiqu^iries'
First Book of Broadsides. Details of these are




Accounts of the Churchwardens, St. f1ichaei,Cornhill.
The Accounts of the ChurchwarJens of the parish of St. ratin-in-the-
Fields, 1525-1603, ed. ZJ.V.Kitto (1901)
Acts of the Privy Council of England, New Series, ad. J.R.Dasent,
(1890-1907).
Arber, E;	 A Transcript of the Registers of the Company of
Stationers of Lcnion, 1554-1640, (i87s-l8c4).
Calendar of the Patent Polls preserved in the Public Record Office
Edward VLand Philip and fary,(i924,1936-9).
Calendar of 5tte Papers,(Domestic Series),of the reigns of Edward VI,
iary and Elizabeth, ad. R. Lemon, (1356).
Calendar of State Papars,(Foreign Series) of the reign of Edward Vi,
mary I., ad. W. B. Turnball,(l861).
Calendar of State Papers,(Foreign Series) of the reign of Elizabeth,
1558-1589, ad. 3. Stevenson et al. (1862-1954).
Calendar of'State Papers,Spanish, ed. P. de Coyangos ot al. (1662-1954).
Calendar of State Papers, Venetian, ed. Rawdon Brown at al. (1864-1947).
The Chronicle of guecn Jane, arid of Two Years of queen fi!ary, ed. J.G.
Nichols, Camden Society no xlviii, (1850).
Collier, IP;	 Old Ballads, vol.1 in Early English Poetry,
Ballads, etc, (Percy Society, 1842).
Foxe, John;	 Acts and ftlonunents, ad. Josiah Pratt, (1877).
The Creyfriars Chronicle of London, ad. J.G.flichols, Camden Society
noliii, (1852)
Cuaras, Antonio de;	 The Accession of ueen mary, ad. R. Carnett,
(1892).
Hazlitt, W.C;	 Remains of the Early Popular Poetry of England,
in the Library of Old Authors, (1855).
Hughes, P.L. and Larkin, IF. Tudor Royal Proclamations,(Naw Haven and
London, 1964-9 ).
Letters and Papers, Foreinn and Domestic, of the reign of Henry VIII,
ed. J.S.Bretiar, 3. Gairdner and R.H.Brodie,
(1662-1932).
r9achyn, Henry;	 The Diary of Henry 1achyn, Citizen and Pierchnt-
Taylor of Londcn, ed. J.G. Nichols, Cai'iden Society
no xlii, (1848).
cruller, IA;	 The letters of Stephen Cardiner, (Caribridge,1933).
Narratives of the Dayc of the Reformation, ad J.C.Nichols, Camden Society
no lxxvii, (lB'i).
Nicolas, H;	 Proceedings aria Ordinances of the Privy Council
•	 of' England, l35-15'2, (1834-1937).
OriQinal Letters, relative to the English Reforratinn, ed. H. Robinson,









The Statutes of the Realm, ed. A. Luders et al. (1810-1628).
Transcript of the Registers of the united parishes of St. mary Woolnoth
and St. Mary Woolchurch Hew, (1886).
Two London Chronicles, ed. Charles Kingsfcrd, Camden Miscellany, Third
Series, vol xiii,(ll0).
Concilia Alagnee Britanniae at Hiberniae a Synodo
Verolamiensi A.D. CCCCXLVI ad Londinensem A.D.
miccxvii, (1737)
A Chronicle of England during the reigns of the
Tudors, 1485-1559, ed.W.D. Hamilton, Camden Society,
New Seri.s,vols xi and xii,(l875 & 1877).
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